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Introduction
The current issue of Ikonotheka, which we would like to recommend to our
Readers, is truly special. The essays collected herein, although very different
in contents and form, have all been inspired by a single intention: they have
been conceived as an expression of appreciation and gratitude to Professor
Wiesław Juszczak from his disciples and friends. The volume opens with
a translation of Professor Juszczak’s classic essay on the Romantic theory of
the imagination, which we would like to present as a symbolic mirror of the
Professor’s interpretative method and as a signal of the most important intellectual themes which have constantly been present in his works. The diversity
of the essays published in this volume is intended to mirror, as much as it is
possible, and to extol the incomparable wealth and unequalled breadth of the
Professor’s scholarly interests. To all of us, and to a few generations of Polish
humanists, Professor Juszczak’s scholarly output has been an inexhaustible
source of inspiration and a cause of unabated admiration. His works have
provided us with an unparalleled model of synthetic thinking and of expressing ideas in a literary form; they have been a lesson on how to masterfully
present a penetrating interpretation. In everything that constituted the subject of his reflection – from the Greek myths, ekphrasis and the prehistoric
beginnings of art, through the theory and practice of art in the British Isles,
the Symbolist art and the Polish Modernist painting, to Martin Heidegger’s
philosophy of art and the philosophy of music – we discover not only an
indelible mark of a true humanist’s erudition and sensitivity, but also, perhaps above all, an illuminating aura of creative imagination. In his analyses of works of art, Professor Juszczak not so much discovered the subtlest
nuances of their significance and revealed them to his reader, but co-created
the mysterious meanings enclosed in them. No-one else but the Professor
may be said to be for us a true mousikós anēr, in whose thought the boundaries of the arts evaporate to leave a continuity of reflection and imagination,
and whose work gives forth the fullness of its harmony like a musical score
brought to like by a gesture of an infallible conductor’s hand. We declare
that his personality makes Professor Juszczak a perfect embodiment of an
ideal scholar, a man about whom Novalis once wrote: “Der echte Gelehrte
ist der vollständig gebildete Mensch, der allem, was er berührt und tut, eine
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wissenschaftliche, idealische, synkritistische Form gibt”. We feel honoured
and, in fact, favoured by fate to have been granted the privilege of personally
knowing Professor Juszczak and of being familiar with his work. We have
drawn on the rich resources of his knowledge and we have always relished his
good humour and kindness. We are aware that the tribute which this volume
is intended to constitute is but an imperfect token of our appreciation of
Professor Juszczak’s role as our teacher of insight and our guide around the
labyrinths of art and history. It will be the highest reward to us if the Professor
is kind enough to acknowledge it.
(Translated by Klaudyna Michałowicz)

IKONOTHEKA 25, 2015

Wiesław Juszczak

The Dark Source of Knowledge
To Krzysztof

Kant once wrote in his notebook: “Avoid bad dreams”.1 Goya, vainly yearning for light and harmony, placed the following inscription on his etching: “El
sueño de la razón produce monstruos”. Wordsworth described the imagination as “reason in her most exalted mood”. Yet the two preceding statements
also refer to the imagination. They also refer us to an issue that is situated in
that sphere of the most contentious and complex matters, on the interpretation of which depends the entire historical image, perception and assessment
of the eighteenth century.
If we could fully develop this matter on the basis of only these three
statements, we would attempt to demonstrate that the attitude towards the
imagination as represented by Goya is the closest to the seventeenth-century
one, oscillating between condescension, contempt and fear. This is because
the “sleep of reason” does not produce monsters, but permits the imagination, a demonic faculty which produces nightmares, to hold sway.2 Further
on we would attempt to show that Kant’s sentence, seemingly very similar
to Goya’s, signifies a different meaning – here the chaos of everything that
is corporeal “awakens” during sleep, and then only the imagination is able to
maintain order or even to prevent the “total extinction of life”.
However, we must limit ourselves here to a brief presentation of arguments in support of the view that Wordsworth’s metaphor is Kantian in its
essence; that the Romantic apotheosis of imagination as the tool of the fullest
cognition is rooted in the writings of Kant, who maintained that cognition
is altogether impossible without the imagination. Let us therefore limit ourselves to the role of the imagination in Kant’s epistemology – an issue that
has been reflected on many times and is burdened with substantial literature,
1
2

The current essay first appeared in W. Juszczak, Fakty i wyobraźnia [Facts and Imagination], Warsaw, 1979, pp. 106–116.
An excellent interpretation of this etching is found in an article by G. Levitine, “Literary Sources of Goya’s Capricho 43”, Art Bulletin, 1965, vol. XXXVII, pp. 56–59.
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and yet is being re-considered again and again and is still current; an issue
whose summary is, I think, worth recalling here.3
As late as in Hume – that is after the breakthrough in the process of
“pardoning” the imagination which was spurred by the texts of Joseph Addison or Christian Wolff – the imagination demonstrated the entire ambiguity
of its nature and action. Its aesthetic and epistemological functions appeared
in a nebulous amalgamation, impossible to divide, and the “freedom” of the
imagination was likewise impossible to limit – this freedom which was desirable in actions included in the first sphere, but which created havoc in the
logical order that ought to be maintained in the second sphere. It proved
impossible to subordinate, when needed, to the laws of reason, to the laws
of the “higher” cognitive faculties, to use the phraseology preferred by Vico or
Wolff. In this context, an especially important issue – an issue underlined so
strongly by none other than Kant – seems to be chiefly the amalgamation of
what was before, in various interpretations of the imagination, shown separately as its always mutually exclusive qualities, i.e. its entirely anarchic features, emphasised by, for instance, Hume, and its entirely logical features, on
which Baumgarten, for example, preferred to focus. To Kant, these were only
two sides of the same cognitive tool, dependent only on the use to which this
tool was being put – on the arrangement of external circumstances or needs
which necessitated this or that usage of this tool, but did not determine its
character internally.
One of the more recent works devoted to the role of the imagination in
Kant’s aesthetics contains an attempt to define this faculty’s possible relation
to understanding (Verstand) as the “faculty of concepts”.4 As it turns out, this
analysis requires us to re-examine the way in which the imagination functions in the process of cognition, and to underline the differences between
the types of activity that are proper to it in these two spheres. Conversely,
however, in order to fully present its far more complex cognitive operation it
is all the more important to recall, even briefly, its activities as described from
the point of view of aesthetics.
In its poetic, artistically creative operation, which leads to the emergence of
“aesthetic ideas”, the imagination “is very powerful in creating another nature,
as it were, out of the material that actual nature gives it”.5 It is therefore
3
4
5
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This essay develops a section of my work entitled: O wyobraźni historycznej [On the
Historical Imagination].
H. Blocker, “Kant’s Theory of the Relation of Imagination and Understanding in Aesthetic
Judgment of Taste”, The British Journal of Aesthetics, 1965, no. 1, pp. 37–45. Blocker refers
to observations made by R. Daval, La Métaphysique de Kant, Paris, 1950, pp. 258–259.
I. Kant, Critique of Judgement, translated by J. H. Bernard, Macmillan & Co., London,
1914, p. 198 (193). The numbers in the parentheses refer to the page of the third
original edition: Kritik der Urteilskraft, Berlin, 1799. Further on the original pagination
is given after the quotations. The same concerns Critique of Pure Reason, quoted here
in the translation by Norman Kemp Smith, Macmillan & Co. London, 1929, with the
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rendered independent, at least to a considerable extent, from experience and
from both its chief “conditions” or “sources”, of which the first is receptiveness to impressions and acceptance of representations in the same way our
senses are stimulated by objects, while the other is the spontaneous ability
to create concepts, i.e. the faculty which enables us to think about an object
articulated in a sensuous representation. Thus, the imagination becomes relatively independent from sensibility and from understanding, of which the first
(Sinnlichkeit) provides us with intuition (Anschauung) and the second provides
us with concepts. The imagination, usually defined by Kant as the “faculty
of intuition” or the “faculty of comprehension in an intuition”, realises here
its potential for decomposing, freely and when needed, the images obtained
through empirical cognition and for re-forming new wholes from the elements according to rules that are analogous to the rules of understanding,
but essentially different from them. Thus the imagination can grant an illusion of experiencing things which, strictly speaking, cannot be a subject of
“experience”, a subject of cognition proper.
We entertain ourselves with it when experience proves too commonplace […]. Thus we
feel our freedom from the law of association (which attaches to the empirical employment of Imagination), so that the material which we borrow from nature in accordance
with this law can be worked up into something different which surpasses nature (193).

Thus we create those peculiar representations which neither belong to cognition nor can ever “become a cognition” of an object, since they entail a distortion of the correctness, the necessary order of the cognitive process: what
the imagination does present to us in this case exceeds the capabilities of
comprehension proper to understanding, the capabilities of conceptual comprehension; understanding is unable to bring these representations to the
form of concepts.6
Such an aesthetical idea “cannot become a cognition, because it is an intuition (of the imagination) for which an adequate concept can never be found”,
just as its counterpart, a rational idea, “can never become a cognition, because
it involves a concept (of the supersensible), corresponding to which an intuition can never be given” (240). If, therefore, we are analysing the imagination in its aesthetic functions, in its freedom, “in its free play”, this means,
according to Kant, that “it is in the first place not regarded as reproductive,
as it is subject to the laws of association, but as productive and spontaneous

6

note that the “A” pagination refers to the first edition: Kritik der reinen Vernunft, Riga,
1781, and the “B” pagination to the second edition, Riga, 1787. According to the established custom, passages which appear in both editions are provided with both page
numbers.
“To bring this synthesis [of all that is manifold in an intuition] to concepts is a function
which belongs to the understanding, and it is through this function of the understanding that we first obtain knowledge properly so called” (A 78).
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(as the author of arbitrary forms of possible intuition)” (69).7 And although,
as it is correctly emphasised, some influence of understanding on the imagination can be detected even here – for instance that the form of its free
creations is just as regular and consistent as the form of those of its representations which become objects of cognition8 – it nevertheless has the ability to influence understanding; it arouses understanding by showing it some
unapproachable goal, and thus it stimulates its activity.
The above few remarks suffice to derive some general descriptive terms for
the actions of the imagination as a faculty that operates in all of our cognition. These actions will be in keeping with understanding, will be subordinate
to it, subject to the laws of association; the imagination itself will be called
reproductive, with the proviso that in Critique of Pure Reason the meaning of
this word seems to diverge considerably from its generally accepted sense. But
the above list does not yet include the most important point: according to
Kant, the imagination is the factor that mediates between two mutually alien
worlds, between two spheres which otherwise would forever remain strangers to each other, never to be in touch. These two spheres are the mundus
sensibilis and the mundus intelligibilis. The contact between them, relying on
subordination of the elements of one sphere to the elements of the other, is
cognition itself. Here, all depends on the presence of a mysterious, well-nigh
concealed instrument; the clearness of knowledge springs from a dark source.
Everything depends on the imagination, “a blind but indispensable function
of the soul, without which we should have no knowledge whatsoever, but of
which we are scarcely ever conscious” (A 78, B 103).
Due to the way it operates, the imagination lies so close to understanding
that it is sometimes deemed to be its function. The character of its products,
in turn, is similar to that of sensuous representations. These operations are
called syntheses, the products are images. Regrettably, even the simplest presentation of these concepts requires severe simplifications.9
7

8

9
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The entire range of its activity is described by V. Basch (“Du rôle de l’imagination dans
la théorie Kantienne de la connaissance”, Revue de métaphysique et de morale, 1904, vol. XII,
p. 428): the imagination can “ressusciter en nous le monde des intuitions, affaibles, il
est vrai, et décolorées, mais, en revanche, si malléables, si souples, si plastiques que
nous ne sommes pas tenus de les reproduire servilement dans la structure primitive de
leur coexistence ou dans l’ordre originaire de leur succession, mais que nous pouvons
1e combiner à notre gré, les associer et les dessocier”.
Blocker, op. cit., p. 45. Blocker asserts that in an aesthetic experience the imagination
is freed from the subservient relation to understanding, which characterises the cognitive use of the imagination. Thus, in an aesthetic experience the imagination may be
both partially dependent on the intellect and independent from it, and the intellect
may similarly be dependent on the imagination or independent from it.
One of these simplifications is the fact that we shall not enter here into the discussion
as to how the very manner in which the imagination exists should be interpreted, i.e.
whether it should be perceived as the “third” (besides sensuality and intellect) independently existing and operating faculty of the mind, as some passages in the first
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In the interpretations of Kant’s work, special emphasis is put on the point
owing to which a decisive turn in the methodology of the study of cognition could occur. This turn consisted in calling the opinion that “the senses
not only provide us with perceptions, but also conjoin them and produce
the images of objects” into question and asserting that “we cannot represent
anything as conjoined in the object without having previously conjoined it
ourselves” (A 120, footnote; B 130). Hence, emphasis is put on the introduction of a distinction between passive acceptance of sensual impulses (which
constitutes the primeval, purely sensual symptom, a sensation that is only
“the matter of perception”) and the active, conscious interpretation of that
matter in an intuition, producing phenomena and objects of perception, and
thus the act of perceiving, forming and cognising sensations.10 A “synthesis”
is an introductory, so to speak, review and categorisation of various, initially
chaotic perceptions, “that combination of the manifold in an empirical intuition, whereby perception, that is, empirical consciousness of the intuition (as
appearance), is possible” (B 160). This introduction to cognition does not yet
require an analysis; at this phase cognition is “crude and confused”; but still
“the synthesis is that which gathers the elements for knowledge, and unites
them to [form] a certain content” (A 77, B 103).
This action of the imagination occurs in two stages: first, the perceptions are ordered and arranged in groups (“the synthesis of apprehension”),
and then associated according to particular rules, owing to which the mind
is led from one representation to another “even in the absence of the object”
(“the synthesis of reproduction”) (A 100–101). The passage from sensibility to
understanding – from intuitions to concepts – would be impossible without
this twofold synthesis. It is true that “[b]efore we can analyse our representations, the representations must themselves be given, and therefore as regards
content no concepts can first arise by way of analysis” (A 77, B 103); but,
nevertheless, no synthesis is conceivable without the fundamental condition,
which is contained in understanding and which is provided by understanding, thus enabling not only all cognition, but also experience itself, which can
only be conscious, and only understanding is able to provide conditions for
this consciousness. This fundamental condition is the transcendental apperception, in relation to which the imagination is a kind of “executive power”
functioning in the sphere of intuitive data. The mediation of imagination is
indispensable, because
edition of Critique of Pure Reason seem to suggest, or whether it should be perceived as
no more than a function of the intellect, a manner in which the intellect “communicates” with the only other autonomously operating faculty, i.e. with sensuality. Most
arguments seem to support the first approach. Cf. E. M. Wolff, Etude du rôle de l’imagination
dans la connaissance chez Kant, Carcassonne, 1943, p. 9.
10 Cf. e.g. E. Cassirer, The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, translated by R. Manheim, vol. 3,
New Haven, 1957, p. 193.
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the understanding in us men is not a faculty of intuitions, and cannot, even if intuitions
be given in sensibility, take them up into itself in such manner as to combine them as
the manifold of its own intuition. Its synthesis, therefore, if the synthesis be viewed
by itself alone, is nothing but the unity of the act, of which, as an act, it is conscious
to itself, even without [the aid of] sensibility, but through which it is yet able to
determine the sensibility. The understanding, that is to say, in respect of the manifold
which may be given to it in accordance with the form of sensible intuition, is able to
determine sensibility inwardly (B 153).

The understanding is thus able to determine sensibility by means of a sort
of projection of its synthetic abilities onto sensibility, again with the mediation of imagination. Hence, “imagination is dependent for the unity of its
intellectual synthesis upon the understanding, and for the manifoldness of
its apprehension upon sensibility” (B 164).
In addition, as demonstrated by an analysis of the concept of schemata (the
second term for the cognitive actions of the imagination), the imagination is,
in essence, the medium providing understanding with intuitions and sensibility with the laws of intellectual synthesis (i.e. it carries those laws from the
understanding into the sphere of sensibility), due to which the raw material of
perceptions is constituted in phenomena, i.e. in the images of objects as such
that we are able to experience empirically, thus, individual objects. The imagination is a kind of “intellectual intuition”, if we may be permitted to use such
a phrase; it is a manner of bringing images (i.e. individual intuitive representations) close to concepts, at which closes that complex process of fusing the
manifold of what is sensuous into the ultimate unity of what is intellectual.
This ultimate unity is guaranteed by “the thoroughgoing identity of the
self in all possible representations”, i.e. the pure, or transcendental, apperception (A 116). It is the highest point to which all indirect ways of combining,
or synthesising, representations aspire, and which is at the same time a source
of the unity of principles of all the successive combinations – it is “this unitary consciousness” which “combines the manifold, successively intuited, and
thereupon also reproduced, into one representation” (A 103). According to Kant,
pure apperception, the elementary proposition: “I think” is thus, in addition to
the a priori forms of sensibility (i.e. those of space and time), another condition for all possible experience; a condition which is indispensable and superior
to the other two. It is its pure form, the basis for the constant and synthetic
unity of representations, and therefore is independent from experience.
A pure imagination, which conditions all a priori knowledge, is thus one of the fundamental faculties of the human soul. By its means we bring the manifold of intuition
on the one side, into connection with the condition of the necessary unity of pure
apperception on the other. The two extremes, namely sensibility and understanding,
must stand in necessary connection with each other through the mediation of this
transcendental function of imagination, because otherwise the former, though indeed
yielding appearances, would supply no objects of empirical knowledge, and consequently
no experience (A 124).
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All of its hitherto mentioned functions, or rather types of the same ability to
synthesise, reveal the imagination as a “spontaneous” faculty, i.e. one which
in its simplest and “lowest” operations (i.e. apprehension itself) may be used
subconsciously,11 but even then it is governed not by sensibility but by understanding. Even though at some point in Critique of Judgement we read:
[…] when used with reference to a representation by which an object is given, [the
faculty of Judgement] requires the accordance of two representative powers: viz. Imagination (for the intuition and comprehension of the manifold) and Understanding (for
the concept as a representation of the unity of this comprehension) (65),

it is obvious that only the arousal of the imagination, and not the entire
course of its action, depends on an object; that the entire process of its action
is “spontaneous” and, in essence, the reverse (if we consider the laws and
results of this action and not its variable causes or reasons for it): this action
is spontaneous, so: independent from sensibility, it is spontaneous, so: independent from any current object that is being experienced. On the contrary,
it is a projection of the consciousness of my own “I”, the transcendental
consciousness which precedes all detailed experience and is a condition for
it. It is a projection of primary or pure apperception – apperception which is
sometimes called (when it is in its epistemological role) a function of understanding due to its superior relation to the imagination.
On the highest level of synthesis, at the point where the manifoldness
of an image transforms into the absolute, the indivisible unity of a concept,
the “imagination” and “understanding” become simply two terms naming
two aspects of a synthesising factor or element which (at this last stage)
is one and the same. Being essentially different from understanding in the
sphere of actions referring to intuitions themselves, the imagination reveals
its organic connection with it even at this stage. At the last stage of the conversion of images into concepts, this connection – which is revealed by the
imagination’s inherent capability to form syntheses (i.e. its capability for
“spontaneous” action) – cannot be presented otherwise than by identifying
these two faculties, as the imagination’s peculiar return to its own source.
At this point, the “transcendental synthesis of the imagination” is essentially
the same thing as “intellectual synthesis”, so that no differentiation can be
made any longer. This is probably how the following passage, a frequent
source of debates on the interpretation, should be understood: “the synthesis
of apprehension, which is empirical, must necessarily be in conformity with
the synthesis of apperception, which is intellectual and is contained in the
category completely a priori. It is one and the same spontaneity, which in
the one case, under the title of imagination, and in the other case, under the
11 From Kant’s own argumentation it does not directly follow that some actions of the
imagination can indeed be called subconscious. This problem is sometimes posed by
the commentators, however. Cf. E. M. Wolf, Etude du rôle de l’imagination, pp. 28–30.
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title of understanding, brings combination into the manifold of intuition”
(B163, footnote).12
By saying that a concept is arrived at through synthesis achieved by the
imagination, we mean that a concept always corresponds to some intuition
which, being sensuous, is manifold and hence needs synthesising. Since, according to Kant, a concept is a result of the spontaneity of our thinking, it is (this
is how it should be understood) a non-sensuous representation. It is an altogether homogeneous intellectual representation, which shows no trace of the
intuitive manifoldness either of the “pure forms” or of perceptions. Yet the law
of all cognition requires not only that intuitive data find their counterparts in
concepts; it also requires that intuitive contents correspond to given concepts:
Our nature is so constituted that our intuition can never be other than sensible; that is,
it contains only the mode in which we are affected by objects. The faculty, on the other
hand, which enables us to think the object of sensible intuition is the understanding. To
neither of these powers may a preference be given over the other. Without sensibility
no object would be given to us, without understanding no object would be thought.
Thoughts without content are empty, intuitions without concepts are blind. It is,
therefore, just as necessary to make our concepts sensible, that is, to add the object to
them in intuition, as to make our intuitions intelligible, that is, to bring them under
concepts. These two powers or capacities cannot exchange their functions. The understanding can intuit nothing, the senses can think nothing. Only through their union
can knowledge arise (A 51, B 75–76).

It remains for us to ask how the passage from concepts to intuitions – the
“downward path” – is possible; how does one recognise this content of intuitive data which would adequately fill the otherwise empty concepts.
In connection with the above remarks, it seems obvious that also in this
process of “moving downwards” the decisive role falls, again, to the imagination as the mediating faculty, because no direct contact between understanding and sensibility is conceivable at this point either. This pertains equally
to concepts obtained by experience, empirical concepts and pure intellectual
concepts, i.e. categories.
A simple commentary on this manner is provided by Blocker in the already
quoted study, which states that, according to Kant, every concept assumes,
12 Cf. also B 152, where it is said that the transcendental synthesis of the imagination is
“an action of the understanding on the sensibility; and is its first application – and
thereby the ground of all its other applications – to the objects of our possible intuition”.
With regard to this, the following passage from R. G. Collingwood (The Principles of
Art, London, 1938, p. 215) is worth comparing: “Regarded as names for a certain kind
or level. of experience, the words consciousness and imagination are synonymous: they
stand for the same thing, namely, the level of experience at which this conversion
occurs. But within a single experience of this kind there is a distinction between that
which effects the conversion and that which has undergone it. Consciousness is the
first of these, imagination the second. Imagination is thus the new form which feeling
takes when transformed by the activity of consciousness”.
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signifies or remains in a “direct relation” with some rule, known as a schema,
which is not an image in itself but constitutes a set of directives, so to speak,
which allow a suitable type of images to be constructed.13 This theory of
“schematism” was developed in Critique of Pure Reason with special attention
to the particularly complex problem of the so-called objective validity of the
categories, i.e. its applicability to all that is sensuous. This fundamental condition of its cognitive function is here called the “transcendental schema” and,
as such, is distinguished from a “phenomenon”, which fulfils the same role in
relation to empirical concepts as the transcendental schema does in relation
to categories. This is mentioned here only to point out that now we must
limit ourselves to using the term “schema” exclusively in the second meaning
(which, in fact, is the more frequent one), i.e. “phenomenon”.
Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point of View contains an important passage in which Kant asserts that the imagination can described in three ways
depending on the precisely defined areas of its activity. It can thus be called
imaginatio plastica when we are interested in the fact that it encompasses the
spatial features of phenomena, their continuity and their mutual relation in
coexistence; or imaginatio associans, when it orders perceptions, intuitions and
phenomena in time, associates their courses and identifies their duration; or
imaginatio affinitas, when it pertains to affinities between phenomena having
a common origin.14 The last appellation refers precisely to the capability of
the cognitive imagination for schematisation. Let us add that, in contrast
to perceiving objects through intuition (Anschauung) – objects which in this
case are always individual and concretely “given” – concepts always pertain
to objects indirectly, “by means of a feature which several things may have
in common” (A 320, B 377). This brings us close, albeit from a different side,
to the correct definition of schematism.
As we read in Critique of Judgement, the imagination can not only evoke the
image of an object or recall the “signs for concepts”, but, above all, as affinitas
it “can, in all probability, […] let one image glide into another, and thus by
the concurrence of several of the same kind come by an average, which serves
as the common measure of all” (57). This “common measure” or “intervening
image” is precisely the schema of the imagination. It is a “schema”, that is
to say, it differs from an “image”. This is how Kant explains this difference:
If five points be set alongside one another, thus, . . . . . , I have an image of the number five. But if, on the other hand, I think only a number in general, whether it be five
13 Blocker, op. cit., p. 41. The observation that schemata develop along a path that constitutes a reverse (or a “mirror image”) of the path along which develop the images of
imagination is found in Wolff ’s study (Etude du rôle de l’imagination, pp. 94–135).
14 I. Kant, Die Anthropologie in pragmatischer Hinsicht, 3rd ed., Königsberg, 1820, par. 28:
“Das bildende der Anschauung im Raum, imaginatio plastica, das beigesellende der
Anschauung in der Zeit, imaginatio associans, und das der Verwandschaft aus der gemeinschaftlichen Abstammung der Vorstellungen von einander, affinitas”.
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or a hundred, this thought is rather the representation of a method whereby a multiplicity, for instance a thousand, may be represented in an image in conformity with
a certain concept, than the image itself. For with such a number as a thousand the
image can hardly be surveyed and compared with the concept. This representation of
a universal procedure of imagination in providing an image for a concept, I entitle the
schema of this concept. Indeed it is schemata, not images of objects, which underlie our
pure sensible concepts. […] This schematism of our understanding, in its application
to appearances and their mere form, is an art concealed in the depths of the human
soul, whose real modes of activity nature is hardly likely ever to allow us to discover,
and to have open to our gaze. This much only we can assert: the image is a product
of the empirical faculty of reproductive imagination; the schema of sensible concepts,
such as of figures in space, is a product and, as it were, a monogram, of pure a priori
imagination, through which, and in accordance with which, images themselves first
become possible. These images can be connected with the concept only by means of
the schema to which they belong. In themselves they are never completely congruent
with the concept” (A 140–142, B 179–181).

Hence all schemata, even though in themselves they are all products of the
imagination, must activate another ability of the imagination (apart from
schematism), i.e. the ability for reproduction, owing to which the function
of the schema is finally realised; and it is realised in diverse ways. Essentially,
a schema serves to arouse and govern “the reproductive imagination that calls
up and assembles the objects of experience”, without which concepts would
be devoid of all strictly cognitive values (A 156, B 195).15
The above examples and quotations demonstrate that the contact between
understanding and sensibility, which is made possible by the imagination, may
acquire various forms and achieve varying degrees of rapport. And although this
has not been directly stated, images constructed according to the schematic
directives may be divided into two, or at least two, groups of a different nature.
They either only minimally exceed the framework of a “general outline” as
constituted by the schema or they fully imbue it with details, thus limiting
the concept’s range of applicability to a few or ultimately to just one object
presented in concreto.
This process of moving from sensuous data to concepts, and from concepts
to relevant intuitive phenomena – the process of objectifying originally subjective things and the potential of moving back along an already completed path
which is inherent in this process – can be presented in various ways. It can, for
instance, be presented from the point of view of differences between meaning
and the understanding of meaning, which is subject to individual deviations
despite its connection with the same, relatively invariable and supra-individual
15 Related to the “schematic manner of intuition” is the “symbolic manner ”, which is
analysed by Kant elsewhere (Critique of Judgement, p. 255): “This concerns only Ideas
of the Reason, which, although no adequate presentation is possible for them, by this
inadequacy that admits of sensible presentation, are aroused and summoned into the
mind”.
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basis. In considering the relation of the objective to the subjective, Ernst Cassirer explains this issue from a standpoint which is close to Kant’s:
When we characterize a sensuous impression, that is given us here and now in a definite nuance, as “red” or “green”, even this primitive act of judgment is directed from
variables to constants, as is essential to all knowledge. Even here the content of the
sensation is separated from its momentary experiencing (Erlebnis) and is opposed as
independent; the content appears, over against the particular temporal act, as a permanent moment, that can be retained as an identical determination. […]This fixity and
continuity is never fully realized in any sensuously perceptible object; so in order to
reach it, thought is led to a hypothetical substructure of empirical being, which however has no other function than to represent the permanent order of this being itself.
Thus there is an unbroken development from the first stages of objectification to its
completed scientific form.16

According to Kant, therefore, we attain all levels of that “ordering of the very
being” due to the presence of the “blind but indispensable function of the
soul”. All paths of cognition lead though this mysterious centre, to which the
words: “concealed in the depths of the human soul” can rightly be applied. No
wonder Heidegger perceived the imagination and the manner of presenting
its epistemological functions to be the axis of Kant’s entire system.17 But this
is a different issue, yet another aspect of the questions considered herein. By
attempting to describe only the chief types which in this system have been
ascribed to this faculty, and also by persistently pointing to its mysterious,
spontaneous, well-nigh irrational nature, which is consistently highlighted in
the Critiques, we wished to increase the band of scholars who in their recent
research have endeavoured to dim the bright radiance of the Enlightenment.
We wished to underline these features of this period which are insufficiently
known or not acknowledged – features which were not at all concealed, but
uncovered for all to see, not battled in the name of “rationalism” (a term which,
when used in reference to this period, is quite illegitimate) but accepted by
the most outstanding minds of that era, trend or culture. We have chosen
Kant as our example, because he throws a vast and wondrous shadow on that
era; because he not only extolled the dark and mysterious imagination, but
submitted to its power and thus created an inspired work.
(Translated by Klaudyna Michałowicz)

16 E. Cassirer, Substance and Function, and Einstein’s Theory of Relativity, translated by
W. C. Swabey and M. C. Swabey, Chicago–London, 1923, pp. 276–277.
17 M. Heidegger, Kant et le problème de la métaphysique, translated by A. de Waelhens and
W. Biemel, Paris, 1953. Cf. esp. section III A, pp. 185–196.
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“Remnant of the Golden Age”:
Franciscus Junius on the Love of Art
Regarding the [importance of art], I will not be moved by the arguments with which
in a depraved age sluggish minds attempt to disparage and make light of the sublime
power of the divine arts which they cannot comprehend. Art indisputably stands on
a lofty peak – higher than the reach of ordinary men. Those, who prompted by their
barbaric and beasty nature, persist in catering to their sloth she either ignores or, with
the splendor of her light, strikes their dim sight with blindness.

These words could have been written by William Blake, as they bear such
a vehemence, virulence and apocalyptic inclination to condemn. In fact, they
were printed a hundred and twenty years before his birth by a Leiden humanist
based in London, Franciscus Junius, in his De pictura veterum.1 Junius seems to
have shared with Blake nothing but a deep belief in the significance of art. In
contrast to Blake, he appreciated this world and the role which man can play
within its realm. At the beginning of his treatise he expressed an optimistic
confidence that the world is beautiful, and that the human vocation is virtue:
The good and great maker of this Universe, created the world after so glorious and
beautiful manner, that the Greeks together with the Romanes [...] have called it by
the name of an Ornament. Moreover, Man, whom many ancient Authors call the little
world, is not made after the image of God to resemble the wilde beasts in following
of their lust, but that the memory of his originall should lift up his noble soul to the
love of a vertuous desire of glory.2

This proclamation of Ciceronian humanism, expressed in Christian-Platonic
language, may be considered as the foundation of Junius’ approach to art.
1

2

F. Junius, De pictura veterum libri tres, Johann Blaeu, Amsterdam, 1637, Dedication to
Charles I, without pagination; translation after Franciscus Junius, The Literature of Classical Art, I: The Painting of the Ancients. De pictura veterum, according to the English translation (1638), eds. K. Aldrich, Ph. Fehl and R. Fehl, Berkeley–Los Angeles–Oxford, 1991,
pp. 320–321. All subsequent references will be to this edition of Junius’ treatise, quoted
as Painting of the Ancients.
Painting of the Ancients, p. 11.
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Cicero, as quoted by Junius, said that “Man himself is borne to contemplate
and to imitate the world; not being any manner of way perfect, but onely
a small parcell of what is perfect”.3 This fragment of Cicero’s De natura deorum
ends with an affirmation of human morality, a passage which Junius does not
quote but clearly refers to: “[...] man’s nature is not perfect, yet virtue may be
realized in man.”4 These three ideas, i.e. beauty, art and virtue, when joined
together led Junius to propose the first humanistic theory of art in England.
By calling the art “divine”, Junius, following ancient authors and their Renaissance heirs, wanted to see art raised above natural beauty. He could say along
with Michelangelo:
Oh noble spirit, noble semblance taking,
We mirrored in thy mortal beauty see
What heaven and earth achieve in harmony,
One work than all the rest diviner making.5

But Junius’ attempt to re-establish a serious approach to painting was based
not only on elevating the status of the artist, but also on ennobling the role
of the spectator. Junius wanted to demonstrate that moral virtue may be
attained equally by creating as well as beholding art. I would like to argue in
this article that Junius’ theory of beholding pictures was effected in a deeply
humanistic ideal of the love of art which went far beyond the standards of his
times and may be considered one of the most significant attempts to define
an approach to painting in the early modern era.
Of course, Junius was not the first author in England to write about the
benefits of viewing art. In the late twenties and thirties of the seventeenth
century, when he was working on his De pictura veterum, there were numerous
handbooks for gentlemen available in English which discussed the usefulness
of art. From The Boke named the Governour by Sir Thomas Elyot, first published
in 1531,6 to the second edition of Henry Peacham’s Compleat Gentleman in
1634,7 these books were offered as manuals for a gentleman’s education and
improvement. They shed some light on the context in which paintings were
3
4

5
6
7
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Ibid., p. 12.
Cicero wrote about the perfection and divinity of the world in which everything
was purposeful. “[...] thus the corn and fruits produced by the earth were created
for the sake of animals, and animals for the sake of man [...]; man himself however
came into existence for the purpose of contemplating and imitating the world; he
is by no means perfect, but he is ‘a small fragment of that which is perfect’”. And:
“[...] no being is more perfect than the world, and nothing is better than virtue. [...]
Again, man’s nature is not perfect, yet virtue may be realized in man”. Cicero, De
natura deorum (II.37-9), translated by H. Rackham, Cambridge MA–London, 1947,
p. 159.
The Sonets of Michelangelo Buonarroti, translated by E. Hall, London, 1905, p. 108.
T. Elyot, The Boke named the Governour [1531], Kegan Paul, Trench, & Co., London, 1883.
H. Peacham, The Compleat Gentleman [1622], Francis Constable, London, 1634.
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viewed in England, and draw a background against which the exceptionality
of Junius’ proposal can be better seen.
The prototype of this abundant literature of courtesy8 was Baldassare Castiglione’s Cortegiano.9 Despite providing examples of art-loving princes who
collected art and supported artists,10 Castiglione considered the practice of
painting as the only way to acquire a knowledge of art. This, in turn, allowed
the nobleman to develop an aesthetic sense and to improve his judgment of
art and beauty, as well as to draw greater pleasure from looking at beautiful
objects, especially men, women and animals. For Castiglione, the experience
of art is all about beauty and pleasure.11 But his humanistic stance was somehow affected by the superficiality of a courtier’s pragmatic and instrumental
approach to knowledge and skills. The courtier’s utmost aim was to earn
recognition by dazzling and astonishing his fellow-courtiers. Even Castiglione’s
interlocutors, when debating on the usefulness of art, vie one another not only
for priority in knowledge, but also in brilliance, eloquence and wit. The ideal
of courtly connoisseurship would be a one-man show in front of a courtly
public with the paintings in the background.
Junius was opposed to looking at pictures in public because “our judgement in a multitude of lookers on is very often shaken and weakened by the
8

The most popular among such books were: [Anonymous], A very proper treatise, wherein
is breefely set forth the art of Limming [1573], Thomas Purfoot, London, 1596, which went
through six editions until 1606; N. Hilliard, A Treatise Concerning the Arte of Limning
[written 1600], ed. R. K. R. Thornton and T. G. S. Cain, Ashington, 1981; H. Peacham,
The Art of Drawing with the Pen, and Limming in Water Colours, William Iones, London,
1606; H. Peacham, The Gentlemans Exercise. Or An exquisite practise, as well as for drawing
all manner of Beasts in their true Portraittures: as also the making of all kinds of colours, to be
used in Lymming, Painting, Tricking, and Blason of Coates, and Armes, with divers others most
delightfull and pleasurable observations, for all yong Gentlemen and others. As also Serving for
the necessarie use and generall benefite of divers Tradesmen and Artificers, as namly Painters,
Ioyners, Free-masons, Cutters and Carvers, &c. for the farther grating, beautifying, and garnishing of all their absolute and worthie peeces, either for Borders, Architecks, or Columnes,
&c., Iohn Browne, London 1612; J. B[ate], The Mysteries of Nature and Art: Contained in
foure severall Tretises, [...] The third of Drawing, Colouring, Painting, and Engraving [...],
Ralph Mab, London, 1634. See also H. V. S. Ogden, M. Ogden, “A Bibliography of
Seventeenth-Century Writings on the Pictorial Arts in English”, Art Bulletin, 1947, vol. 29,
pp. 196–207; L. Salerno, “Seventeenth-Century English Literature on Painting”, Journal
of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 1951, vol. 14, pp. 234–258.
9 B. Castiglione, Il Libro del Cortegiano, Venezia 1528, translated into English as The Courtyer of Count Baldessar Castilio divided into foure bookes. Very necessary and profitable for
yonge Gentilmen and Gentilwomen abiding in Court, Palaice, or Place, done into Englyshe by
Thomas Hoby, Wyllyam Seres, London, 1561.
10 For example, Duke Fridericke of Urbino, apart from precious ornaments and a wellfurnished library, placed in his palace “a wonderous number of auncyent ymages of
marble and mettall, very excellente peinctinges and instruments of musycke of all
sorts”. Courtyer of Count Baldessar Castilio, pp. 29–30.
11 Courtyer of Count Baldessar Castilio, p. 96.
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favourable acclamations of them that praise and extoll every indifferent work;
seeing wee are sometimes ashamed to disgrace with them that very confidently
pretend to know better; whereas in the meane time faultie things are most
liked; besides that flatterers praise also what they doe not like at all; perverse
judgements at last will not commend what deserveth commendation”.12 We
can find here many features desired by Castiglione’s courtier, who was ready
to sacrifice the truth and sincerity for a superficial effect. After all, the courtier
was not a man of virtue but a man of semblance – an attitude which Junius
tried to replace with his own idea of the art-lover.
The English authors of practical handbooks for gentlemen usually fell short
of Castiglione’s brilliance. They also had virtually nothing to say about the
pleasures and benefits of beholding pictures. Painting was advertised by them
unanimously as an exercise for “young practitioners, as in regard of many yong
Gentlemen in this kingdome, who being naturally inclined hereunto, want fit
directions to the attaining of this commendable skill”.13 But what they do say
about the advantages of art is of some interest to us. Young noblemen were
encouraged to practise painting, and especially limning, i.e. watercolour, which
was the least dirty genre of painting, as a pastime recreation and entertainment
which brought relief from the daily toils. The most accomplished limner of
his times, Nicholas Hilliard, advertised painting in his then unpublished book
as follows: “Yea, if men of worth did know what delight it breedeth, how it
removeth melancholy, avoideth evil occasions, putteth passions of sorrow or
grief away, cureth rage, and shortneth the times, they would never leave till
they had attained in some good measure”.14 The practice of painting consoles
the heart, soothes the nerves and dissuades one from evil, but it cannot be
taken as a serious occupation on a par with politics, war or economic business.
Junius did not deny the advantages of practising painting, but he must
have considered the advice of the authors of popular manuals as insufficient
and inadequate. Instead of inviting gentlemen to the amateurish15 practice of
limning, Junius wanted to encourage them to search for both pleasure and
benefits in beholding the pictorial arts and, if they were wealthy enough, in
collecting them, while leaving the job of creating art to professional artists.
At the same time, he refutes the opinion that art is “unfruitfull and idle” and
gives only “barren and unprofitable delights”.16 But these were unimportant
12 Painting of the Ancients, p. 60.
13 Peacham, Gentlemans Exercise, Epistle Dedicatory, without pagination. On Peacham, see
F. J. Levy, “Henry Peacham and the Art of Drawing”, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 1974, vol. 37, pp. 174–190; L. E. Semler, “Breaking the Ice to Invention:
Henry Peacham’s The Art of Drawing, (1606)”, Sixteenth Century Journal, 2004, vol. 35,
pp. 735–750.
14 Hilliard, A Treatise Concerning the Arte of Limning, p. 67.
15 The word was not used in a negative meaning in Junius’ times. See P. Taylor, “The
Birth of the Amateur” [in print, by courtesy of the author].
16 Painting of the Ancients, p. 73.
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deficiencies in a generally favourable stance of those benevolent authors. The
real source of the underestimation and neglect of painting in late sixteenthand early seventeenth-century Britain were the objections to paintings raised
by Puritans and all sorts of religious hardliners.
The iconoclastic movement within the emerging Church of England
affected not only temples, where immense numbers of paintings, sculptures
and ornaments were destroyed by official and grass-root “image-breakers”,17 but
also indirectly influenced the general discussion on art;18 for example, Haydocke
felt obliged to omit in his translation of Lomazzo fragments on the image
of God and the saints as “it crosseth the doctrine of the reformed Churches
[...]”;19 and Henry Peacham, who preceded his technical handbook titled The
Art of Drawing with the Pen, and Limming in Water Colours with a short apology
for art against religious objections, imposed some restrictions on painters too,
such as restraining from representing God the Father and the Holy Trinity as
well as naked figures.20 This awareness of the potential religious charges was
the daily bread of every writer on art, even one so open-minded as Peacham.
Perhaps the best example of a moderate Puritan approach to painting is
Richard Brathwait’s English Gentleman, first published in 1630.21 Brathwait,
although himself a poet and playwright, enumerates painting among the
“more soft and effeminate Recreations”.22 What is more, he considers artistic
recreations as sensual pleasures of the same kind as eating and drinking.23
“I do not like of this eagernesse after pleasure; for it argues too much sensuality: The minde should be so tempered, as it may shew an indifferencie to
17 On the history of iconoclastic controversy in Britain, see J. Phillips, The Reformation of
Images: Destruction of Art in England, 1535–1660, Berkeley–Los Angeles–London, 1973;
J. Spraggon, Puritan Iconoclasm during the English Civil War, Woodbridge, 2003, pp. 1–31.
18 On the influence of iconoclastic controversy on secular painting, cf. P. Collinson, The
Birthpangs of Protestant England: Religious and Cultural Change in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, New York, 1988, p. 118; M. Aston, “Gods, Saints, and Reformers:
Portraiture and Protestant England”, in: Albion’s Classicism: The Visual Arts in Britain,
1550–1660, ed. L. Gent, New Haven–London, 1995, p. 186; M.A. Tassi, The Scandal of
Images. Iconoclasm, Eroticism, and Painting in Early Modern English Drama, Selinsgrove,
2005, p. 51.
19 G. P. Lomazzo, A Tracte containing the Arts of curious Paintinge, Carvinge and Buildinge,
translated by R. Haydocke, London, 1598, p. vii.
20 H. Peacham, The Art of Drawing with the Pen, and Limming in Water Colours, William Jones,
London, 1606, pp. 8–9.
21 R. Brathwait, The English Gentleman and English Gentlewoman. Both in one Volume couched,
and in one Modell portrayed: to the living glory of their Sexe, the lasting story of their Worth.
The 3d Edition, revised, corrected and enlarged, John Dawson, London, 1641.
22 Brathwait, op. cit., p. 94.
23 In other instances, Brathwait uses the word “painting” as a derogatory term, indicating
something seeming and deceptive (not “substantial”), or simply a “make-up” – untrue,
pretended beauty, which was dismissed by the fact that it was used only by “common
and base whores”. Brathwait, English Gentleman, pp. 33, 143, 145, 185, 275–276.
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the use of pleasure”.24 Brathwait’s way of reasoning is affected by religious
self-restraint: painting is a recreation (not a serious pursuit, “a Trade or Proffession”) – recreation is a pleasure – pleasure is sensual (therefore dangerous)
and should be “used with Moderation” because “Immoderate Recreations” lead
to corruption.25 Brathwait does not discuss the excessive use of painting, but
he does discuss unrestrained attendance at a theatre – a similar pleasurable
recreation as painting:26 “as I approve of the moderate use and recourse which
our Gentlemen make to Playes; so I wholly condemne the daily frequenting
of them: as some there be (especially in this Citie) who, for want of better
employment, make it their Vocation”.27 He adds a warning for such gentlemen: “These can find time enough for Recreation; but not a minutes space
for Devotion”,28 and he amplifies his admonition by examples of sudden death
caused by excessive joy.29 It comes therefore as no surprise that Brathwait’s
nobleman can achieve perfection and ultimate fulfilment only in religion. This
ideal may be accomplished contemplatively by prayer, or actively by acts of
charity and all sorts of mortifications.30 Art, pushed into the murky shadows
of sin, cannot help in attaining this ideal as there is no link between earthly
pleasures and salvation of the soul.
In the Dedication to Charles I, Junius, alluding to the alleged immorality
of plays, refuses to seek the sources of corruption in art but, instead, considers
art as protection against the real immorality of life:
Is there an actor in the city [...] who can act out such depravities as now men commit in real life? Day-in day-out we see it happen before our very eyes. May I, without
offense to good men, say that even the champions of what is right and good frequently
engage in impious and shameful actions? Idle leisure produces blemishes in souls, however much a grave demeanor may hide the flaws. How few are those who delight in
honorable and innocent recreations! It must not surprise us that among those caught
in this contagion none can be wise except he who steels his mind in the constant contemplation of examples of probity, and raises up defenses in his heart.31

Brathwait, however, with all his reservations regarding art, may pass
for a moderate critic of secular entertainments when compared to the likes
of Stephen Gosson, whose The School of Abuse, containing a pleasant invective
against Poets, Pipers, Players, Jesters, &c. was published in 1579; or William
24 Brathwait, op. cit., p. 123.
25 Ibid., pp. 97–98.
26 On painting and theatre as sister arts affected by iconoclastic prejudice, cf. M. O’Connell,
The Idolatrous Eye. Iconoclasm and Theater in Early-Modern England, Oxford–Warsaw, 2000;
Tassi, Scandal of Images, p. 26 and passim.
27 Brathwait, op. cit., p. 104.
28 Ibid., p. 109. The whole discussion on the theatre, pp. 103–109.
29 Ibid., p. 124.
30 Ibid., pp. 209–254.
31 Painting of the Ancients, p. 322.
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Prynne, the author of Histrio-Mastix.32 In no fewer than one thousand pages of
his book, directed “to the Christian Reader”, Prynne argues that, as the very
title page indicates, “popular Stage-playes (the very Pompes of the Divell which we
renounce in Baptisme, if we beleeve the Fathers) are sinfull, heathenish, lewde, ungodly
Spectacles, and most pernicious Corruptions; condemned in all ages, as intolerable
Mischiefes to Churches, to Republickes, to the manners, mindes, and souls of men.
And that the Profession of Play-poets, of Stage-players; together with the penning,
acting, and frequenting of Stage-playes, are unlawfull, infamous and misbeseeming
Christians”.33 Apart from the theatre, Prynne also condemns painting by referring, inter alia, to the iconoclastic councils.34 “The Scriptures, Fathers, two famous
Councels, with sundry Protestant Divines, have utterly condemned the making, the
beholding of all obscene lascivious pictures; as being a meane to enflame mens hearts
with lust, with filthy pleasures, ans to draw them on to actuall unclearnesse. And
shall not then those lively, if not reall pictures and representations of the adulteries, rapes, incests, Love-prankes, murthers, treasons, and other such practises of
Pagan Idols [...] Doubtlesse, if the substance be evil, the shadow of it cannot be
good: if the person be odious, the picture will be such: if the thing acted be
simply evill, the representation of it will resemble it”.35 Prynne’s restrictions, if
implemented, would have swept away at least half of all European painting,
not only from churches, but also from palaces and mansions. This condemnation was based on the magical identification of pictorial representation with
its subject-matter, which was the primary iconoclastic charge against images.
Prynne also refuted a well-known observation that was first made by Aristotle
– that the representation of ugliness and evil may be beautiful and good – an
argument commonly employed to support the aesthetic approach to painting.
Junius must have known not only the uncompromising stance of the
iconoclasts, but also the arguments of the Catholic defenders of images, and
at least Johannes Molanus’ De historia ss. Imaginum.36 These arguments were an
32 S. Gosson, The School of Abuse, Shakespeare Society, London, 1841; W. Prynne, HistrioMastix. The Players Scourge, or, Actors Tragedie, Michael Sparke, London, 1633.
33 Prynne, Histrio-Mastix, title page.
34 Prynne, op. cit., pp. 94, 329, 337–338, 367, 387, 586, 740–741 and 865–866.
35 Ibid., p. 94. In another place Prynne quotes Concillium Antisiodorense, held A.D. 614:
“Canon: 100. Let thine eyes behold right things, and keep thine heart with diligence,
is the command of wisdome. For the senses of the body doe easily infuse their objects into
the soule. Therefore wee command, that such pictures as dazell the eyes, corrupt the minde, and
stirre up flames of filthy lusts, be not henceforth made or printed upon any tearmes. And if any
shall attempt to doe it, let him be deposed.” Prynne, Histrio-Mastix, p. 586.
36 Vossius mentioned the book in his letter to Junius: “I do not doubt that you have seen
the books by the Louvain theologian Joannes Molanus on the history of holy images and
paintings”. Letter from Vossius (Leiden) to Junius (London), 29 June 1630, in: ‘For My
Worthy Freind Mr Franciscus Junius’. An Edition of the Complete Correspondence of Franciscus
Junius F.F. (1591–1677), ed. S. G. van Romburgh, Leiden, 2003, pp. 164 and 545; J. Molanus, De historia ss. imaginum et picturarum pro vero earum usu contra abusus, Ioannes Bogardus, Lovanium, 1594. On Molanus, see, for example: D. Freedberg, “Johannes Molanus
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elaboration of the decrees of the Council of Trent which stated that religious
paintings should be retained in churches and venerated “because the honour
which is shown them is referred to the prototypes which those images represent”, and because “by means of the histories of the mysteries of our Redemption, portrayed by paintings or other representations, the people are instructed
and confirmed in (the habit of) remembering and continually revolving in
mind the articles of faith”.37 Subsequently, the strongest arguments in favour
of painting emphasised the difference between the picture and its subjectmatter as well as stressed the role of memory and imagination in experiencing the pictorial arts.
Junius did not enter into any direct dispute with the Puritan abusers of art.38
Instead, he preferred to offer a theory of painting that was free from religious
prejudice and, in effect, he called upon all of antiquity to produce an overwhelmingly favourable image of painting and of human life that was enriched
by art.39 Some of the main presuppositions of his theory of painting, not
coincidentally I believe, fulfil the above-mentioned emphasis on the difference
between a work of art as an object, on the one hand, and its subject-matter on
the other; for example, Junius believed that paintings were given a real life only
in spectators’ imaginations during the complex mental process of beholding.40

37
38

39
40
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on Provocative Paintings. ‘De historia sanctarum imaginum et picturam’, Book II, Chapter 42”, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 1971, vol. 34, pp. 229–245.
Dogmatic Canons and Decrees [...] of the Council of Trent, New York, 1912, pp. 169–170.
Cf. A. Blunt, Artistic Theory in Italy 1450–1600, Oxford, 1970, pp. 107–108.
Such a criticism may be read between the lines of his treatise, as, for example: “Wee are
then to judge, and then rigorously enough, seeing it is expected here, that every man
should give a ready account of his own liking and disliking, without suffering himselfe
to be hurried about by the wavering opinions of other men: but neverthelesse must the
severitie of our forward judgment be brideled by a circumspect and wary moderation, lest
our unadvised rashnesse in judging make us like them that are esteemed prodigall and
lavish of their judgments: they reject some things in the exquisite workes of the rarest
workmen, as being puffed up; which in the opinion of more understanding spectators,
are full of statelinesse and magnificence: they reprehend some things as beeing wanton,
which in more sober minds are held commendable for their confident boldnesse: they
condemne some things as being superfluous and immoderate, which in sound judgements
doe but abound in a temperate plenteousnesse. Wee ought to take heed of this, seeing
there is a great difference, as the younger Pliny speaketh, ‘Whether we do note blameworthy or excellent things. All men perceive what sheweth it selfe above other; but it
is to be discerned by a most earnest intention of the minde; whether that be excessive
or lofty, whether it be high or enormous and altogether out of square’”. Painting of the
Ancients, p. 298. Pliny the Younger, Letters (IX.26), translated by W. Melmoth, vol. 2,
London–New York, 1927, pp. 232–235.
On Junius’ theory as a defence of art, see P. P. Fehl, K. Aldrich, M. R. Fehl, “Franciscus
Junius and the Defense of Art”, Artibus et Historiae, 1981, vol. 2, pp. 9–55.
See my Franciscus Junius on the Response to Pictures: Phantasia, Ekphrasis, Enargeia, in:
The Visual Culture of Holland and its European Reception, eds. J. Jaźwierski and P. Taylor,
Lublin, 2015, pp. 9–42.
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Being himself a devoted Calvinist living in two Protestant countries, i.e.
Holland and England, and no stranger to a religious attitude towards life,41
Junius was fully aware of the necessity of being cautious in religious matters, including iconoclastic controversy and, like Haydocke before, he omitted examples of religious paintings from the Dutch edition of his De pictura
veterum in order not to distress Calvinist readers.42 But Junius’ devotion was
moderated by his studies of ancient authors, which prevented him from slipping into bigotry or iconoclastic radicalism. This was not such a distant perspective, given that his uncle, Franciscus Gomarus, was the head of a radical
group of Gomarists.43 It seems probable that Junius’ two-year experience as
a minister in the parish of Hillegersberg, marked by bitter conflicts between
Calvinist factions and eventually terminated by his resignation, must have
discouraged him from a doctrinaire approach to faith. Instead, he dedicated
himself to a scholarly life which, in a letter to Vossius, he opposed to the
lightness of courtly life.44 In his pursuit to establish an ideal of a serious artlover, Junius wanted, perhaps, to bestow on it a kind of calmness, a type of
retirement of scholarly reclusion and intimacy of intellectual life.
Before we proceed further, a short terminological explanation is needed.
Along with the process of encouraging noblemen to pursue the pictorial arts,
writers on art were searching for an English word to describe a person who
followed this advice. The formula coined by Junius is of particular beauty: “the
lover and well-willer of art”. Both elements of this phrase had existed before,
but it was Junius who put them together in the context of art.
The first element, i.e. “the lover of art”, is a paraphrase of the Latin word
“amator”, or Italian “amatore”, and its Dutch equivalent “Liefhebber” (literally
“love haver”).45 Vasari and Karel Van Mander employed this word to denote
lovers of art,46 but it could be applied to the love of anything. In English, the
name was new and unsettled. Henry Wotton, in his Elements of Architecture
published in 1624, raised the question of the place of pictures and statues in
a nobleman’s house, but did not speak about the love of art at all. His approach
41 In a letter written in Hillegersberg, Junius wrote, for instance, on “Christian seriousness
and modesty”, and added: “The heart which imagines the final hour of the Last Judgement does not allow for hypocrisy, just as a consideration of this solid heavenly bliss
also scatters the empty shadows of frail worldly vanities”. Letter from Junius (Hillegersberg) to Willem Roels (Middelburg), 1 July 1617, in: ‘For My Worthy Freind’, pp. 82
and 499.
42 T. Weststijn, Art and Antiquity in the Netherlands and Britain, Leiden, 2015, p. 119.
Cf. note 19.
43 Ibid., p. 119.
44 Vossius (Amsterdam) to Junius (London), 24 Sept. 1638, in: ‘For My Worthy Freind’,
pp. 272 and 602; Junius (London) to Vossius (Amsterdam), 2 July 1639, in: ‘For My
Worthy Freind’, pp. 283–284 and 607.
45 On the origin of the words “amator”, “amatore” and “liefhebber”, see P. Taylor, “Birth of
the Amateur”.
46 P. Taylor, “Birth of the Amateur”.
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to painting and sculpture was practical: these were mere ornaments adorning
the house. Accordingly, he called the possessor of these objects a “chooser”
and a “buyer”, but not a “lover”.47 The word appears, as far as I know, for the
first time in Peacham’s Complete Gentleman. In the chapter titled Of Statues
and Medalls, Peacham used the Italian word “virtuoso” along with the Dutch
“liefhebber” to denote an admirer and collector of antiquities, but the phrase
“the lover of them [i.e. antiquities]”48 also appears, and elsewhere he calls one
Mr. Abraham Lawne “a great lover and admirer of all good Arts”.49 But he
applied the word “lover” to denote an admirer of other things, too: “a lover of
knowledge”,50 or “lovers of liberty”.51 He concludes his address to the reader by
calling himself “the most assured friend to all that love or learne this Art”.52
The second element of Junius’ formula, “the well-willer of art” (today we
would say “well-wisher”), was his own adaptation, to the needs of art, of the
common word “well-willer”, i.e. “supporter”53. It reflects, if only indirectly,
the neglect in which art was kept in England, and the need for good will to
improve its plight. In his Dedication to King Charles I, Junius wrote that in
respect of art, “[...] this age (manners being what they are) surely is in need
of correction”.54
Junius’ concept of the love of art, hidden behind the phrase “the lover
and well-willer of art”, is complex and contains what will later evolve into
at least four different ideas: a connoisseur, an amateur, a spectator and, as we
may argue, an aesthetic approach to nature. While composing the chapters on
beholding pictures, Junius faced many contrary opinions of ancient authors
regarding the abilities, experience and knowledge required to perceive and
judge works of art, of the faculties of the mind employed in this process, as
well as of the need to answer the crucial question whether art-lovers can be
as competent judges of art as they are artists themselves. Junius escaped these
controversies by making these equal and, as far as the imaginative character
of art made it possible, by identifying an art-lover with an artist, which was
an unprecedented move forward beyond the Renaissance tradition.
Artificer – he says – [is] not such a workman only as doth really paint and carve, but
such a Lover and well-willer of Art as by a rare and well-exercised Imaginative faculty,
is able to conferre his conceived Images with the Pictures and Statues that come neerest unto Nature, and is likewise able to discerne by a cunning and infallible conjecture
the several hands of divers great Masters out of their manner of working.55
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
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H. Wotton, The Elements of Architecture, Iohn Bill, London, 1624, pp. 84–85.
Peacham, Complete Gentleman, p. 105.
Ibid., p. 159.
Ibid., p. 39.
Ibid., p. 168.
Ibid., To the Reader, without pagination.
Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. “well-willer”.
Painting of the Ancients, p. 322.
Painting of the Ancients, p. 68.
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This groundbreaking opinion opened up the path to the modern idea of a connoisseur, which was to develop in the later seventeenth and in the eighteenth
century in Holland and France,56 though Junius had not used the word yet.
He wrote:
It appeareth now what care the well-willers of Art use to take about the exercising and preparing of their phantasie, seeing they do by a most accurat Imagination
designe and make up in their mindes the compleat pictures of all kind of naturall
things; and thus provided, they doe very often examine the works of great Artificers with better successe then the Artists themselves, the severitie and integritie of
whose judgments is often weakened by the love of their owne and the dislike of other
mens workes.57

Such a brave stance could emerge only in the art-friendly environment of
Arundel House and must have reflected the beginnings of the “connoisseurship culture” that developed there in the first two decades of the seventeenth
century. When Junius came to London in 1620 to become a tutor to the
Earl’s son, Arundel was already an established collector and lover of art and
antiquities. Peacham, who belonged to his household, said of the Earl that for
the last twenty years he “continued to transplant old Greece into England”.58
And Junius wrote in turn: “I seem to be dwelling in the middle of Greece and
that ancient Rome when I visit Arundel House”.59 Most likely, the following
description refers precisely to his patron:
There are every where in our age also a great many of noble descent and eminent
places, who having made an end of their urgent affaires, [...] recreate themselves in
the contemplation of the divine workes of excellent Artificers, not only weighing and
examining by a secret estimation what treasures of delight and contentment there are
hidden in them, but sometimes also viewing and examining therein every little moment
of Art with such infatigable though scrupulous care that it is easie to be perceived they
do not acknowledge any greater pleasure.60

In the years 1613 and 1614, Arundel took leave from his official duties and
travelled privately to Italy. He was accompanied by Inigo Jones, with the sole
aim of viewing art and antiquities. Arundel visited Milan, Venice, Vicenza,
Padua, Siena, Florence, Naples and Tivoli. He even obtained secret permission from Charles I to visit Rome, which was at that time banned from
English visitors for religious reasons. There, he was granted further permission to do excavations, and had found several statues which were to become
56 See P. Taylor, “Birth of the Amateur”. Cf. W. E. Houghton, “The English Virtuoso in the
Seventeenth Century: Part II”, Journal of the History of Ideas, 1942, vol. 3, pp. 205–211.
57 Painting of the Ancients, p. 64.
58 Peacham, Compleate Gentleman, p. 107.
59 Junius (London) to Willem de Groot (Delft), 11 July 1622, in: ‘For My Worthy Freind’,
pp. 136 and 530.
60 Painting of the Ancients, p. 69.
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the nucleus of his rich collection.61 Junius wrote: “great and generous spirits, furnish their houses with such things not onely for their owne private
contemplation, but also for the free use of such as doe professe themselves
to be Lovers and well-willers of Art, thinking their cost well bestowed when
many doe daily resort to their galleries”.62 Possessing and voluntarily displaying collections of art, Junius suggests, should be seen as a public virtue
which brings honour to the collector. Junius was frequently asked to show
the Arundel collections to visitors, mainly from Holland.63 In contrast to this
loving attitude towards art, Brathwait condemned spending on recreations
as prodigality.64
Most likely, Junius was asked by Arundel to give the theoretical grounds
for the practice that was already established in his house. Accordingly, De
pictura veterum contains no practical guidance but was meant to assure artlovers in their love and to enhance it by providing an example of the ancients.
What we could call practical connoisseurship, and what Junius called “judging pictures”, consisted in four abilities: assessing the quality of the work of
art, its authorship, its authenticity and, in the case of antiquities, discerning
between an old original or a modern copy. For Junius, the first and foremost
prerequisite of connoisseurship was knowledge. The “lovers of art [...] must
be filled with great varietie of learning, [...] be thoroughly instructed with all
manner of arts and sciences”.65 This knowledge should be versatile and should
embrace everything, from materials and colours to one’s acquaintance with
poets and all kinds of literature: “Let him reade the Bookes of the Ancients,
and draw further instruction out of them”.66 Junius’s De pictura was meant
to be a support for such studies (though it was usually used as a convenient
replacement for them). In the dedication to the king, Junius wrote: “My hope
being that once I had, to some degree at least, grasped in my mind the likeness of the art of the Ancients, or at least a shadow of its likeness, I might
the better become equipped to comprehend the beauty of these most commendable arts themselves”.67 Peacham already persuaded lovers of antiquities
that “it is not enough for an ingenious Gentleman to behold these [statues]
with a vulgar eye: but he must be able to distinguish them, and tell who and
what they be”.68 What Peacham expected was a fourfold knowledge: “generall
61 M. Hervey, The Life, Correspondence and Collections of Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel,
Cambridge, 1921, pp. 74–88.
62 Painting of the Ancients, p. 73.
63 “For My Worthy Freind”, pp. 150–151 and 539, 256 and 596, 294 and 612, 299 and 615.
64 Brathwait, op. cit., pp. 124–125.
65 Painting of the Ancients, p. 309.
66 Ibid., p. 309. The Letters of Cassiodorus, being a condensed Translation of the “Variae Epistolae”
of Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus Senator (VII.15.5), introduction by T. Hodgkin, Henry
Frowde, London, 1886, p. 331.
67 Ibid., p. 319.
68 Peacham, Compleat Gentleman, p. 109.
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learning in History and Poetry” (which allows one to recognise the person
represented), knowledge of coins (because the profiles on coins are the same
as those on statues), the book Icones statuarum que hodiè visuntur Romæ,69 and
the company of people learned in antiquities.
Recognising the authorship and discerning an original from a copy, or, in
Junius’ words, “discerning every one his manner of Art”,70 requires further
abilities. The manner of the artist, Junius believed, lies in his “grace”, i.e. his
individual way of harmonising the parts of painting: invention, disposition,
expression, drawing and colour. This “Grace, which wee doe finde imprinted
in every Artificers worke”, is “an infallible Character of his peculiar veine
and spirit”.71 Identification of this specific blend requires “a certaine kinde of
feeling wee can give no account for”.72 We would call this feeling intuition.
But one cannot learn intuition from books. “This same unexpressible feeling
require great exercitation”,73 it is an effect of “frequent and attentive viewing
of pictures, [...] ‘the last brood of great experience’”.74 For Junius, discerning
between styles and between originals and copies is a matter of an accommodation of the eyes to see the minute differences between similarities. “It
is most wonderfull, how quickely those that have exercised their eyes, can
know an originall from a copy; whereas others that are unexperienced in this
things cannot perceive any difference”.75
Thus, both experience and knowledge distinguish the connoisseur from
other people. “It is not enough wee should have eyes in our head as other
men have, but it is also required here that we should bring to these curiosities
‘eruditos oculos’, that is, ‘learned eyes’, as Tullie termeth them”,76 because, as
Quintillian said, the “learned understand the reason of Art, the unlearned feele
the pleasure”.77 But we may reverse this statement and state that everybody
can experience pleasure when looking at pictures, and everybody can
enjoy art, just as everybody can enjoy music without learning to play,
and without knowing notes, but on the basis of “’a naturall pronesse and
aptnesse to that same proportionable concent we find in a melodious
69 Peacham probably meant the popular book by Giovan Battista Cavalieri, Antiquarum
statuarum urbis Romae (Rome, 1561). On Cavalieri, see C. Witcombe, Copyright in the
Renaissance. Prints and the Privilegio in Sixteenth-Century Venice and Rome, Leiden–Boston,
2004, pp. 162–163.
70 Painting of the Ancients, p. 305.
71 Ibid., p. 305.
72 Ibid., p. 305.
73 Ibid., p. 305.
74 Ibid., p. 304. Longinus, On the Sublime (VI.1), translated by W. H. Fyfe, revised D. Russell, Cambridge MA–London, 1995, p. 177.
75 Ibid., p. 306.
76 Ibid., p. 66.
77 Ibid., p. 67. The Institutio oratoria of Quintilian (IX.4.116), translated by H. E. Butler,
Cambridge MA–London, 1959, pp. 572-573.
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harmonie’”.78 Peacham, who required much learning from the lover of ancient
statues, also spoke of “the pleasure of seeing, and conversing with these old
Heroes, whose meere presence, without any farther consideration, [...] cannot
but take any eye that can but see [...]”.79 Junius admitted an unlearned love
of art, but imposed restrictions on it:
It may be very well, that an unlearned lover of art should apprehend and discerne the
Artificers skil, out of his designe, colours, and such like things, delighting himselfe especially in these parts of picture: but much further he cannot go; it belongeth only to
them that are learned indeed, to judge moreover of the invention, to consider whether
every figure hath his due place, and bee inspired with such lively passions as the present occasion of the represented historie requireth.80

Because Junius did not use the word “connoisseur”, he did not use the word
“amateur”, either, but the idea of an unlearned lover of art was already present in his treatise. For Junius, however, the difference between a learned
and unlearned art-lover is not the same as the difference between a professional expert and a naive enthusiast. Instead of possessing, or lacking,
professional knowledge, they differ by the level of the cultivation of their
minds and spirits, which gives them different access to works of art. Everybody can recognise the figures represented by lines and can be moved by
the pleasing appeal of colours, but to understand the story as told by the
painter and to show compassion for the heroes requires both sensitivity
and imagination:
Without this purifying of our wit, enriching of our memory, enabling of our judgment,
inlarging of our conceit, which is commonly called by the name of learning, we shall
never be able to understand the drift of an historicall invention aright[...]81

Especially the imagination, which Junius calls “the only means Artificers doe worke, and lovers of Art doe judge by”,82 requires cultivation. We
may state that the whole idea of beholding pictures in De pictura veterum
is based precisely on the imagination.83 In turn, the cultivation of imagination requires contemplation, leisure, silence and solitude. Art needs leisure,
and leisure finds its best recreation in art. “No man hath ever beene able to
conceive the miracles of these Arts that doe meddle with the imitation of all
78 Painting of the Ancients, p. 67. Dionysius of Halicarnassus, On Literary Composition, being
the Greek Text of the ‘De compositione verborum’ (XI.55), ed. and translated by W. R. Roberts, London, 1910, p. 125.
79 Peacham, Compleat Gentleman, p. 110.
80 Painting of the Ancients, p. 309.
81 Ibid., p. 309. Junius is quoting Phillip Sidney’s An Apologie for Poetrie, Henry Olney,
London, 1595, sig. C3.
82 Ibid., p. 59.
83 See my: Franciscus Junius on the Response to Pictures, pp. 9–42.
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things, unlesse hee enjoying his hearts ease, hath likewise now and then holpen this same delicate studie of a most busie contemplation by the secresie
of a retired and more solitarie place”.84 The ideal of solitary contemplation
and communing with art in seclusion was not alien to Arundel, who had two
houses in close proximity of London, i.e. in Highgate and in Albury, to where
he retreated from the public duties and noise of the city.85 Leisure and solitude allow the imagination to work undisturbed upon its own resources and
to exercise by daydreaming, or by conceiving beautiful forms of all beings in
an artist-like way.
Seeing then that Artificers themselves doe not borrow the Image or patern [idea] of
a most excellent beautie from one particular worke of Nature; so is it likewise requisite,
that Lovers and Well-willers of Art should not content themselves with the contemplation of any one particular body, but that they should rather cast their eyes upon
severall bodies more exactly made by Nature.86

Primarily, these leisure exercises were to prepare the imagination for beholding
pictures, but otherwise they helped one to develop an imaginative approach
to the beauty of nature.
In the Preface to his treatise, Lomazzo explains the means by which art
exerts its influence on the human mind:
I affirme, that the picture mooveth the eye, and that committeth the species and formes
of the things seene to the memory, all which it representeth to the understanding, which
considereth of the truth and falsehood of those things, which being perfectly understood it representeth them to the will, which if the thing be evill, it abandoneth and
forsaketh, if good, it loveth, and naturally embraceth the same. By all which you may
easily iudge of what excellent use Painting is. For it is an instrument of the memory,
of the understanding, and of the will.87

Junius went a step further, not only by enumerating more faculties engaged
in beholding the pictorial arts (imagination!), but by demonstrating the harmonising power of art.
Seeing then that the witty invention doth gently allure our minde, a neat proportion
doth readily draw our eyes, a convenient colour doth pleasingly beguile our phansie,
a lively motion doth forcibly stirre our soul, an orderly disposition doth wonderfully
charme all our senses; how shall not that picture have great power over our mind and
spirits, in the which all these perfections are most sweetly united into one?88

Junius believed that art, in the act of “learned beholding”, reveals and enhances
the harmony of the human soul. Aeneas, when viewing the wall-paintings of
84
85
86
87
88

Painting of the Ancients, p. 59.
D. Howarth, Lord Arundel and His Circle, New Haven–London, 1985, p. 84.
Painting of the Ancients, p. 60.
Lomazzo, A Tracte containing the Arts of curious Paintinge, p. 4.
Painting of the Ancients, p. 284.
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the Trojan War in the temple in Carthage, exemplifies the beneficial effect of
painting on cultivated and imaginative spectators. Junius relates after Virgil:
He seeth the whole description of the most famous Trojan warre painted in a very
good order. Agamemnon, Priamus, and Achilles terrible to them both were not wanting
in that same picture. Standing still therefore, and weeping. “What place is there now,
O Achates – sayth he – what Countrey is there that is not filled with the fame of our
labours? Looke, here is Priamus, here is the reward for praise, and teares also for the
miseries of mortall men: put away all feare: this fame shall bring us some safetie”. Having thus spoke, he fed his eyes with the represented picture, fetching many a deepe
grone, and watering his cheeks with a large river of teares.89

Aeneas is looking at the painting and he sees in his imagination the scenes of
war so lively as he saw them before in reality. Once more he feels the pain
and fear of the War of Troy along with the sublimity of those events, and
eventually he finds consolation in the catharsis-like experience of art. He is,
we may say, the best reader of the painted tragedy.
To such a spectator, the love of art offers liberation and enhancement of
his or her human dignity and virtue, “for who is there whose heart hath been
once rightly possessed with the sweet humanitie of such liberall delights,
that doth slavishly stoope under the tyrant love, or that suffereth himselfe
to be driven whither soever desperate Ambition pusheth him? They envie
nobody, they despise nobody, they doe not lend their eares to backbiting
and slanderous tales, they doe but imagine well-hung chambers and wellfurnished galleries [...]”.90 Eventually, then, the love of art makes one happy,
for “[...] this doe they make the height of their cares, the height of their
wishes, propounding themselves hereafter an innoxious and a happy life.”91 In
a word, the lovers and well-willers of art become better human beings.92 “Looke
well into them,” says Junius, “and you shall take them to be some remnant
of the golden age”.93

89
90
91
92

Painting of the Ancients, p. 74. Virgil, Aeneid (I. 450–465).
Ibid., p. 73.
Ibid., p. 73.
Cf. my De pictura veterum, albo kilka uwag o tym, czego nowoczesny gentleman o sztuce
malowania obrazów, a szczególnie o potrzebnej ku temu imaginacji, od starożytnych dowiedzieć
się może [De Pictura Veterum, or Some Remarks on What a Modern Gentleman may
Learn from the Ancients about the Art of Painting and Especially about Imagination
Needed for This], in: Mit – Symbol – Mimesis. Księga pamiątkowa ku czci Prof. Elżbiety
Wolickiej-Wolszleger [Myth – Symbol – Mimesis. Memorial Book in Honour of Prof.
Elżbieta Wolicka-Wolszleger], ed. J. Jaźwierski, R. Kasperowicz, M. Kitowska-Łysiak,
M. Pastwa, Lublin, 2009, p. 187.
93 Painting of the Ancients, p. 73.
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“Remnant of the Golden Age”: Franciscus Junius on the Love of Art

Abstract
Franciscus Junius was a proponent of the first humanistic theory of art in England. This
article argues that this theory resulted in a deeply humanistic idea of the love of art which
went far beyond the standards of his times and may be considered one of the most significant attempts at defining and clarifying an approach to painting in the early modern
era. The exceptionality of Junius’ approach to the love of art is best seen against the
background of the literature of courtesy, whose aim was to enhance English noblemen’s
interest in art. The article examines the whole range of these books, from the English
translation of Baltassare Castiglione’s Cortegiano through the manuals of painting to Puritan, cautious encouragement and open identification of art with evil. Junius’ concept of
the love of art, hidden behind the phrase “the lover and well-willer of art”, is complex and
contains what will later evolve into at least four different ideas, i.e. of a connoisseur, an
amateur, a spectator and, arguably, of an aesthetic approach to nature. Every one of these
aspects of art-loving required different knowledge, experience, skills and preparation, but
all of them, as this article shows, contributed to the cultivation of the mind and virtue.
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Music and Its Images as a Source
of a Creative Myth
In an important passage from Book VIII of Politics (8.5, 1340a 18–42) – the
book that focuses on an education worthy of a free citizen, considering the
impact of the arts on the improvement of a man’s moral character – Aristotle
developed the famous comparison of the mimetic and expressive capabilities
of music and painting; a comparison which, when applied in widely varying
contexts and theoretical configurations, still retains its validity. Bearing in
mind music’s capability of affecting emotions, which was noted since at least
the age of Damon the Pythagorean, and the mysterious affinity connecting
rhythms and melodies with the “moral qualities” of the soul, Aristotle considered the impact of music on the development of the listener’s ethical stance
to be superior – indeed unmatched. The reason for this was as follows: while
“[…] the other objects of sensation contain no representation of character,
for example the objects of touch and taste (though the objects of sight do
so slightly, for there are forms that represent character, but only to a small
extent, and not all men participate in visual perception of such qualities; also
visual works of art are not representations of character but rather the forms
and colours produced are mere indications of character”. Works of music, in
contrast “[…] do actually contain in themselves imitations of character; and
this is manifest, for even in the nature of mere melodies there are differences,
so that people when hearing them are affected differently and have not the
same feelings in regard to each of them […]”.1 Thus, music contains in itself
“representations and imitations of character”, whose exceptional significance
lies in the fact that they retain an essential similarity to ethical states, a similarity lying in their nature: “homoiómata tōn éthōn, mimémata tōn éthōn”.
Even a translation of the above passage proved to be difficult;2 its interpretation is no less complicated. Aristotle certainly highlights the fact that
1
2

Aristotle, Politics, translated by H. Rackham, London–Cambridge MA, 1959.
In his translation, Halliwell substituted the concepts of “imitations” and “representations” with “mimetic equivalents” and “likenesses”; cf. S. Halliwell, The Aesthetics of
Mimesis. Ancient Texts and Modern Problems, Princeton–Oxford, 2002, p. 240.
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the ethical influence of music is rooted in natural human experience: music
(as well as the other mimetic arts) provides us with an opportunity for cognition, while the feeling for melody and rhythm as well as the entire instinct
for imitation are innate to human beings (cf. Poetics 4.1448b 5–24, Politics 8.5,
1340b 17–18). Music may fulfill various cultural functions (hence the division into “ethical melodies, melodies of action and passionate melodies”) and
should be practised with many beneficial goals in mind, these being spiritual
purification (“katharsis”), entertainment (“paidia”), education (“paideia”), and,
finally, “diagoge” – “a difficult term”, as was noted by Stephen Halliwell, the
author of one of the most perceptive interpretations of Aristotle’s theory of
art, “covering the cultured exercise of leisure in ways sufficiently serious to
contribute to happiness”.3
Without delving into the various contentious issues regarding the explication of Aristotle’s theory of the ethical importance of a musical experience,
we may repeat, after Halliwell, that musical “mimémata tōn éthōn” have the
status of “representational-cum-expressive equivalents or correlates”, while
“music possesses certain ‘ethical’ qualities because it makes ‘us’, as we hear
it, recognize and (learn to) feel equivalent qualities ‘sympathetically’”.4 In the
broader perspective of the conception of mimesis as the basis for the arts,
Halliwell underlines the crucial complementary aspects of an artistic representation, “its status as created artefact, as the product of an artistic shaping
of artistic materials, as well as its capacity to signify and ‘enact’ the patterns of
supposed realities”.5 In this manner, Aristotle avoided the two theoretical
extremes: reducing a work of art to the level of a surrogate for the perceived
world, or bringing it to “aesthetic absolutisms of the contrary kind (aestheticism, formalism, the semiotics of the autonomous text)”.6
Regardless of the paths followed by the later theory of the meaning of
music and musical expression, three issues are of fundamental importance here
since they form the foundation for the theory of the art of sound, including
the delineation of the areas of potential problems to be solved. These are,
firstly, the indissoluble connection between the issue of musical expression
and the issue of the meaning of music; secondly, the irremovable reference,
through the feeling of pleasure or displeasure, to the ethical/emotional sphere;
thirdly, the emphasis on the directness of a musical piece and its unsurpassed
affective power. Even today, the issue of musical expression, though it is most
often reduced to an analysis of expression in “pure” music, i.e. not linked
directly with words and outside the pretensions of the so-called programmatic music, remains a challenge and a mystery to art theory and aesthetics. As a rule, it is underlined that any credible theory of musical expression
3
4
5
6
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S. Halliwell, op. cit., p. 239.
Ibid., p. 241.
Ibid., p. 172.
Ibid., p. 174.
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(a) must not treat a musical piece as a simple cause of a physiological/psychological nature or a pretext for the feeling, or the evocation, of emotions;
(b) must consider the concrete presence of the piece, the listening to which is,
ultimately, an aim in itself or is self-rewarding.7 These principles by no means
aim at a reduction of the reception of a musical piece to the perception of the
pure form. They do not mean an analysis of the pure sound structure, empty
of all extramusical references (which was the approach of, for instance, Eduard
Hanslick); nor do they mean that the experience of the musical piece should
be narrowed to purely aesthetic qualities. As was already noted by Aristotle,
art causes an extraordinary transformation to occur: objects that may be disgusting or unpleasant when seen in reality are enjoyable when their “accurate
likenesses” are presented in a work of art (Poetics 1448b, 9–14). In his brilliant
article, Jerrold Levinson analyses the typically Aristotelian issue of the presence of “negative emotions” in music and states:
By imaginatively identifying our state with that of the music, we derive from a suitably constructed composition a sense of mastery and control over – or at least accommodation with – emotions that in the extramusical setting are thoroughly upsetting,
and over which we hope to be victorious when and if the time comes. And emotional
response, it should be emphasized, seems necessary to reap this benefit.

Further on he emphasises that the act of experiencing these emotions is inherently rooted in experiencing the artistic sphere of the work, and concludes:
For it is manifest that one cannot categorize the emotion in a passage, hear one’s emotion transmuted in the course of a development section, or glory in the Power and
richness of one’s expression of emotion in sound without attending explicitly to the
musical matter of what is before one’s ears. The music is not just a means to an end
which can be understood apart from it, but integrally involved in that end.8

According to Levinson, “enjoyment, understanding and self-assurance”
are the three most important qualities which, from the point of view of the
listeners, are inherent in music when expressing negative emotions (such as,
for instance, sadness or melancholy); they constitute, at least to some extent,
a reflection of the aims of listening to music as stated by Aristotle: as a combination of pleasure, cognition and improvement of the ethical character of
the soul.9 They are essentially inseparable and cannot occur outside the context of the concrete experience of a musical piece.
7
8
9

Literature on the subject is vast; above all, see M. Budd, Music and Emotions, London,
1985.
J. Levinson, “Music and Negative Emotion” in: idem, Music, Art & Metaphysics. Essays
in Philosophical Aesthetics, Ithaca–London, 1990, p. 330.
“Furthermore, in exercising our feeling capacities on music we might be said to tone
them up, or get them into shape, thus readying ourselves for intenser and more focused
reactions to situations in life” – Levinson, op. cit., p. 326.
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It is not surprising that this synthesising power of a musical piece – which
through its ideal (universal) structure which is based on a higher, absolute
mathematical harmony unifies the feeling of pleasure, the cognitive aspect
and the ethical potential, and which at the same time affects the listener’s
soul directly and with extraordinary strength – caused the Romantics to
deem music an absolute art. Music was thus assigned the role of the formal and expressive model for all other arts, and its absolute status was to
be the ultimate fulfilment of art’s highest calling as the crowning achievement and absolute synthesis of all human cognitive and creative powers.
The language of music was considered the purest, the most perfect and absolute because it had been the original language of the human race10 – a language which had not yet felt the split between sensuality, feeling and abstract
thinking, and thus operated outside the artificial boundaries of concept and
image, or which originated directly from the spiritual unity of human creative powers not yet touched by the fatal division into spheres of subject and
object, of nature and culture; a division which alienated man from nature.
Being an absolute art, music was also considered the expression of absolute freedom: a creation that exceeded, or perhaps outpaced, all the limitations of conceptual language and of imitation that separated art from nature.
Novalis put it as follows:
Nirgends aber ist es auffallender, dass es nur der Geist ist, der die Gegenstände, die
Veränderungen des Stoffs poetisiert, und dass das Schöne, der Gegenstand der Kunst uns
nicht gegeben wird oder in den Erscheinungen schon fertig liegt – als in der Musik. […]
Der Musiker nimmt das Wesen seiner Kunst aus sich – auch nicht der leiseste Verdacht
von Nachahmung kann ihn treffen. Dem Maler scheint die sichtbare Natur überall vorzuarbeiten, durchaus sein unerreichbares Muster zu sein. Eigentlich ist aber die Kunst
des Malers so unabhängig, so ganz a priori entstanden, als die Kunst des Musikers. Der
Maler bedient sich nur einer unendlich schwereren Zeichensprache als der Musiker;
der Maler malt eigentlich mit dem Auge. Seine Kunst ist die Kunst, regelmässig und
schön zu sehn. Sehn ist hier ganz aktiv, durchaus bildende Tätigkeit. Sein Bild ist nur
seine Chiffre, sein Ausdruck, sein Werkzeug der Reproduktion. […] Der Musiker hört
eigentlich auch aktiv. Er hört heraus.11

Music is thus an independent creation, a spiritual artefact that is ultimately
capable of expressing everything while retaining its absolute, purely constructive character; in this it is an ideal language, like mathematics (cf. the famous
Monologue of Novalis). Yet the artist does not create from nothing – “er hört
10 On this issue, cf. e.g. C. Rosen, The Romantic Generation, Cambridge MA, 1998, pp. 68–78,
and J. Neubauer, The Emancipation of Music from Language. Departure from Mimesis in
Eighteenth-Century Aesthetics, New Haven–London, 1986. More broadly on the genesis
of language, cf. e.g. J. H. Stam, Inquiries into the Origin of Language. The Fate of a Question, New York, 1976.
11 All quotations after: Novalis, Die Christenheit oder Europa und andere philosophische Schriften, hrsg. von Rolf Toman, Köln, 1996, pp. 200–201.
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heraus” but, instead, in accordance with the logic of ordo inversus,12 he concentrates on his own inner side, because at the deepest point of his own spirituality he discovers the primordial unity with the universe of nature. Novalis realises that the absolute subjectivity and spontaneity of artistic creation
cannot be based on Fichte’s pre-reflective “Selbstsetzung des Ichs”. Fichte’s
“Tathandlung” must be replaced by what Novalis called the “Urhandlung”:
a unity of action (also artistic action) and thinking which, in essence, comes
before any subject–object relation. Novalis occasionally termed this primeval,
indissoluble unity of existence and cognition “Gefühl”, since it could not be
conceptually expressed in all its fullness and concreteness. This could be done
only by art; hence to Novalis, poetry and music were always a “return home”,
a journey to the spiritual homeland. In his view, a true creator is obedient to
the language of art as much as he controls it: “Über die allgemeine Sprache
der Musik. Der Geist wird frei, unbestimmt angeregt; das tut ihm so wohl,
das dünkt ihm so bekannt, so vaterländisch, er ist auf diese kurzen Augenblicke in seiner indischen Heimat”.13
Music’s extraordinary, exceptional mission results from the mysterious
amalgamation of the exact, mathematical structure,14 the key to which is provided by combinatorics itself,15 with the power of expression that is rooted in
nature. Yet the creator of music does not imitate the sounds of the external
world but transforms them into meaningful, ideal structures: “Alle Töne, die
die Natur hervorbringt, sind rauh und geistlos – nur der musikalischen Seele
dünkt oft das Rauschen des Waldes, das Pfeifen des Windes, der Gesang der
Nachtigall, das Plätschern des Bachs melodisch und bedeutsam”.16 Music is the
most emphatic confirmation of the truth of the ordo inversus: that the senses
perceive as much as the inner light of the soul allows them to. “Der Mensch
ist eine Sonne, seine Sinne sind seine Planeten”, affirms Novalis in one of his
most splendid passages.
It is, therefore, not at all surprising that music is perceived as a mythological projection of the future state of perfection, which would be a return to
what has been lost. “Unsere Sprache war zu Anfang viel musikalischer, und
hat sich nur nach gerade so prosaisiert, so enttönt. Es ist jetzt mehr Schallen
12 On this issue, see chiefly Manfred Frank, Gerhard Kurz, Ordo inversus. Zu einer Reflexionsfigur bei Novalis, Hölderlin, Kleist und Kafka, in: Geist und Zeichen. Festschrift Arthur
Henkel, hrsg. von Herbert Anton, Bernhard Gajek und Peter Pfaff, Heidelberg, 1977,
pp. 75–92; also Friedrich Strack, Im Schatten der Neugier. Christliche Tradition und kritische
Philosophie im Werk Friedrich von Hardenbergs, Tübingen, 1982.
13 Novalis, op. cit., p. 206.
14 “In der Musik erscheint sie förmlich als Offenbarung, als schaffender Idealismus. Hier
legitimiert sie sich als himmlische Gesandtin, kat anthropon” – Novalis, op. cit., p. 234.
Cf. B. Naumann, “Musikalisches Ideen-Instrument”. Das Musikalische in Poetik und Sprachtheorie der Frühromantik, Stuttgart, 1990.
15 Novalis, op. cit., p. 290.
16 Ibid., p. 201.
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geworden, Laut, wenn man dieses schöne Wort so erniedriegen will. Sie muß
wieder Gesang werden”.17
Only in poetry can language regain this power of musical expression and
beauty of musical order; hence Novalis made frequent use of metaphors referring to areas associated with music.18 Impressions, thoughts and feelings create
a harmonious whole, they are “consonances”, if they are illuminated by spiritual energy, the fullness of awareness may then be said to be a “Gesang, bloße
Modulation der Stimmungen”. True poetry that is worthy of this name, i.e.
symbolic poetry, is a magnified language; it is a language intensified to the
ultimate boundaries of expression and reference, a language which in its meaningful form is as condensed as a musical piece, where segregation of content,
form and emotion is an illusory segregation. Such a language is a language of
myths; for Novalis, it is a language of fairy tales:19
[…] und gehört in die Hieroglyphistik der zweiten Potenz, in die Ton- und Schriftbildersprache. Sie hat poetische Verdienste und ist nich rhetorisch, subaltern, wenn sie ein
volkommener Ausdruck, wenn sie euphonisch, richtig und präzis ist, wenn sie gleichsam ein Ausdruck, mit um des Ausdrucks willen ist, wenn sie wenigstens nicht als
Mittel erscheint, sondern an sich selbst eine von vollkommene Produktion des höhern
Sprachvermögens ist.20
17 Ibid., p. 206. Cf. W. Janke, Enttönter Gesang – Sprache und Wahrheit in der Fichte-Studien des Novalis, in: Erneuerung der Transzendentalphilosophie im Anschluß an Kant und
Fichte, hrsg. von Klaus Hammacher und Albert Mues, Stuttgart–Bad Cannstatt, 1979,
pp. 168–203.
18 In one of the passages, for instance, he combined musical metaphors with comparisons
referring to physiology in order to describe spiritual cognition: “Die Betrachtung der
Welt fängt im unendlichen, absoluten Diskant, im Mittelpunkt an, und steigt die Skala
herunter; die Betrachtung unsrer selbst fängt mit dem unendlichen, absoluten Baß an,
der Peripherie, und steigt die Skala aufwärts. Absolute Vereinigung des Basses und
Diskants. Dies ist die Systole und Diastole des göttlichen Lebens” – Novalis, op. cit.,
p. 205. The coexistence of the two spheres of reality, expressed through metaphor, is
at the same time underlined as the absolute necessity of the unification of various areas
of experience.
19 “Ein Märchen ist wie ein Traumbild, ohne Zusammenhang. Ein Ensemble wunderbarer
Dinge und Begebenheiten, z.B. eine musikalische Phantasie, die harmonischen Folgen
einer Äolsharfe, die Natur selbst” – Novalis, op. cit., p. 270. According to Novalis, a true
fairy tale was at the same time a prophecy and an ideal representation, an absolutely
necessary one. A fairy tale, as a story that acquired the rank of a myth, needed the
sensitivity of a child and the audacity of a bard prophesying the future. A myth explained
the past and foretold the future; a true story would, in time, become a fairy tale –
a myth. The world of a myth was a total contradiction of the world of the truth, and
yet was as close to it as chaos was close to the finished creation.
20 Novalis, op. cit., p. 207. Cf. H.-J. Mähl, Verfremdung und Transparenz. Zur theoretischen
Begründung der “Tropen und Räthselsprache” bei Novalis, “Jahrbuch des freien deutschen
Hochstifts” 1992, pp. 161–182; also L. Stockinger, “Tropen und Räthselsprache“. Esoterik und Öffentlichkeit bei Freidrich von Hardenberg (Novalis), in: Geschichtlichkeit und
Aktualität. Festschrift Hans-Joachim Mähl zum 65. Geburtstag, hrsg. von Klaus-Detlef
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It would, however, be a mistake to see the “expression” and “mood” of
this language of mythological poetry as expounded by Novalis to be identical with the vulgarised form of the Romantic vision of art as the creation of
indistinct images expressing the personality of their creator. If poetry was to
be a revival of the mythological unity of creation and cognition – of the acts
of creating the world and perceiving the world in the pure, non-mediated fullness of sensual nature – then its beginning had to lie in the “depersonalisation”
of art: a true poet must, in a sense, possess the ability to become everything:
Der Dichter muß die Fähigkeit haben, sich andre Gedanken vorzustellen, auch Gedanken in allen Arten der Folge und in den mannichfaltigsten Ausdrücken darzustellen.
Wie ein Tonkünstler verschiedene Töne und Instrumente in seinem Innern sich vergegenwärtigen, sie vor sich bewegen lassen und sie auf mancherlei Weise verbinden kann,
so daß er gleichsam der Lebensgeist dieser Klänge und Melodien wird, wie gleichfalls
ein Maler, als Meister und Erfinder farbiger Gestalten, diese nach seinem Gefallen zu
verändern, gegeneinander und nebeneinander zu stellen, und zu vervielfachen, und
alle mögliche Arten und einzelne hervorzubringen versteht, so muß der Dichter den
reddened Geist aller Dinge und Handlungen in seinen unterschiedlichen Trachten sich
vorzubilden, und alle Gattungen von Spracharbeiten zu fertigen, und mit besonderm,
eigentümlichen Sinn zu beseelen vermögend sein.21

By being an ultimate synthesis, an image of the primeval unity and wholeness, poetry also constituted an absolute reality: “Die Poesie ist das echt absolut Reelle.[…] Je poetischer, je wahrer”.22 Even though divided by impassable
boundaries, various arts permeate one another;23 this is because our sensual
modalities not only have no clearly defined boundaries, but also are constantly modified and broadened by contact with the works. To Novalis, this
was a vital aspect: art, similarly to philosophy, was an ultimate revelation of
the truth, but not only in the sphere of ideal meanings; it always remained
a non-reducible, living entity: “Dichten ist zeugen. Alles Gedichtete muß ein
lebendiges Individuum sein”. Hence contact with a work of art, which was
aimed at the revelation of truth in the sensual form, resulted, above all, in the
enrichment of one’s sensuality. What is more, the poetry of the future was to
Müller, Gerhard Pasternack, Wulf Segebrecht und Ludwig Stockinger, Tübingen, 1988,
pp. 182–206.
21 Novalis, op. cit., pp. 262–263. And elsewhere: “Egoist darf der Dichter durchaus nicht
erscheinen. Er muß sich selbst Erscheinung sein” – Ibid., p. 292. In the end, poetry was
a synthesis of cognition and a measure of the universalisation of an experience, leading
directly to the perfection of humanity: “Der vollendete Mensch muß gleichsam zugleich
an mehreren Orten und un mehreren Menschen leben – ihn müssen beständig ein
weiter Kreis und mannichfache Begebenheiten gegenwärtig sein. Hier bildet sich dann
die wahre, großartige Gegenwart des Geistes, die den Menschen zum eigentlichen Weltbürger macht […]” – Ibid., p. 222.
22 Ibid., p. 284.
23 “Nichts ist poetischer, als alle Übergänge und heterogene Mischungen” – Ibid.,
p. 286.
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help the human race develop entirely new, never before envisaged organs of
sensual perception. In this view, the goal of true art was, to put it succinctly,
to renew the world and to invigorate human cognitive powers.24 “Die Welt
muß romantisiert werden. So findet man des ursprünglichen Sinn wieder”,
Novalis famously exhorted.
The concept of a synthesis and mutual correspondence of the arts, so often
cited as a characteristic feature of the Romantic mindset, certainly played
a considerable role. Before it was inseparably linked with Wagner, the concept
of “Gesamtkunstwerk” functioned as an important component of the Romantic theory of art as proposed by Friedrich Schlegel. Yet the conviction that the
more fully a given work of art realises the potentialities of its medium and
resists translation into categories of another branch of art, the more perfect it
is, may be justifiably put forward as a counterpoise to the postulate of a synthesis of the arts originating from either the associationist and synaesthetic
psychology or from the assumption that the source of creative power lies in
the imagination. It seems more valid here to point to mutual inspirations and
interdependences which were not limited to making use of analogies or to
applying the metaphorical mode of describing a work of art, but originated
from what Karl Kroeber very aptly termed the “coherence of alternatives”.25
In this sense the issue was not only to modify the features of one medium
up to the point when it achieved impression- and representation-generating
effects typical of a different order of experiencing art (which, in fact, had long
been required with regard to the ekphrases of works of art by the postulate
known in the Greek theory of rhetoric as energeia). Nor was it necessary to
seek ways to envisage music in the structure of a painting, to show Delacroix’s
“music of painting”, i.e. to discover the formal and perceptual equivalents of
particular arts, which, after all, was one of the main currents in Romantic
and Modernist art theory,26 all the way to the desire of painting a fugue.27
It was possible to choose another way: to pose the problem of mutual relations between arts as cultural forms and forms of life in the perspective of
the complementation of meanings at the juncture point between myth and
history. In this approach, the metamorphosis of, for instance, the meaning
of a musical piece into a poet’s statement constituted neither a weakness of
perception and a lack of understanding for the form (as the formalists would
have it) nor a manifestation, dictated by envy, of the concept of a paragone of
arts. By referring to figures and works from the universe of music or painting,
24 “Alle Poesie unterbricht den gewöhnlichen Zustand, das gemeine Leben, fast wie der
Schlummer, um uns zu erneuern, und so unser Lebensgefühl immer rege zu halten”.
25 K. Kroeber, Romantic Landscape Vision: Constable and Wordsworth, Madison, 1975, p. 9.
26 On this issue, cf. classic, model works: R. L. Stein, The Ritual of Interpretation. The Fine
Arts as Literature in Ruskin, Rossetti, and Pater, Cambridge MA–London, 1975; E. K. Helsinger, Ruskin and the Art of Beholder, Cambridge MA–London, 1982.
27 Cf. the recent, large monograph by P. Vergo, The Music of Painting. Music, Modernism
and the Visual Arts from the Romantics to John Cage, London, 2010, esp. pp. 206–235.
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the poet investigated the status of his own work (and, more broadly, of art as
such) in a world that had relegated art’s cognitive qualities to the margins of
“beautiful fiction”, invention and aesthetic pleasure. The evocation of history
through the personage of an authentic or imagined painter or composer transcended the convention of providing a purely thematic pretext and aggregating
meanings through representational and historical associations. The stakes were
much higher: a dialogue with the past, conducted in the sphere of an actual
experience of that past achieved by means of the presence of an artistic form.
The poet who achieved absolute mastery in conversing with the ghosts
of the past is, of course, Robert Browning. An entirely incurable enthusiast
of Italy, he shared with many of his contemporaries a deep appreciation for
the artistic achievements of the Renaissance.28 The heroes of his best dramatic
monologues – a genre in which Browning remains a past master29 – are Fra
Filippo Lippi and Andrea del Sarto. Yet he also received a thorough grounding in music and was fascinated with this art throughout his life. He derived
topics from the history of music several times and, while drawing a captivating image of the bygone era, an image that unavoidably brings to mind the
plasticity of description and the “imaginative reason” of Walter Pater or even
Jacob Burckhardt, he always posed pertinent questions as to the place of art
in modern society.30
Browning may have owed much to the Romantics, but his vision of art
was no longer Romantic. In his perception, the threat to the realness of the
world and to the authenticity of existence was posed not by the dullness and
banality of mundane life, which would require art to promise a “waking dream”
in a gesture of romanticising the world, but by the confusion in the orders of
understanding the world, which was due to the pretensions of science and
the imbalanced relations of art and life. The historical scenery of Renaissance
personas provided Browning with a perfect space in which to present those
conflicts. He faultlessly presented, for instance in the superb monologue Fra
Filippo Lippi, the Renaissance contrast of art and life on the example of an artist battling his own temperament which forces him to present the perceptible
world in the fullness of its energy and power, without making allowances for
abstract beauty or falsely envisioned spirituality. It would probably be quite
justified to suspect that through his masterful use of colloquial, unpolished
language, with all its hesitations and violent turns, Browning was powerfully
expressing his protest against the aestheticised vision of Renaissance painting,
28 Cf. e.g. J. B. Bullen, The Myth of the Renaissance in Nineteenth-Century Writers, Oxford,
1994.
29 On this issue, cf. chiefly R. Langbaum, “The Dramatic Monologue: Sympathy versus
Judgement”, in: idem, The Poetry of Experience. The Dramatic Monologue in Modern Literary
Tradition, New York, 1963, pp. 75–108.
30 Cf. D. J. DeLaura, “The Context of Browning’s Painter Poems: Aesthetics, Polemics, Histories”, PMLA, 1980, 95, pp. 367–388. Also M. E. Gibson, History and the Prism of Art: Browning’s
Poetic Experiments, Columbus OH, 1987.
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and also against the unearthly, spiritual beauty of Renaissance figures being
identified with an era of flawless faith which would, in a sense, guarantee
access to this ideal beauty, excluding corporeality and sensuality as unworthy
of that purified artistic vision. The tale is a confession; it is Fra Filippo’s
account of his own life which he is forced to tell to those who caught him
during one of his many escapades to a bawdy-house:
[…] zooks, sir, flesh and blood,
That’s all I’m made of! Into shreds it went,
Curtain and counterpane and coverlet,
All the bed-furniture – a dozen knots,
There was a ladder! Down I let myself,
Hands and feet, scrambling somehow, and so dropped,
And after them. I came up with the fun
Hard by Saint Laurence, hail fellow, well met […].

Fra Filippo Lippi is here an artist whose oeuvre represents uncompromising realism. Yet it soon turns out that his realism finds no approval among
the hierarchs, and not at all because Lippi has ruthlessly revealed their vices:
what is found disturbing is the tremendous faithfulness of the representation,
a realism bordering on illusion, and illusion bordering on magic – all quite
contrary to the role ascribed to art in the teachings of the Church:
The Prior and the learned pulled a face
And stopped all that in no time. ‘How? What’s here?
Quite from the mark of painting, bless us all!
Faces, arms, legs and bodies like the true
As much as pea and pea! It’s devil’s game!
Your business is not to catch men with show,
With homage to the perishable clay,
But lift them over it, ignore it all,
Make them forget there’s such a thing as flesh.
Your business is to paint the souls of men […].

Browning’s mastery lies in the fact that he did not construct a simple
opposition between Lippi’s style (and, after all, the style is the man) and the
extra-artistic expectation imposed by the Church. From the point of view of
art, the motives which stand behind the proposition to paint the soul and to
morally elevate the observer are not empty; what is at issue is an alteration
of the order of artistic formation. Lippi’s adversary sees it in the concord of
a vision open to the world and a vision turned inward, of the way of looking
away from oneself and into oneself; the order of the world can be captured
only by a soul that holds on to its own innate order. The debate concerning
the real or ideal origin of beauty and the struggle between experience and the
intellectual intuition of perfect forms seems to quiet down here, to lose its
importance; beauty is of divine origin, but it owes its existence to the existence
of a world of forms that are visible to the eye and audible to the ear:
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“The world and life’s too big to pass for a dream”. The deeper the artist penetrates into the corporeal structure of reality, the closer he comes not to the
allure of beauty, but to its meaning:
[…] This world’s no blot for us,
Nor blank; it means intensely, and means good:
To find its meaning is my meat and drink.

It is not the role of an artist to persuade people to piety; his role is to respect
the real world, and thus to cancel the oppositions between spiritual and sensual art and between form and spirit. Appreciation for lines and colours does
not turn one’s attention away from the glory of God; quite the opposite, the
more perfect the art grows, the more it tells of the world. It might be said
that the realism of the perceptible form opens up the perspective of the realism of the form in the ontological sense:
But why not do as well as say, – paint these
Just as they are, careless what comes of it?
God’s works – paint any one, and count it crime
To let a truth slip. Don’t object, ‘His works
Are here already; nature is complete:
Suppose you reproduce her – (which you can’t)
There’s no advantage! You must beat her, then’.
For, don’t you mark? We’re made so that we love
First when we see them painted, things we have passed
Perhaps a hundred times nor cared to see;
And so they are better, painted – better to us,
Which is the same thing. Art was given for that;
God uses us to help each other so,
Lending our minds out.

Art is thus, above all, a way to condense reality, to show the realness of
the world; it is also a process of concentrating one’s attention that is aided by
memory; a memory which is devoid of the cultural awareness of history and
which eliminates the mythological dimension of the past is a flawed memory.
Hence, the Renaissance is not only a stage for passions, a struggle of unyielding temperaments, an agon of life and beauty; the perfection of the beauty
of a Renaissance form, a form for its own sake, does not close the debate
between life and art or the contention between nature’s creative impulse and
the artist’s creative instinct:
[…] for it seemed, it was certain, to match man’s birth,
Nature in turn conceived, obeying an impulse as I;
And the emulous heaven yearned down, made effort to reach the earth,
As the earth had done her best, in my passion, to scale the sky:
Novel splendours burst forth, grew familiar and dwelt with mine,
Not a point nor peak but fund and fixed its wandering star
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This is what Abt Vogler states. He is not a painter this time, but a composer,
wishing to characterise his efforts. Significantly, it is in the poems whose
heroes are the once-famous composers of the 18th century, Charles Avison or
Baldassare Galuppi from Venice, that Browning focuses on a question which
is fundamental from the point of view of the development of art and the
transformation of forms. To him, the beauty of a Renaissance work did not
have a timeless quality and hence could not be a set pattern for imitation. His
feeling for historicity prevented Browning from sharing the Pre-Raphaelites’
enthusiasm; a myth of beauty was only a myth, a fleeting form, when the
faith that had once animated it was gone. As we read in Parleyings with Avison,
Soon shall fade and fall
Myth after myth – the husk-like lies I call
New truth’s corolla-safeguard.

An artist’s maturity is evidenced not only by his awareness that form is
historically changeable, but also by the perception that the language of art,
being subject to inflexible rules, is limited.
He who works in fresco, steals a hair-brush,
Curbs the liberal hand, subservient proudly,
Cramps his spirit, crowds its all in little,
Makes a strange art of an art familiar,
Fills his lady’s missal-marge with flowerets.
He who blows thro’ bronze, may breathe thro’ silver,
Fitly serenade a slumberous princess.
He who writes, may write for once as I do

This is what we read in One Word More. Even music, which comes the closest
to divine beauty and reflects its eternal and unchangeable order, is fleeting, as
Abt Vogler notes: “Well, it is gone at last, the palace of music I reared”. Yet the
fleeting shape of music constitutes a paradoxical confirmation of the existence
of a perfect and absolute Creator, the maker of “houses not made with hands”.
Silence presupposes and portends configurations of sounds imbued with meanings and emotions, a pause foretells a song that would flow again, dissonance
heralds harmony. A tone in itself may be quiet or loud, but it is devoid of
meaning; only when the power of thought brings it in harmony with other
tones does it fill with expression and acquire the status of an image, a mirror
of eternal order. In the end, therefore, art requires something that cannot be
put into rules, something that, as Coleridge would have said, springs from
the source of the “infinite I AM”.
Instead of Coleridge’s “esemplastic power of imagination”, however, Browning has “the finger of God, a flash of the will”. This is an important difference,
because Browning is unwilling to absolutise art – “on the earth the broken arcs;
in the heaven, a perfect round”. The absolute reality of art does not lie in its
power to bring independent, autarchic worlds into existence; its true might lies
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in that it reveals the truth and invariability of the experiential order.31 What is
more, it confirms this order in its temporal, procedural dimension: an image
hides nothing, in poetry “effect proceeds from the cause”, whereas in music
expression, form and meaning are the most fully amalgamated because music
renders the entire dynamics of emotions with all their power, violence and
sudden fluctuations.
The ultimate effect of a work of art is, however, a mystery. The language
of music, subordinate to the rules of composition, has an immeasurable wealth
of expression and remains in a natural relationship with the sphere of passions
which is most indefinite and mysterious. Even such a great artist as Hugues
of Saxe-Gotha, the master of the fugue, is very well aware that beauty and
emotion do not necessarily yield to the strict principles of counterpoint and
to the sequence of themes:
One dissertates, he is candid;
Two must discept, – has distinguished;
Three helps the coupe, if ever yet man did;
Four protests; Five makes a dart at the thing wished […].

Art is thus always a sphere of experimentum crucis, the key to which is the
constantly renewed experience of the artistic form in the mirror of nature,
and whose criteria are truth and beauty:
Over our heads truth and nature –
Still our life’s zigzags and dodges,
Ins and outs, weaving a new legislature –
God’s gold Just shining its last where that lodges,
Palled beneath Man’s usurpature.

Both Abt Vogler, the genius of extempore composition, and Master Hugues
of Saxe-Gotha, a man intimately familiar with the arcane mysteries of counterpoint, underscore their individuality, whose concentration conditions the
concentration of form. Yet they constantly point to the creator’s limitations:
the dynamics of history32 and the unpredictability of the work’s expression
force an artist to maintain a distance towards his art:
31 As we read in Abt Vogler: “All we have willed or hoped or dreamed of good shall exist;
/ Not its semblance, but itself; no beauty, nor good, nor power / Whose voice has gone
forth, but each survives for the melodist / When eternity affirms the conception of an
hour. / The high that proved too high, the heroic for earth too hard, / The passion
that left the ground to lose itself in the sky, / Are music sent up to God by the lover
and the bard; enough that he heard it once: we shall hear it by-and-by”.
32 In a letter to his wife, Elisabeth Barrett Browning, Browning reflected, quoting the
great composer Claude Le Jeune: “‘In Music, the Beau Idéal changes every thirty years’
– well, is not that true? The Idea, mind, changes, – the general standard […] – next
hundred years, who will be the Rossini?”; quoted after: Robert Browning’s Poetry, ed.
J. F. Loucks and A. M. Stauffer, New York–London, 2007, p. 203, note 3.
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Est fuga, volvitur rota.
On we drift: where looms the dim port?
One, Two, Three, Four, Five contribute their quota;
Something is gained, if one caught but the import –
Show it us, Hugues of Saxe-Gotha!

This is aided by the form of the dramatic monologue, in which the relations
between, on the one hand, the author, the narrator, the titular and postulated
protagonist, and the fictitious personages shaping the space of the presented
world by their absence, and, on the other hand, the reader, are undermined.
The changing points of view, the effortless passages from inner reflections to
external events, and the multiplication of references to the mirror images of
the protagonist cause the reader to feel uncertain as to his position, while his
perspective is constantly disrupted and called into question.
Thus the form of the dramatic monologue reveals one more key aspect
of art’s mission, in addition to revealing the truth of the order of experiencing the world; it is the task of contradicting the generally accepted practices,
of questioning the generally assumed points of view. Exquisitely applying
the inconsistency, picturesqueness and bluntness of colloquial speech, that
“unpoetical material” that was so admired by T.S. Eliot, Browning exposes the
unfounded pretensions of religious faith and science – the two fundamental,
and violently conflicted, ways of understanding the world – and reveals their
barrenness. This, of course, brings to mind Browning’s masterpieces, such as
The Ring and the Book or Caliban upon Setebos. In this contest, art may serve
as a temporary arbitrator: by making beauty a reality it recreates the order of
the created world, whereas by revealing the real, authentic experiential order
in depicting passions it forces us to approach science’s claim to presenting the
only true image of the world with some detachment. Browning might repeat
after Konrad Fiedler that artistic vision begins where science ends.
Music, too, makes us able to see; while listening to Galuppi’s toccatas, the
image of the halcyon days of Venice unfolds in our imagination. His music
inspires reflection upon morality in history,33 as long as the past provides us
with certain mythological images, i.e. signposts without which it is simply
impossible to obtain the bearings of our culture. Galuppi’s interlocutor is well
aware that, to use Plato’s words, beauty is a difficult thing: “But although
I take your meaning, ‘tis with such a heavy mind!”. But the Venetian master’s
toccatas are alive in as much as (and from the interlocutor’s perspective it is
“your old music”) they evoke images of the city:
Ay, because the sea’s street there; and ‘tis arched by …what you call…
Shylock’s bridge with houses on it, where they kept the carnival:
I was never out of England – it’s as if I saw it all.
33 Cf. S. Hawlin, “Browning’s A Toccata of Galuppi’s: How Venice Once Was Dear”, Review
of English Studies, 1990, 41, pp. 496–509.
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Galuppi’s music is admired, it brings purely sensual pleasure, it is the life’s
ornament and a sweeping expression of passion: “Brave Galuppi! That was
music! good alike at grave and gay!”. But this is only an illusion, because the
pieces composed by Galuppi are much more than that: they symbolise a certain state of mind, a form of life, they convey meanings his contemporaries
did not notice:
Then they left you for their pleasure: till in due time, one by one,
Some with lives that came to nothing, some with deeds as well undone,
Death stepped tacitly and took them where they never see the sun.

The fate of Venice ought to be a warning that, in the end, art and the cultural
myth cannot serve as substitutes for reality:
As for Venice and her people, merely born to bloom and drop,
Here on earth they bore their fruitage, mirth and folly were the crop:
What of soul was left, I wonder, when the kissing had to stop?

The answer must be sought in Galuppi’s music – because only art preserves
the memory of experiences, in comparison with which our own ethical and
intellectual order, cloaked in the mystery of artistic expression, can be defined
anew.
(Translated by Klaudyna Michałowicz)

Abstract
Music was commonly regarded as one of the most powerful arts. In line with a very long
tradition reaching back to the Pythagoreans and to Plato and Aristotle, it was its blend of
mathematical structure and unusual power of “expression of affects” that was particularly
highly regarded. Although music was initially considered as belonging to the circle of
imitational arts, it gradually obtained the incomparable status of an absolute art. In particular, Music played an exceptional role in the early Romantic theories of art, when it
was perceived as an epitome of artistic creation and the highest possible extension of
human cognition through pure activity of the imagination. This article attempts to describe
chosen aspects of the myth of music as a fulfilment of man’s imaginary strivings by drawing on examples of Novalis (poetry and music as utopian arts of an idealiter construction)
and of Robert Browning (music as a source of poetical imagination activated as a faculty
of historical understanding).
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“Our ‘I’ and History”:
The Polish Reception of Walter Pater
The title quotation from Stanisław Brzozowski points to several aspects of
the Polish reception of Pater.1 First, it suggests that the period when the works
of the author of The Renaissance were translated into Polish and discussed by
reviewers was that of the so-called “Young Poland”, of which Brzozowski’s
work was a highly significant achievement. Second, it suggests that the reasons for either the interest in Pater’s writings or neglect or disapproval of them
were related to variously defined concepts of the “I”, individuality or soul,
which, regardless of the differences, remained most valid for those Young
Poland writers and critics who were searching for the fundamental meaning
in works of art and literature. Third, the term ‘history’ implies that neither
the ways of reading Pater nor the concepts of the “I”, individuality or soul
were unchanging. Within about two decades, Young Poland as a cultural formation, and particularly the metaphysical foundations of its most outstanding
artists and writers’ Weltanschauung, became subject to criticism. With time, the
attitude towards Pater also changed – as accusations of sterile aestheticism or
positivistic pedantry gave way to encomia on the stylistic quality of his texts
and on the psychological accuracy of the Imaginary Portraits.
The Young Poland period, which was perhaps one of the most fruitful
periods in the history of Polish culture, has generally been located by scholars between the late 1890s and the year 1918. Since Young Poland borders on
a past dominated by Positivism on the one hand, and on the interwar decades
marked by Poland’s regained political independence and aesthetic revolutions
on the other, it appears to have been an era of various interrelated ideas,
simultaneity of different worldviews, and quick changes of dominant intel1

S. Brzozowski, “Nasze ‘ja’ i historia”, in: Legenda Młodej Polski [The Legend of Young
Poland], in: Eseje i studia o literaturze [Essays and Studies on Literature], ed. H. Markiewicz,
Wrocław, 1990, pp. 699–718. A version of the current essay first appeared in The Reception
of Walter Pater in Europe, ed. S. Bann, London, 2004, pp. 203–215 [Print permission has
been granted by Bloomsbury Academic, an imprint of Bloomsbury Publishing, Plc].
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lectual orientations. In general, the brief but fertile period of ‘Young Poland’
opens up with a critique of the positivistic model of the universe, stemming
from the sense of a collapse of values founded on the crumbling authority
of science and suffused with melancholy scepticism. The search for answers
that could no longer be provided by scientists led to metaphysical speculations combined with a budding ideology of activism that inspired the Polish
independence movement which was coming of age in a context of emerging
social antagonisms. The era began with a turn towards metaphysics and mysticism under the auspices of Schopenhauer, while its progress was fuelled by
the ideas of Nietzsche and Bergson. As regards art, Young Poland meant a shift
from Realism to Symbolism and, later, to early Expressionism.2
A significant element of Young Poland’s programmes was the distinctly articulated question of the autonomous value of art, which was pursued in a particularly radical way by the critic and poet Zenon Przesmycki, editor of Chimera3
as well as by Stanisław Przybyszewski, for whom art, defined as a means of
reaching the absolute, was free of any non-artistic obligations.4 Most likely,
that last postulate was closely related to the influence of foreign literature and
art on Polish writers and artists, as both at that time achieved unprecedented
intensity. The belief in the intrinsic value of art which, although it could occasionally play a patriotic role, should not be reduced to its social functions,
contributed to thinking about art and literature in terms of universal ideas,
changing in the course of their progress through “various walks of the nation’s
life” under the “specific impact of the environment”.5 The openness to literature and art that were produced in other European countries also manifested
itself in many translations and comments on foreign authors. Traditionally,
the most attractive was French culture, but there was also much interest in
the works of the Scandinavians. According to Wanda Krajewska, English literature was for the most part considered conservative by Polish authors, yet
with time more and more information became available not only on English
writers of the past, but also on the literary present. Particularly at the apex
of Young Poland, which came, in Krajewska’s estimation, between 1887 and
1908, English literature gained in importance and its appeal could be compared
to that of French literature.6
2
3
4
5
6
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On the periodisation of this era in Polish art, cf. W. Juszczak, Wojtkiewicz i Nowa Sztuka
[Wojtkiewicz and New Art], Warsaw, 1965.
Z. Przesmycki, “Walka ze sztuką” [A Fight with Art], in: Programy i dyskusje literackie
okresu Młodej Polski [Programs and Literary Debates of the Young Poland Period], ed.
M. Podraza-Kwiatkowska, Wrocław–Cracow, 1973, pp. 297–328.
S. Przybyszewski, “Confiteor”, in: Programy i dyskusje literackie okresu Młodej Polski, op.
cit., pp. 235–243.
W. Krajewska, Recepcja literatury angielskiej w Polsce okresu modernizmu (1887–1918):
Informacje. Sądy. Przekłady [Reception of English Literature in Modernist Poland (1887–
1918). Information, Assessments, Translations], Wrocław, 1972, p. 8.
Ibid., pp. 11–12.
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Information concerning English literature, wrote Krajewska, was available to the Polish reader in the press – both in newspapers and in literary and
other periodicals – and in books.7 Published translations, reviews and comments included and referred to poetry, fiction, drama, literary and art criticism, high-brow and popular literature, authors of the past and those who
were still alive and active. Some dailies, such as Życie [Life] in Warsaw and
Świat [The World] in Cracow, had their regular foreign correspondents who
more or less competently discussed recent publications. Among the translated
authors of the past were Byron, Coleridge, Shelley and Keats, while a group
of translated and reviewed contemporaries included Yeats, Swinburne, Rossetti, Ruskin, Morris, Pater, Wilde, Tennyson, and Robert Browning, as well
as J. K. Jerome, Caine, Conan Doyle and some celebrities for a season, such as
Grant Allen and Rider Haggard.
Next to the knowledge possessed by the editors, critics and translators,
the choice of English authors whose works were translated and reviewed
was determined by French criticism. Once some British author had been “discovered” for good in Paris, his or her name would usually soon appear in the
Polish press. What also counted was the scholarly authority of Taine and his
Histoire de la littérature anglaise, occasionally supported by other French studies translated into Polish, such as Ruskin et la religion de la Beauté [Ruskin and
the Cult of Beauty, 1897] by Robert de la Sizeranne (translated by the eminent
critic Antoni Potocki). In use were also studies on English literature by German critics and scholars.8
Polish commentators and translators of English literature were particularly interested in the authors of the Aesthetic movement, e.g. Ruskin, the
pre-Raphaelites, Swinburne, Morris, Wilde and Pater. The most popular of all
were no doubt Ruskin and Wilde. In 1900 the first translation of the selected
works of the former was published, including fragments of the Seven Lamps of
Architecture and The Stones of Venice, to be followed by other translations: The
Ethics of the Dust, The Crown of Wild Olive, Sesame and Lilies, and The Queen of
the Air.9 Foreign works on Ruskin translated into Polish included a study by
de la Sizeranne and a German monograph by S. Saenger entitled Ruskin, His
Life and Work. Polish books on the subject included John Ruskin by M. BuynoArctowa (1901) and Ku światłu [Towards the Light] by Z. Hartingh (1911).
Krajewska emphasises that the reception of Ruskin was filtered through French
criticism, which resulted in recognising the author of The Stones of Venice primarily as an aesthetician focusing on the external form of works of art.10
Though Polish critics revealed his spiritual affinities with Polish poets, and
7 For a complete bibliography, see: ibid.
8 This is what Krajewska claims with reference to works on English literature by Feliks
Jezierski. Cezary Jellenta read Pater for the first time in the German translation.
9 For a complete bibliography, cf. Krajewska, op. cit., p. 264.
10 Ibid., p. 78.
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the quality of his prose was readily acknowledged, in contemporary opinion
he exerted little influence on artistic ideas in Poland.
Apparently, Ruskin’s popularity with Polish readers was surpassed by that
of Oscar Wilde. According to Krajewska, Wilde was perceived as the main
protagonist, and even founder of the “school of aestheticism” with its central
idea of “art for art’s sake”. Since 1897, translations of Wilde’s writings were
published in Cracow’s Życie [Life], while the programmatic texts of Young
Poland reflected his concept of a critic as an artist. Among the translated
works were The Nightingale and the Rose and other poetic fables (1902), Salome
(1904), The Picture of Dorian Gray, The Soul of Man Under Socialism, Lord Arthur
Saville’s Crime and Poems in Prose. Critical studies of Wilde included Poglądy na
sztukę i krytykę Oskara Wilde’a [Oscar Wilde’s Views on Art and Criticism] by
S. Jabłonowski (1905) and an Introduction to Dialogues by Adolf Nowaczyński
(1905). Wilde was considered an outstanding individualist, a refined aesthete
and a great aesthetician and artist who throughout his whole life had opposed
the conservative public opinion.
In comparison to the reception of other representatives of the Aesthetic
movement, Pater’s works were relatively less influential in Poland. Acknowledged later and translated only after 1909, they may have seemed less attractive than those of Ruskin and Wilde, both of whom were considered the
main champions of aesthetic subjectivism and autonomy of artistic impressions as the proper background of critical activity. Moreover, Pater’s texts did
not contain one specific motif which particularly appealed to Polish authors.
The leftist Prawda or, even more to the left, Głos stressed the social aspect of
Ruskin’s and Morris’ opinions. In such a context, Pater, classified as a critical
impressionist, appeared to be a sensitive connoisseur of beauty, yet was much
less radical in his aestheticism than Wilde, and much less socially progressive
than Ruskin or Morris.
Information and opinions on Pater appeared in the Polish press for the
first time in the 1890s. In 1894, Mścisław Edgar Nekanda-Trepka contributed
a note on Pater’s death to Biblioteka Warszawska [The Warsaw Library]. Three
years later, Leon Winiarski, a sociologist and socialist interested primarily in the
social aspects of art and literature who was residing permanently in France,
published a mini-series of sketches on Pater’s achievements in Prawda, of
which he was a foreign correspondent.11 His social bias already became quite
apparent in the first essay from the first issue of Prawda in 1897, in which
he showed Pater as a melancholy, subtle daydreamer, an artist pursuing ideal
beauty and a loner living virtually like a monk; for Winiarski, such an attitude
was unacceptable. In his opinion, Pater was “consistently evading responsibility, action, and direct duty. He preached and practised the gospel of sophisticated intellectual and artistic cynicism, the religion of beauty. It is obvious
that there was something abnormal about it. One might say, degenerate. [...]
11 Ibid., pp. 37–38.
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Pater was a decadent. [...] No doubt, those who believe in science and progress
will condemn him. [...] He lived only to give a name and expression to a certain state of mind”.12 Winiarski considered Marius the Epicurean to be Pater’s
most outstanding work, identifying in the next number of Prawda (in which
he summarised the book), Marius’ spiritual vacillation between Stoicism and
Christianity with the author’s own doubts.
Two years later Winiarski returned to Pater, at that time to the Imaginary
Portraits (which he actually called “imaginable”), in order to modify his previous judgement. He summarised Denys l’Auxerrois in no. 38 of Prawda in 1899,
and Carl von Rosenmold in no. 40. On that occasion, Marius was referred to by
Winiarski as a less significant achievement. What gained importance was the
impressionistic critical method which enabled Pater to create “imaginable portraits” – poems rather than studies – the true “jewels of criticism”. Winiarski
considered as most important Pater’s unique ability to describe a given personality as an embodiment of major elements of a historical breakthrough. In 1901
he wrote about Pater one last time, presenting Sebastian van Storck in no. 33 of
Prawda, and combining the two lines of his reasoning about the English critic.
On the one hand, Imaginary Portraits were a kind of reflection of the universal
psychology of a specific place and moment in time (“So far in Sebastian Pater
has been showing us the artistic psychology of Holland”), on the other hand
they reflected the mind of Pater himself – its various aspects were revealed
in the successive portraits. According to Winiarski, Denys was an artist who
proved able to lead the masses, Rosenmold was a daydreamer, while Storck
was a thinker. Consequently, for the Polish critic Pater was not so much an
expert on the Renaissance as a writer focusing on his own subjectivity, one
who applied the introspective method to a more general objective – that of
probing into the souls of the heroes of his imaginary portraits in order to reach
to the characteristics of a more universal psychology of a given time and place.
As late as eight years after the last essay by Winiarski, Pater’s achievement
again found its way onto the Polish cultural scene. In 1909 the first, and until
recently13 the only Polish translations of Pater’s works came out in Lvov and
Warsaw, which then belonged, respectively, to Austria and Russia. In Lvov,
a selection of Pater’s essays was translated by Stanisław Lack,14 while in Warsaw three extracts from The Renaissance, translated by Maria Rakowska, were
published in 1909 and 1910 in the journals Literatura i Sztuka and Sfinks.15
Lack’s translation was published by Księgarnia Polska B. Połonieckiego,
a press that had been founded in 1872. In 1889 it was taken over by Bernard
12
13
14
15

L. Winiarski, “Walter Pater”, Prawda, Warsaw, 17.01.1896/1897, p. 9.
W. Pater, Renesans. Rozważania o sztuce i poezji, translated by P. Kopszak, Warsaw, 1998.
W. Pater, Wybór pism, translated by S. Lack, Lvov, 1909.
W. Pater, “Luca della Robbia”, translated by M. Rakowska, Sfinks, Warsaw, 1909, no. 6,
pp. 413–21; idem, “Leonardo da Vinci”, anonymous translation, Literatura i Sztuka,
Poznań, 1909, no. 9; 10; 11; 12:1; idem, “Pico della Mirandola: Z cyklu szkiców
P.T. Odrodzenie”, translated by M. Rakowska, Sfinks,Warsaw, 1910, no. 11, pp. 334–351.
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Połoniecki, who turned it into a more ambitious enterprise. Apart from the
press, he opened a public library and academic reading-room (50 000 volumes),
publishing mainly Polish romantic literature, foreign classics such as Shakespeare and Molière, and works (often first editions) of contemporary Polish
authors. In the relatively liberal Austro-Hungarian empire, Lvov was at that
time, besides Cracow, a major cultural centre of the province of Galicia. At
the turn of the twentieth century the city had many literary periodicals,
an opera house and a theatre specialising in contemporary drama, a university, learned societies, and a large group of Young Poland writers and critics,
such as Jan Kasprowicz, Stanisław Korab-Brzozowski and Wincenty KorabBrzozowski, Ostap Ortwin, Józef Ruffer, Maryla Wolska and Leopold Staff.
In 1905 the literary critic Ostap Ortwin (Oskar Katzenellenbogen), who had
initiated a series called “Symposion”, became head of the literary department
of Księgarnia Polska. Lack’s selection and translation of Pater’s essays was
published as volume IV of the series, which had been edited by Leopold Staff
since 1890, an outstanding poet and himself a prolific translator. According
to the cultural programme of Young Poland, the proper objective of the series
was to present to the Polish reader a variety of works by eminent foreign
authors, yet not so much the most recent publications as some fundamental
texts of European culture – “essential excerpts from the timeless masterpieces
of antiquity, Renaissance, the age of humanism, the Enlightenment, and early
modern times” in an “artistic translation”. The editors wrote in the general
introduction: “The Symposion Library is intended to familiarise the contemporary Polish reader in his mother tongue with the views which shaped the
mindset of whole generations, leaving a permanent imprint on their moral
pursuits; which today constitute the universal cultural heritage, the most valuable depository of practical wisdom and mature knowledge of man”.
It should be added that the publisher wished to choose texts which “appeal
both to the heart and to intellect”, since he did not mean to promote only intellectual interest, pure proliferation of knowledge, and “burdening the reader’s
memory”. Apparently, then, the writings of Pater seemed to the editors nearly
classic – a significant part of the canon of European literature. The preceding
volumes were Plato’s Symposium, Selections from Montaigne, and Moral Maxims
and Remarks by Vauvenargues, while the following ones contained the texts
of Diderot, Leopardi, La Rochefoucauld, Goethe, La Bruyère, Fichte, Voltaire,
Hebbel, Kierkegaard and Newman. The translators were Polish writers and
poets, such as Staff and Kasprowicz, as well as critics: Stanisław Brzozowski,
Antoni Potocki and Stefan Frycz. They belonged, at least some of them, to
a group of young literati who held meetings in the Academic Reading Room,
to an association of students from Lvov University. There, Staff, who was
editor-in-chief of the series, met Ortwin and Stanisław Brzozowski. It was
thanks to them that the literary discussion group of the Reading Room became
more active, organising a series of lectures on both Polish and foreign literature. Its members discussed the works of Hamsun, Strindberg, Poe, Longfellow,
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Coleridge, Wilde, d’Annunzio, Baudelaire, Verlaine, Rimbaud, Leconte de Lisle,
Maeterlinck, Rodenbach, Verhaeren, Barbey d’Aurevilly, France, Nietzsche, and,
last but not least, Pater.16
It is difficult to establish beyond any doubt who came up with the idea of
including a selection from Pater’s writings in the series. Staff must have heard
of him when he attended the Academic Reading Room, but we do not know
how familiar he was with Pater’s works. On the one hand, it is known that
he started learning English intensely only in 1911;17 on the other, he wrote to
the critic Wilhelm Feldman in 1908:
It seems to me that from Pater we ought to translate his masterpiece, the culmination
of his achievements, Marius the Epicurean. Among his other works, the only one that
matches Marius is the essay on the blooming of dew and fire from the Greek Studies [...]
Ostensibly nothing but a scholarly trifle, but in fact an ingenious attempt to put under
a common denominator the ritual aspect of Greek enthusiasm and the religious affinity
of modern soul and nature. How suggestive it is, how it may impress the reader! Not
a word of didacticism, no unnecessary wrestling with problems.18

Perhaps Staff had read Marius and Greek Studies in the French translation
resulting from interest in Pater’s works in France, as reported in 1903 by
Antoni Potocki, who was the Paris correspondent of the Kurier Warszawski.19
The above fragment of Staff ’s letter indicates that the final decision concerning the selection of Pater’s texts was left to the Polish translator.
Stanisław Lack (1876–1909) actually did not belong to the Lvov intellectual circles, but he maintained close ties with them. Born and educated in
Cracow, Lack had studied at the School of Law and Administration at Jagiellonian University, although he eventually chose to become a literary and art
critic, and was remembered in the history of Polish culture primarily due to
his interpretations of the playwright, painter and poet Stanisław Wyspiański.
His selection of Pater’s writings proved quite wide-ranging: the opening text,
Platon [Plato], was an excerpt from Plato and Platonism (1893), then came two
texts from Greek Studies (1895): Studyum o Dyonizosie [A Study on Dionysus]
and Epoka atletów [The Age of Athletes]; Imaginary Portraits were represented
by Denys l’Auxerrois, while two essays from The Renaissance (1873), i.e. Winckelmann and Konkluzya [Conclusion], closed the volume. The translation is mostly
quite accurate; some passages, however, were not properly corrected, probably
because of Lack’s serious illness which became more acute in 1908 and finally
resulted in his untimely death on 20 January 1909 in Vienna, where he had
16 I. Maciejewska, Leopold Staff: Lwowski okres twórczości [Leopold Staff: his Oeuvre in the
Lvov Period], Warsaw, 1965.
17 L. Staff in a letter of 1911: “Next year I would like to improve my command of English
and start transplanting new herbs onto our ground”; cf. Maciejewska, op. cit., p. 61.
18 L. Staff, W kręgu literackich przyjaźni: Listy [In the Circle of Literary Friendships: Letters],
ed. J. Czachowska and I. Maciejewska, Warsaw, 1966, pp. 398–399.
19 Ibid., p. 61.
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made a brief stop on his way back to Poland after having undergone unsuccessful treatment in Italy. Some brief passages were left out (e.g., on p. 136,
“possessing an inexhaustible gift of suggestion”), others were simplified, and
at times the meaning was misconstrued (in Winckelmann, the expression “free
of master library” was translated as meaning “having the master’s library at
hand”). Lack’s illness may also have been the reason why, in contrast to the
other volumes, the Pater volume of the Symposion series does not contain an
introduction with a general overview of the author’s achievements.
Maria Rakowska (1864–1940) was a writer and translator of French, German, and English texts (from the English she translated, for instance, Stevenson’s Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde in 1909). She also wrote essays on English
literature – she published a text on Swinburne in Literatura i Sztuka, and in
1911 her Zarys literatury angielskiej [Outline of English Literature] came out
as a popular book founded predominantly on the ideas of Taine. Rakowska’s
translations of Pater were limited to his studies on the Renaissance: in 1909,
Literatura i Sztuka published what was probably her rendering of “Leonardo
da Vinci”,20 in the same year Sfinks printed her translation of “Luca della
Robbia”, and a year later the same journal published “Pico della Mirandola”.
Unfortunately, nothing is known of how interested the publisher of Sfinks, i.e.
Władysław Bukowiński, was in Pater. It is known, however, that Bukowiński
(1871–1927), who was a poet and admirer of Słowacki, Asnyk, and Konopnicka,
was trying to continue the key role of Przesmycki’s journal Chimera in the
Young Poland culture, and often published translations and articles on foreign
literature. The 1909 translations by Lack and Rakowska were accompanied in
Literatura i Sztuka (published in Poznań, under Prussian rule, as a weekly literary supplement to the daily Dziennik Poznański) by two short texts on Pater
that were signed with the initials “C. J.”.21 Their author was most probably
Cezary Jellenta (1861–1935), a writer and outstanding critic who wrote studies on both Polish and European Romanticism. His notes were actually summaries of some chapters of The Renaissance, which Jellenta might have read
in the German translation by Wilhelm von Schölermann, published in Leipzig
and Jena by Diederichs in 1902 and 1906.22 The chapters devoted to the times
before the Renaissance were interpreted by the Polish critic as Pater’s effort
20 Krajewska suggests that the author of this translation was Rakowska and that it was
published in Literatura i Sztuka, Poznań, 1909, no. 12, p. 1. In fact, there was a sequence
of four extracts from Leonardo and the first one appeared in no. 9. Cf. Pater, “Leonardo
da Vinci”, anonymous translation, Literatura i Sztuka, Poznań, 9;10;11;12:1. Therefore,
in no. 12 only the last part was printed. Additionally, the name of translator does not
appear in any of these publications.
21 C. J. [Cezary Jellenta], “Z Przed-Renesansu” [From Before the Renaissance], Literatura
i Sztuka, Poznań, 1909, no. 17, pp. 257–259; idem, “Z Po-Renesansu” [From After the
Renaissance], Literatura i Sztuka, Poznań, 1909, no. 19, pp. 289–292.
22 W. Pater, Die Renaissance: Studien in Kunst und Poesie, translated by W. von Schölermann,
Jena–Leipzig, 1906.
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to grasp the characteristic features of the human spirit that had started to
appear in the Middle Ages, then flourished in France and eventually in Italy,
and persisted until the eighteenth century. The most impressive to Jellenta
was the story of Amis and Amil from Two Early French Stories, which he summarised in some detail. The other text he published in Literatura i Sztuka was
a summary of Winckelmann.
The period of 1909–1910/1911, marked by the most intense interest in
Pater’s works, did not bring any systematic account of his achievements. It
may have been written if it were not for the untimely death of Young Poland’s
most outstanding critic, Stanisław Brzozowski, who was phenomenally well
read and independent-thinking. Before, however, turning to the reasons why
Brzozowski had paid some attention to Pater’s writings and, by the same
token, why the writers and critics of Young Poland decided to offer these to
the Polish audience, one more publication should be noted, which, focusing
directly on Pater, concluded, as it were, the most direct, if not the only, phase
of the reception of his works in Poland. This was a book-length study by Zbigniew Grabowski entitled Walter Pater: życie – dzieło – styl [Walter Pater: Life –
Work – Style], published in 1929 in Poznań by the Poznań Society of Friends
of Learning, and developed from a doctoral dissertation written under the
supervision of Roman Dyboski, a distinguished historian of English literature
and professor at Jagiellonian University. Grabowski’s book summarises Pater’s
works in detail and attempts to locate them against the background of the
Victorian era, the author’s biography and the writings of other members of
the Aesthetic movement. As an academic study, it also indicates the moment
when Pater was excluded from the immediate context of Polish literary tradition and situated in the domain of literary history and the history of criticism.
Walter Pater has often been referred to as a critical impressionist. Such
a classification definitely provided enough grounds for positivistic critics to
repudiate his writings, which was exemplified by Winiarski’s first text. Still,
it is not enough to explain the general interest in Pater as shown by those
Polish writers who were critical of the positivistic paradigm, particularly with
reference to art and instead stressing the problem of experience, the autonomy
of aesthetic emotion, the role of the individuality and the power of selfexpression. What is more, the writers of Young Poland, even though they
emphasised the problem of the aesthetic experience and the subjectivity of
the artist and critic, distanced themselves from the impressionistic method
in criticism when it meant nothing but a pure, chaotic flux of impressions.
That is why, when trying to understand the motivation of Young Poland writers, which might have determined either their interest in Pater’s writings or
their rejection of them, we must take a somewhat closer look at the critical
method of Pater himself.
For Pater, significant criticism meant aesthetic criticism – an activity which
was evidently different both from positivistic pedantry and from metaphysical
speculation. Its objective was to reveal the specific identity of the aesthetic
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object through an analysis of the subject’s reaction, i.e. answering the question
as to which elements of a work of art exert the strongest and most unique
influence on the recipient. The intensity of that influence was rooted in its
relationship to the key elements of the creative process: first, with the personality of the artist (reconstructed on the basis of the subject’s feelings), which
focuses the spiritual energy of the age (history and its understanding appear
in an act of the work’s comprehension; during reading this is what makes it
the subject’s property), and, second, with the artistic decisions that are made,
as it were, through the prism of that personality in the context of tradition
defined not as a certain static state of affairs but as one increasing emphasis
on fidelity to the medium. In this respect, for Pater, aesthetic criticism differs
from academic criticism, which is concerned with biography, attribution and
facts, since it aims at the experience of personality and the revelation of the
autonomous character of the work’s medium.
Besides the problem of history, the question of the medium was of the
greatest importance for Pater. In his view, a work of art cannot be reduced simply to ideas conveyed in various manners. The sensual value of each medium
cannot be translated into another one, which is significant because the work
does not appeal to pure sensibility but to the imaginative intellect which operates on the level of images, while some sensual arousal is necessary to facilitate
the perception of the work’s other aspects. In these circumstances, a work of
art is analogous to the imaginative intellect, which is suffused with emotion
just as the content of the work is suffused with its form. The quality of the
medium’s application is important for the meaning and efficacy of the work.
In painting, the essential question is how the artist deals with the pictorial
matter and how he proves capable of choosing Lessing’s “fruitful moment”.
Besides, even though every medium is unique in its own right, the common
tendency of all types of art is towards the condition of music, which is an
ideal example of the coexistence of content and form. One might say that
the medium and history are combined together in a Hegelian model of the
interrelated development of different forms of consciousness and types of art.
The alleged reduction of Pater’s critical method to impressionism – writing down personal, highly volatile impressions of the sensitive “I” – is also
contradicted by his idea of the speaking subject, i.e. the medium for words.
This subject is rarely rendered concrete by means of personal pronouns, and
those rare moments are most often signals that the history which unfolds
before our eyes as objective is actually a reconstruction. The way the text is
delivered oscillates, just like our knowledge of Pater’s heroes in the imaginary
portraits, between a self-presenting objective presence and momentary flashes
of intuition brought about by the power of empathy.
According to Peter Dale, the construction of the image of history through
an analysis of subjective data released by an emotional and sensual impulse
owes its specific form, which is characteristic of Pater, to a cluster of both positivistic and anti-positivistic ideas derived from Mill as well as Hegel, Goethe,
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Heine, Ruskin, Gautier and Winckelmann.23 It was founded not only on the
negation of the mechanistic concept of man and reality, discarded in favour
of a belief in the relative quality of all human knowledge, but also on detachment from metaphysical speculations. In particular, Pater’s thought reveals
a trace of the debates concerning the possibility of acquiring by the human
mind objective knowledge beyond subjective existence. Pater’s emphasis on
subjective experience, reinforced by a statement from the Conclusion that “not
the fruit of experience, but experience itself is the end”, pushed him close to the
extreme of solipsism. Dale claims that what actually saved Pater from solipsism was his effort to develop an idea of history founded on a belief in ties
and communication between individuals. He describes Pater’s understanding
of that purpose, i.e. “interpreting the ‘mystery’ of the mind of the past”, by
means of Dilthey’s idea of history. Both in the case of Dilthey and of Pater,
the vision of history as a universal consciousness conditions the necessity of
its emphatic reconsideration in the search for the meaning of the past. This
is made possible, writes Dale, by treating the traces of the past as products
of past minds, a mental experience of their relations, and the projection of
our knowledge of customs, traditions, political circumstances and religious
processes on those traces. All this means, Pater seems to think, that there
is no essential discontinuity between our minds and the minds of the past.
Even though we will never confront the past face to face, there are “threads”
of past minds which run across time and appear in the minds of the present.
In this sense, the study of history is a process of intense retrospection. Thus, in
the case of Pater, there is a combination of an intensive effort to express individual impressions in contact with a given work, defined as contact with the
artist’s unique personality, and a search not so much for the spirit of history
but for its major spiritual powers. It is a mixture, writes Dale, of self-expression and a kind of Kulturgeschichte which provides a framework allowing for
a transformation of those spiritual powers into the aesthetic dimension of
the work of art.
Expression and empathy are the two main categories of Young Poland criticism. Michał Głowiński, an author of brilliant studies on the literary criticism
of the period, highlights as its basic assumption the claim that “the literary
work cannot be separated from its author so that the artist’s subjectivity is
never a factor external to the text; approaching the work, we also naturally
take into account its author, for there is nothing that can question such
a relationship”.24 As a result of blurring the boundary between the work and
its author, the object of the critic’s interest is the artist’s mind, even though,
on the other hand, psychologism was programmatically opposed to mere
23 P. A. Dale, “Historicism as Weltanschauung”, in: idem, The Victorian Critic and the Idea of
History, Cambridge MA–London, 1977, p. 175.
24 M. Głowiński, Ekspresja i empatia: Studia o młodopolskiej krytyce literackiej [Expressiveness
and Empathy: Essays on the Young Poland Literary Criticism], Cracow, 1997, p. 28.
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biographism. The critic’s task was to search in the depth of the work for the
author’s subjectivity and to grasp the authorial experience. Such empathy,
the lived experience of the work, did not mean identification with an author of
flesh and blood but rather with the subject created by the author in the work.
To be precise, the meaning of artistic expression and the task of empathy
were understood in at least three different ways. The first can be defined as
modified naturalism. It was founded on the belief that the only possible basis
for the theory of art is not a metaphysical idea of beauty but psychology.
According to Stanisław Witkiewicz, psychology, supported by the physical
nature of physiological phenomena, should allow for the formulation of scientific laws of art that are related to practical artistic knowledge.25 Its modification
consisted in acknowledging the role of the artist’s personality, which by definition subjectifies the presented world-picture and, by the same token, determines
the domain of aesthetic analysis that is able to reveal the character of individual transformations of the objective world-picture which cannot be explained
simply by an analysis of external factors. The basis of criticism defined in
that particular way was subjective sensitivity to beauty, exemplified by the
impressionistic studies of France and Lemaître. A subjective critical judgement,
understood, as in the case of the critic Ignacy Matuszewski, in terms of a sincere confession of individual impressions produced by the work, did not quite
exclude objectivism, i.e. references to “other categories of social phenomena”.26
Another way of defining expression and empathy was related to thinking
in metaphysical terms. Placed in such a perspective, a work was supposed to
focus all critical attention which, in turn, was supposed to ignore its social
context. In that case, though, what was repudiated was not only the approach
advocated by Taine, but also naive impressionism. The point was to reveal in
the work its absolute element, not just to experience aesthetic pleasure. This
does not mean, however, that emotions did not count at all. On the contrary, the absolute was approached in an emotional way, while the process
of response was modelled in terms of “communion” of both the artist’s and
critic’s souls. Such a manner of thinking, close to Aurier’s theory of symbolism, was characteristic of Przesmycki and the programme of his Chimera.27
Stanisław Przybyszewski represented an interesting blend of positivistic science
and categories of metaphysics. His key interpretative category, the “naked soul”,
implied a shift from the dualism of matter and spirit to that of consciousness
and the unconscious dominated by chuć (Przybyszewski’s idiosyncratic term
corresponding to the Freudian “libido”). The true reality revealed through an
25 S. Witkiewicz, Sztuka i krytyka u nas [Our Art and Criticism], ed. J. Z. Jakubowski,
Warsaw, 1949.
26 I. Matuszewski, “Subjektywizm w krytyce” [Subjectivism in Criticism], Biblioteka
Warszawska, 1897, no. 2, pp. 76–103.
27 M. Podraza-Kwiatkowska, “‘Żyjąc w pięknie’ (O Miriamie krytyku)” [“Living in Beauty”
(On Miriam the Critic)], in: Somnambulicy – dekadenci – herosi [The Sleepwalkers – the
Decadents – the Heroes], Cracow, 1985, pp. 390–424.
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artistic symbol, a flash of the absolute, was for Przybyszewski the moment
of the revelation of the “naked soul”.28
For naturalists, the writings of Pater must have been difficult to accept,
since they were liable to be regarded as examples of impressionism. Stanisław
Witkiewicz accepted the prose of Ruskin only as literature; as an achievement
of a specific individual uniquely and persuasively formulating his judgements
on the works of art. Hence, he recognised the author of the Stones of Venice
only as a master of verbal art, and not as a critic. On the other hand, to the
metaphysicians Pater seemed probably little more than a relic of the positivistic past. Przybyszewski wrote in one of his letters: “Writing about all those
petrified mammoths – the Wordsworths, Arnolds, Kellers, Mörikes, Paters –
thank God, it is finally coming to an end!”.29
The third way of understanding empathy and expression, characteristic of
the generation and the circle of Pater’s translators, was related both to their
distance from positivism, and to the critique of metaphysical rapture. Particularly striking was the evolution of Stanisław Lack – from a manifesto of the
impressionistic criticism of the kind represented by Lemaître and France, as
well as Ruskin (which meant resistance against the debasement of the individual self by the universalist theories of beauty) through metaphysical longings30 to a concept of criticism as “tracing literary ideas and their fates over
centuries”.31 The task of the critic, formulated in the above quoted text of
1905, was for Lack “[t]o acknowledge the progress and continuity of ideas and
various manners of expressing them. An outstanding token of progress may be
consciousness which expresses itself through the construction of events, that
is, of a new work”. Then Lack added that a critic who “manages to suppress
his desire to psychologise on the mysteries of the soul may logically trace the
course of an idea and follow its life in the minutest details of construction”.32
This, however, did not mean abandoning an individual perspective and denying
28 E. Boniecki, Struktura nagiej duszy: Studium o Stanisławie Przybyszewskim [The Structure
of Naked Soul. On Stanisław Przybyszewski], Warsaw, 1993.
29 Quoted in Krajewska, op. cit., p. 68.
30 “New criticism is symbolic, one, and by that it becomes an offshoot of art, also symbolic.
It will be neither subjective, nor objective, for we have seen how easily these concepts
may be misinterpreted. It is self-evident, however, that criticism will be individual,
since it is practised by the artist who condenses and concentrates the changeable and,
above all, perishable phenomena and makes durable statues of stone; immortal, moving
with their own specific, separate, and only rhythm. He creates the synthesis of the
individual identity of the ‘artist under discussion’ and connects him with the universal
being – first of all, with its eternal type. The artist, just like religion (and art is a religion) connects an individual human being with its eternal type which is called God or
Nature, it does not matter”. Lack, “Przegląd przeglądów” [Review of Reviews], in: Wybór
pism krytycznych [Selected Critical Texts], ed. W. Głowala, Cracow, 1979, pp. 477–478.
31 Lack, “Luźne uwagi o krytyce literackiej” [Loose Remarks on Literary Criticsm], in:
Wybór pism krytycznych [Selected Critical Texts], p. 314.
32 Ibid., p. 321.
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the emotional value of the work, but only a shift of interest towards history
which manifests itself in it.
Stanisław Brzozowski, perhaps the most astute and profound mind of the
Young Poland movement, included among the tasks of literary and art criticism
shaping the future of both art and non-artistic matters, which was, in his view,
impossible without the understanding of the present and the past. A key role
in the process of understanding was played by the recognition of human subjectivity and the position of the “I” against the background of history. To Brzozowski, Pater’s detachment from the positivistic kind of objectivism, resulting
in the appreciation of the personal perception of the world, was quite obvious. The Polish critic supplemented the critical lesson of Kant with a Marxian
analysis, a combination which allowed him to approach reality as a human
product subject to continuous transformation. That, in turn, brought Brzozowski to a specific understanding of culture, produced in connection with
the process of human labour directed at external reality (“From this point
of view, every culture is a system of the instruments of self-preservation”),
which, contrary to facts, undergoes continuous mythologisation. The essence
of that mythologisation is artificial separation of culture from its genesis – the
autonomisation, and, finally, ritualization of its achievements. In this sense,
mythologisation means universalization of the historical – our metaphysics,
Brzozowski claimed, is always nothing but our social mythology. Mythologisation pertains also to the “I” which is not something primary, but an outcome
and product of history. “Our ‘I’ – he wrote – does not stand outside history,
but it is history itself. There is no way to free oneself of history, for there is
nothing in the ‘I’ which does [not – P. J.] belong to it”. This idea, even though
it reached beyond the horizon of the Paterian reconstruction of history inscribed
in works, implied that Brzozowski was likewise interested in penetrating the
creative personality through which, as through all of us, “flows the river of history”. Of course, that did not mean the endorsement of criticism championed
by Lemaître or France, referred to by Brzozowski as a set of accidental remarks
made with no sense of responsibility. What mattered was the understanding of the human soul in connection with its historically conditioned world
– the analysis of the latter gives us a chance to reach to the creative depth.
Consequently, criticism was for Brzozowski a form of social self-consciousness, an effort to answer the question of human identity. His line of reasoning, pervaded with the atmosphere of social revolt, marked with anticipation
of action, seems very distant from Pater’s serene silence. Yet, for the Polish
critic, the silence of Pater’s texts was only ostensible – he sensed in them
enormous emotional tension. Brzozowski called Pater’s style “malarial”, full of
subdued passion and feverish.33 That specific emotional aspect stemmed from
33 “Pater’s style is so malarial that one can sense in it thrills, hypodermic fever, blissful
desire, disturbing, suffocating joy – in other words, all this is just apparently and only
apparently thought; in depth, it is a world that is ill, feverish, cruel and evil. To me,
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the blend of “high emotional culture” and tremendous intellectual effort which
penetrates deeply into “moral longings, nostalgias and the cognitive values of
truth”, most likely causing the oscillation between strong emotions and the
endeavour to keep them under control in the process of understanding. Perhaps this explains other references by Brzozowski to the works of Pater: all of
them happen to connote the same heavy atmosphere, sultriness, and strained
standstill. Yet the most significant element of Pater’s intellectual achievement,
highly appreciated by his Polish reader, was related to the problem of history
– a specific introspective interpretation developed in search for the historical meaning inherent in the reconstructed artistic personality. In a late essay
included in his posthumously published collection, Głosy wśród nocy [Voices
at Night], Brzozowski wrote, asking a question about the chances to reveal
the secret of the growth of artistic soul:
When will come a man able to reveal, show and impose on people an understanding of
the growth of artistic soul? Each artist has such a secret within himself [...] Pater, a master, ought to be born again in Polish letters, since much power is needed to acknowledge the existence of those inner realities and stop at that, as we know that whoever
does not see them in the work, will not notice them when helped by the critic, either.34

For Brzozowski, too, criticism was essentially an act of judgement that one
soul passed on another, except that the Polish critic, standing on the threshold of the twentieth century and appreciating the power of Pater’s empathy,
wanted the critic to embody the moral consciousness of a given epoch, to
make it clear that man should attempt to control the historical forces which
determine him. Of course, this is not the Paterian history of the inner development of a spiritual community, close in its concreteness to the Hegelian
spirit of history, and besides, the aesthetic bliss evaporates from it, too. Instead,
what we have is distance to the practice of quietist individual aestheticism.35
there is no doubt about it. Berenson and probably Shadwell could not appreciate the
portrait of Watteau, they did not want to understand it. It is almost Dostoyevskian
[...] A strange kind of sadism which consists in bleaching the blood and emotion out
of the writing subject. Then Sebastian Storck [...] When Pater writes about curiosity
which multiplies the content of the world, he means also that content which is usually
considered something more profound than curiosity – when there is a change in this
respect, there is neither time, nor strength to think in psychic terms; this is something
new as a fact, as knowledge, because it is not only that knowledge changes, but the
knowing subject as well. Yet Pater wanted to live, let’s say, in the Baudelairean sense,
and wearing Spinoza’s cassock”. S. Brzozowski, Pamiętnik [Memoir], Lvov, 1913, p. 57.
34 S. Brzozowski, “Skarga to rzecz straszna. (Rzecz o Róży Józefa Katerli)” [A Complaint
is a Terrible Thing. (On Józef Katerla’s Róża)], in: Eseje i studia o literaturze, op. cit.,
p. 1064.
35 “As a matter of fact, the type of modern ‘cultured’ mind is represented by such people
as Remy de Gourmont, Anatole France, Oscar Wilde, Pater, Georg Simmel, etc. They
all have one feature in common: taking advantage of historical experience for their own
individual purposes […]”. Brzozowski, op. cit., p. 699.
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History becomes a task, and the artistic or critical activity a way to its fulfilment, though a key to its understanding still remains in the artist’s “I”, manifesting itself in an act of expression and accessible through empathy.

Abstract
The essay focuses on the Polish reception of Walter Pater’s works. The author raises three
main points: first, that Pater’s texts were translated into Polish and were lively discussed
by reviewers mainly during the period of the so-called “Young Poland” (1890–1918); second,
that the reasons for either the interest in Pater’s writings or the neglect or disapproval of
them were related to variously defined concepts of the human subject, i.e. the “I”, individuality or soul, which, regardless of the differences, remained most valid to Young Poland
writers and critics searching for the fundamental meaning in works of art and literature.
Third, that with time the attitude of Polish writers, artists and poets towards Pater changed
and initial accusations of sterile aestheticism or positivistic pedantry, levelled at him in
the first decade of the 20th century, gave way to encomia on the stylistic quality of his
texts and on the psychological accuracy of his Imaginary Portraits.
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The History of Gardens:
Geistesgeschichte or Naturgeschichte?
The motto with which Wiesław Juszczak commenced his excellent essay entitled “Dzieło sztuki czy fakt historyczny?”, in which he sought an answer to
questions regarding the subject matter of art history, is as follows:
My dress comes from the era of a king of the Qing dynasty. So many beautiful women
wore it for dancing that its folds still retain harmonious curves, and so many breezes
rubbed against it that it is transparent like the wings of a butterfly.1

And the answer he gave is that starting from a material object and the intentional object that overlays it, a historian of art ought to arrive at the subject
who summoned the given work of art into being, expressing by this a certain
attitude towards the world. In this sense, art history is a Geistesgeschichte,
or a history of ideas.2 Ultimately, the work itself becomes transparent, so to
speak, even though as such it remains a necessary medium, without which
an art historian is unable to reach the spiritual world which is the true subject of his/her enquiry.
[…] the dress acquires beauty and becomes priceless because it loses its materialness,
swirling like mist in the imaginary evocation of an eternal dance of long-dead women,
whose voices, movements, well-nigh faces can be discerned through the veil of delicate
silk worn away by the air.3

concludes Juszczak.
It would not be too much of an overstatement to say that art history
as proposed by Juszczak is “idealistic” in its character. This adjective here
is intended only to indicate that in a historical interpretation, the material
aspect must be transcended, even if this aspect is a conditio sine qua non of
1
2
3

W. Juszczak, “Dzieło sztuki czy fakt historyczny?” [A Work of Art or a Historical Fact?],
in: idem, Wędrówka do źródeł [A Journey to the Sources], Gdańsk, 2009, p. 55.
Ibid., p. 69.
Ibid., p. 70.
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that transcendence and at the same time it offers access to whatever opens
before a scholar as a result of that transcendence. For this reason, a historian
of art cannot, of course, remain indifferent to the material aspect of a work;
but neither can he limit himself to the description, attribution and the technical, stylistic and formal analysis of this work, or to his/her own aesthetic
experience that is aroused by it.
Wiesław Juszczak’s essay – published, let it be recalled, in the year 1973
– focuses on several topics that constitute the core of present-day historiographic reflection, e.g. issues of the (re)construction of the past, the “historical
outlook” and the “historical experience”; as a result, it is still thoroughly upto-date. One theme is particularly interesting, however, i.e. the one directly
connected with the “idealism” of art history as postulated by the author and
with the way in which the material aspect of a work of art functions within
that idealism. In the last two decades, this very topic has aroused considerable scholarly interest. This concerns the idea of the agency of objects,
including works of art, as associated with materialness. Anticipating the
present-day debates, Wiesław Juszczak explicitly denies them the possession
of agency:
We say that some painting, some sculpture, a piece of clothing, a ring or a pitcher have
“their history”. We repeat this so often that finally we forget about the metaphorical
nature of this expression, about the fact that it anthropomorphises objects which last
in time, but do not actively participate in it and are, in fact, exempt from its laws.
Which means: they are not possessed of the capability to act; they can only affect by
means of external impulses; they only accept marks of damage and they patiently and
passively yield to transformations. Each of them constitutes – of course – a testimony
of the past; but none of them is an “actor”.4

The above passage is worth noting not only because it constitutes a starting
point for the author’s formulation of the “idealistic” programme of art history
and, more broadly, of the humanities, as a scholarly investigation of spirit;
a programme that is is threatened by the contemporary notion of the “agency
of things”. This is worth noting also because it aptly expresses the views of
today’s opponents of the theory which treats objects as actors or actants and
which ascribes to them the capability for action understood differently than
in a purely metaphorical way.
My point here is not to declare myself on either one or the other side of
that debate. This is because there exists an area which is a concern of art history, even though it is so autonomous that it is not longer being associated
with art history. And with regard to that particular area, Wiesław Juszczak’s
view seems problematical. In addition, in order to notice this, one does not
need to be an advocate of, for instance, the actor–network theory: the problems become evident in the variously comprehended practice.
4
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This area is the history of gardens. It must be immediately stressed that,
in writing his essay, Wiesław Juszczak did not consider gardens; they were
never his scholarly concern. Also the authors to whom he addressed his polemic
understood art as painting, sculpture or architecture (i.e. architecture excluding landscape architecture). Yet if we agree that gardens are works of art,
then their examination that would be consistent with the “idealism” postulated by Juszczak indeed constitutes a problem. Of course such a perspective
(which, actually, dominates in the study of gardens in the historical perspective, which focuses on the broadly understood meanings of gardens) is justified by the fact that gardens are usually analysed through visual or written sources, owing to which they acquire a status similar to theirs, at least
regarding the relation of the matter (medium) vs. the spirit (idea) that governs them; as a result they are perceived as sui generis representations, while
their examination – as an attempt to grasp what exactly is represented by
them. Yet the very “garden medium” (if we may indeed use such a term)
resists this kind of “idealistic” interpretation of these very peculiar works
of art that gardens are.
The peculiar nature of this medium was perceptively described by, for
instance, Jan Bogdanowski:
In no other art but the art of gardens does the continuity of change amount to its
form. Apart from an ostensible permanence – because, once planted, it persists in its
general shape – a garden entails constant changeability, not only from year to year,
but even from season to season, not to mention the shifting moods of the dawn and
twilight hours.
An edifice built of stone or brick may persist for centuries in a relatively unchanged
shape. Planting a garden, in contrast, is just the starting point of its development as an
organism whose subsequent forms only partially depend on the creator’s intentions.
[…] After years or even centuries have passed, those who visit beautiful old gardens
and parks are often hard put to guess which elements have resulted from the creator’s
intentions and which are the work of nature. […] Meticulous care will not only not
preserve the atmosphere of the [green] interiors, but will actually always follow their
transformations.
This is because a garden is a living composition. Just as its components, the trees,
shrubs and flowers, are alive. Or even more: these living elements seem to impart a kind
of a life on the unavoidably lifeless artefacts united with them in one whole, i.e. works
of architecture, sculpture and engineering. […]
Once planted, a garden retains its “personality”; but constant change is a feature
of this personality.5

There are at least two areas in which the problematic nature of the “idealistic” perception of a garden is particularly evident. One area is the process
of experiencing a garden; the other concerns the issues of conservation and
restoration of historical gardens.
5

J. Bogdanowski, Polskie ogrody ozdobne: historia i problemy rewaloryzacji [Polish Decorative
Gardens: History and Reconstruction Issues], Warsaw, 2000, p. 8.
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Experiencing a garden means not only the process of deciphering its meanings, but also, or above all, the fact of being in it: walking around it, looking
at it, savouring its atmosphere.6 This is because a garden is chiefly an environment in which the visitor remains immersed7 – and although this environment
is man-made, it is concurrently natural. And it is nature that constitutes the
fundamental source of pleasure afforded by gardens, which Bernard Berenson
aptly expressed when he wrote: “I have a garden too unless it pours with rain,
I run through it at least once a day, to taste the air, to listen to the sound of
birds and streams, to admire flowers and trees”.8
When understood in this way, the experience of a garden is to a greater
or lesser extent accessible to all those who find themselves in it, including
historians of art; but the historians would tend to eliminate this experience,
as all too obvious, from their reflections. The atmosphere of a garden, which
results from the way it affects the senses, is a subject that is usually placed
outside the range of their considerations, or it may be considered as a type of
topos presented in the literature or art. The Italian historian of gardens, Francesco Fariello, is quite right in observing:
A garden may offer various levels of pleasure, depending on what is required of it.
A basic sensitivity to forms, colours and natural elements suffices to obtain a simple
sensorial or sentimental pleasure. But an ideational approach, which transforms the
garden into a world intended for contemplation, is necessary to obtain an intellectual or aesthetic pleasure. This, in turn, implies a creative process, the same as with
any work of art.9

Every time, however, this sensorialness is transcended, because the history
of gardens provides pleasure of a higher order. This suggests an analogy to
how an parallel experience – one that might be called an aesthetic experience
in the broad sense, i.e. a sensual experience – is only parenthetically referred
to by scholars with regard to e.g. paintings, with the result that the source
of this experience, i.e. the materialness of the painting, is taken as transparent.10 What distinguishes gardens from traditional works of art is the fact that
their sensorialness and materialness far more strongly impinge on the visitor.
The reason for this is the fact that even if the greenery is used as a carrier
of spiritual meanings, the influence of its material presence and its sensorial
6

Cf. R. Assunto, Ontologia e teleologia del giardino, Milan, 2009; the conception of atmosphere, also with respect to gardens, is developed by G. Böhme, Natürlich Natur. Über
Natur im Zeitalter ihrer technischen Reproduzierberkeit, Frankfurt-am-Main, 1992.
7 Cf. A. Berleant, The Aesthetics of Environment, Philadelphia, 1992.
8 Quoted after: R. T. Schnadellbach, Hidden Lives / Secret Gardens: The Florentine Villas
Gamberaia, La Pietra and I Tatti, New York–Bloomington, 2009, p. 242.
9 F. Fariello, Architettura dei giardini, Rome, 1967, s. 3.
10 Various attempts are made to focus scholarly attention on the non-transparent materialness of paintings, cf. G. Didi-Huberman, Devant l’image. Questions posées aux fins
d’une histoire de l’art, Paris, 1990.
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aspect is inescapable; this influence can be so strong, in fact, that the spiritual
content may be entirely obscured. This aspect is all the more evident when
the garden is not so much a place which a person visits or comes to sightsee,
but a place which he or she cultivates. What comes to the fore in this case is
an aspect that is inseparably connected with the materialness of its medium:
the fact that this medium is alive, i.e. subject chiefly to its own, biological
rules, and not to human intentions.
In fact, almost all of literature that is devoted to gardening, from ancient
times until the present day, takes this fact under consideration, advising how
to cultivate plants, i.e. how to guarantee conditions favourable to their growth,
on the one hand, and on the other – how to achieve the desired effect by
making use of what these plants can offer. In this sense, cultivating a garden,
regardless of the accepted stylistics and the intended meanings, is a human
activity that relies on adjusting to the actions of nature or on overcoming
them, even though those actions, of course, differ in their character from the
actions undertaken by human beings. Wiesław Juszczak is correct in observing that “the term ‘natural history’ went out of use most probably due to the
transformations which the meaning of the word ‘history’ has undergone”,11
as history began to be linked solely with human actions; it seems, however,
that the history of gardens is one area where this term should be brought
back into use.
Also, in his analysis of the meaning of the term “history”, Juszczak notes
that
if [art history] is history and its subject is the investigation of works of art, it is the
history of works of art. In this expression, the word ‘history’ acquires an equally
metaphorical sense as in the expression ‘natural history’; this is because the focus of
our interest in it is not action but continuation; because we are absorbed in what has
been left of the past; what has been preserved and to what extent it is “authentic”,
unchanged – preserved for us, not for our knowledge of the people who lived before
our time.12

Hence, works of art have a history only in a metaphorical sense, because, let
us quote Juszczak again, they “last in time, but do not actively participate in it
and are, in fact, exempt from its laws”. Since we consider gardens to be works
of art, we should also accept that they, too, are exempt from the laws of time
and, as a result, that we may only speak of their history in a metaphorical sense.
We might wonder, however, whether with reference to gardens it is truly
not possible to speak of history in the literal sense. Not only because, like any
work, they are a result of human actions, but also because their persistence
relies on being embedded in time, not on being “exempt from its laws”. As
Francesco Fariello points out, gardens – in contrast to architecture, painting
11 W. Juszczak, op. cit., p. 53.
12 Ibid., p. 63.
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or sculpture, at least in the traditional perception – do not persist despite
time, but thanks to it:
Gardens occupy a special place among the arts, […] side by side with architecture,
sculpture and painting, all of which are located […]almost outside time. Since they are
subject to the natural laws of growth and change, they are situated between art and
nature, between the eternalness of immutable marble and the volatility of the shifting natural scenery. In this respect, the art of gardens is quite close to music, which
expresses itself somewhere between the permanence of conception and the transitory
directness of sound.13

Originally, Wiesław Juszczak’s essay entitled Dzieło sztuki czy fakt historyczny? was published in a volume devoted to Ksawery Piwocki, which explains
e.g. his reference to Alois Riegl’s theory of Kunstwollen. Riegl’s reflections,
which were connected with the idea of “that which desires art” and focused
on issues of conservation and restoration of works of art, illuminate the
peculiar temporariness of a garden (even though Riegl himself was not concerned with gardens). As is generally known, Riegl proposed a typology of
the values of historical monuments; foremost among them is the age value
(Alteswert), which arises from the fact that a monument in its material
aspect conveys traces of the period that passed from its making until the
moment in which it is being viewed.14 These traces induce the viewer to
think about the passing of time and about the inexorability of the laws of
nature which destroy man-made things. According to Riegl, a historical monument is an area of tension between various values, with the foreground
occupied by the inescapable conflict between the age value and the historical
value originating from the fact that a given relic is a testimony to its maker,
his age etc.; in brief – the spirit. The conflict arises because the age value by
nature cancels the historical value, and the other way round. In this approach,
13 Fariello, op. cit., p. 4.
14 Alois Riegl, Georg Dehio i kult zabytków [Alois Riegl, Georg Dehio and the Cult of
Monuments], ed. and transl. by R. Kasperowicz, Warsaw, 2002; cf. also J. Krawczyk,
“Teoria Aloisa Riegla i jej polska recepcja a problemy konserwatorstwa współczesnego”
[Alois Riegl’s Theory and its Reception in Poland in the Light of Modern-day Issues
in Conservation], in: Współczesne problemy teorii konserwatorskiej w Polsce [Current
Issues in Conservation Theory in Poland], ed. B. Szmygin, Lublin, 2008, pp. 63–74;
idem, “Przedmiot i podmiot działalności konserwatorskiej w świetle poglądów
Aloisa Riegla” [Subject and Object of Conservation in the Light of Riegl’s Views],
in: Wobec zabytku. Tradycje i perspektywy postaw. Studia dedykowane pamięci prof. Jerzego
Remera [In the Face of a Monument. Traditions and Perspectives of Approaches.
Commemorative Studies Dedicated to Prof. Jerzy Remer], ed. E. Pilecka, J. Raczkowski,
Toruń, 2010, pp. 109–120; B. Rymaszewski, “Refleksje o rieglowskiej wartości
zabytkowej” [Reflections on Riegl’s Monumental Quality], in: Conservatio est aetherna creatio. Księga dedykowana prof. Janowi Tajchmanowi [Studies Dedicated to Prof.
Jan Tajchman], ed. J. Krawczyk, Toruń, 1999, pp. 77–83; N. Talley, Historical and
Philosophical Issues in the Conservation of Cultural Heritage, Los Angeles, 1996, p. 18 ff.
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time turns out to be “external” in relation to the monument, the latter having a timeless character. The passage of time results thus in a deviation from
an optimum; monuments, to use Juszczak’s phrase, “accept marks of damage
and patiently and passively yield to transformations”, which in the end may
result in the cessation of their material existence. This is the source of the
need to conserve historical relics.
We may apply the age value in reference to gardens, too. The superiority and charm of an old garden or par results from the fact that it is ancient.
Here, however, the garden’s age does not mean the process of deviating from
some “ideal” point, because time is not a stream that washes the garden
and wears it away in the way the ancient dress is worn away by “breezes”
that have rubbed against it. But for the passage of time, which allows the
plants to grow and bloom, but also to wither and die, the gardens would not
exist. In this context, the passing time not only ravages and destroys, but
also contributes to transformations which, dictated by the dynamic nature
of the garden medium, are not enforced from the outside, but surge from
the inside. Time is therefore something that flows inside the garden, and
gardens are works of art of a spatiotemporal nature. And the measure of
the passage of time (hence: of the given garden’s age value) is the greenery
in its material aspect.
As a result, the relation between the age value of a garden and its historical quality is different than in the other arts, even though it is still the tension between these two aspects that constitutes the fundamental problem in
garden conservation and restoration theory. On the one hand, the passage of
time does not threaten the material annihilation of a garden, but it does result
in the fact that a garden may to some extent cease to be itself and eventually grow wild, transforming into some kind of “untamed” nature where the
original intention would no longer be discernible. On the other hand, however,
there is the far more problematic issue of authenticity, which for Riegl was
linked with the age value. In the case of a garden, it is not connected with
the immutability of substance, which is usually assumed (also by Wiesław
Juszczak) to be a necessary condition.
A few decades ago, Ksawery Piwocki, whose thought was influenced by
that of Alois Riegl (for instance, he considered Riegl’s Denkmalkultus to be the
“fullest and broadest presentation of the fundamentals of conservation methods from the point of view of their scholarly and philosophical, not technical
assumptions”15) wrote:
The power and the might of a work of art lives in its material substance, in the expressiveness of its form dispersed into the morphemes of its substance; the destruction of
this substance, therefore, destroys the most profound meaning of the work of art and
15 K. Piwocki, “Substancja zabytku” [The Substance of a Monument], in: idem, Sztuka
żywa: szkice z teorii i metodyki historii sztuki [Living Art. Sketches from the Theory and
Methodology of Art History], Wrocław, 1970, p. 272.
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transforms a still-living message from our forefathers, a message that defies their death,
into an empty shape, no more than a shadow of the authentic thing; into a tombstone
set up in the place of a living.16

Piwocki was strongly opposed to the practice of replacing originals with
reconstructions, comparing such attempts to the behaviour of a historian
of art who, having conducted “a brilliant interpretation of a work of art,
feels entitled to destroying this work; for why should it continue to exist,
when its meaning has been unveiled and its sense deciphered”.17 In the case
of gardens, obviously, the issue of reconstruction is different than in the case
of, for instance, architecture. Nevertheless, it is precisely the issue of reconstructing gardens – and, following it, the problem of how the substance of
a garden should be approached – that gave rise to an interesting debate, in
which theoretical arguments were intertwined with practical considerations.
At stake was, in essence, the status to be accorded to greenery; whether it
should be treated solely as the medium serving to carry out a certain conception and hence as being passively receptive to spiritual content or, conversely, whether it must be viewed as a medium capable of action, independent of the cultural universe and hence materially contributing to the creation
of a given garden.
This was a battle between two approaches, of which one might be deemed
“idealistic” and the other “materialistic”. Both terms are, of course, arbitrary,
because both perspectives are idealistic and materialistic at the same time,
since they both agree that the conservation and restoration of a garden must
be carried out with the original design, i.e. an ideal element, in mind, and that
this is a thoroughly material procedure. The divergence between them arises
from the differences in emphasis.
Although the practice of garden conservation and restoration goes back
to the 19th century, it was only relatively recently that it acquired separate
theoretical guidelines. The Florence Charter, which partially separated the area
of historical garden conservation from architectural conservation, was signed
only in the year 1981. A debate concerning the theoretical foundations of
this area arose while work on this charter was being carried out within the
framework of the ICOMOS; the bone of contention was precisely the issue
of the materialness of a garden. As a result, the Italian specialists drafted
their own charter. Their position at the time practically set the direction in
which the Italian school of garden conservation has been going ever since.
Even a cursory comparison of the two documents is worth making because,
although they essentially focus on practical issues, they both have a theoretical
undertone, even though it is rarely noticed.18 In addition, although the Italian
16 Ibid., p. 277.
17 Ibid., p. 276.
18 Polish specialist literature concerning garden conservation is considerable, but mostly
technical (cf. L. Majdecki, Ochrona i konserwacja zabytkowych założeń ogrodowych [The
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votum separatum was largely local and seems to be virtually unknown outside
Italy, it concerns a fundamental issue which is present in the entire conservation/restoration discourse in relation to gardens.
The Florence Charter opens with the following definition: “A historic
garden is an architectural and horticultural composition of interest to the
public from the historical or artistic point of view. As such, it is to be considered as a monument” (art. 1).19 The following article states that the historic garden is “an architectural composition whose constituents are primarily
vegetal and therefore living, which means that they are perishable and renewable. Thus its appearance reflects the perpetual balance between the cycle
of the seasons, the growth and decay of nature and the desire of the artist
and craftsman to keep it permanently unchanged” (art. 2). Also, the Charter
defines the areas in which the authenticity of the garden should be guaranteed as far as possible, namely the design, decorative features, and the choice
of plant or inorganic materials (art. 9). Yet the point which aroused the greatest protest of the Italian experts concerned the restoration or reconstruction
of historic gardens:
Article 16. Restoration work must respect the successive stages of evolution of the garden concerned. In principle, no one period should be given precedence over any other,
except in exceptional cases where the degree of damage or destruction affecting certain
parts of a garden may be such that it is decided to reconstruct it on the basis of the
traces that survive or of unimpeachable documentary evidence. Such reconstruction
work might be undertaken more particularly on the parts of the garden nearest to the
building it contains in order to bring out their significance in the design.

The issue that was most hotly contested by the Italian experts was reconstruction. As a result, before the year was over they had proposed their own
Charter on Historic Gardens. The decisions contained in the two documents
are in many respects very similar, especially with regard to the definition of
a garden. The Italian Charter reads:
A historic garden […] represents a polymatteric ensemble […] which, like any other
asset, constitutes a limited, perishable, unrepeatable unicum which has its own devel-

Protection and Conservation of Historic Garden Complexes], Warsaw, 2003; the introduction, pp. 13–26, is theoretical; cf. also D. Sikora, Konserwacja ogrodów regularnych
XVII i XVIII w. [Conservation of 17th- and 18th-century Regular Gardens], Warsaw, 2011,
esp. pp. 21–42 (the author points to Riegl’s role in garden conservation); the Florence
Charter is treated similarly, cf. A. Zachariasz, “Zabytkowe ogrody – problemy rewaloryzacji, utrzymania i zarządzania w świetle zaleceń Karty Florenckiej” [Historic Gardens.
The Problems of Restoration, Maintenance and Management in the Light of the Florence
Charter Recommendations], Prace Komisji Krajobrazu Kulturowego, 2008, no. 10,
pp. 150–161.
19 The document is available at http://www.icomos.org/charters/gardens_e.pdf [accessed
29 Oct. 2015].
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opment process, its own history (birth, growth, change, degradation) that reflects the
society and culture that have created, built, used and in any way been related to it.20

But the authors of this Charter fully rejected the idea of reconstruction:
Therefore, every operation that tends to give priority to an individual stage acquired
at a certain historic period and re-create it ex novo ignoring posterior phases would take
away from its richness and would be reductive and decidedly anti-historic. Any intervention must therefore be identified as an intervention aiming at conservation and
must be guaranteed to extend over time in a process of a continuous, programmed,
well-timed maintenance.21

Later, they proposed that all statements allowing restitution, also the ones
cited above, be removed from the Florence Charter.22
The abhorrence of any idea of reconstructing a garden springs from the
conviction that such an intervention overlooks the fact that the special nature
of gardens results from their medium, which is a living one and as such carries on its own existence – and that this existence must be respected and
taken under consideration as an important element of the theory and practice of conservation, and not only as a certain obvious fact which, in essence,
constitutes a purely technical difficulty that can be satisfactorily overcome.
The Italian theoreticians of garden conservation offer a number of pertinent
arguments, but, most generally, these can be reduced to the thesis that nature
acts in a garden (with the stipulation that this action must be taken literally),
and that the maintenance of a historic garden ought to amount to cooperating with nature.
A garden is sometimes compared to an open work.23 This is because gardens are works of art which do not have a single, set form that would constitute a point of reference. The fact that they have a temporal nature does
not mean, therefore, that they need time to acquire that form and that they
then inevitably lose it, unless a human keeper intervenes. The point is that
such an original or optimal form is impossible to determine in the first place.
In this, gardens are very different from traditional arts. The role of a gar20 Tutela dei giardini storici. Bilanci e prospettive, a cura di V. Cazzato, Rome, 1989.
21 Ibid., pp. 106–107.
22 Records of the Italian debates and various approaches to this issue can be found in:
Tutela dei giardini storici, op. cit.; Giardini storici. A 25 anni dalle Carte di Firenze: esperienze
e prospettive, a cura di Laura Sabrina Pelisetti, Lionella Scazzosi, Florence, 2009; cf. also:
V. Cazzato, “Verso una Carta del restauro dei giardini storici”, in: Giardini italiani. Note
di storia e di conservazione, a cura di Ufficio Studi del Ministero per i Beni Culturali e
Ambientali, Rome, 1981, pp. 137–144; idem, “Il dibattito su restauro e conservazione
dei giardini storici”, Arte dei giardini, 1991, no. 1, pp. 13–15; L. Scazzosi, Il giardino opera
aperta. La conservazione delle architetture vegetali, Florence, 1993, pp. 57–71;. M. Pozzana,
Giardini storici. Principi e tecniche della conservazione, Florence, 1996, p. 17 ff.; M. A. Giusti,
Restauro dei giardini. Teorie e storia, Florence, 2004, pp. 175–192.
23 L. Scazzosi, op. cit.
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dener or designer involves designing a certain process and creating a general framework in which definite, albeit sometimes unforeseeable, events
are to unfold.24 In this approach, nature is treated as the garden’s co-author
in a literal sense.
The less radical approach means treating the garden in the manner indicated by the already quoted Francesco Fariello, i.e. as a sui generis “musical
composition having its fixed structure recorded in the score, a structure which
is endlessly repeated in diverse ways, although at the same time it remains
the same work that was originally composed”.25
One way or another, a garden is viewed as a palimpsest, whose successive layers are produced as much by man as by nature. According to the Italian conservators, however, it is impossible to definitely and entirely remove
those layers, regardless of their character, in an attempt to recreate some ideal
shape. What is more, conservation intervention is nothing more than the
act of adding another layer to the palimpsest of a garden. Alois Riegl is cited
as the spiritual father of this approach26; it is also often emphasised that
this approach appreciates vegetal matter as having its own intrinsic value,
which is independent from the historical or artistic value of the garden. This
approach, in turn, is contrasted with the view that the most important are
the form of the garden and the meanings it conveys.27 Also, the conviction
that inspires, at least partially, the above approaches, according to which the
garden’s authenticity lies in its matter, originates from Riegl’s thought. All
of this led the Italian conservators to the conclusion that the best method of
restoration is conservation, understood as routine, day-to-day maintenance.28
In fact, the notion that a garden, consisting as it does of living matter, should
be restored in the same was as, for instance, traditional architecture is restored,
is sometimes considered to be impossible to carry out in practice, in the same
way it is not possible to recreate a vanished community of people united by
shared practices.29
It has also often been pointed out that the term ‘conservation’ more
decisively underlines the fact that all the phases the garden went through
in order to survive up to our times are recognised and acknowledged; that
24 A. Belllini, “Difficoltà teoriche nel restauro dei giardini storici”, in: Il giardino e il tempo.
Conservazione e manutenzione delle architetture vegetali, a cura di M. Boriani e L. Scazzosi,
Milan, 1992, pp. 9–10.
25 M. Pozzana, op. cit., p. 22.
26 L. Scazzosi, op. cit., pp. 228–231; M. Dezzi Bardeschi, “La Carta dei giardini storici otto
anni dopo”, in: Tutela dei giardini storici. Bilanci e prospettive, op. cit., pp. 195–205.
27 M. A. Giusti, op. cit., p. 10.
28 A. Rinaldi, “Un falso problema: il restauro dei giardini storici”, in: Tutela dei giardini
storici. Bilanci e prospettive, op. cit., pp. 237–248; conservation is also mentioned by
L. Majdecki, op. cit., pp. 24–26.
29 F. Agostoni, “Il restauro di un complesso storico”, in: Tutela dei giardini storici. Bilanci
e prospettive, op. cit., p. 142.
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it expresses the will to refrain from interventions aimed at a “return to the
past” or a reconstruction of what is already lost.30 In addition, conservation
perceived as permanent and day-to-day maintenance makes it possible to preserve the dynamic character of the garden; in fact, it co-creates this dynamics
by attempting to keep the spontaneous action of nature in balance with the
desired form of the garden. It also guarantees the garden’s survival, because
it constitutes a continuation of its cultivation. Hence, conservation is presented as a practice which has a material dimension, and thus underlines
the materialness of the garden, but which at the same time allows the nonmaterial meanings to contribute their share.31 So, a garden’s authenticity to
a great extent derives from the material persistence of greenery, which despite
its mutability always remains the same. Yet a garden’s authenticity may also
derive from the continuity of practices performed therein. The fundamental
practice is, of course, the very cultivation of the garden; hence conservation
(understood as continuous cultivation of the garden before it turned historic,
i.e. before it acquired the value of a historical monument) promotes authenticity; not so restoration, which constitutes an act of breaking this continuity.
Also, conservation does not exclude replacing plants, just as cultivation itself
does not exclude it; yet the process of replacing serves only to maintain continuity. In this we must be aware that the replacements, inevitable as they
are, remove us further and further away from the original form of the garden
(if we assume that it may be determined) and that each successive “incarnation” is only a copy of a copy of a copy.32 Consequently, it is impossible to
return a garden to its original form.33
To conclude, one more point must be noted – all of the above contributions
to the debate cite the fact that the garden medium is dynamic and naturally
mutable, as justification of the special approach to garden conservation. Yet
a number of scholars point out, correctly, that this argumentation relies on an
erroneous assumption that the works of other arts are static. In reality, every
work of art undergoes natural changes; only the tempo of these changes is far
slower than in the case of gardens. The difference between gardens and other
works of art is thus a difference of quantity, not of quality.34 Nevertheless,
30 M. Pozzana, op. cit., p. 153.
31 M. A. Giusti, “La dimensione contemporanea del giardino: esperienza cognitiva e creativa”, in: Giardini storici. A 25 anni dalle Carte di Firenze: esperienze e prospettive, p. 266.
32 P. Petraroia, “Riflessioni sul restauro dei giardini storici”, in: Tutela dei giardini storici.
Bilanci e prospettive, op. cit., pp. 174–177; R. Bonelli, “Giardini storici: necessità di una
teoria”, in: Tutela dei giardini storici. Bilanci e prospettive, op. cit., pp. 178–183; G. Carbonara,
“Problemi di restauro dei giardini storico-artistici”, in: Tutela dei giardini storici. Bilanci
e prospettive, op. cit., pp. 184–194.
33 A similar view is expressed by e.g. D. Likhachov, Poezja ogrodów [Poetics of the Gardens],
transl. K. N. Sakowicz, Warsaw, 1991, pp. 319–323.
34 M. Boriani, “Quale restauro per le ‘architetture vegetali’? Problemi di tutela, conservazione e gestione di un patrimonio vivente”, in: Il giardino e il tempo, op. cit., pp. 15–24;
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we may assume that in this case the difference of quantity transmutes into
the difference of quality and that in this context, a garden’s quality of antiqueness differs from the quality of antiqueness of, for example, “ordinary”
architecture. But this difference does not entail a divergence; hence we may
assume that the conservation of gardens is an area which enables us to examine the theory of the conservation of non-gardens “from the point of view of
[…] scholarly and philosophical, not technical assumptions”.
A scholar who accentuates the materialness of gardens, and thus also
their dynamic and not entirely controllable character, incurs the risk of being
accused of reducing the role of their “ideal” element.35 Gardens are products of
culture, because “nature does not plant gardens”;36 consequently, it is impossible to ignore their spiritual dimension, i.e. to take no notice of the fact that
they are the product of human actions aimed at reaching predefined goals.
Yet this is the place to ask whether gardens are not, by any chance, works
of art which do not allow us to ponder the issue of materialness in the first
place, because they display their medium more strongly than the other arts
with which they are traditionally compared. This is because gardens are like
dresses worn to a dance – it is true that they are set into a swirling motion
by the dancer, but their folds curve harmoniously regardless of her will and
not always in the rhythm of the dance, sometimes veiling the dancer herself.
(Translated by Klaudyna Michałowicz)

Abstract
The article discusses Wiesław Juszczak’s essay entitled Dzieło sztuki czy fakt historyczny?
[A work of art or a historical fact? (1973)], which focuses on his theses on the material
dimension of artworks. Claiming that Juszczak’s point of view is mainly idealistic, the
author shows that such a perspective is highly debatable when historic gardens are concerned. The controversy is illustrated by an analysis of the Italian debate over the Florence
Charter, an ICOMOS document on the preservation of historic gardens (1981).

F. Borsi, “Il restauro dei giardini storici: problemi di metodo”, in: Tutela dei giardini storici.
Bilanci e prospettive, op. cit., pp. 159–163; A. Bellini, “Il dibattito sui giardini storici:
equivoci e acquisizioni”, in: Tutela dei giardini storici. Bilanci e prospettive, op. cit.,
pp. 164–173.
35 Cf. e.g. G. Hajòs, “Three Dangers to the Theory and Practice of Historic Garden
Preservation in the Last 25 Years (In German-Speaking Countries)”, in: Giardini storici.
A 25 anni dalle Carte di Firenze: esperienze e prospettive, op. cit., pp. 207–226; G. Ciołek,
L. Majdecki or J. Bogdanowicz seems to have shared this view (cf. D. Sikora, op. cit.).
36 Quoted after: R. Pechère, Grammaire des jardins: secrets de métier, Bruxelles, 2002, p. 15.
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Built Around a Tree:
Odysseus’s Thalamos
and Le Corbusier’s Pavillon
de L’Esprit Nouveau
Il y avoit dans ma cour un bel olivier de la grosseur d’une grosse colonne.
L’Odyssée d’Homer, translated by Madame
Dacier, 1708

Le trou rond du plafond n’est qu’un incident exceptionnel dû à l’obligation
de respecter les arbres.
Le Corbusier, a description of Pavillon de
L’Esprit Nouveau, Almanach
d’architecture moderne, 1925

Arbre, compagnon millénaire de l’homme!
Le Corbusier, Quand les cathédrales étaient
blanches. Voyage au pays des timides, 1937

Two historically distant works inspired my essay: one ancient work that
still exists as a powerful poetic image and the other which was constructed,
demolished and rebuilt in the twentieth century.1 The former is a description of Odysseus’s bed and his bedroom (thalamos) in the palace of Ithaca,
as presented in Book 23 of Homer’s Odyssey. The second is Le Corbusier’s
and Pierre Jeanneret’s Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau, which was built for the
Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes held
in Paris in 1925. Le Corbusier’s pavilion, which included a tree in its garden
terrace, is perceived today as one of the most iconic designs of modern architecture (Fig. 1). Invented as a villa prototype that would then be inserted
into large, multi-storey immeubles-villas, it is also considered “a monument
1

I would like to thank Renée Tobe for her close reading of my interpretations.
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Fig. 1. Le Corbusier, Pierre Jeanneret, Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau, Paris, 1925 © FLC/ADAGP,
2015

to standardization”.2 Odysseus’s thalamos, which conveys concepts of both
a bed and a bridal chamber, is “rarely included in the ‘canon’ of ekphrasis […],
despite the fact that many scholars consider it an artwork” – argues Wiesław
Juszczak in his collection of essays devoted to ancient descriptions of imaginary artworks.3 Unlike the Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau, the thalamos does
not belong to the history of modern architecture; however, in the Odyssey it
is described as a daidalon – a “cunningly crafted” object associated with the
name of Daedalus, the first mythical architect.4
Both works imply a specific architectural situation. “Any other architect
would probably have been discouraged by the fact that his site was occupied
by a tree – as was the case with the Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau” – notes
Stanislaus von Moos in his monograph of Le Corbusier.5 Homer’s Odyssey
confronts us with an equally problematic construction site that – against all
2
3
4
5
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D. Imbert, The Modernist Garden in France, New Haven–London, 1993, p. 148.
W. Juszczak, Ekfraza poetycka w antycznej Grecji (Przykłady wybrane) [Poetic Ekphrasis in
Ancient Greece (Selected Examples)], Warsaw, 2012, p. 143.
See I. K. McEwen, Socrates’ Ancestor: An Essay on Architectural Beginnings, Cambridge
MA, 1993, p. 53.
S. von Moos, Le Corbusier: Elements of a Synthesis, Cambridge MA–London, 1979, p. 366.
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odds – did not discourage the classic hero from demonstrating his craft. As
Odysseus narrates: “A bush of long-leafed olive was growing within the court,
strong and vigorous, and in girth it was like a pillar. Round about this I built
my chamber, till I had finished it, with close-set stones, and I roofed it over
well, and added to it jointed doors, close-fitting”.6 In both cases a space within
a house is designed around a growing tree. But whereas Le Corbusier kept the
tree as a natural element that organised the space of the pavilion’s garden terrace, Odysseus built his and Penelope’s bedchamber around the tree, then cut
off its top and made its stump into a bed-prop. My attempt is not to demonstrate Le Corbusier’s “direct” architectural embodiment of Homer’s ekphrasis
of Odysseus’s bedroom; it is rather to follow – somehow in the spirit of Aby
Warburg’s Kulturwissenschaft7 – the poetic image of building a shelter around
a tree that wanders freely throughout the centuries as a mythos.

The thalamos and the history of architecture
There are at least three aspects of Odysseus’s thalamos that allow us to consider
it a part of the history of architecture. The first aspect refers to the nature of
thalamos as a daidalon. The second is the double meaning of the term thalamos – it denotes not only a carefully crafted piece of furniture, but also the
space of the bedchamber that is built around the tree in the courtyard. The
third aspect concerns the analogy that is suggested in Homer’s Odyssey, i.e.
his comparison of the olive tree to a column or a pillar.
Wiesław Juszczak interprets Homer’s ekphrasis as a “description of the
creative process”, when use of the word daidalon refers to an artistic craft.8
Odysseus’s thalamos – described by Homer as a daidalon – is an object (or a construction) that is “capable of inducing wonder” and is attributed to Daedalus,
“the first architect in the Western tradition whose story has been preserved”.9
Given our modern and contemporary ideas regarding the scope of architecture,
Odysseus hardly deserves the name of an architect, but his skills as a boat
builder (the tecton10) should not be ignored. Reviewing ancient Greek usages of
6

Homer, Odyssey, II, Books 13–24, with an English translation by A. T. Murray, revised by
G. E. Dimock, Loeb Classical Library, Cambridge MA–London, 2004, p. 399 (23.190–194).
7 For Aby Warburg’s concept of Kulturwissenschaft, cf. e.g. G. Świtek, “Triumf uczoności.
Posłanie Aby Warburga według Jana Białostockiego” [The Triumph of Scholarship. Aby
Warburg’s Message According to Białostocki], in: Białostocki, ed. M. Wróblewska, Warsaw, 2009, pp. 99–112; R. Kasperowicz, “Wstęp” [Introduction], in: A. Warburg, Narodziny Wenus i inne szkice renesansowe [The Birth of Venus and Other Renaissance Essays],
translated by R. Kasperowicz, Gdańsk, 2010, pp. 5–31.
8 Juszczak, op. cit., p. 143.
9 Cf. A. Pérez-Gómez, Built upon Love: Architectural Longing after Ethics and Aesthetics, Cambridge MA, 2006, p. 7.
10 Cf. McEwen, op. cit., p. 49.
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the word daidalon – usually translated as a “cunningly crafted” and “curiously
wrought” object – Indra Kagis McEwen notes that in the Odyssey the notion
“comes to apply more and more frequently to textiles. […] Textiles that are
daidala are so qualified when they are tightly woven – […] like a ship’s joints
– and have a luminous sheen. Like the metal plates of a warrior’s armor, they
shimmer with dancing light […]”.11 What is important in our revealing Odysseus’s architectural skills is that in the ancient Greek usage the notion daidalon refers not only to textiles, but also to metalwork and carpentry. While
building his boat, Odysseus had to cut down twenty trees, trim them with an
axe and fit all the pieces together by using a method of joining the planks by
“means of mortises and tenons”.12 In Homer’s ekphrasis of Odysseus’s thalamos we recognise not only a process that is similar to that of boat building
(carpentry), but also to that of working with metals and textiles:
[…] I cut away the leafy branches of the long-leafed olive, and, trimming the trunk from
the root up, I smoothed it round about with the adze well and cunningly, and trued
it to the line, thus fashioning the bedpost; and I bored it all with the auger. Beginning
with this, I made smooth the timbers of my bed, until I had it done, inlaying it with
gold and silver and ivory, and I stretched on it a thong of oxhide, bright with purple.13

A comparison between the process of building a ship and that of making the
thalamos can be found in Alexander Pope’s commentary to his translation of
the Odyssey, in which he acknowledges the French translation that was done
by a distinguished classicist, Anne Le Fèvre Dacier (1647–1720). Pope refers
to Dacier’s work:
[…] how is it possible (says she) that this bed and whole apartment should be built by
the single hand of Ulysses, without being seen by any person while he builds it? […]
Dacier objects that this apartment could not possibly be erected without being known
to other persons; but we have seen Ulysses built a ship in a solitary island, without
the assistant of any man, in the fifth Odyssey; and why may he not then be allowed
to do the same, with respect to this nuptial bower?14

11 Ibid., p. 53. Note that in McEwen’s excellent exploration of architectural beginnings,
Odysseus’s thalamos is not discussed as an example of daidalon. See also Juszczak’s
argument about Homer’s forgotten ekphrasis of thalamos: Juszczak, op. cit., p. 143.
12 McEwen, op. cit., pp. 49–50. “Twenty trees in all did he fell, and trimmed them with
the axe; then he cunningly smoothed them all and trued to the line. Meanwhile
Calypso, the beautiful goddess, brought him augers; and he bored all the pieces and
fitted them to one another, and with pegs and morticings did he hammer it together”.
See Homer, Odyssey, I, Books 1–12, with an English translation by A. T. Murray,
revised by G. E. Dimock, Loeb Classical Library, Cambridge MA–London, 1998, p. 201
(5.244–248).
13 Homer, op. cit., II, Books 13–24, p. 399 (23.195–201).
14 The Odyssey of Homer, translated by A. Pope, Esq, A new edition with additional notes,
critical and illustrative, by G. Wakefield, B. A. Volume IV, London, 1806, pp. 248–249.
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As a work that encompasses three different crafts, i.e. carpentry, metalwork
and weaving, Odysseus’s thalamos truly deserves the epithet of a daidalon.15
This is not to say that Odysseus can fully compete with Daedalus in what
concerns the latter’s attributed architectural works and machines, such as the
labyrinth and the choros in Knossos, or the flying machine and the wooden replica of a cow that was made for Pasiphae. But, just like the mythical architect
Daedalus, the ancient wanderer Odysseus reached mastery in carpentry and
in “all sorts of crafts” that Pallas Athene and Hephaestus had taught him.16
It is not accidental that Daedalus’s wooden cow is interpreted as an equivalent of the wooden horse built by Odysseus in order to conquer Troy: “It is at
once alive and dead, a wooden object, fashioned as an animal, pregnant with
human brood. As objects both cow and horse are marvelous on the outside,
deceptive on the inside”.17
Let us now discuss the second architectural aspect of the Homeric thalamos,
i.e. a bedchamber. There have been many attempts to reconstruct the spatial
arrangement of Odysseus’s palace at Ithaca, based on the assumption that
Homer presents a consistent picture of its architecture throughout the Odyssey:
When Odysseus grew to manhood he required a separate thalamos, perhaps like that
of Telemachus, which was in the courtyard […]. On his marriage with Penelope we are
told that he built a chamber for himself and his bride […]. The poet gives no hint of
the location of this marriage chamber, save that it was within the walls enclosing the
palace […]. The most natural place for it would be in the courtyard: the apartments
of Priam’s twelve daughters and their husbands were thus situated […].18

Even if the Odyssey’s commentators have proposed various plans of the palace,
it is the olive tree which is a hint that allows us to locate Odysseus’s thalamos in the courtyard. It is also assumed that Penelope occupied the marriage
bedchamber until the arrival of the suitors.19 Later she moved to one of the
upper rooms; in the scenes of Odysseus’s revealing his identity to his son,
his servants and his wife we read that “the old woman went up to the upper
chamber, laughing aloud, to tell her mistress that her dear husband was in the
house”.20 Moreover, Odysseus’s thalamos must have been left unused for some
years, as is suggested in the scene of recognition.21 Penelope, who wants to
test Odysseus, gives an order to her servant: “Yet come, Eurycleia, spread for
him the stout bedstead outside the well-built bridal chamber which he made
15 For the Greek notion, cf. Homer, Odyssey, II, Books 13–24, p. 398 (23.200).
16 Homer, op. cit., II, Books 13–24, p. 397 (23.160–161).
17 M. C. J. Putnam, “Daedalus, Virgil and the End of Art”, The American Journal of Philology,
1987, vol. 108, no. 2 (Summer), p. 185.
18 S. E. Bassett, “The Palace of Odysseus”, American Journal of Archaeology, 1919, vol. 23,
no. 3.
19 Ibid., p. 292.
20 Homer, op. cit., II, Books 13–24, p. 385 (23.1–3).
21 Bassett, op. cit., p. 292.
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himself. There bring for him the stout bedstead, and throw upon it bedding,
fleeces and cloaks and bright coverlets”.22 My aim is not to challenge any
archaeological reconstruction of the Homeric palace but rather to emphasise
the paradigmatic meaning of the thalamos (the bedchamber); together with the
megaron (the great hall) they constitute two principal types of spaces within
the Homeric oikos.23 The dichotomy between the megaron and the thalamos
seems to be important for the distribution of living spaces in the Pavillon
de l’Esprit Nouveau. Its two-storeyed living room has been compared to the
“megaron form of the Maison Citrohan”.24 If we accept the argument that
the modern living room resembles – in its form and function – the megaron, we could also attempt to search for a modern equivalent of the ancient
thalamos. But Odysseus’s thalamos is not a typical bedchamber. The very idea
that it was built around an olive tree allows us to find an analogy with the
garden terrace of the Pavillon de l’Esprit Nouveau rather than with any of its
bedrooms situated upstairs. Le Corbusier’s garden terrace is not a bedroom,
but it can be seen as a modern interpretation of an architectural space typical
of the Mediterranean region, including the Greek islands. “Je suis un Méditerranéen très fortement” – announced Le Corbusier.25 In this region one can
easily find today a garden terrace (of a villa, a tavern, etc.) that is organised
around an olive tree or a plane-tree, thus providing a shadowed shelter during sweltering days (Fig. 2).
The third aspect of Odysseus’s thalamos that allows us to consider it a part
of architectural history concerns Homer’s comparison of the olive tree to
a column, or a pillar. This metaphor has been preserved in the French translation of the Odyssey by Anne Le Fèvre Dacier: “Il y avoit dans ma cour un
bel olivier de la grosseur d’une grosse colonne”.26 In his English translation
of the Odyssey, which contains some references to Dacier’s work, Alexander
Pope maintained a similar metaphor: “an olive spread full in the court its ever
22 Homer, op. cit., II, Books 13–24, p. 397 (23.177–180).
23 See: B. A. Ault, Les maisons homérique: Vocabulaire architectural et sémantique du bâti, by
Sylvie Rougier-Blanc [Book Review], American Journal of Archaeology, 2008, vol. 112,
no. 2, p. 360; S. Rougier-Blanc, Les maisons homérique: Vocabulaire architectural et sémantique du bâti, Paris, 2005. On the meaning of thalamos as a nuptial bedchamber, cf. also:
eadem, “Le vocabulaire architectural dans les Hymnes homériques”, Gaia: revue interdisciplinaire sur la Grèce Archaïque, 2005, no. 9, p. 35.
24 See: Found project: Pavillon de l’Esprit nouveau (reconstruction), http://www.kuvio.helsinki.
fi/en/reply01b_rela.php?id_kohde=1006 [accessed: 8 June 2015]. The Pavillon is described
as “a prototypical two-storey high-rise dwelling-unit, created by combining the megaron form of the Maison Citrohan with the characteristic t wo-storey L-shaped monk’s
cell and garden of the standard Carthusian monastery. Lit by a light-well to the rear
of the court, the duplex was built around an inset ‘hanging garden’ rather than being
equipped with a balcony in the conventional sense”.
25 Quoted in J. Jenger, Le Corbusier: Un autre regard, Paris, 1990, p. 35.
26 L’Odyssée d’Homer, traduit par Madame Dacier avec le texte en regard, Tome second,
Paris, 1818, p. 401.
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Fig. 2. A tavern in Argostoli, Cephalonia,
Ionian Islands, photo by Gabriela Świtek, 2015

verdant head, vast as some mighty column’s bulk”.27 In Herbert Bates’s translation, the olive tree is “long-leaved and thriving, strong of growth, thick as
a pillar”.28 In Augustus Taber Murray’s version, “in girth it was like a pillar”.29
The analogy between a tree and a column has always played a fundamental
role in the search for the origins of architecture. Not only the origins of Greek
architecture were traced back to the idea of a wooden primitive hut, e.g. as
in Marc-Antoine Laugier’s Essai sur l’architecture (1753), which is a modern
intermingling of Vitruvian and Rousseaunian concepts. This analogy was given
a literal illustration that was published in Philibert de L’Orme’s L’Architecture
(1648), where the trunk of a column looks like the trunk of a tree.30 In Le
Corbusier’s projects, especially in his early drawings executed at La Chaux-deFonds, trees appear both as architectural elements and as motifs for applied
decoration. On the one hand, he “considered the tree form for its direct analogies to architectural elements, roots forming the bases of the framing elements
of windows, trunks serving as piloti, masses of foliage defining the shapes of
openings, branch patterns forming mullions and bars”.31 On the other hand, in
27 The Odyssey of Homer, translated by A. Pope, p. 250.
28 The Odyssey of Homer, translated into English verse by H. Bates, New York–London,
1929, p. 362.
29 Homer, op. cit., II, Books 13–24, p. 399 (23.191).
30 P. de L’Orme, L’Architecture, Rouen, 1648, p. 213 v. Cf. also: J. Rykwert, On Adam’s House
in Paradise: The Idea of the Primitive Hut in Architectural History, Cambridge MA–London,
1993, p. 98.
31 M. P. M. Sekler, “Le Corbusier, Ruskin, the Tree and the Open Hand”, in: The Open
Hand: Essays on Le Corbusier, ed. R. Walden, Cambridge MA–London, 1977, p. 45.
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Fig. 3. An olive tree and a column, marble
quarries, 6th century B.C. – 6th century A.D.,
Aliki, Thassos, photo by Gabriela Świtek, 2015

his account of the Parthenon Le Corbusier was reluctant to accept the analogy
between a column and a tree: “Certain writers have declared that the Doric
column was inspired by a tree springing from the earth, without a base, etc.,
a proof that every noble form of art derives from nature. It is most false, since
the tree with straight trunk is unknown in Greece, where only stunted pines
and twisted olives grow” (Fig. 3).32

The pavilion as a modern paradeigma
Built for the 1925 Exposition, Le Corbusier’s and Pierre Jeanneret’s pavilion
was demolished in 1926 and rebuilt as a replica of the original structure in
Bologna in 1977.33 At the Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs et
Industriels Modernes it stood – together with the Soviet Union’s pavilion
designed by Konstantin Melnikov, the Austrian pavilion (in which Frederick
Kiesler presented his installation La Cité dans L’Espace), and with the Information
32 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, trans. F. Etchells, New York, 1986, p. 208.
33 For Le Corbusier’s descriptions of the pavilion, cf. Le Corbusier, Almanach d’architecture
moderne, Paris, 1925, pp. 129–166; idem, Oeuvre complète, 1910–1929, eds. W. Boesiger,
O. Stonorov, Zürich, 1948, pp. 98–108. For more articles on the Pavillon de L’Esprit
Nouveau, cf. D. Brady, Le Corbusier: An Annotated Bibliography, New York–London, 1985.
On the pavilion’s reconstruction by José Oubriere and Giuliano Gresleri, cf. e.g. “Le
Corbusier Rebuilt: L’Esprit Nouveau à Bologne: rappel à l’ordre”, Domus, 1978, vol. 579,
pp. 10–13.
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Tower by Robert Mallet-Stevens – like a “Utopian fragment alongside the
sophisticated but shallow expressions of middle-class commercialized taste,
exotically drenched in the new possibilities of expression revealed by Art
Deco”.34 Although essential to contemporary accounts of the history of modern architecture, Le Corbusier’s pavilion was neither the centre of attention
nor in the centre of the exhibition grounds. The invitation for its inauguration
announced: “Le Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau est situé dans le jardin entre les
deux ailes du Grand Palais […]. Ce Pavillon est le plus caché de l’Exposition”.35
The reception of Le Corbusier’s design was unenthusiastic; only some critics,
e.g. those grouped around the journal L’Amour de l’art, appreciated the modern
tendencies as opposed to the “false luxury” of Art Deco.36 According to Le Corbusier’s report, “Le Grand Jury International voulut nous décerner le diplôme
d’honneur de l’Exposition. Mais le Président du Jury (un grand Français) s’y
opposa: ‘Il n’y a là pas d’architecture!’ déclarait-il”.37 Despite its peripheral
location, the pavilion was intended to attract L’Esprit Nouveau’s visitors and
readers and, last but not least, the architect’s potential clients. In a way, this
project was a culmination of Le Corbusier’s involvement with the publication
of L’Esprit Nouveau from 1920 to 1925.38
For the 1925 Exposition Le Corbusier was asked to “build an ‘architect’s
house’” but he objected: “Why an architect’s house? My house is everyone’s,
anyone’s house; it is the house of a gentleman living in our times”.39 Indeed,
the pavilion was not designed exclusively as an architect’s house but as a cellunit (une cellule d’habitation)40, i.e. a 1:1 model of a villa consisting of two
adjoining parts. One contained the two-storeyed apartment. It opened onto
the covered terrace garden with the tree, which was allowed to grow through
the circular opening in the ceiling. The other part, the side-wing of the villa,
was a curved diorama of 100 m2 presenting Le Corbusier’s Plan Voisin proposal for Paris, facing another diorama of the Ville Contemporaine, a city for
three million inhabitants (the project had previously been exhibited at the
1922 Salon d’Automne).
34 W. Curtis, Jr., Modern Architecture since 1900, London–New York, 1996, p. 207.
35 Le Corbusier, L’Art décoratif d’aujourd’hui (1925), Paris, 1958, p. X; idem, Almanach
d’architecture moderne, p. 129.
36 For the reception of the International Exhibition in the French press, see, for example:
A. Wierzbicka, “Międzynarodowa wystawa 1925 roku w świetle prasy francuskiej”, in:
Wystawa paryska 1925, ed. J. Sosnowska, Warsaw, 2007, pp. 43–45.
37 Le Corbusier, L’Art décoratif d’aujourd’hui, p. IX.
38 For the advertisement aspect of the pavilion, see B. Colomina, Privacy and Publicity: Modern Architecture as Mass Media, Cambridge MA–London, 2000, pp. 192–194; R. Gabetti,
C. Olmo, Le Corbusier e “L’Esprit Nouveau”, Torino, 1975, pp. 6 and 12; J. Rykwert, The
Judicious Eye: Architecture Against the Other Arts, Chicago–London, 2008, p. 347.
39 Les arts décoratifs modernes, special issue of Vient de paraître (1925), p. 108. Quoted in
Von Moos, op. cit., p. 53.
40 Le Corbusier, L’Art décoratif d’aujourd’hui, p. VIII.
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The two adjoining parts of the Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau – the villa and
the two dioramas – point to a fundamental analogy in Le Corbusier’s projects of the 1920s, i.e. to the analogy between a single house and high-density
block systems that would define the social conditions of urban dwelling. The
architect describes his interest in the micro- and macro-scale as the interdependence between domestic equipment (le mobilier), architecture (l’habitation,
le logis) and urbanism (conditions de vie d’une société).41 Even if Le Corbusier
clearly expressed this analogy in his descriptions of the pavilion as published
in 1925, one has to recall that in the mid-twenties he had not yet executed
any projects concerning large parts of urban development. In the early 1920s,
before the construction of the Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau, Le Corbusier
had built only single houses, such as Villa Besnus (1922) or the Maisons
La Roche-Jeanneret (1923–1925).42 In 1922 he also presented a design for the
Maison Citrohan – a cuboid with two load-bearing walls entered through an
outside staircase – which later became a kind of modern paradeigma43, a standardised living unit, subject to modifications and inserted into a larger block
system. Only in 1925 did Le Corbusier begin the construction of a larger
urban project, i.e. the estate in Pessac (Quartiers Modernes Frugès, completed in 1926).44 In L’Art décoratif d’aujourd’hui the architect mentioned one
of his direct inspirations for the Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau; in 1907 and
1910 he had visited the Carthusian monastery of Galluzzo near Florence.45
Inspired by a monastic cell, the pavilion was, however, “adjusted to family
scale”.46 The two-storey living space, L-shaped in plan, consisted of a split-level
41 Ibid.
42 See MB [M. Besser] “Le Corbusier ”, in: Encyclopaedia of 20th-Century Architecture, ed.
V. M. Lampugnani, London, 1989, p. 195; “Repères biographiques”, in Le Corbusier ou
la Synthèse des arts, ed. C. Menz, Genève, 2006, p. 262.
43 I allude here to an argument put forward by Daniel Sherer; that of “the lost classicism
of the era of modernity”, which is not entirely lost in modern times but rather acts
as a sort of memoire involontaire. Sherer draws an analogy between the Greek notion of
paradeigma (“an ancient standardization technique consisting of a specimen or model
which […] regulated the relations of parts to the whole in accordance with a predetermined proportional system”) with Le Corbusier ’s emphasis on the technological
possibilities of modern standardisation. See: D. Sherer, “Le Corbusier ’s Discovery of
Palladio in 1922 and the Modernist Transformation of the Classical Code”, Perspecta,
2004, vol. 35 (Building Codes), p. 24. While appreciating this analogy between the
ancient and modern principles of standardisation, one has to remember that in ancient
Greek architecture the paradeigma was mostly understood as a scale model of architectural elements, such as triglyphs or capitals. See: A. C. Smith, Architectural Models as
Machine: A New View of Models from Antiquity to the Present Days, Amsterdam, 2004, p. 10.
44 See B. B. Taylor, “Le Corbusier at Pessac: Professional and Client Responsibilities”, in:
The Open Hand: Essays on Le Corbusier, pp. 162–185.
45 Le Corbusier, L’Art décoratif d’aujourd’hui, p. VIII; “Repères biographiques”, in: Le Corbusier ou la Synthèse des arts, p. 261; H. A. Brooks, Le Corbusier’s Formative Years: CharlesEdouard Jeanneret at La Chaux-de-Fonds, Chicago–London, 1997, pp. 301–302.
46 Von Moos, op. cit., p. 148.
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Fig. 4. Le Corbusier, Almanach d’architecture moderne, Paris, 1925, p. 149, The Library of the
Warsaw University of Technology

living room (as in the Maison Citrohan) and a sleeping gallery with dressing
rooms opened toward the two-storey window at the front, the kitchen and
the maids’ rooms situated downstairs at the rear part, including the bathroom
and another bedroom upstairs, and a covered garden terrace with the tree.
The Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau looked like a free-standing villa, but Le
Corbusier recommended that visitors picture it as “a cell in a block of houses
constructed as if it were 15 meters above ground”.47 This idea of a unit for villa
apartment blocks is clearly conveyed in an illustration published in L’Art décoratif d’aujourd’hui and described as: “Ici, le Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau entre dans
la composition d’une Unité d’Habitation”.48 The box-like living units, stacked
up on five double floors, include “hanging” garden terraces (jardins suspendus)
that are open to the front. In Almanach d’architecture moderne, the same concept
is represented in a more explicit way; the actual photograph of the Pavillon de
L’Esprit Nouveau is inserted – in a collage manner – in the façade of the immeubles-villas project (Fig. 4).49 Le Corbusier’s concept of immeubles-villas, a new
form of dwelling in the city, is a key to understanding the 1925 pavilion as
47 A. M. Vogt, Le Corbusier, the Noble Savage: Toward an Archaeology of Modernism, trans.
R. Donnell, Cambridge, 1998, p. 19. “Le pavillon sera donc une ‹cellule› d’immeublesvillas construite entièrement comme si elle se trouvait à 15 m au-dessus du sol”. Cf. Le
Corbusier, Oeuvre complète, 1910–1929, p. 98.
48 Le Corbusier, L’Art décoratif d’aujourd’hui, p. XIII.
49 “Ici, l’on voit au milieu de l’image, la photographie du Pavillon […]. Le Pavillon reprend
ainsi sa place de cellule dans un project d’immeuble régi par les réglementations
parisiennes actuelles”. Le Corbusier, Almanach d’architecture moderne, p. 149.
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Fig. 5. Le Corbusier, Immeubles-villas, 1922 © FLC/ADAGP, 2015

a modern paradeigma.50 According to this concept – presented in the 1922 Salon
d’Automne as a part of Le Corbusier’s vision of a modern city – each apartment
within a block system was conceived as a small villa with a garden terrace
(Fig. 5). Moreover, a garden terrace within a living module is the theme that Le
Corbusier develops in the project of Cité Universitaire (Paris, 1925). Every student was to live in his or her own cellule which would include a jardin sur le toit.51

The tree in the pavilion: objet à réaction poétique
The Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau – consisting of two adjoining parts: the
two-storeyed apartment and the side-wing with two dioramas – was placed
among large trees surrounding the construction site.52 Le Corbusier felt obliged
to “respect the trees”, including the one that was growing in the middle
of the pavilion’s location; hence the circular opening in the ceiling of the
50 For a monograph of this project, cf. S. Nivet, Le Corbusier et l’immeuble-villas. Stratégies,
dispositifs, figures, Paris, 2011.
51 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complète, 1910–1929, p. 73.
52 “L’emplacement des grands arbres cantonnant le pavillon (et même l’occupant en son
milieu) nous empêcha de séparer nettement en les réunissant toufois par un portique,
l’aile des dioramas de celle de l’immeuble-villas”. Le Corbusier, Almanach d’architecture
moderne, p. 149.
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garden terrace.53 As Adolf Max Vogt argues, Le Corbusier used the tree as “proof
that modernism does not destroy but cultivates nature, nurses it alongside the
building and on top of their roofs”.54 Le Corbusier’s emphasis on respecting
trees does not only result from the problematic construction site of the Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau; it should also be read in the context of his views on
modern town planning, which were contemporary of the 1925 Exposition.
In Urbanisme (1925) – the volume mentioned as a theoretical background for
the pavilion’s construction55 – an image of a tree epitomising nature is juxtaposed with the idea of a town. Le Corbusier defines a town as “an assault
by man upon nature. It is a human action against nature, a human organism
designed for shelter and work. It is a creation”.56 Having sketched the idea of
the modern age as ruled by geometry and the machine, the architect returns
to the question of nature within a city:
A Turkish proverb: Where you build, there you plant trees. In our case we cut them
down. And what about motor cars? […] The city of speed is the city of success. […]
On 9 May 1925 half the chestnut trees along the Avenue des Champs-Elysées had black
leaves; the buds could not unfold; the tiny, crippled leaves curled up like the bent fingers
of a hand … It is assumed that the third generation to live in a big city will be sterile.57

What is intriguing in this paragraph is that Le Corbusier places the issue of
respecting trees side by side with that of motorised traffic in the city. The Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau with its key feature, a garden terrace, was designed
at a time of ardent debates on the reorganisation of Paris; Le Corbusier sought
financial support for the pavilion from automobile companies, such as Peugeot,
Citroën, and Voisin.58
As the Pavillon de l’Esprit Nouveau stood for the whole block of immeublesvillas, so the tree stood for its gardens. In this sense, the tree in the pavilion’s
53 “Le trou rond du plafond n’est qu’un incident exceptionnel dû à l’obligation de respecter
les arbres”. Le Corbusier, Almanach d’architecture moderne, p. 152. In a way, the strategy
of preserving the trees is characteristic of some of the designs of exhibition pavilions.
Sverre Fehn’s Pavilion of the Nordic Nations (1962), built around large trees growing
in the Giardini of the Venice Biennale, is a case in point. See J. Hill, Immaterial Architecture, London–New York, 2006, pp. 159–160.
54 Vogt, op. cit., p. 19.
55 Cf. e.g. Le Corbusier, Almanach d’architecture moderne, pp. 111 and 150.
56 Le Corbusier, “Guiding Principles of Town Planning” (Urbanisme, 1925), in: Programs
and Manifestoes on 20th-Century Architecture, ed. U. Conrads, translated by M. Bullock,
Cambridge MA, 1970, p. 89.
57 Ibid., p. 93.
58 See von Moos, op. cit., pp. 189–190. “Gabriel Voisin nous ayant donné 25.000 francs
et Henri Frugès de Bordeaux, les 25.000 autres francs qui firent les 50.000 francs avec
lesquels fut mis debout, sur 300 m2 et deux étages, en béton armé, le pavillon de L’Esprit
Nouveau”. Le Corbusier, L’Art décoratif d’aujourd’hui, pp. VIII–IX. Not only were the
advertisements of Voisin cars and aeroplanes published in L’Esprit Nouveau, but Le Corbusier also owned the Voisin C14 car. See T. Benton, “Dreams of Machines: Futurism
and l’Esprit Nouveau”, Journal of Design History, 1990, vol. 3, no. 1, pp. 19–34.
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garden terrace functions as a synecdoche, i.e. a figure of speech in which a term
denoting a part of a thing refers to its whole (pars pro toto). This fragment of
nature is not only preserved in the construction site, but also included in the
residential building. As Vogt notes, Le Corbusier “wants to incorporate into
the dwelling a maximum of outer space, which is implanted into the building
as a cube of air. The Pavillon de l’Esprit Nouveau […] represents exactly this
kind of unity of interior living space and internalized outside space (which
thus becomes ‘privatized’). […] Nature is wooed and also alienated, into a roof
garden and as hanging garden over the apartments underneath”.59
Not only did the pavilion’s tree epitomise the hanging garden terraces
in the proposal for an immeuble-villa unit. It seemed to be a part of the collection of objects furnishing the villa’s interiors. Unlike Odysseus’s thalamos, it was not a marvellous natural curiosity shaped with human hands
but, similarly to the thalamos, it could not be moved. The tree was not the
only “fixed” element of the interior: Le Corbusier designed fixed furniture,
i.e. modular storage units (casiers standarts).60 Kenneth Frampton notes that
the pavilion “was a condensation of the Purist sensibility […], it was furnished in accordance with the Purist canon of objets-types, that is with English club armchairs, Thonet bentwood furniture and standard Parisian castiron park pieces, with objets-tableaux of Purist origin, with oriental rugs and
South American pottery”.61 Alan Colquhoun finds in the Pavillon de L’Esprit
Nouveau a strategy of “a montage of found objets-type lacking any fixed formal relation to each other” which contrasted with the stylistic unity of Art
Deco’s interiors presented at the 1925 Exposition.62 Tag Gronberg reveals the
museum-like nature of the pavilion’s interiors, pointing to Le Corbusier’s inspirations as drawn from his 1911 formative Voyage d’Orient and mentioned in
the final chapter of L’Art décoratif d’aujourd’hui.63 One of the inspirations was
the museum at Pompeii, which included “the most banal objects of everyday use”.64 Was the tree in the garden terrace an example of an interiorised
– in a museum-like manner – fragment of nature? As an isolated exhibit it
became a part of an architectural composition which owed much to the pictorial compositions of Purism. What is characteristic of the latter is the “visual
dramatization of the ‘objets’ […] often presented in isolation on a neutral
surface” – a strategy that was typical of 1920s advertisements published
in L’Esprit Nouveau.65
59
60
61
62
63

Vogt, op. cit., p. 19.
Cf. e.g. Le Corbusier, Almanach d’architecture moderne, p. 112.
K. Frampton, Modern Architecture: A Critical History, London, 2004, pp. 156–157.
A. Colquhoun, Modern Architecture, Oxford, 2002, p. 142.
T. Gronberg, “Speaking Volumes: The Pavillon de l’Esprit Nouveau”, Oxford Art Journal,
1992, vol. 15, no. 2, p. 61.
64 Ibid, p. 58. See also a photograph of Musée de Pompéi in Le Corbusier, L’Art décoratif
d’aujourd’hui, p. 21.
65 Von Moos, op. cit., p. 286.
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As Stanislaus von Moos concludes: “Nature versus geometry is a predominant formal theme in Le Corbusier ’s great projects of the twenties
[…]. And at the Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau, the inclusion of nature as
the dialectical counterpart of architecture is pushed to the extreme: the tree
becomes the ‘objet à réaction poétique’ within the building itself ”.66 Was
then the tree an objet à réaction poétique (“object evoking a poetic reaction”)
rather than an objet-type? Dagmar Motycka Weston aptly describes the difference between these two types of objects, both in painterly and architectural
compositions:
Where previously the purists had focused on standardised machine-made objects selected
for their constancy, the objets à réaction poétique were varied and often idiosyncratic […].
They were mostly organic fragments, admired by their collectors for their diversity of
plastic qualities as well as for the powerful natural forces (such as rupture or erosion)
which over time had helped to bring them into existence. In this way, in contrast to
the rather more static character of the purist objets-type, the objets à réaction poétique
manifested a powerful temporality – such as characterises the effects of cosmic conditions on things and on human life.67

According to Le Corbusier, objects evoking a poetic reaction can be found
in everyday life; their natural forms, dimensions and materiality could enter
our domestic space. In the late 1920s and 1930s the iconography of Le Corbusier’s paintings included stones and pebbles “rolled by the ocean”, shells
“smoothed” like china, buds and fruits, bones and fossils, as well as the
roots of trees.68 This kind of objects – alluding to the Surrealists’ sensibility and their collage strategy which was evident e.g. in Max Ernst’s Histoire naturelle (1925) – were also arranged on the furniture at the Pavillon
de l’Esprit Nouveau.69

Built around a tree: a “paradigmatic” situation
In “Confessions”, the final chapter of L’Art decorative d’aujourd’hui (1925), Le
Corbusier pays tribute to Charles L’Eplattenier, his teacher at the Ecole d’Art
in La Chaux-de-Fonds: “Mon maître, un excellent pédagogue, véritable homme
des bois, nous fit hommes des bois. […] je compris comment pousse un arbre
66 Ibid., p. 308.
67 D. Motycka Weston, “Le Corbusier and the Restorative Fragment at the Swiss Pavilion”,
in: Tracing Modernity: Manifestations of the Modern in Architecture and the City, eds. M. Hvattum, C. Hermansen, London–New York, 2004, pp. 175–176.
68 Le Corbusier, “Les «Objets à réaction poétique»”, in: Le Corbusier ou la Synthèse des arts,
p. 97.
69 On analogies between Le Corbusier’s objets à réaction poétique and Ernst’s frottages from
the series Histoire naturelle, cf. Von Moos, op. cit., p. 286; Motycka Weston, op. cit.,
pp. 186–188.
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et pourquoi il se tient en équilibre au milieu même de l’orage”.70 What did it
mean for Le Corbusier to be “a man of the woods” in his architectural practice? Many examples have been found of his interest in trees. His early drawings include an analysis of trees’ growth patterns and root structures. His early
buildings, such as the Villa Fallet in La Chaux-de-Fonds (1906–1907), are considered responses to L’Eplattenier’s concept of a vernacular style of architecture, as inspired by the Swiss Alpine landscape.71 What has to be considered
as crucial for Le Corbusier’s involvement with trees are not only his designs
executed in the La Chaux-de-Fonds period, but also the concept manifested
in the Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau, i.e. building around a tree, which seems
to find continuation in his other designs.
The Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau is not Le Corbusier’s only project that
seems to be built around a tree or that respects the trees growing on site; for
example, the Villas Lipchitz-Miestchaninoff, i.e. two houses for two sculptors
(1923), were designed around a small courtyard with trees.72 Other examples
include the Maisons La Roche-Jeanneret (1923–1925), where the ancient trees
needed to be preserved on the construction site; that is why, as Le Corbusier
explained, the plan of these two houses “seems to be restless” (Fig. 6).73 There
is a pine tree in the centre of the design of Maison Ternisien (1926); it divides
the house into two parts (Fig. 7).74 In a drawing of Villa Joseph et Hanau (1926),
there is a tree in the centre of a small courtyard surrounded by three aisles of
the building (Fig. 8). Growing in the courtyard of Villa Church (1928/1929), the
tree looks as if it were imprisoned by beams and pilotis.75 The most spectacular
house built around a tree is that of Dr. Currutchet at La Plata in Argentina,
which was completed in 1949. The large tree in the middle of the house is
represented in every plan and section (Fig. 9). It is also visible from all levels
of the house’s interiors as an element of promenade architecturale: “One rises
up through the building in an interesting and amusing way which opens up
various perspectives”.76
“Thème: UNE maison: UN arbre” is an inscription on a plan of lotissement in Barcelona (1933), part of Le Corbusier’s and Pierre Jeanneret’s project
70 Le Corbusier, L’Art décoratif d’aujourd’hui, p. 198. As Vogt argues, the title of the final
chapter of L’Art decorative d’aujourd’hui is not accidental: “For French ears, and especially
for the ears of French-speaking Swiss, the choice of the word ‘confession’ is a clear
reference to Rousseau’s soul-baring autobiography Les confessions, with which, as documented historically, the Jeanneret family in La Chaux-de-Fonds was thoroughly familiar”. Vogt, op. cit., p. 183.
71 See Brooks, op. cit., pp. 71–85, 364–365; Sekler, op. cit., pp. 44–55.
72 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complète, 1910–1929, pp. 70–71.
73 Ibid., p. 64.
74 Ibid., p. 122.
75 Ibid., p. 202.
76 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complète 1946–1952, publiée par W. Boesiger, Zurich 1953, p. 62.
For a juxtaposition of Maison Currutchet and Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau see also
J. Jenger, Le Corbusier: Un autre regard, p. 68.
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Fig. 6. Le Corbusier, Maisons La Roche-Jeanneret, Paris, 1923–1925, photo by Olivier
Martin-Gambier © FLC/ADAGP, 2015

Fig. 7. Le Corbusier, Maison Ternisien, Boulogne-sur-Seine, 1926 © FLC/ADAGP, 2015
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Fig. 8. Le Corbusier, Villa Joseph et Hanau, Vaucresson, 1926 © FLC/ADAGP, 2015

Fig. 9. Le Corbusier, Maison Currutchet, La Plata, Argentina, 1949, photo by Olivier
Martin-Gambier © FLC/ADAGP, 2015
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Fig. 10. Le Corbusier, Pierre Jeanneret, Lotissement in Barcelona, 1933 © FLC/ADAGP, 2015

of city extension: “chaque fenêtre de maison est en face d’une arbre que
l’on plantera” (Fig. 10).77 A similar idea, even if not so explicitly expressed
in words, is represented in the drawings for the Lotissement Peugeot (Audincourt, 1925); there is a tree in front of every façade, growing in a row along
the main street.78 A variation on the theme of “one house: one tree” can also
be found in the 1953 project of Maison type La Rochelle; Le Corbusier’s
drawings present trees which grow in small allotments situated in front of
each segment of the villa-block (Fig. 11). Also in the 1950s, Le Corbusier elaborated the project of l’arborisation of Chandigarh, a detailed systematisation of
the elements of landscaping, such as the position of trees: in single rows, in
double rows, in multiple rows, trees isolated or placed in homogeneous and
heterogeneous clusters, and forests.79
77 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complète, 1929–1934, publiée par W. Boesiger, Zurich, 1947, p. 196.
78 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complète, 1910–1929, p. 72.
79 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complète 1952–1957, publiée par W. Boesiger, Zurich, 1957, pp. 108–113.
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Fig. 11. Le Corbusier, Maison type La Rochelle, 1953 © FLC/ADAGP, 2015

While juxtaposing Odysseus’s thalamos and the Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau, I do not claim that Le Corbusier must have chosen Homer’s ekphrasis
as an inspiration for his 1925 design, even if Homer sometimes did appear
as a reference for his architectural practice.80 Frank Lloyd Wright’s domestic
architecture, for instance, has been considered a source of Le Corbusier ’s
treatment of vegetation in his immeubles-villas.81 One may also argue whether
Le Corbusier’s concept of respecting the trees growing or planted on construction sites is characteristic of all of his designs. As Dorothée Imbert suggests in
her interpretation of Le Corbusier’s petite villa au bord du lac Léman (1925), the
architect “seemed to dislike grass as well as the shade created by trees”; the
trees were constantly trimmed or cut down in order to provide an appropriate
80 “A landscape worthy of Homer” is an expression that appears in the caption accompanying the photograph of the roof garden of Unité d’Habitation in Marseille. See J. Williamson, Acropolis, now!, in: Surrealism and Architecture, ed. T. Mical, London–New York,
2005, p. 332.
81 See P. V. Turner, “Frank Lloyd Wright and the Young Le Corbusier”, Journal of the Society
of Architectural Historians, 1983, vol. 42, no. 4, pp. 357–359; idem, T. L. Doremus, Le
Corbusier, “Frank Lloyd Wright and the Young Le Corbusier: An Addendum”, Journal
of the Society of Architectural Historians, 1984, vol. 43, no. 4, pp. 364–365.
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distribution of sunlight on the site.82 Even if Le Corbusier’s attitude toward
trees may sometimes resemble that of the 18th-century jardin anglo-chinois with
its carefully arranged picturesque views and its fabriques83, there is still something primordial about building a house around a growing tree, an act that is
similar to that of placing a hearth in the middle of a household.84
In Volume III of Modern Painters (1856), John Ruskin emphasises the “delight
which the Greeks had in trees” while interpreting the Homeric landscape.85
In a passage from the chapter entitled “Of Classical Landscape”, Ruskin paraphrases Homer’s description from Book 5 of how Odysseus looks for a safe
place to pass the night:
After his first grateful kiss given to the corn-growing land, he considers immediately how
he is to pass the night […]. He decides for the wood, and finds in it a bower formed by
a sweet and a wild olive tree, interlacing their branches, or – perhaps more accurately
translating Homer’s intensely graphic expression – “changing their branches with each
other” […], and forming a roof penetrated by neither rain, sun, nor wind. Under this
bower Ulysses collects the “vain (or frustrate) outpouring of the dead leaves” […] and,
having got enough together, makes his bed of them, and goes to sleep, having covered
himself up with them, “as embers are covered up with ashes”.86

In Homer ’s descriptions of Greek woods Ruskin values not so much the
beauty of the poetic image but rather the utility of the wild olive tree, its
intertwined branches forming a perfect roof.87 It should also be emphasised
that the scene in Book 5, as referred to by Ruskin, can be seen as a “prefiguration” of the celebrated scene of recognition which includes the ekphrasis
of Odysseus’s thalamos.88
82 Imbert, op. cit., p. 174. See also Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complète, 1910–1929, pp. 74–75.
83 Ibid. pp. 151–155.
84 I refer here to Anthony Vidler’s argument of “finding the center of the home in the
fire: a tradition of settler origins, rooted in the anthropology of [Gottfried] Semper and
finding its architectural expression in the Prairie homesteading of Frank Lloyd Wright”.
A. Vidler, The Architectural Uncanny: Essays in the Modern Unhomely, Cambridge MA–
–London, 1999, p. 42. For a comparison of Le Corbusier’s and Wright’s architectural
concepts, cf. e.g. P. Blake, The Master Builders: Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe, Frank Lloyd
Wright, New York, 1961.
85 J. Ruskin, Modern Painters, vol. III, London, 1856, p. 189.
86 Ibid, p. 190. Ruskin paraphrases here a fragment from the Odyssey: “Then, […] he set
out for the wood, and he found his spot near the water beside a clearing; there he crept
beneath two bushes which grew from the same place, one of thorn and one of olive.
Through these the strength of the wet winds could never blow, nor the rays of the
bright sun beat, nor could the rain pierce through them, so closely did they grow,
intertwining one with the other. Beneath these Odysseus crept. […] Odysseus covered
himself with leaves. And Athene shed sleep upon his eyes, that it might enfold his lids
and speedily free him from toilsome weariness”. See Homer, Odyssey, I, Books 1–12,
pp. 217–219 (5.474–493).
87 Ruskin, op. cit., vol. III, p. 190.
88 See Juszczak, op. cit., p. 162.
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During his formative years, thanks to Charles L’Eplattenier’s teaching,
Le Corbusier was urged to study the works of Ruskin; the latter is known
for his analytical descriptions and drawings of trees (Fig. 12).89 However, it
is neither Ruskin’s description of Homeric landscapes nor Homer’s ekphrasis
of Odysseus’s thalamos but the Parthenon juxtaposed with the 1921 Delage
sports car that has become the symbol of Le Corbusier’s Hellenism.90 By juxtaposing Odysseus’s thalamos and the Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau, I am not
searching for an alternative source of Le Corbusier’s Hellenism but for a kind
of primordiality, or existential constancy, defined by Dalibor Vesely as a “paradigmatic nature of a typical situation” which has to be acknowledged in the
process of architectural creation:
The term “paradigmatic” refers to the power of typical situations to bring and hold
together a vast richness of human experiences and give them relative stability. The
stability of situations is revealed in habits, customs and traditions. It is a source of
constant surprise to see to what extent our life is structured by the typicality of situations of our everyday life, such as eating, work, learning etc., situated in typical places.
The process that constitutes and preserves the typicality of situations can be described
as a continuity of reference to the ultimate source of stability in the given natural (cosmic) conditions of our world and its history.91

Isn’t it a “typical”, i.e. “paradigmatic” situation that we look for breathing
space under a tree, just as Odysseus who found both his temporary shelter
and his dwelling around the olive tree?
“What importance do the humanities retain in our post-technological,
global and market-oriented society? Homer, Virgil, Dante, Shakespeare, Goethe
89 On Ruskin, cf. Le Corbusier, L’Art décoratif d’aujourd’hui, pp. 134–138; Brooks, op. cit.,
pp. 68–69. In her analysis of a possible Ruskinian influence on Le Corbusier, Mary
Patricia May Sekler focuses mostly on Ruskin’s Elements of Drawings and Volume V of
Modern Painters. cf. Sekler, op. cit., pp. 61–69.
90 The architect visited the Athenian Acropolis in 1911 during a tour through Europe and
Asia Minor. Le Corbusier sees the Greek temple as an ancient example of standardisation:
“The Parthenon is a product of selection applied to an established standard. Already for
a century the Greek temple had been standardized in all its parts”. See Le Corbusier,
Towards a New Architecture, p. 133. The main theme of the chapter entitled “Eyes which
do not see, III Automobiles”, included in Towards a New Architecture, is the evolution of
the automobile presented as parallel to the perfecting of Greek architecture, from the
Doric temple at Paestum to the Parthenon. As Richard A. Etlin argues, Le Corbusier’s
concept of the perfecting of Greek architecture owes much to the nineteenth-century
French Hellenism that was manifested not only in the establishment of the École
Française d’Athènes (1846), but also in Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc’s Entretiens
sur l’architecture (1863–1872) and Auguste Choisy’s Histoire de l’architecture (1899). See
R. A. Etlin, “Le Corbusier, Choisy, and French Hellenism: The Search for a New Architecture”, The Art Bulletin, 1987, vol. 69, no. 2, pp. 264–278.
91 D. Vesely, “Architecture as a Humanistic Discipline”, in: The Humanities in Architectural
Design: A Contemporary and Historical Perspective, eds. S. Bandyopadhyay, J. Lomholt,
N. Temple, R. Tobe, London–New York, 2010, p. 198.
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Fig. 12. John Ruskin, Modern Painters, vol. V, London, 1860, plate 56, p. 63, The Library of the
Institute of Art History, University of Warsaw

– who still reads them?” – asks Karsten Harries in his essay discussing the
contemporary tension between “design creativity” and “the humanities”.92 Le
Corbusier – not only the master of modern standardisation and béton brut,
but also a reader of Homer and Ruskin – was still able to picture Odysseus
wandering in the villages of the Cyclades.93 We may also assume that, like
Odysseus, Le Corbusier tended to look for a safe shelter under the trees. Thus
the Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau would not only be an example of a modern
paradeigma (standardisation) – as a villa prototype that would be inserted into
Le Corbusier’s immeubles-villas – but also a manifestation of a “paradigmatic”
situation (mythos) of designing a dwelling around a tree.

Abstract
The paper presents some comments on Homer’s ekphrasis of Odysseus’s thalamos, as presented in Book 23 of the Odyssey, and Le Corbusier’s Pavillon de L’Esprit Nouveau which
was built for the 1925 Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes
92 K. Harries, “The Responsibility of Architectural Design”, in: The Humanities in Architectural Design: A Contemporary and Historical Perspective, p. 7.
93 See Le Corbusier, Quand les cathédrales étaient blanches. Voyage au pays des timides, Paris,
1937, p. 65. For more information on Le Corbusier’s reading list, cf. e.g. P. Turner, “The
Beginnings of Le Corbusier ’s Education, 1902–1907”, The Art Bulletin, 1971, vol. 53,
no. 2, pp. 241–224.
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and held in Paris. Both works imply a specific architectural situation of designing a domestic space around a growing tree. The architectural nature of Odysseus’s thalamos (his and
Penelope’s nuptial bed and the bedchamber built around an olive tree in the palace of
Ithaca) is revealed, for example, in the interpretation of the daidalon, i.e. the epithet that
Homer uses in his ekphrasis which is associated with the name of Daedalus, the first
mythical architect. Le Corbusier’s pavilion, which included a tree in its garden terrace, is
seen not only as a standardised unit of immeubles-villas, but also as a “paradigmatic” situation of designing a dwelling or a breathing space around a tree.
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“Ethnology Has Introduced Law
and Order”: Remarks on the Works
of Bronisław Malinowski
as a “Hybrid Activity”
These remarks are the result of a coincidence. They have resulted from an art
historian’s hunt for observations on the artistic culture of the native inhabitants of the Trobriand Islands region to be found in the works of Bronisław
Malinowski. The object of the search were reflections which might be taken
as a sui generis theory of tribal art. Yet such observations or reflections are
scarce in Malinowski’s works; those which could be found were usually superficial descriptions rather than insightful analyses of tribal artefacts. Still, this
search has revealed that Malinowski’s writings contain evidence of creativity of a distinctly artistic nature, which may interest a student of the visual
arts. This evidence are images which are constructed from words and which
evince various approaches to the poetics of imaging. In fact, the presence of
such images and their diversity justifies a comparison between the works
of Bronisław Malinowski and, only seemingly paradoxically, the works of
James Joyce. Many passages of Ulysses were created by applying various literary conventions; Joyce would ironically juxtapose the poetics of a press
advertisement with a pastiche of a Homeric epic, the banal form of a press
report would be combined with the style of a schoolgirl’s diary, a police
report and a myth. Combining genres and playing with literary conventions
to a great extent determined the character of Joyce’s work,1 which may be
perceived as an almost anthropological vivisection of ordinary bourgeois life.2
1

2

Cf. R. Ellmann, James Joyce, New York–Oxford–Toronto, 1982, p. 357 ff. Ellmann points
out that the use of many literary styles in Ulysses was an extension of the technique
used earlier in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. On literary conventions used in
Ulysses, cf. also: St. Gilbert, James Joyce’s Ulysses, New York, 1955, the chapter entitled
“The Narrative of Ulysses”.
Richard Ellmann asserts that in Ulysses, where facts are juxtaposed with myth and
references to the mundane reality of Dublin are interwoven with realities shown, e.g.
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Malinowski created his great monographs in a similar way, although without
Joyce’s signature irony and inclination towards pastiche; he would use not
only various literary conventions,3 but also various conventions of imaging.
He resorted to these in order to represent the reality of the Trobrianders as
convincingly as possible, and also in a manner that would affect the reader’s
imagination.4 The current essay is thus a layman’s attempt to invade a territory that is foreign to him: a historian of art is trying here to treat selected
passages from the works of an ethnologist in a manner that is relevant to his
own area of study.
The notion that Malinowski’s monograph may be approached as per the
above was suggested by, among others, the American anthropologist of culture, James Clifford. Writing about ethnography as a “hybrid activity”, Clifford presented premises that permit us to associate ethnographic activity with
critical approaches that are usually linked with avant-garde art.5 Commenting
on the works of the French researchers of tribalism, e.g. Marcel Mauss, Lucien Lévy-Bruhl, Paul Rivet, Michel Leiris and Georges Bataille, Clifford used
the terms ‘ethnographic surrealism’ and ‘surrealist ethnography’ – metaphors
which powerfully point to connections between anthropological research and
literature and art. It is precisely these metaphors that justify the search for

3

4

5

in Homer’s epic or Dante’s poem, we are dealing with only an illusion of reality. Ellmann also reports that the persons and situations described in Ulysses were modelled
on those encountered by Joyce in his experience of mundane reality. Cf. Ellmann,
op. cit., p. 360 ff.
That the writings of not only Bronisław Malinowski, but of ethnologists in general,
are essentially of a literary nature is currently accepted as an almost unquestionable
fact, based on the self-examining texts written by those students of culture themselves.
At this point it is necessary to mention the by now canonical studies focusing on
the “literary” character of Malinowski’s work by Clifford Geertz and, following him,
James Clifford. Geertz emphatically situates anthropology in the scope of literary, not
scientific, discourse; in his view, anthropology is a type of literary output, “a mere game
of words”. Cf.: C. Geertz, Works and Lives: The Anthropologist as Author, Stanford CA,
1988, pp. 1–24, 73 ff. James Clifford, in turn, writes about the process of transforming
the experiences of a field worker into a text that is essentially literary. Cf. J. Clifford,
“On Ethnographic Authority”, in: idem, The Predicament of Culture. Twentieth-Century
Ethnography, Literature, and Art, Cambridge MA, 1988, p. 21. Doris Bachmann-Medick
writes about the anthropologists’ new awareness arising from what she calls a “reflexive
turn” in anthropology. Cf. D. Bachmann-Medick, Cultural Turns: Neuorientierungen in den
Kulturwissenschaften, Reinbek, 2006.
Cf. the observations of the historian Ernest Gellner regarding the myth of Bronisław
Malinowski as a great researcher and theoretician of culture which arose in the circles
of “Malinowski’s children”. Gellner reconstructs and deconstructs this myth on the
basis of the statements of the great ethnologist’s successors and followers. Cf. E. Gellner, “On Malinowski”, in: idem, Selected Philosophical Themes. Volume I: Cause and Meaning in the Social Sciences, London–New York, 2003, p. 141.
J. Clifford, “On Ethnographic Surrealism”, in: idem, The Predicament of Culture, op. cit.,
p. 117 ff.
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elements that might interest a researcher of the visual arts in the works of
Bronisław Malinowski.
A passage found at the very beginning of Bronisław Malinowski’s best
known and most highly valued monograph, Argonauts of the Western Pacific,
which focuses on the ritual kula exchange, seems to validate the above approach
with regard to this ethnologist’s output. This passage discusses the difficulties
posed by investigating a primitive culture and presents the role of ethnology in this study. In Malinowski’s view, ethnology “has introduced law and
order into what seemed chaotic and freakish. It has transformed for us the
sensational, wild and unaccountable world of ‘savages’ into a number of
well ordered communities, governed by law, behaving and thinking according to consistent principles”.6 The assertion that ethnology introduces order
into the world of “savages” seems particularly interesting. “Order” should
be understood here as a synonym of the concept of “form”, i.e. in the sense
which a student of art usually associates with the Great Theory of Beauty
deriving from ancient times.7 This order would be to, a great extent, defined
by procedures worked out in the field of ethnology as a scientific discipline.
Yet, as it will turn out, this order is defined not only by procedures proper
to ethnology. Bronisław Malinowski stressed that ethnological training permitted the observer of a tribal culture to investigate it in a more profound,
pedantic, systematic and methodical way; he wrote that “the object of scientific training is to provide the empirical investigator with a mental chart, in
accordance with which he can take his bearings and lay his course”.8 It might
be stated that the great monographs authored by the Polish scholar constitute a singular map of reality in which the native Trobriand islanders used to
live. At the same time, Malinowski was mindful of the aesthetic side of his
works; he was attentive to their structure (the already mentioned “order”) as
much as to their literary aspect and the stratum of images constructed from
words. The otherwise obvious fact which must be recalled at this point is
that a map, being a projection of a terrain, is an image of some reality. Even
though owing to its rational and utilitarian character it is situated more in the
sphere of science, it is certainly not far from art.9 The question which arises
6
7

8
9

B. Malinowski, Argonauts of the Western Pacific. An Account of Native Enterprise and Adventure in the Archipelagoes of Melanesian New Guinea, London, 1932, pp. 9–10.
W. Tatarkiewicz, Parerga, Warsaw, 1978, pp. 7–8. It must be noted that in Polish the
word ‘ład’ (order) is the root of the adverb ‘ładnie’, whose superlative form, ‘najładniej’,
refers to the concept of beauty, so it seems that a researcher of art may have something
to say in that matter.
Malinowski, Argonauts…, op. cit., pp. 12–13.
Writing about visual culture in 17th-century Holland, Svetlana Alpers notes how obvious was the existence of maps – examples of a special manner of describing the world
– as images of reality in this culture. She perceives Dutch mapping as an act of encompassing the world, which, in contrast to the Italian linear perspective, was not based
on a human measure. She emphasises that Dutch maps were images which united
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here is whether in Bronisław Malinowski’s writings we are dealing with the
objective “mapping” of a tribal reality understood as describing it faithfully
or whether his output should be perceived as a post factum imposing of order
on an earlier experience of the Trobriand reality. It seems that the answer
cannot be clear-cut.
In the present remarks we propose that Bronisław Malinowski’s writings
be perceived as the practice of creating this metaphorically conceived map
which consists of images of tribal culture. In the role of the images we have
the descriptions of the research site locations, suggestive depictions of tropical nature and the local architecture or urban design, the regrettably scarce
reports on signs of tribal artistic culture, e.g. boats or various hand-made
objects produced by the natives, and, finally, the many evocative pictures from
the Trobriand cultural reality: the “cinematic” (as Malinowski himself put it,
to which we shall come back later) descriptions of rituals, entertainments or
elements of daily life. Also, the verbal portraits of people, whom the ethnologist described both in physical and psychological aspects,10 are certainly images.
In addition, his texts contain some very suggestive comparisons of concrete
persons or situations to images known from famous works of art.11 The list
of images is completed by maps and charts, some of them having been made
by the scholar himself, and numerous photographs.
The strictly “modernist” visual forms which appear in Malinowski’s works,
such as tables, graphs, lists, synoptic charts, diagrams, etc., are also images. The
term ‘modernist’ serves to anchor these forms in time, because it permits us to
link them with, for instance, the idea of modern – modernist – architecture,
which constitutes a glorification of the principles of functionalism, mathematical order, harmony and standardisation. Paradoxically, Bronisław Malinowski’s
concept of functionalism, based on the theory that separate institutions of
culture remain in a close and “harmonious” functional relationship and thus
constitute an indivisible whole, can be perceived in the discourse of the theory
of culture as a distinctive counterpart to Le Corbusier’s idea of architecture.
Malinowski seems to treat various institutions of culture, such as marriage,
kinship, the sexual life, the kula ritual, myth, magic or religion, as modules
which are equal to one another, which constitute a coherent whole and which
can be researched in a similar manner on the basis of theoretical assumptions
artists, travellers and discoverers. Cf. S. Alpers The Art of Describing. Dutch Art in the
Seventeenth Century, Chicago, 1983.
10 E.g. one of the descriptions of Chief To’uluwa, the person who is most often mentioned
in Malinowski’s Trobriand books: “I found him changed and aged, his tall figure more
bent, his large face, with its expression half of benevolence and half of cunning, wrinkled and clouded over”. Malinowski, Argonauts…, op. cit., p. 468.
11 A passage from A Diary: “Talk with Mick; congeniality. ‘Mediterranean’ when he sits
crouching like Achilles in a drawing by Wyspianski” is a case in point. B. Malinowski,
A Diary in the Strict Sense of the Term, translated by N. Guterman, London, 1989,
p. 146.
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that are accepted beforehand. He was adamant in saying: “The field worker
relies entirely upon inspiration from theory”12. It is not my intention here to
state that this field worker, i.e. Bronisław Malinowski himself, was inspired
by Le Corbusier’s idea of architecture or vice versa. My aim is to point out
that the ways of thinking that are dominant in a culture, the ideas that are
“in the air”, influence various spheres of life, including architecture and ethnology; hence they may constitute a sort of a filter in the process of recognition and conceptualisation of the tribal reality by a field worker.
The term “modernist forms of imaging” authorises a reference to the European cultural tradition and to the 17th- and 18th-century tradition as described
by Michel Foucault, i.e. the tradition of arranging things in order, with permanent tables being an expression of this order.13 Such ordered tables were
treated as the cores of all knowledge; the contemporary episteme was impossible without a clearly arranged table that clearly displayed correspondences or
differences. According to Foucault, a table was where mathesis, understood as
imposing order on simple entities, could be combined with taxinomia, imposing order on complex entities. Mathesis, taxinomia and genesis made it possible
to determine the network of permanent interdependencies, which defined the
configuration of knowledge in the classical manner. The way the Trobriand
culture is presented in Bronisław Malinowski’s monographs seems to be a distant echo of this method of apprehending reality. In Argonauts, Malinowski
writes that an ethnologist must first construct a kind of a “skeleton of abstract
constructions”, which is later filled in with the reality of the actual native
life; this “skeleton” must be supplemented “by all the details of behaviour,
setting and small incident”.14
A student of art will certainly be interested in Bronisław Malinowski’s
method of constructing a generalised image of tribal reality. The structure,
that is the “skeleton” of this image – which is a metaphorically understood
map – is laid out first by the descriptions of the geographical region under
research, then by the descriptions of the concrete area which is the space of
research, including e.g. the location, architecture and urban design of a village,
which Malinowski complemented with printed maps or his own drawings.15
The description of the racial features and the chief cultural patterns of the
residents of the area in question are important elements of such narration.
Further on, Bronisław Malinowski followed a procedure which he outlined
12 Malinowski, Argonauts…, op. cit., p. 38.
13 M. Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences, London–New
York, 2002, p. 79 ff, 267.
14 Malinowski, Argonauts…, op. cit., p. 18.
15 A case in point is the filmic manner in which the approach to the Boyowa Island is
narrated in Argonauts; the narration is combined with picturesque descriptions of the
landscape, including its colours, and the local residents, followed by a description of
the village architecture and urban design. A map of the Trobriand Archipelago complements the narrative. Cf.: Malinowski, Argonauts…, op. cit., p. 49 ff.
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in detail at the very outset of Argonauts. He asserted there that first, “[t]he
organisation of the tribe, and the anatomy of its culture must be recorded in
a firm, clear outline. The method of concrete, statistical documentation is the
means through which such an outline has to be given”.16 In the second stage
of the proceedings, “[w]ithin this frame, the imponderabilia of actual life, and
the type of behaviour have to be filled in” in almost the same way that a map
is filled in with details. Malinowski highlighted the role of an “ethnographic
diary”; he considered the procedure of keeping it to be extremely important,
especially if it is “made possible by close contact with native life”. The following step in the process of creating the image of tribal life was to complement
the preceding two stages with a presentation of a set of ethnographic documents. These could be statements, characteristic narratives, typical expressions,
folklore themes and magic formulas used to illustrate the natives’ mentality.
“These three lines of approach lead to the final goal, of which an Ethnographer
should never lose sight. This goal is, briefly, to grasp the native’s point of view,
his relation to life, to realise his vision of his world”,17 concluded Malinowski.
As is well known, however, the final effect of the process would be a presentation of not so much the native worldview as the way in which this worldview is perceived by a European ethnographer.18
In Argonauts, Bronisław Malinowski attempted to construct exceedingly
visual images of the Trobriand Archipelago – the area in which the kula
exchange system was in operation. Some of these images resemble maps
drawn in various scales; many are almost cinematic.19 In one of the initial
descriptions, the area of the eastern end of New Guinea and the Trobriand
Islands is shown first from a distance, as if from above; the reader seems to be
invited to imagine the area as seen from an airplane window. Then the narrator gradually lowers the viewpoint and introduces more and more details.
In addition to their cinematic quality, such images constitute a kind of map
constructed from words, which provides a vivid, intensely visual picture of the
terrain, showing the tropical nature and indicating the distribution of tribes
resident in New Guinea and the Trobriand Islands. Malinowski mentioned the
16 Ibid., p. 24.
17 Ibid., p. 25.
18 On this topic, cf. J. Clifford, “On Ethnographic Surrealism”, op. cit., and C. Geertz,
Available Light: Anthropological Reflections on Philosophical Topics, Princeton NJ, 2001.
The American scholar Edward M. Bruner writes about ethnography as a creation of
narrative structures and questions the traditional distinction between an ethnographer
as a subject and the native peoples as the object of the research; he asserts that, essentially, the work of an anthropologist is less the discovery of reality than the anthropologist’s dialogue with his or her own symbolic system. Cf. E. M. Bruner, “Ethnography as Narrative”, in: The Anthropology of Experience, ed. V. W. Turner, E. M. Bruner,
pp. 139–155.
19 Malinowski, Argonauts…, op. cit., chapter “The Country and Inhabitants of the Kula
District”, p. 27 ff.
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tribes that participated in the kula exchange, characterised the typical physical
appearance of their members and described the settlement areas and sailing
routes used to conduct the ritual exchange.
As has been stated at the outset, the search for examples of Bronisław
Malinowski’s research perspective regarding tribal art provided the departure
point for these remarks; but it turned out that the ethnologist’s concern
with this issue was only sporadic and, worse still, very superficial. Let it be
emphasised again: his analyses of tribal works are usually limited to a very
brief description and, in some cases, to a statement of admiration for their
form. A student of art may thus feel disappointed. The absence of a deeper
analysis of the works of Trobriand art may even seem surprising, considering
the fact that Malinowski was on friendly terms with Witkacy, Leon Chwistek
and the other leading lights of early 20th-century artistic culture in Poland.
When mentioning the two fundamental elements of the kula exchange, i.e. the
mwali bracelets and the soulava necklaces fashioned from red spondylus shell,
Malinowski described them only as decorative objects, well-nigh ornamental
trinkets, although they were carriers of symbolic meanings – components of
complex mythological narratives associated with the system of religious beliefs
and magical practices of the islanders. He was just as superficial in his descriptions of the ornamentation of the boats used in the kula exchange ritual. In
Argonauts we find the following passage:
When the canoes then approach, and you see them rocking in the blue water in all
the splendour of their fresh white, red, and black paint, with their finely designed
prowboards, and clanking array of large, white cowrie shells (see Plates XLIX, LV) you
understand well the admiring love which results in all this care bestowed by the native
on the decoration of his canoe.20

All there is are expressions of admiration for their aesthetic value; we find
here no reflection whatsoever on the meanings encoded by the islanders in
the decorations of their boats, which were the true reason why the decorations were made in the first place. When describing the preparations for the
launch, Malinowski says: “The canoe is now ready for the sea, except for
the painting, which is only for ornamentation (underline A.K.)”.21 A piece
of information given further on seems to contradict this strong statement,
however, because Malinowski says that “the whole outside of the canoe is
painted in three colours”, these being white, red and black, and that the application of each is accompanied by an appropriate spell, “the most important
one over the black colour”. Further on the ethnologist emphasises: “A new
sailing craft is not only another utility created; it is more: it is a new entity
sprung into being, something with which the future destinies of the sailors

20 Malinowski, Argonauts…, op. cit., p. 108.
21 Ibid., p. 139.
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will be bound up, and on which they will depend”.22 This was owed, albeit
not exclusively, to the colours used in the decoration of the boat. The white
colour, applied on the sides, was an element of a narrative referring to regeneration; it was associated with the first pregnancy rites, with the beginnings
of life, with the state of purity and honesty, and with children, who have
no history. Red symbolised the next phase of human life, the one associated
with reaching maturity and with eroticism; also, young unmarried women
wore red skirts. Black was the symbol of death. One colour referred to the
other and together they were a component of a multifaceted narrative about
the cyclical energy of life.23
It is truly puzzling that Malinowski, who discussed almost every other
aspect of life on the Trobriand Islands, did not consider an in-depth analysis
of the local artistic culture to be worth his time. Yet his Trobriand diary contains information that he copied the ornaments on a boat used in the kula
ritual24 and photographed the process of carving its decorative prow.25 Also,
the diary reveals Malinowski’s intention to write a large monograph about the
people and their culture, which was to have a very simple title: Kiriwina. An
outline of this book is now in the archive of the London School of Economics;
it was to have seven large chapters, of which the last was to focus on art.26
This monograph was never written. Malinowski used the source materials
intended for its basis to prepare other works, including Argonauts of the Western
Pacific, which was published in 1922.
Research conducted since the 1950s by Edmund Leach, Patrick Glass,
Giancarlo Scoditti and others has demonstrated that the art of communities
resident in Papua New Guinea, including the Trobriand Islands, encompassed
extremely broad visual and narrative spheres. For instance, the prows of boats
used in the kula ritual turned out to convey symbolic meanings rooted in the
myth of a hero named Monikuiki. The prow ornaments described his life and,
at the same time, were his attribute. In one of the more recent studies concerning the art of the Trobriand Islands, in a book entitled The Art of Kula27
published in 2002 by Shirley F. Campbell, the decorations of boats used in the
kula ritual by the residents of Vakuta Island are analysed in terms of Roland
Barthes’ semiotics. Campbell presents them as a well-developed system of
distinctly decorative forms which convey extremely intricate meanings. She
shows that the ornamentation of boats used in the kula ritual did not develop
in isolation but, on the contrary, by serving both as decoration and communication it constituted one of the ways of experiencing reality. On the formal
level, it referred to the realities of the natural world: the universe of animals
22
23
24
25
26
27

Ibid., p. 146.
S. F. Campbell, The Art of Kula, Oxford, 2002, p. 118 ff.
Malinowski, A Diary…, op. cit., p. 253.
Ibid., p. 195.
S. F. Campbell, op. cit., p. 2.
S. F. Campbell, op. cit., p. 193.
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and plants and to human body parts; it was associated with religious and
magical ceremonies, for instance ones celebrating marriage, first pregnancy or
death. In the kula ritual, as Shirley Campbell states in the conclusions of her
book, art referred chiefly to the complicated interactions between the men and
women of Vakuta Island. The decorations on the boats were a part of a system that also encompassed architectural decorations, especially those seen on
yam storehouses, decorations on items of everyday use, ways of dressing and
body decorations. This complex system expressed both religious and magical
content; it reflected the ways of conceptualising reality and thus the Vakuta
islanders’ notions of such issues as, for example, the stages of human life:
conception and childhood, development and decline. It was linked with the
cultivation of gardens, with fishing, with the institution of marriage, with the
belief in reincarnation and with views concerning the way a person is born.
Essentially, this system was one of the most important elements that both
shaped and expressed the Vakuta islanders’ perception of reality.
His works may not contain in-depth analyses of artistic culture, but
Malinowski’s sensitivity to the visual quality of life on the Trobriand Islands
is noteworthy. The painterly character of many of his descriptions reveals this
clearly; here is an example:
When, on a hot day, we enter the deep shadow of fruit trees and palms, and find ourselves in the midst of the wonderfully designed and ornamented houses hiding here and
there in irregular groups among the green, surrounded by little decorative gardens of
shells and flowers, with pebble-bordered paths and stone-paved sitting circles, it seems
as if the visions of a primeval, happy, savage life were suddenly realised, even if only
in a fleeting impression. Big bodies of canoes are drawn high up the beach and covered
with palm leaves ; here and there nets are drying, spread out on special stands, and
on the platforms in front of the houses sit groups of men and women, busy at some
domestic work, smoking and chatting.28

This description easily brings to mind the paintings of Paul Gauguin. Malinowski’s works also contain images in a surreal style, reflecting the character of the
subject matter discussed by the ethnologist, which in this case are the Trobrianders’ dreams.29 His diaries reveal Malinowski’s sensitivity to visual forms
and colours, as well as his familiarity with artistic traditions. For instance, he
compared an islander he was observing with the ancient sculpture known as
The Dying Gaul;30 elsewhere he wrote about his white friend, Mick George, that
he sat “crouching like Achilles in a drawing by Wyspianski”.31 In his analysis
of the Trobriand diaries, Dariusz Czaja found ample evidence of Malinowski’s
28 Malinowski, Argonauts…, op. cit., pp. 35–36.
29 B. Malinowski, The Sexual Life of Savages in North-Western Melanesia, New York, 1929,
p. 386 ff.
30 Malinowski, A Diary…, op. cit., p. 222.
31 Ibid., p. 146.
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excitement aroused by visual perceptions.32 Also, analysing Malinowski’s sensitivity to the visual aspects of reality, he brought to attention his predilection for seeing and framing the observed reality in a painterly or photographic
manner. According to Czaja, Malinowski truly was a child of his times; fed on
modernist literature, his literary imagination did not deviate from the acquired
model (regrettably, no examples of such reading material are given). Let it be
added, however, that his imagination had been nourished not only by literature, but also by film, photography, painting and other modes of imaging,
of which his texts provide ample proof.
The filmic quality of Bronisław Malinowski’s descriptions of tribal life is
striking indeed; for instance, at the very beginning of Argonauts we find the
following passage:
Imagine yourself suddenly set down surrounded by all your gear, alone on a tropical
beach close to a native village, while the launch or dinghy which has brought you sails
away out of sight. 33

This suggestively picturesque image was intended to arouse the reader’s imagination; it brings to mind a shot which opens an intriguing film narrative.
Malinowski’s works abound in distinctly filmic descriptions. This is another
example:
[…] the men, adorned in full dancing attire, range themselves for the performance, the
drummers and the singers in the centre of a ring formed by the decorated dancers. As
in a normal dance, standing in the central place, the singers intone a chant, the dancers begin to move slowly and the drummers to beat time. But they are not allowed
to proceed: almost at the first throb of the drums, there breaks forth from inside the
huts the wailing of those women who are still in mourning from behind the inner row
of houses, a crowd of shrieking, agitated female figures rush out and attack the dancers, beat them with sticks, and throw coconuts, stones, and pieces of wood at them.34

Malinowski was fully aware that his descriptions were filmic; he intended
them to be so. In The Sexual Life of Savages he wrote:
And now, in order to summarize briefly the results of this chapter and the previous one, let us imagine that we are taking a bird’s-eye view of a native village, and
are trying to form a compound moving picture (underlines A.K.) of the life of the
community. Casting our glance over the central place, the street, and the surrounding grove and garden land, we see them peopled by men and women mixing freely
and on terms of equality. Sometimes they go together to work in the garden, or to
collect food-stuffs in the jungle or on the sea-shore. Or else they separate, each sex
32 D. Czaja, “Malinowski o kolorach. Na marginesie Dzienników” [Malinowski on Colours.
On the Margin of the Diaries], in: idem, Sygnatura i fragment. Narracje antropologiczne
[Signature and Fragment. Anthropological Narratives], Cracow, 2004, p. 43 ff.
33 Malinowski, Argonauts…, op. cit., p. 4.
34 Malinowski, The Sexual Life of Savages…, op. cit., p. 177.
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forming a group of workers engaged in some special activity, and performing it efficiently and with interest.35

A “cinematic” glance at life on the Trobriand Islands was usually a preamble
leading to a systematic presentation of some cultural phenomenon that was
being researched by Malinowski, e.g. the ritual kula exchange, the sexual life
of the islanders, the institution of family, myths or totemism.
Yet the painterly or filmic descriptions, of which there are many in
Malinowski’s works, are interspersed with passages where his persona is that
of a level-headed constructor attempting to express the tribal reality of the Trobriand Islands by means of images that are clearly associated with the modern
era and with a technological civilisation. These images are the tables, graphs,
lists, diagrams, synoptic charts etc., which constitute an excellent example of
the already mentioned “order” introduced by ethnology. In Malinowski’s words:
All types of economic transactions may be studied by following up connected, actual
cases, and putting them into a synoptic chart; again, a table ought to be drawn up of
all the gifts and presents customary in a given society, a table including the sociological,
ceremonial, and economic definition of every item. Also, systems of magic, connected
series of ceremonies, types of legal acts, all could be charted, allowing each entry to
be synoptically defined under a number of headings. Besides this, of course, the genealogical census of every community, studied more in detail, extensive maps, plans and
diagrams, illustrating ownership in garden land, hunting and fishing privileges, etc.,
serve as the more fundamental documents of ethnographic research.36

Tables, diagrams, charts, “sociological graphs” and genealogical diagrams
constitute a separate category in Malinowski’s works. The earliest example is
found already in his youthful essay entitled Observations on Friedrich Nietzsche’s
The Birth of Tragedy.37 There the young Malinowski compared, in a table form,
the types and features of Apollonian art with those of Dionysian art. Tables,
diagrams, charts, etc. are imaging structures of an unmistakably mimetic
nature, while at the same time they help to catalogue and thus to impose order
on a hardly graspable reality. They also give an illusory sense of control over
reality. Examples of such images are found, among others, in tables included
in The Sexual Life of Savages, in which Malinowski attempted to demonstrate
sexual activity in various age groups by means of statistical data. Elements
of the kinship system and the division of magical practices between the men
and women are presented in diagrams; types of wedding gifts are listed, the
terms and meanings used to denote some object or phenomenon are inventoried. This kind of imaging can be compared to modernist paintings, an
35 Ibid., pp. 185–186.
36 Malinowski, Argonauts…, op. cit., p. 14.
37 B. Malinowski, “Observations on Friedrich Nietzsche’s The Birth of Tragedy”, in: The
Early Writings of Bronislaw Malinowski, translated by L. Krzyżanowski, ed. R. J. Thornton, P. Skalník, Cambridge, 2006, p. 67.
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exemplification of which would be a net or a grid pattern. “Geometry is the
archetype of modern mind”, wrote Zygmunt Bauman. “The grid is its ruling
trope (and thus, so be it, Mondrian is the most representative among its visual
artists)”.38 The Renaissance discovery of linear perspective, used to produce
images of reality as perceived by the senses, is usually perceived as the source
from which the modern-era grid system originated. The Mercator projection,
used for mapping reality, was a development of the Renaissance grid created by converging lines. In time, the mapping grid developed into a coordinate system and became a model for the modern presentation of reality
(e.g. in urban planning, architecture or design). Rosalind Krauss asserted:
“In the spatial sense, the grid states the autonomy of the realm of art”,39
and she continued: “In the temporal dimension, the grid is an emblem of
modernity […]. By ‘discovering’ the grid, cubism, de Stijl, Mondrian, Malevich … landed in a place that was out of reach of everything that went before.
Which is to say, they landed in the present, and everything else was declared
to be the past”.40
Yet, Bronisław Malinowski’s view was that the “modernist” ordering of
tribal reality, accomplished by inscribing its elements onto that grid, must be
seen only as an introduction to further research:
I knew well that the best remedy for this was to collect concrete data, and accordingly I took a village census, wrote down genealogies, drew up plans and collected
the terms of kinship. But all this remained dead material, which led no further into
the understanding of real native mentality or behaviour, since I could neither procure
a good native interpretation of any of these items, nor get what could be called the
hang of tribal life.41

Photographs from the Trobriand Islands, about which much has already
been written,42 constitute a separate, and very interesting, set of examples
38 Z. Bauman, Modernity and Ambivalence, Cambridge–Malden MA, 2007, p. 15. On the
modernist (and post-modernist) grid as a metaphor of modernity understood as a state
of culture, cf.: Z. Bauman, “Urban Space Wars: On Destructive Order and Creative
Chaos”, Space and Culture, 1998, vol. 2, pp. 109–123; A. Friedberg, The Virtual Window:
From Alberti to Microsoft, Cambridge MA, 2009; J. H. Williamson, “The Grid: History,
Use and Meaning”, in: Design Discourse. History, Theory, Criticism, ed. V. Margolin, Chicago–London, 1989; R. E. Krauss, “Grids”, in: idem, The Originality of the Avant-Garde
and Other Modernist Myths, Cambridge MA–London, England, 1999; A. Kisielewski,
“Siatka jako metafora kultury. Przypadek reklamy” [The Grid as a Metaphor of Culture],
in: Między powtórzeniem a innowacją. Seryjność w kulturze [Between Repetition and Innovation. Seriality in Culture], ed. A. Kisielewska, Cracow, 2004.
39 R. E. Krauss, op. cit., p. 7.
40 Ibid., p. 10.
41 Malinowski, Argonauts…, op. cit., p. 5.
42 Cf. Konteksty. Polska Sztuka Ludowa, 2000, year LIV, no. 1–4. The entire issue of the
periodical was devoted to the lives and work (especially photographs) of Witkacy and
Bronisław Malinowski.
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of images. Malinowski owed his ability to take photographs mainly to Witkacy, who, let it be recalled, had taken part in Malinowski’s first expedition
to Australia and New Guinea in the year 1914, precisely as a photographer.
Malinowski’s serious approach to photography is also a matter of record; his
Trobriand diaries reveal that he was thinking of publishing an album with
the photographs he had taken in the Trobriand Islands.43. Photographing is
an essentially European/American cultural pattern, as are the ways of framing photographs that are popular at a given time.44 It is noticeable that the
reality of the tropical regions, as rendered in the photographic frames which
often have the character of postcards, became one of the iconographic motifs
in the visual sphere of modern mass culture. The Trobriand photographs show
the islanders posed for photograph or busy with various daily chores, ritual
ceremonies and the village buildings. Many of the photographs which have
having the above-mentioned postcard character show tropical landscapes with
boats and palms.
Malinowski himself was photographed as well, usually posed among the
natives, more rarely alone. These images can be viewed as a testimony of the
scholar’s presence in the tropics on the one hand, and on the other, as an
expression of his desire to be seen in these unquestionably unusual circumstances. They can also be viewed as a connecting link between his “objective”
scholarly work on the topic of the “savages” and the far more intimate diary,
working on which was certainly a sort of a self-vivisection. Hence Malinowski’s
presence in these photographs seems to suggest the situation of a researcher
becoming the object of his own research or of a narrator entering into his
own narrative and becoming one of its protagonists. In these photographs,
Malinowski is the only white man among the natives and, in contrast to them,
is always dressed. His presence seems to have a tinge of self-advertisement
aimed at reproducing fixed cultural roles. He posed for photographs dressed in
white, wearing glasses, a pith helmet and gaiters. He embodied the persona of
the European field researcher, while the dark-skinned “savages” were cast as
extras, whose presence in a way legitimised his cultural identity. These photographs are colonial in their character, documenting as they do the colonialist
inclusion of the Trobriand islanders into the discourse of ethnology. The photographs of Malinowski among the islanders are distinctly heterotopic, because
43 Malinowski, A Diary…, op. cit., p. 218. He never published it; this was done by Michael
Young as late as in 1998: M. W. Young, Malinowski’s Kiriwina. Fieldwork Photography
1915–1918, Chicago, 1998. Today, all of Malinowski’s photographs are accessible on the
website of the London School of Economics: http://archives.lse.ac.uk/TreeBrowse.
aspx?src=CalmView.Catalog&field=RefNo&key=MALINOWSKI%2F3 [accessed
22 April 2015].
44 Cf. J. R. Ryan, Picturing the Empire. Photography and the Visualisation of the British Empire,
London, 1997, esp. the chapter entitled “Framing the View”, p. 45 ff. Among others,
Ryan mentions that Victorian taste is evident in landscape photography and that, in
essence, this photography renders the European vision of the South Pacific islands.
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they constitute an attempt at combining two extremely different realities,
i.e. Malinowski’s world and the world of the “savages” he researched. They
are linked only by the discourse of ethnology, of which images derived from
various European tradition and representing various conventions of imaging
are a component. They are certainly a sign of the fragmentation of the world
and, at the same time, they particularise it. They appear to be elements of
a map constructed by Malinowski.
Even the very titles of Malinowski’s works refer to a cultural reality that is
distinctive not to the Trobriand Islands, but to Europe. These titles are often
characterised by an aesthetics that is reminiscent of advertisements, yet one
that is curiously poetical at the same time. Malinowski constructed them
so as to draw the potential reader’s attention; their poetic quality, in turn,
sprang from references to the realness of myth,45 for instance, which in itself
went beyond the purely pragmatic rhetorical goal. The titles of Malinowski’s
best-known monographs were: Argonauts of the Western Pacific, The Sexual Life
of Savages or Coral Gardens and Their Magic. The first title is a good illustration of such advertisement rhetoric and, at the same time, has a peculiar
poetic quality. Malinowski derived it from the reality of Greek myths; the
Argonauts were mythological heroes, fifty-two sailors who went on an expedition to Colchis to acquire the Golden Fleece. The subtitle of the work, in
turn, An Account of Native Enterprise and Adventure in the Archipelagoes of Melanesian New Guinea, may be perceived as an obvious echo of travel novels and
as a truly promotional promise of absorbing, imagination-stimulating reading material. This title clearly shows that in his book, Malinowski created
a vision of the Trobriand reality by means of images derived from his own
culture, the Homeric tradition for instance, or from travel novels. The title
and content of the famous Sexual Life of Savages, in turn, have been interpreted as evidence of a voyeuristic fascination with eroticism, which was
characteristic of European culture and which resulted from Victorian prudery
regarding sexuality.46
In his descriptions, Malinowski used the ethnographic present tense and at
the same time often constructed the narration from the point of view of his
own “I”. He assumed, as was noted by Marianna Torgovnick, the guise of an
all-knowing eye which indisputably identifies all things that constitute the
45 It must be noted that when an ethnologist refers to a myth (similarly as James Joyce
did in Ulysses), this seems to undermine the reliability of the narrative he or she creates (as was the case with Joyce’s narrative). Admittedly, however, if we assume the
ethnologist’s text to be a myth, we must ipso facto consider the cultures he or she
described to be mythical. Quite apart from their artistic value, Bronisław Malinowski’s monographs contain the fullest collection of data concerning the world of the
Trobriand islanders, which is now lost. On this topic, cf. E. Kosowska, E. Jaworski,
op. cit., p. 120.
46 M. Torgovnick, Gone Primitive. Savage Intellects, Modern Lives, Chicago–London, 1990,
p. 4.
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substance of ethnology.47 Also, Malinowski often used the first person plural;
he would use the pronoun “we” directly or would imply it in the imperative mood. This “we” binds together the reader and the narrator, i.e. the field
researcher himself. A critical analysis of this “I-witnessing” was presented by
Clifford Geertz.48 Yet it must be noted that Malinowski possessed a remarkable
linguistic awareness, as is shown by his comments on language issues found
in, among others, the book Coral Gardens and Their Magic. The use of the “witnessing” form “we” makes it possible to develop a bond between the reader
and the narrator/researcher. Both are members of the white race that is resident in Europe and North America; they are civilised men, well-educated and
cultured, rather affluent, and members of at least the middle class.49 This may
be perceived as another parallel between James Joyce’s Ulysses and Bronisław
Malinowski’s monographs. At the same time, the pronoun “we” constitutes
an opposition to the pronoun “they”, which meant the “primitives”, “savages”,
whom in his diaries Malinowski would call, in Polish, “drjanie”.50 By means of
the first person plural it is possible to create an illusion of a shared experience:
Let us imagine that we are sailing along the South coast of New Guinea towards its
Eastern end. At about the middle of Orangerie Bay we arrive at the boundary of the
Massim, which runs from this point north-westwards till it strikes the northern coast
near Cape Nelson (see Map II). As mentioned before, the boundary of the district inhabited by this tribe corresponds to definite geographical conditions, that is, to the absence
of natural, inland fastnesses, or of any obstacles to landing. […] As we approach the
47 Ibid.
48 C. Geertz, “I-Witnessing: Malinowski’s Children”, in: idem, Works and Lives, op. cit.,
p. 73 ff. As noted by Michel Foucault, some elements of a text always refer to the
author; these are personal pronouns, adverbials of time and place, cases. Cf. M. Foucault,
“What is an Author?”, translated by D. F. Bouchard, S. Simon, in: Language,
Counter-memory, Practice, ed. D. F. Bouchard, Ithaca NY, 1977, pp. 113–138. Edward M.
Bruner, whose work has already been referred to in this essay, stated that an ethnographer appears as “a material body through whom a narrative structure unfolds”.
Cf. E. M. Bruner, op. cit., p. 274. The debate concerning the writing subject is still
ongoing, not only in the context of cultural research. In her analysis of the impersonal
form that is preferred in a human science text (especially a text on art) – a form which
by nature is supposed to objectify and thus to be objective, Maria Poprzęcka stated
that, in reality, this form is simply camoufl age. In her opinion, writing art history is
a form of a literary work. Cf. M. Poprzęcka, “1. os. lp.” [1st Person Sing.], in: Podmiot/
podmiotowość. Artysta – historyk – krytyk [Subject/Subjectivism. The Artist – the Historian – the Critic], ed. M. Poprzęcka, Warsaw, 2011.
49 Bronisław Malinowski’s affi nity with the bourgeois middle class of his day, i.e. the
main addressees of his monographs, seems indisputable. The equipment he took with
him to the Trobriand Islands is telling in this context; it included a portable carpet,
a tarpaulin bathtub and a washstand, a sun umbrella, pyjamas and some bottles of
cognac. Cf. M. W. Young, Malinowski: Odyssey of an Anthropologist, 1884–1920, New
Haven–London, 2004.
50 In Polish: drjanie (today: dranie), i.e. rogues, scoundrels; in the translation by N. Guterman, delicately, “natives came from Vilaylima and Osapola”, p. 151.
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land, we can see distinctly the steep, folded slopes, covered with dense, rank jungle,
brightened here and there by bold patches of lalang grass.51

The application of the first person plural: “let us imagine”, “we are sailing”,
“we arrive”, “we can see”, expresses the assumption that the described image is
being experienced communally, and that this is an image which would appeal
only to a reader having a similar range of cultural experience as Bronisław
Malinowski. Such literary images are obviously a product of European culture and in their form they have very little in common with the realities of
the Trobriand islanders’ lives, because, let it be emphasised again, writing did
not exist in their universe and thus neither did literary descriptions, maps or
filmic, photographic or painterly images as they are understood in Europe.
In conclusion, it is necessary to add that treating the work of the great
Polish ethnologist in terms of artistic categories does not depreciate it. This
approach may, at the most, reveal alternative ways of reading it and thus
permit us to gain new insight into the reality presented therein. When reading Malinowski’s monographs, we realise that in his case, the experience of
life in the tropics found an expression in the images described above, and
thus it acquired a peculiarly artistic character.52 The comparison of Bronisław
Malinowski’s writings with the output of James Joyce, with which this essay
started, reveals that the manner of describing the realities of life in the tropics adopted by the Polish ethnologist in his monographs is close to the manner of representing reality proposed by Cubist painters. Remarks on Cubistic
fragmentation or the collage character of modern culture often appear in contemporary analyses as metaphors used to describe this culture. James Joyce’s
Ulysses has a similarly Cubistic quality. Bronisław Malinowski’s texts, too,
often reveal a multiplicity of perspectives, for example bird’s eye views or filmic
descriptions of picturesque Trobriand landscapes seen from the point of view
of a passenger arriving by ship or by boat. They also have many features that
make it possible to associate the Polish ethnologist’s narration with the idea
of a Cubistic collage. Images built from words, representing various conventions of imaging: maps, “modernist” tables and “synoptic charts”, painterly
descriptions of the natural world, “cinematic” descriptions of tribal rituals,
as well as photographs – all of these are examples of Cubistic papier collés.
This is one of the reasons why a student of art may find in Bronisław
Malinowski’s works confirmation of the already familiar hypothesis that the
phenomenon described, rather infelicitously, as primitivism, which was so evident in the avant-garde art of the first half of the 20th century (one of the components of which is also, to some extent, ethnology represented by the second
generation of field-working ethnologists, to which Malinowski belonged) is,
in fact, a construct created by a strictly European imagination. This confirms
51 Malinowski, Argonauts…., op. cit., p. 33.
52 Cf. J. Clifford, “On Ethnographic Surrealism”, op. cit., p. 117 ff.
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the correctness of the by now obvious realisation that the process of constructing the image of tribal life and culture in the early 20th century was based on
European culture – a culture which produced Greek myths, travel novels, the
concept of art, ethnology, photography, the cinematograph, easel painting,
tables, inventories, “synoptic charts” etc.
(Translated by Klaudyna Michałowicz)

Abstract
This essay is an attempt to look at the work of the eminent ethnologist Bronisław
Malinowski as an artistic creation. His work could be of interest to visual arts researchers.
In this essay, his work is treat ed as a collection of images with a strictly European provenance. Examples of such images could be depictions of the places where the Polish ethnologist conducted his research. These depictions are, in fact, maps which he created by
means of words. The images are like painted descriptions of tropical nature or, as Malinowski
himself said, cinematic representations of the everyday life of the natives from the Trobriand Islands; they are people’s portraits created by verbal descriptions, numerous photographs
and also specifically “modernist” visual forms, such as tables, graphs, diagrams etc. The
European nature of these images confirms the hypothesis that the phenomenon described,
rather infelicitously, as primitivism, of which ethnology represented by the second generation of field-working ethnologists, to which Malinowski belonged, was a component,
is a construct created by a strictly European imagination.
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“Perceived with Hebrew Sense
and Hebrew Instinct” – “Close
to the Christian Ideal”: Polish
Art Criticism on Maurycy Gottlieb’s
Christ Preaching at Capernaum
(1878–1879)
In a column dedicated to current events in the theatre and fine arts, published
in the 26th issue of Tygodnik Powszechny in 1879, an anonymous chronicler,
when commenting upon the news of Maurycy Gottlieb’s work that was being
painted, i.e. Christ Preaching at Capernaum (Fig. 1), expressed his hope that the
painting “would bestow considerable glory onto Polish art”.1 Unfortunately,
the canvas, whose inevitable success the Warsaw columnist was proclaiming, remained uncompleted, as only several days after the note was published
Maurycy Gottlieb died suddenly in Cracow on 17 July 1789.
This sizeable painting (271.5 × 209 cm), which was initiated in December
1878 in Rome, was displayed at an exhibition of works of Cracow’s Academy
of Fine Arts students. It was launched on 25 July 1879, soon after the painter’s death. Several months later it could also be viewed at Józef Unger’s Fine
Arts Salon, which was inaugurated on 26 October 1879 with an exhibition
of Gottlieb’s works (Fig. 2).2
1
2

“Teatr i sztuki piękne” [Theatre and Fine Arts], Tygodnik Powszechny, 1879, no. 28, p. 447.
Katalog obrazów wystawionych w Salonie Sztuk Pięknych Józefa Ungra w Warszawie… Listopad [Catalogue of Paintings Exhibited at Józef Unger’s Fine Arts Salon in Warsaw…
November], Warsaw, 1879, p. 6. It was Salomon Lewental, a well-known publisher and
book dealer, who bought the painting from the exhibition; in the 1920s his inheritors
submitted the canvas to the collection of Warsaw’s National Museum (see: In the Flower
of Youth. Maurycy Gottlieb 1856–1897, ed. N. Guralnik, Tel Aviv Museum of Art, Tel
Aviv, 1991, p. 209). On the history and meaning of Christ Preaching at Capernaum, cf.
also: E. Mendelsohn, Painting a People. Maurycy Gottlieb and Jewish Art, Hanover–London,
2002, pp. 134–138. However, the issue of the reception of Gottlieb’s painting in Polish
art criticism was not analysed in that book.
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Fig. 1. Maurycy Gottlieb, Christ Preaching at
Capernaum, 1878–1879, National Museum,
Warsaw. Public domain.

By the end of November yet another of Gottlieb’s canvases had reached
Unger’s Salon, this one also showing a scene from the life of Jesus, namely
Christ before His Judges, which had been started in 1877 and was also unfinished (Fig. 3).3 This painting was mentioned markedly less often than Christ
Preaching at Capernaum. Some references were limited to laconic statements
that in the painting the fanaticism of the college of priests sentencing Christ
had been rendered “with tragic horror”,4 or the penetrating argument that
did not support the opinion which stated that Christ was a “colourless, common [figure] saying nothing”.5 Waleria Marrené perceived Christ not as the
traditional embodiment of God-Man who is silent in the face of the priestly
tribunal but as a defender of those suffering and the oppressed and speaking
to the judges on their behalf rather than in the name of God.6
It was both in Cracow and Warsaw that Gottlieb’s Christ Preaching at
Capernaum attracted a large public and incited numerous comments of
the critics, though what they were dealing with was merely an outline
of a future work. Henryk Struve described it in the following way: “The entire
3
4
5
6

Katalog obrazów…, Warsaw, 1879 p. 5; cf. In the Flower of Youth. Maurycy Gottlieb 1856–
1897, p. 206.
B. Zawadzki, “Przegląd artystyczny przez...” [Art Review, by…], Bluszcz, 1880, no. 4,
pp. 29–30.
J. A. K., “Obrazy Gottlieba” [Gottlieb’s Paintings], Nowiny, 1879, no. 345, pp. 2–3.
M. [W. Marrené], “Salon sztuk pięknych Ungra w Warszawie” [Unger’s Fine Arts Salon
in Warsaw], Tygodnik Ilustrowany, 1879, no. 208, pp. 387–388.
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Fig. 2. Bronisław Podbielski, J. Unger’s Exhibition of Paintings (Salon) in Warsaw, Tygodnik
Ilustrowany, 1880, no. 213.

Fig. 3. Maurycy Gottlieb, Christ Before His Judges, 1877–1879, The Israel Museum, Jerusalem.
Public domain.
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painting shows Christ preaching in the synagogue. Next to him, to his left,
there is a women’s gallery. In front of Christ, at his feet – as he is standing
on an elevation – there is a group of male listeners, also uncompleted, except
for more distinctive sketches of some figures only, among whom what is most
striking is the portrait of the artist himself, extremely pensive. The most
accomplished figure in the whole painting is that of Christ, also constituting
the major focus”.7
The painting aroused so much general interest because, first of all, it had
been painted by a Jew with “an acute perception of eastern Biblical poetics”,
while the topic was of Christ and “what is more in a synagogue, thus seen
against Judaism”.8 The very piece of news that Gottlieb had chosen to tackle
such a motif excited curiosity. A journalist from Przegląd Lwowski wondered
how an artist who expressed “all his love [and] all his soul” in figures of Jews
could depict Christ in a synagogue. Although he did not know the image, he
surmised, however, that the figure would be unlikely “to shine with the light
of His divinity”.9
All of these kinds of questions and speculations were resolved with the display of Gottlieb’s work. After acquainting himself with the painting, a reviewer
from Czas affirmed that although representing Christ the artist definitely did
not refer to Christian art tradition but that Christ in his painting with a nobility, spirituality and sanctity. The countenances of the listeners were so full of
wonder and awe that “it feels that these souls – and we must conclude – in
the artist’s soul a new life has begun, a new gleam, and indeed a completely
new revelation of belief ”. According to the critic, despite this treatment of the
figure of Christ the picture had taken on a Jewish character: “The entire force
of the old order is inscribed here and renders the racial power of the Chosen
People that has not been lost after long centuries of dispersion”. In linking
a historical subject with religious reflection, the work reminded the critic of
the paintings of Henryk Siemiradzki. However, this did not change the fact
that Gottlieb was a unique and individual talent, and even the “religious-tribal”
aspect was so strongly manifested in the “spirit of ancient Judaism” and still
lives in Poland, where “irreligious progress or civilizational assimilation has not
yet wiped out the types and autonomous separation”. Gottlieb succeeded in
reflecting that spirit in his work because he was “of a strangely poetic nature”
and perfectly able, in a time that was unpoetic and imbued with materialism
which was especially deeply rooted among contemporary believers in Judaism,
to see such primordial idealism. The Jews listening to Christ that he depicted,
despite being quite characteristic, were nevertheless not “slavishly modelled
on typical heads that one can meet in Kazimierz, Brody or any other small
7
8
9

H. Struve, “Przegląd artystyczny” [Art Review], Kłosy, 1880, no. 758, p. 19.
“Wystawa szkoły sztuk pięknych” [The Exhibition at the School of Fine Arts], Czas,
1879, no. 172, p. 1.
“Kronika” [Chronicle], Przegląd Lwowski, 1879, no. 15, p. 136.
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Galician town”. The reviewer considered them “prototypes of that race, but
truly antique, wrapped in the charm of the historical concept of the former
synagogue”. In his comments he also claimed that Gottlieb was not inspired
by Ernst Renan’s theory that Christ is not a divine entity but the most perfect of men. He noted that the picture contains no trace of cold, scientific
rationalism; it is deep faith, but one that is reflected more on the faces of the
listeners than in Christ’s expression.10
The exhibition of Christ Preaching at Capernaum in Cracow was seen by
Michał Bałucki, who shared his thoughts with readers of the Warsaw-based
Tygodnik Powszechny. However, on the subject of the painting the writer had
nothing more to say than that the face of Christ is “full of the noble solemnity and melancholic reverie of the eastern peoples”, and in his dark eye one
can perceive deep wisdom, “sweetness” and “love” – that being the essence of
Christianity.11 A columnist for Przegląd Tygodniowy was equally terse and stated
that although Gottlieb depicted a Christ-Jew “in the dress of the teachers of
the people of Israel”, he did so with such dignity and inspiration that “many
a Christian artist would envy him”.12
Christ Preaching at Capernaum was most intensively commented on during the exhibition at Unger’s Salon. There was no hesitation in describing
the unfinished painting as “a masterpiece”, imbued with poetry, prayer and
peace,13 which would be enough to recognise Gottlieb’s exceptional talent and
have his name recorded among the greatest creators of native art.14
The critics’ attention was mainly focused on the “beauty and spirituality
anointing the face of the divine teacher”, to whom the artist was able to give
an original expression “of religious rites and prophetic rapture”.15 They also
emphasised that Gottlieb’s Christ is “the fruit of true inspiration” which is
extremely rarely seen in contemporary art and which can be created only by
a selected few artists who live in their own world of ideals providing them
with shelter from the “frosty currents of our rational age”.16 The reviewer of
Nowiny praised Gottlieb for his ability to free himself from the conventional
depictions of Christ and for creating a completely new type for this character
that is free from “dogmatically mandated majesty”, “dry religiousness” and
10 “Wystawa szkoły sztuk pięknych”, p. 1.
11 M. B. [M. Bałucki], “Korespondencja Tygodnika Powszechnego” [The Correspondence
of Tygodnik Powszechny], Tygodnik Powszechny, 1879, no. 35, pp. 533–534.
12 “Echa warszawskie. XXXIII” [Warsaw Echoes. XXXIII], Przegląd Tygodniowy, 1879, no.
33, p. 398.
13 Sęp [W. Maleszewski], “Z Warszawy” [From Warsaw], Biesiada Literacka, 1879, no. 203,
p. 323.
14 J. A. K., “Obrazy Gottlieba”, p. 3.
15 K. O., “Nowy salon artystyczny” [The New Fine Arts Salon], Kurier Codzienny, 1879,
no. 242, p. 1.
16 K. Matuszewski, “Wystawa dzieł sztuki p. Ungra” [Mr. Unger ’s Exhibition of Art
Works], Gazeta Polska, 1879, no. 256, p. 3.
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“academic formulae” embarrassing contemporary religious painting. In his work
the artist had given proof that the depicted figure feels deeply and sincerely,
giving it the solemnity of holiness and revived thought. As a result, he had
created a Christ “carried on the winds of his visions and dreams immersing
the soul in the celestial fields”.17
Waleria Marrené also gave high marks to Gottlieb’s work. Like the other
critics, she focused on Christ depicted “in a strangely noble, but poetic, way”,
on the expressive face and eyes “[that] inspired enthusiasm”.18 In a further
analysis she came to the conclusion that Gottlieb had perceived Christ with
“Hebrew sense and Hebrew instincts”, making it quite unlike either the spiritual pre-Raphaelite visions or the sensual images of the Renaissance masters,
let alone the conventionalised depictions of contemporary academics. “Gottlieb’s Christ”, she explained, “is a completely fresh character, conceived not
from faith, but from love; he is neither God nor an ordinary man: this is
a biblical prophet, a Hebrew speaking to the Hebrews and understandable for
them. […] This is not the Son of God, as he is usually depicted by Christian
masters; this is a rash spirit of that age, this is the successor of Elijah, Isaiah
and Ezekiel”.19
Stanisław Grudziński, in turn, was extremely critical of all the artist’s
works he had seen and made no exception for Christ Preaching at Capernaum
while evaluating it. He claimed that the painting “did not make any deeper
impression, the impression of spiritual truth”; this not being due to the fact
that the painter had bestowed “an extremely Semitic character, Arab dress,
and purely Hebrew features” upon the Saviour since the public had been
accustomed to the manner of presenting Biblical scenes in compliance with
archaeological or ethnographical knowledge by Siemiradzki in his Christ and
the Harlot, just to name one example. Meanwhile, Gottlieb’s work, according
to Grudziński, “makes us shiver”, and “a certain chill that we involuntarily
felt, did not want to leave our heart”, despite him trying to approach the
picture several times, “in different spirits”. Attempting to account for such
a reaction, Grudziński decided that the only or most important cause was to
be found in “the very concept of Christ”; “To us”, he explained, “He embodies, first of all, love, the love that flowed from heaven to earth like sunlight,
in order to uplift, warm up, enlighten everything that is humble, poor, and
suffering on the this earth. Without this love we cannot comprehend Christ,
and even if we do, we do not let ourselves be overwhelmed by the fervent
veneration that his person awakens in us. It is possibly for this very reason
that Gottlieb’s Christ does not appeal to us. The artist has perceived him in
the Hebrew manner, more as an inspired prophet, a mystic, more lambasting
17 J. A. K., “Obrazy Gottlieba”, p. 3.
18 M. [W. Marrené], “Salon dzieł sztuki” [The Salon of Art Works], Kurier Poranny i Antrakt,
1879, no. 311, pp. 2–3.
19 M. [W. Marrené], “Salon sztuk pięknych Ungra w Warszawie”, pp. 387–388.
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people, than blessing them, more prepared to die to fight for the truth of his
words than spurring the mankind to reach the ideal of ‘one flock with one
shepherd’. […] We feel that there are words of divine wisdom coming from
his mouth, but He says them just as prophets did, since they had to speak, as
divine inspiration burst their lungs and poured out in inspired words. Meanwhile, what we sought in Him was the One who voluntarily promised to
testify to the truth, who loved people, and wanted to die for their salvation,
using his own blood to seal the divine preaching on love. Gottlieb’s Christ
is a Hebrew mystic – a genius, prophet of the Hebrew – and it may be this
one-sidedness of the concept that accounts for the source of the chill that we
were unable to forget if only for a minute. […] From his perspective, Gottlieb created the figure of Christ which is beautiful and noble, yet it does not
harmonise at all with our ideals, therefore it is not his fault”.20
The distinctive image of Christ as presented by Gottlieb was also noticed
by Henryk Struve. To him this resulted from the differences between Christian
and Jewish spirituality. Christianity is a religion of love, humility and martyrdom, and the Christians believe that salvation has already happened. This
belief fills them with a mystical bliss and with gratitude, thus leading to the
greatest sacrifices. In Judaism, however, redemption is still being awaited, which
fills its followers with feelings of regret and longing. In addition, Jews do not
comprehend salvation “spiritually, ideally”, but “realistically” – as a removal
of obstacles to earthly happiness and world dominion under the care of Jehovah. That is exactly why a Christian’s humility, ecstasy and mysticism are
alien to Jews; for them this is “elegiac contemplation” and “meditation on
their despondency” or a sublime pathos based on “the sense of the majestic
dignity of the chosen people”.21
The “Orthodox Jewish” view on Christ could be seen by Struve even more
clearly in Christ before His Judges. As much as the preacher from the Capernaum synagogue was ennobled with “pathos and dignity”, which actually
“brought Him closer to the Christian ideal”, in the court scene he considered
the figure of Christ to be “totally different for Christian eyes”. Struve further
argued that Gottlieb’s vision decidedly differed from the Christian tradition
of depicting the condemned Christ as humble and submissive, and willingly
subjecting himself to the will of God and sacrificing himself in the name of
love for mankind. In Gottlieb’s Christ he could not find traces of humility
or submissiveness, on the contrary – in the sharp profile clearly appearing in
the exact centre of the canvas, in the exasperated expression on his face only
insignificantly softened by “a shade of ailing melancholy”, in the gesticulating
hand, in the arrangement of his whole body – he saw “an ordinary sectarian,
20 K. Grzymała [S. Grudziński], “Notatki artystyczne. Z Salonu Sztuk Pięknych Ungra,
w Warszawie” [Notes on Art. From Unger ’s Fine Arts Salon in Warsaw], Tygodnik
Powszechny, 1880, no. 2, p. 21.
21 H. Struve, “Przegląd artystyczny. I.” [Art Review], Kłosy, 1880, no. 757, p. 3.
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Fig. 4. Maurycy Gottlieb, Christ
Before His Judges, detail.

devoid of moral and spiritual superiority which could impress the High Priest,
stir his conscience and penetrate the mysteries of the heart and spirit of the
accused” (Fig. 4). This characteristic of Christ accentuated the “more dignified
and noble” treatment of the High Priest, on whose face one can read that the
sentence gives him a sense of justice and with the conviction of the rightness
of his position, appealing to the sympathies of the viewers. Struve called these
characterisations of the main figures “dislocated” from the point of view of
the “ideal content” of the presented scene.22
In Christ Preaching at Capernaum, despite its close proximity to the spirit
of Christianity, Struve found features that decidedly distinguished Gottlieb’s
painting from the works of Christian artists. He drew this conclusion while
comparing it with the works of those contemporary artists who “would develop
their Christ’s ideals in a more independent way, better matching the concepts
of the more present times”, and he considered Julius Schnorr von Carolsfeld,
Ary Scheffer, and Gustave Doré to be such. The first of them, despite “the
whole turn towards realism”, had not renounced “profound emotionality and
softness, even certain sentimentalism” in his representations of Christ. Scheffer, in his turn, whenever depicting Christ was always “an ethereal poet and
mystic”, while Doré’s works appealed to the beholder with a combination of
“truly romantic fantasy” and “a sublime spirituality of all religious personages,
Christ in particular”. Gottlieb’s Christ, Struve recapitulated, is completely different: “Peace and dignity are the hallmarks of his character. He raises his eyes
and hands to the heavens, but from his countenance and movements what
appear to us are rather dignity and majestic pathos than sincere affection and
22 Ibid., p. 19.
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deep emotion. We have before us a priest of the old order who pays homage
to God in heaven and calls upon Him to aid the chosen people, but we do
not see the Saviour, sincerely accepting His divine mission, heralding the good
news of the coming of the kingdom of God and of the reconciliation of God
and humanity to the suffering people. His eyes and mouth do not speak of
love, humility and martyrdom; from his entire attitude, from his entire relationship with God and people, it is not known that his heart is filled with
heavenly love, truths coming directly from God that he desires to share with
his hapless brothers for their perpetual good. […] This is not a harbinger of
a new order, new ideas, a reformer demanding the people’s spiritual rebirth,
rather this is a priest who, in his own sense of conformity with the existing
order of things, is carrying out the duties of his faith…”.23
This opinion of Władysław Maleszewski can be seen as being in opposition to Grudziński’s and Struve’s views. Maleszewski states that the work
marks Gottlieb’s “departure from the Jewish Orthodox tradition”. His Christ,
reminiscent of the reprimanding Moses, seems to be speaking of general love.
“This is the love”, the critic added, “that the painter believed in. He had it
in his soul – his Christ testifies to it. There is so much holiness in the figure
of the world’s Saviour! this holiness is cast upon the thoughts and countenances of the gathered listeners – the old man next to Christ is his follower,
while the artist staring at the preacher’s figure could be eagerly tempted to
follow him”.24
Bronisław Zawadzki discussed Christ Preaching at Capernaum three times.
He found the work’s greatest advantage to be that of the artist presenting
Christ without “mystical symbolism”, but “in the spirit of the historical epoch”
– a “Jerusalem preacher as he was seen by his contemporaries”. Combining
religious painting with elements of historical genre painting in no way diminished the perfect pronunciation of the work; on the contrary, this “robust
realism in the conception of the situation” gave the “ideal structure” of the
work “a mark of truth and life”.25 To the critic, Christ in Gottlieb’s painting
brings to mind the works of the early Renaissance masters – “an age of mystical harmony”. He did not find traits of the “more materialistic, cooler era”
of today. His face, full of “the majesty of divine tranquillity”, is not disturbed
by any human passions or internal dilemmas, there is also no sign giving hint
to the unceasing struggle with different types of misfortunes in the struggle
of earthly existence. The painter was able to fully feel the “sanctity of the
subject”, thanks to which he created a work that Zawadzki counted among
“the most sublime ideas known to us in the field of religious painting”.26
23 Struve, “Przegląd artystyczny”, p. 19.
24 Sęp [W. Maleszewski], “Z Warszawy”, p. 323.
25 Br. Z. [B. Zawadzki], “Wystawa obrazów Gottlieba” [The Exhibition of Gottlieb’s Paintings], Kurier Warszawski, 1879, no. 267, p. 3.
26 Br. Z. [B. Zawadzki], “Salon sztuk pięknych p. Ungra” [Mr. Unger’s Fine Arts Salon],
Wiek, 1879, no. 268, p. 5.
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In his own reflections on Gottlieb’s painting Zawadzki also did not ignore
the question of Christ’s “Jewishness” – of this “most ideal expression of the
Jewish tribe”, a figure who, despite becoming “the ideal for all humankind”,
as he, after all, “arose from the essence of Judaism and was with its historical
idea, its social and psychological values engaged most closely”. He wondered
therefore if Gottlieb, as a faithful follower of Judaism, wanted to see the Son
of God in Christ, or also “the most noble of sages and Hebrew moralists”.
Trying to resolve this issue he claimed that if the author of the painting had
been a Christian, no one would have asked similar questions because Gottlieb’s Christ “has the towering majesty of excellence and was held at such
a level of inspiration that often tends not to be an earthly pedestal”. Taking into account the “tribalism” of the artist as well as the fact that even
non-Christians value the ethical aspects of the teachings of Christ – the creator of a new moral order – Zawadzki presumed that in the preacher in the
synagogue at Capernaum Gottlieb did not see a divine essence but “only the
highest expression of the spirit and truth in antiquity, in this same spiritual
entwining with their eternal source: with God”. The painter expressed this
bond with God by directing Christ’s eyes towards the sky, from where there
seems to flow peace and wisdom reflected in his delicate and subtle face.27
The critic claims that it is Christ’s face that actually expresses the essence
of his “divine power”, not truly shown in the struggle and triumphs of good
over evil, though taking on the shape of an “omnipotent love” that is alien
to passions and concerns caused by hostile elements wrestling in nature and
in man.28 “The face’s profile”, he continued, “drawn in the style of Ary Scheffer, has this blissful softness of outline that seems to be the embodiment of
a cheerful soul, soft, sending forgiveness where vengeance is usually sent, or at
least the lust for rough clash and fight. This face has not been sternly furrowed by any hatred, any contradiction; as there are no elements for hatred;
where God connects with the world, there is no equality of wrestlers’ force
for any struggle to be started. The fewer the traits characteristically unique
and casual, the more splendid emanation of Divinity’s entirety and harmony,
whether I understand this literally or as the most sublime spiritualisation in
the truth and good of humanity”.29
In another of his statements, Zawadzki ranked Gottlieb’s work as one of
the “noblest religious inspirations of the 19th century” and rated it as high as
Félicité-Robert de Lamennais’s Paroles d’un croyant and the three first Psalmy
Przyszłości [Psalms of the Future] by Zygmunt Krasiński.30 Zawadzki, however, did not elaborate on this comparison, possibly for the simple reason that
both works were banned in the Russian Partition. In his article he actually
27
28
29
30

B. Zawadzki, “Przegląd artystyczny przez…”, pp. 29–30.
Br. Z. [B. Zawadzki], “Wystawa obrazów Gottlieba”, pp. 2–3.
B. Zawadzki, “Przegląd artystyczny przez…”, pp. 29–30.
Br. Z. [B. Zawadzki], “Wystawa obrazów Gottlieba”, pp. 2–3.
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defined them quite enigmatically as the “three Psalms”, and as the “words
of a believer”, thus hoping for the intuition of the reader, on the one hand,
and on the censor’s inattention on the other. We can only presume what
Zawadzki’s reasons were. The reference to Krasiński’s Psalmy Przyszłości shows
how profound his reception of Gottlieb’s painting must have been so as to
make the critic associate it with a historiosophical reflection of the bard of
Romanticism for whom Christ was not the world’s Redeemer and an innocent
sacrifice for its sins but the herald of the new truth which, when mankind
participated, would lead to its revival. In Krasiński’s concept there is additionally
room for the analogy of Poland–Christ, which was most commonly interpreted as a reference to the Polish nation – a sacred and innocent victim of
the sacrilegious political and religious conspiracy of the three partitioning
powers and, therefore, a nation predestined to herald the truth of Christ’s
teaching to mankind.31
What seems much clearer are the traces of the reading of the inspired
words of Father Lamennais (which Krasiński was familiar with as well), criticising the social order, which was full of unfairness and suffering, and calling
mankind to revive itself not through revolt and a blood-shedding rebellion
but through the love of God and neighbour, i.e. a return to the untarnished
fundamental truths that were embodied in Christ. In one of Zawadzki’s
articles we can find the following description of Gottlieb’s Christ: “The
divine power which is featured in Christ’s gentle and bright countenance is
not an expression of victorious resistance that is yielded from the struggle
between good and evil, it is not the impertinence of human triumphers,
which results from the victories over the opponent, possessing relatively equal
resources of intellectual, moral, or physical power, but the peaceful omnipotent power of love, unaware of equal swordsmen and not passionate about
battle and toil, which just like a silver moon ray shines on all that is earthly
and material, which is cheerful, as it is alien to passion, which is sweet, as
it towers over bitterness and anxiety of hostile elements fencing in nature
and in human being”.32
In the eyes of the Polish critics, Gottlieb’s Christ Preaching at Capernaum
deserved the highest esteem. For Struve it was the “apogee of Gottlieb’s
oeuvre”.33 Władysław Maleszewski called it a “masterpiece” conceived by
“mature inspiration, aware of where to head, whom to extol”.34 The critic
for Nowiny did not hesitate to claim that even if Gottlieb had painted this
one work only, “he would have had the right to be considered as extremely
31 Cf. J. Siennicki, Chrześcijańska wizja dziejów w pismach Zygmunta Krasińskiego [The Christian Vision of History in the Writings of Zygmunt Krasinski], Lublin, 2002, pp. 343–344.
32 Br. Z. [B. Zawadzki], “Wystawa obrazów Gottlieba”, pp. 2–3.
33 H. Struve, “Maurycy Gottlieb, artysta malarz” [Maurycy Gottlieb, Painter], in: Sprawozdania Komitetu Towarzystwa Zachęty Sztuk Pięknych w Królestwie Polskim za rok 1880,
Warsaw, 1881, pp. 66–69.
34 Sęp [W. Maleszewski], “Z Warszawy”, p. 323.
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talented” since his Christ could “easily be put next to similar figures painted
by great masters, and he would be no less charming or genuine”.35
Although in the eyes of the critics the painter had not followed in the
footsteps of “Christian” 19th century religious artists, as his oeuvre bore the
hallmark of the artist’s religious and “tribal” identity, it did not, however,
exceed the valid convention at the time of showing the figure of Christ, which
was more and more often violated in the latter half of the 19th century. This
is what, for example, Jacek Malczewski did – his Kiss of Judas, displayed in
December 1880 at Krywult’s Salon, was severely commented on by who other
but Bronisław Zawadzki, possibly the greatest admirer of Gottlieb’s painting.
“And by the way, is this truly Christ?”, insisted the critic. “Can this mindless,
almost idiotic physiognomy, without any trace of anxiety and pain, without
anointment of divinity, without any traits of sacrifice or heroism, resemble
even in the slightest of ways that moral ideal in which the conviction of Christian mankind has epitomised the major virtues and noblest spiritual powers
of humanity, the holy, divine ideal? Such a perception of the most sublime
protagonist of the Christian religion epos is a simple profanation of the lofty
ethical idea. One can conceive Christ more realistically than the old masters
of the Renaissance or the old German school, yet this countenance must not
be attributed ordinary features of triviality”.36 It is no wonder then that Gottlieb’s Christ, perfectly fitting the convention of being presented as God-Man
and shown in compliance with the academic poetics, was so highly appreciated not only by Zawadzki, but also by many other critics.
The Christ from Gottlieb’s painting was so impressive that, as Stanisław
Grudziński remarked to his great surprise, many could feel in it “the presentiment of the Christian ideal”, which made them suspect that “had Gottlieb lived longer, he would have undoubtedly turned towards Christ with all
his heart”.37 Among them was also Władysław Maleszewski, who, although
remarking that such questions were the “soul’s mysteries” and he would not
dare to explore them, he could not, however, help notice that “only the one
who came to believe in His mission, could create such a sublime figure”.38
When notifying of Maurycy Gottlieb’s death, the chronicler of Przegląd Lwowski
regretted: “It is a real pity that such a beautiful mind and lofty soul could not
raise to the heights of Christianism when influenced by the love of beauty”.39
A Czas reviewer was more restrained – he thought that the work had been
created by a painter “who did not comprehend the Gospel as of yet”, and who
had, however, the “premonition of Christ’s divinity”, “an artist-Jew” whom
35 J. A. K., “Obrazy Gottlieba”, p. 2.
36 Br. Z. [B. Zawadzki], “Z wystawy A. Krywulta” [From A. Krywult’s Exhibition], Kurier
Warszawski, 1880, no. 281, pp. 1–2.
37 Grzymała [S. Grudziński], “Notatki artystyczne. Z Salonu Sztuk Pięknych Ungra,
w Warszawie”, p. 21.
38 Sęp [W. Maleszewski], “Z Warszawy”, p. 323.
39 “Kronika”, p. 136.
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Fig. 5. Maurycy Gottlieb, Jews
Praying in the Synagogue on Yom
Kippur, 1878, Tel Aviv Museum of
Art, detail. Public domain.

“inspiration and art” did not lead so much from Judaism to Christianity, as
placed him half-way between, with Christ Preaching at Capernaum serving as the
image-symbol of the encounter of the Old and New Testaments.40
The authors of the above-quoted statements, convinced of the superiority
of Christianity over Judaism, could go on speculating along these lines since
there were quite a number of Jews who had crowned their integration process with Baptism. There are no suggestions, however, that Gottlieb was considering such an option. Contrariwise, he emphasised that he was a follower
of the religion of his ancestors and hid his self-portraits among the figures in
his painting Jews Praying in the Synagogue on Yom Kippur (Fig. 5) or listening
to Christ at Capernaum (Fig. 6). The latter seems to tell us the most about
Gottlieb’s views on Judaism since it defines him as a follower of the reform
promoted by the integrationists who claimed that there could be no better
binding material for Jews living in the Diaspora than Judaism, yet in its primordial, pure form, untarnished by later influences. The reform of Judaism,
claimed Samuel H. Peltyn, who was one of its main promoters on Polish territories, “wants to chase away from his soul a Jew of the Talmud, a Jew of
Rabbinism, and instead with a friendly hand replant there a Jew of prophets
and thinkers, a Jew-descendant of the ancient race and follower of the
ancient preaching, yet at the same time, the son of his own times, a man
and a citizen”.41 The integrationists’ attitude towards Christ is also significant:
40 “Wystawa Szkoły Sztuk Pięknych”, p. 1.
41 Judaita [S. H. Peltyn], Projekt reformy w judaizmie. Ze szczególnym uwzględnieniem jego
strony etycznej. Ułożył… [A Proposal for Reform in Judaism. With Particular Emphasis
on its Ethical Aspect. Arranged by ...], Warsaw, 1885, p. 77.
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Fig. 6. Maurycy Gottlieb, Christ Preaching at
Capernaum, detail.

“We are the followers of the preaching of Moses and the prophets, yet we
also respect the faith of Christ as identical in its Evangelical purity with ours.
In the person of the creator of Christianity we pay tribute to the memory of
a great Son of Israel [...]”, wrote Peltyn. He then continued to explain that in
his native land, among the divided people of Israel, the words of Christ did
not resound, having been drowned by “biased criticism”; Christ’s teaching,
however, found a response far away, and that is where it developed. “Still, the
followers of Judaism were no longer able to recognise in a huge overgrown
oak [...] the plant of their native soil and moved away from it even further”.
Peltyn finally declared: “In the believers in Christ we respect the worshippers
of the same God and holders of the same moral convictions that we observe;
in a way we consider them to be sharing the same religion”.42
Peltyn’s words, though published several years after Gottlieb’s death, voice
ideas that were spread at the time when the artist lived and was active as
a painter. Perceived in their perspective, Christ Preaching at Capernaum seems
to illustrate how the integrationists perceived Christianity. Gottlieb did not
only remind them that Christ was a religious Jew – an issue that was raised
by Jewish historiographers in the latter half of the 19th century, e.g. by Abraham Geiger (Das Judenthum und seine Geschichte von der Zerstörung des zweiten
Tempels bis zum Ende des zwölften Jahrhunderts, 1865–1871) and, first of all, by
Heinrich Graetz, whom Gottlieb must have been familiar with (Geschichte
der Juden. Von den ältesten Zeiten bis auf die Gegenwart, 1853–1875). Gottlieb
conceived his painting as meaning to reveal the thought, later expressed by
Peltyn, about the kinship and closeness of both Judaism and Christianity.
42 Ibid., pp. 125–126.
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Fig. 7. Maurycy Gottlieb, Christ
Preaching at Capernaum, detail.

The central point of the composition, quite naturally engaging the beholder’s
eye in the first place, is taken by the Torah Scroll – the holiest of Judaism’s
revealed texts – placed on a marble balustrade with Christ directly next to it;
he is both a Jewish rabbi wearing a tallit – a prayer shawl – and a Christian
God-Man, as suggested by the aureole around his head, which is unequivocally reminiscent of a saint’s halo (Fig. 7).
Both Gottlieb’s work and its perception fit into the atmosphere of the
1870s, it seems therefore unjustified to associate the genesis of Christ Preaching
at Capernaum with the manifestations of anti-Semitism that Gottlieb must
have felt during his studies at the School of Fine Arts in Cracow.43 As much as
Mark Antokolski’s or Max Lieberman’s works were truly targeted by an antiSemitic attack, the oeuvre of Maurycy Gottlieb, in turn, (and of Gottlieb as
an individual), were perceived with much respect and esteem by the critics.44
The modern anti-Semitism that both Antokolski but, first of all, Lieberman,
suffered from, on Polish territories developed only in the 1880s. The preceding decade seemed to coincide with a time when it was believed that the
integration of Jews, namely their transformation into “Poles of Jewish faith”,
was considered to be the most appropriate solution of the “Jewish question”.
43 Such was the thesis formulated by Ziva Amishai-Maisels, “The Jewish Jesus”, Journal
of Jewish Art, 1982, vol. 9, p. 99.
44 On the image of Gottlieb as created in the Polish press during the artist’s lifetime and
immediately following his death, see D. Konstantynów, “‘Znakomity malarz i ożywiony
najlepszymi chęciami obywatel’. Maurycy Gottlieb w oczach prasy polskiej (1877–1880)”
[‘An Outstanding Painter and a Citizen Motivated by the Best of Intentions’. Maurycy
Gottlieb in the Eyes of the Polish Press (1877–1880)], Biuletyn Historii Sztuki, 76, 2014,
no. 1, pp. 113–161.
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Such was the atmosphere in which arose the art of Maurycy Gottlieb, a Jewpainter who “to his death sincerely confessed the teaching of Moses, who
fairly judged the spirit of Christianity, and was a good son of his country”.45
(Translated by Gina Kuhn i Magdalena Iwińska)

Abstract
The views of Polish art critics regarding Maurycy Gottlieb’s painting entitled Christ Preaching at Capernaum (1878–1879) are analysed. The canvas, which was first exhibited in Cracow in 1879 and subsequently in Warsaw, aroused particular interest among the public
and among art critics, first of all because its author, himself a practising follower of Judaism, had presented Christ as a pious, religious Jew. Almost all of the critics were positive
about Gottlieb’s work, pointing out, however, to the different qualities in his representation of the figure of Christ. This resulted, in their view, from the discrepancies between
Christian and Jewish spirituality. Still, the image of Christ as created by Gottlieb seemed
to them so close to the Christian ideal that some did not hesitate to suspect that the artist himself was not far from converting to Christianity. Both Gottlieb’s work and how it
was perceived fit into the atmosphere of the 1870s, it seems therefore unjustified to associate the genesis of Christ Preaching at Capernaum with the manifestations of anti-Semitism
that Gottlieb must have felt during his studies at the School of Fine Arts in Cracow.
Modern anti-Semitism on Polish territories developed only in the 1880s. The preceding
decade seemed to coincide with a time when it was believed that the integration of Jews,
namely their transformation into “Poles of Jewish faith”, was considered to be the most
appropriate solution of the “Jewish question”. Such was the atmosphere in which the art
of Maurycy Gottlieb, a Jew-painter, arose.

45 “Wiadomości bieżące krajowe” [Current National News], Gazeta Warszawska, 1879,
no. 256, p. 2.
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Two to Achieve a Visible Alliance:
On the Choreography of Stanisław
Wyspiański’s Vision
For a long time, art history would isolate a painting from its environment,
pulling it out from the confines of church walls in order to create a scholarly
narrative of the artistic schools, regions or masters for it. Reproductions would
annul its setting, including the frame, leaving the bare “essence”; they levelled
the diversity of visions and neutralised any connections with reality. Paintings hanging in museums were visited only now and then and thus could not
serve as “assistance” in everyday life in the manner that had been proposed
by the monastic frescoists, such as Fra Angelico. The art of Young Poland,
and within it the oeuvre of one of the greatest artists of his time, Stanisław
Wyspiański, constituted a sui generis return to the range of day-to-day contacts
with paintings and to the diversity of ways of perceiving them. Wyspiański
did much to reinstate the sense of “living together” with paintings, which,
owing to the museum-oriented Academicism of the 19th century, had almost
been forgotten. He brought back the feeling which Muratov, when referring to
the Florentine Quattrocento, described as not being a guest on earth: “When
a man casts his glance upon the world that surrounds him; when, heeding the
call of the earthly things, he stretches his hand towards them and, not sparing the strength granted to him, gives them his heart – then he stops being
a guest on this earth and casts upon it healthy seed for the harvest of future
time. […] Then the attitude to life and nature becomes more solid, more honest and more true”.1 And paintings turn into a part of everyday reciprocity.
Wyspiański’s characteristic anti-historicism, or rather his Modernist mutation of historicism, would easily be seen as an element of an inter-generational rebellion: a turning away from the ideals of his master, Jan Matejko.
This simple juxtaposition might actually be credible if not for the master and
1

Cf. P. Muratov, Obrazy Italii [Images of Italy], Polish translation: Obrazy Włoch by
P. Hertz, vol. I, Warsaw, 1988, p. 137. The book has not been translated into English
(translator’s note).
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Fig. 1. Two windows in cell no. 7 on the first floor of the San Marco monastery in Florence;
on the left, a window giving onto the reality of Christ Derided in the Presence of the Virgin Mary
and St. Dominic (Cristo deriso alla presenza della Madonna e San Domenico), a fresco by Giovanni
da Fiesole, known as Fra Angelico, and assistants (ca. 1438–1445); on the right, a window giving
outside the monastery and letting suffused light into the dormitory; photo by A. Markowska.

pupil’s cooperation that was undertaken in the years 1889–1909 at the church
of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary in Cracow – a medieval church boasting the marvellous St. Mary’s Altar by Veit Stoss (Wit Stwosz). Matejko produced the polychrome decoration of the church – one of his masterpieces. This
decoration indicated his acceptance of the view that the past does not need
to be resurrected through a masquerade of contemporary men and women
impersonating the great heroes of the olden days; that their physical appearance
and access to authentic props do not have to be treated as an indispensable
component of this resurrection. Usually, Matejko’s family and friends, who
served as models for his paintings, enacted a sort of theatre, and the dress-ups
were intended to revive the uplifting cores of the tales of bygone days. Matejko introduced his acquaintances and neighbours; the props, poses and costly
fabrics made them seem to be kings and princes. But was it truly possible to
forget that King Sigismund the Old, for instance, was a costumed and carefully posed parson from Tęczynek, that St. Kinga was Countess Katarzyna
Potocka, and that Albrecht Hohenzollern was a local merchant? Looking as
if they came straight from some theatre’s costume storage, they all unwillingly became masquerade heroes, their identity no more than a carnival mask.
To Wyspiański, who, in contrast to Matejko, harboured theatrical ambitions, especially to be a dramatist, such an impersonation and manufacture of
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images reminiscent of a masquerade must have presented a singular problem.
He too used models (e.g. Mieczysław Rydel sat for the heroes’ souls in the
cartoon Hermes Leading the Souls of Heroes into the Depths of Hades); but even
then he was far from Matejko’s suggestive impersonation. And even when
such an impersonation does appear in his art, it expresses an experience of his
own fictitiousness and, as a result, his own theatricality, i.e. a peculiar critical self-assessment. Hence, for instance, when Wyspiański used altar boys as
models for angels in the Franciscan church, he envisaged them as vagabonds
in crooked shoes. Yet he decidedly preferred honesty: he depicted the actor
Michał Tarasiewicz in the role of Protesilaus, or the actor Ludwik Solski in
the role of the Old Soldier. Matejko’s polychrome in the church of the Virgin Mary in Cracow (including Wyspiański’s designs, which the older painter
supervised) certainly did have a historicising aspect, and Wyspiański’s inspirations with the art of the Quattrocento are easily discernible; after all, he had
attended the lectures given at the Jagiellonian University by a distinguished
and versatile specialist in European art – Professor Marian Sokołowski. His
mode of measuring himself against the masterful retable by Veit Stoss relied on
his treating it as a contemporary work, to which the polychrome decoration
was added in such a way that the proximity would elicit a complex choreography of vision. Instead of a masterful spectacle typical of Matejko, whose
possessive gestures and narratives categorically appropriated the entire available
space, there evolved a space suited to being attentively scrutinised; one that provided unanticipated finds. Not everything was visible at first glance – the spectator needed to stay awhile among the images and to return again: the viewing
needed to be protracted. Matejko was compelled to accept that “his” space
was occupied by another masterpiece that drew all eyes. To his pupil, the eloquence of the further ground and the background must have been a revelation. What evolved was a consistent decorative scheme that entirely affected
the pilgrim present in the space of the church.
In his book Secesja, Mieczysław Wallis proposed a distinction between
ornamentality and decorativeness (in Polish: dekoracyjność and dekoratywność),
the former denoting embellishments devoid of any deeper meaning and thus
essentially pointless and the latter “a set of factors stimulating sensual perceptiveness”, which operate as “some arrangement of lines, contours, colour
stains” regardless of what they represent.2 Matejko’s polychrome was not only
decorative, but through its decorativeness it introduced a new understanding
of historicism, which Wyspiański saw as a revelation. This was because this
kind of decorativeness permits a peculiar sacra conversazione to take place: putting it metaphorically, Wyspiański’s 19th-century angels conversed with the
15th-century angels of Veit Stoss, and putting it literally (although perhaps
the literal and the metaphorical merge in this), due to close proximity the
past came alive in the present with no need for the unfortunate masquerade.
2

M. Wallis, Secesja [Art Nouveau], Warsaw, 1974, p. 152.
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We may say without taking too much risk that from then on Wyspiański’s
creativity relied not on the masquerade props, but on the principle of introducing an active relationship with the past into his works. This approach, however, resulted in his many doubts as to the realness of a painted image, which
found their expression in, among others, the tragedy Protesilaus and Laodamia
(1899; written from 1897 onwards3). From a purely thematic point of view,
the topic of the play is tragic love: the story of a Hellene who left his bride
home when he departed to take part in the Trojan War. On the meta-textual
level, the play contemplates the role of images in human life, including images
produced to console, strengthen and fortify the spirit and to mobilise one to
an active life. It must be recalled at this point that Matejko was precisely the
master of such fortifying images, produced to brace the Polish spirit in an era
when the homeland was partitioned by foreign powers.
The story of Protesilaus and Laodamia, mentioned by Homer in the Iliad,
was later cited by Pausanias, Gaius Julius Hyginus and others, and above all
by Ovid in his Heroides. A lost tragedy by Euripides had focused on the same
tale. After Wyspiański, the topic was undertaken by, among others, Innokentiy Annenskiy (who, incidentally, held Wyspiański’s play in very high regard),
Fyodor Sologub and Valery Bryusov, which Tomas Venclova considers an indication of the exceptional popularity of this myth in the countries of Eastern
Europe.4 The details of the story are presented differently by the different
authors, but all of the versions recall the prayer of the pining wife, begging
for the favour of seeing her husband return. In Wyspiański’s text:
From out her chamber now in sadness she
Draws nigh. The longings of her heart command
Her movements and with hateful memory
Nourish and tend that source of endless tearsThus, though she lives, and few are yet her years,
She bends her youthful life in torture slow,
In lamentation and eternal woe.5

According to some versions, Laodamia yearned for Protesilaus and “missed
him so sadly that as soon as he sailed for Troy she made a brazen, or wax,
statue of him and laid it in her bed”.6 In Ovid, the wax imago – which answers
3
4
5

6

A. Morawińska, “Wyspiański: ‘nieśmiertelność strasznie samotna’” [Wyspiański: “a terribly lonely immortality”], in: Stanisław Wyspiański Opus Magnum, ed. B. Piotrowska,
National Museum in Cracow, Cracow, 2000, p. 43.
Cf. T. Venclova, “A Comparative Analysis of Fedor Sologub and Innokentii Annenskii”,
Russian Review, 1994, vol. 53, no. 1, pp. 10–11.
S. Wyspiański, “Protesilaus and Laodamia. A Tragedy”, part I, translated by E. Munk
Clark and G. R. Noyes, The Slavonic and East European Review, 1933, vol. 11,
no. 32 (January), pp. 249–263; this is the introduction of the Chorus which opens the
play.
R. Graves, The Greek Myths, Penguin Books, 1992, p. 658.
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to Jean-Pierre Vernant’s definition of a doppelganger with a link to the
underworld7 – appears while Protesilaus is still alive and staying in Aulis; thus
the young couple and the statue are bound together by magic. In her study on
(un)sympathetic magic in Heroides 13 (Epistula XIII), Laurel Fulkerson argues:
“Laodamia’s case is peculiar because her statue is (perhaps) both a funerary
monument and a reminder of someone absent but expected home”.8 Fulkerson argues convincingly that in Ovid the superstitious Laodamia imperfectly
understands the amorous, poetic and magical carmen, and as a result of the
wrong power of the wrong words brings about the very misfortune she fears
the most. She controls neither the sense of some words nor the manner of
saying them, and thus, owing to her paranoia, obsession and incompetence –
and to the (un)sympathetic magic – she actually causes her husband’s death.
For example, her husband is still alive (sic!) when she says she envies Trojan
women for their being able to attend their husbands’ funerals. It is a bitter
irony that her words and deeds cause the very misfortunes from which she
would protect her husband to happen to him. In Fulkerson’s interpretation,
both her decision that during her husband’s absence she would live like him
(for instance not heeding her personal appearance; this is the so-called sympathetic magic, similia similibus, described by Frazer) and her misguided use
of the words of carmen in order to reverse sinister auguries referring to Protesilaus’ fate are magical.
What happened later depends on the author. Some say that Zeus animated
the statue with Protesilaus’ spirit for a few hours; others that the true spirit
appeared side by side with the false effigy, and yet Laodamia preferred the
lifeless doppelganger. Even in Sologub’s play, The Gift of the Wise Bees (1907),
which was written later than Wyspiański’s tragedy, Hades grants Protesilaus
a few hours’ respite, but it turns out that Laodamia does not wish to see her
husband return: she prefers her doppelganger.9 In Ovid, Laodamia confesses:
“I start from my sleep, and adore the nightly powers”10 (v. 111: “Excutior
somno simulacraque noctis adoro”); so she first wakes up and then worships
the simulacra noctis. Yet she immediately adds that she is as ardent in her
daytime prayers: “The Thessalian altars cease not to smoke with sacrifices”
(v. 112: “nulla caret fumo Thessalis ara meo”).
It is difficult to ascertain to what extent Wyspiański was inspired by
Ovid’s irony. He had received excellent grounding in the classics at St. Anne
Gymnasium (one of the oldest secondary schools in Poland, today still among
the best), and his comprehensive education in this respect seems to have had
7
8

J.-P. Vernant, Myth and Thought among the Greeks, London, 1985.
L. Fulkerson, “(Un)Sympathetic Magic: A Study of Heroides 13”, The American Journal
of Philology, 2002, vol. 123, no. 1 (Spring), p. 81.
9 A. Field, “The Theatre of Two Wills: Sologub’s Plays”, The Slavonic and East European
Review, 1962, vol. 41, no. 96 (December), p. 83.
10 Ov. Ep. Sapph. 13. P. Ovidius Naso, The Epistles of Ovid, translated into English prose…,
London, 1813.
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a considerable impact on his later artistic choices. In this school, Ovid was
on the compulsory reading list; the teacher involved was the excellent classical philologist Wojciech Rypel.11 Yet Tadeusz Sinko suggested that already one
of the funeral elegies by Jan Kochanowski had been inspired by the story of
Protesilaus and Laodamia,12 so it may be argued that Wyspiański may have
known the tale not necessarily from his Latin course, but from elsewhere.
Yet perhaps Wyspiański intended to ridicule Matejko, to suggest that he did
not differ from a shaman trying to work his sympathetic magic – a “convincing analogy” – based on similarities and illusions and just as ineffective
as Laodamia’s imago. In Matejko’s approach, Poland’s future triumph could
be based on images conjuring up bygone achievements, by implanting them
in Poles’ souls and establishing a mysterious kinship. After all, it was owing to
Matejko that Polish kings, past events and forgotten triumphs came alive
again. And it was the contemporary citizens who assisted in reviving them;
this meant that the nation’s potential was rooted in the magic of similarity.
Yet, according to Ovid, the magic that linked Laodamia with the wax simulacrum of Protesilaus at the time when Protesilaus was still alive in Aulis
meant she had sentenced herself to death; she would have to die when her
husband died, or even earlier, when the statue became damaged. Making such
“identical”, illusionistic images is therefore extremely dangerous to those who
yearn for their adored one – not only to Laodamia, but also to Poles dreaming of a proud Poland peopled by marvellous heroes. What is more, considering that Laodamia had practically stopped awaiting her husband’s return
and transferred all her feelings on the statue, whereas theoretically he could
still come back – perhaps the Polish people had invested their sentiments in
an equally false way? Perhaps art as viewed by Matejko was a deceptively
“instead” thing: a wretched, if spectacular, substitute, perhaps even a harmful one? In Ovid’s text Laodamia says: “Surely it must be so: this image is
more than what it seems” (v. 155: “Crede mihi, plus est, quam quod videatur, imago”). She speaks to it tenderly, as she should to her husband, and
the statue accepts her embraces: “I take a pleasure in contemplating the wax
which exhibits your likeness. As if you were present, I make use of the softest expressions, and address it in words due only to [you]” (v. 152–154: “Quae
referat vultus est mihi cera tuos: Illi blanditias, illi tibi debita verba dicimus,
amplexus accipit illa meos”). But most importantly, in Ovid’s interpretation
Laodamia produces her husband’s image WHILE HE IS STILL ALIVE. The Polish anthem provides an obvious parallel: Poland lives “while we are alive”, so
the deceptive images of its past may turn out to be more appealing than the
imperfect contemporary Poland. The imago and carmen make Laodamia fully
satisfied, even though with gaudia falsa, a deceptive delight, which does not
11 M. Romanowska, Stanisław Wyspiański, Cracow, 2004, pp. 9–10.
12 Cf. T. Sinko, Antyk w literaturze polskiej. Prace komparatystyczne [Antiquity in Polish
Literature. Comparative Works], ed. T. Bieńkowski, Warsaw, 1988, p. 83.
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allay longing. If we translate this into a social diagnosis, we shall see Protesilaus
and Laodamia as a foreshadowing of the torpor in The Wedding [Wesele]. In the
circumstances, the naked truth is more fitting: not the triumphant kings, but
their actual cadavers (like those from the designs for the stained glass windows for the presbytery of the Cracow cathedral), because the former are no
more than “seemingly genuine” counterfeits. As in Fulkerson’s interpretation,
the death of the young couple is caused by Laodamia’s wrong use of carmen
and the imago. Stanisław Brzozowski wrote:
Laodamia stretches her arms towards the bygone world: that’s where I desire to live!
My soul dwells there, with you, and Charon’s boat – the boat of death – sails towards
there through the silent sea (…). To whom art is not the creation of life, but escape
from it; who seeks in it a country where an inert psyche is an end unto itself, has
already died or has chosen what is worse than death: a death-in-life, a forfeiture of
the soul because of a lie.13

In Wyspiański’s text, Laodamia’s loneliness in her melancholy house is all
the more painful since, as Wyspiański puts it, caresses were to enfold the couple
and unite them “with bonds of affection”.14 Songs provide relief; the Bard
visits the widow and “each day a well-turned strophe adds”; in Laodamia
“there wakens different a song than before”.15 But this does not help either;
Ennui descends upon her every evening. In Wyspiański’s interpretation this
statuesque figure clad in black is a strange apparition that mirrors Laodamia’s
gestures and is thus closer to her than a sister: “I look upon thy figure, as if
myself were repeated before me”.16 Presently, there comes Sleep, greeted by
Laodamia: “my world – my better world”.17 In practice, therefore, Wyspiański
introduced two doppelgangers: the effigy of the husband animated by the song
and an image of the wife under the guise of Ennui. Was this the way he perceived spectators eager for a spectacle? Ennui, in turn, summons Nightmare
(Oneiros) “with a great moth mask on his head”,18 who makes visions appear
upon a curtain: a ship seen against the sapphire sea and Protesilaus himself. Yet
as Laodamia awakens the apparition of her husband vanishes; Hermes comes
instead and the widow announces her wish to him: “[F]rom the underworld
thou thyself shalt lead him, for whom I yearn, to me, who yearn for him”.19
She happily orders the house to be decorated and says:
13 S. Brzozowski, Legenda Młodej Polski [The Legend of Young Poland], wolne lektury,
Fundacja Nowoczesna Polska, s. d., p. 203.
14 Wyspiański, “Protesilaus and Laodamia. A Tragedy”, part I, p. 251.
15 Ibid., pp. 252–253.
16 Ibid., p. 261.
17 Ibid. p. 263.
18 S. Wyspiański, “Protesilaus and Laodamia. A Tragedy”, part II, translated by E. M. Clark
and G. R. Noyes, The Slavonic and East European Review, 1993, vol. 11, no. 33 (April),
pp. 667–690.
19 Ibid., p. 669.
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For the pangs that start
From my aching heart
The day of freedom hath begun to shine.
(…)
The sweet scent of the misty steam
Will softly float, and charms invoke
Of visions in a dream.20

Soon she joyously exclaims: “My visions thus with songs thy harp invest; ‘Tis
Eros’ might!” and summons the Old Man versed in charms and spells, wishing
to offer a sacrifice of milk, honey, wine, white flour and two lambs, a white
and a black one. The Chorus, however, notes Laodamia’s enthusiasm with
quite a different attitude: “Her dreamy visions thus disturb her rest, Shadows
and Night!”,21 and the Old Man himself adds: “The fire of hellish flames now
seizeth thee”.22 Nevertheless, the widow’s plan is successful, Hermes exits the
tomb, leading Protesilaus behind him, and joins the couple’s hands. Laodamia
recognises her husband only by his accoutrements and armour: “Thy coat-ofmail glitters, And gleams thy helmet, thy girdle, and sword”.23 She puts her
hands on his breastplate, saying: “This is thy coat-of-mail, thickly studded with
golden nails in zigzags and circles. The gorgeous tufts of hair on thy helmet
are dipped in red resin; the hair of the steed that thou thyself captured on the
broad meadows of Ptelea, on the meadows rustling with luxuriantly growing
grass. – This is thy cunningly wrought girdle, proof against the most powerful
blows and not yielding even to the darts of Apollo; a gift of my father. Warrior,
behold thou art before me in Glory and Fame”;24 she continues to speak to
her husband, although his hand is cold and bloodless, his face is pale: “From
thy heart, a chill hath touched me; my arms are still with cold”.25 The irony
of Laodamia’s detailed comments on her husband’s armour, ending with the
impassioned: “Fame nestles in the gleams of thy helmet, of thy corselet”,26
is clear practically only in the context of Matejko’s historicism, his predilection for collecting antique artefacts, pieces of armour and various details of
weaponry. No wonder that when Protesilaus embraces her, she awakens suddenly and complains that the breastplate sounds hollow, as if it did not hide
a warrior’s breast, and words dissolve into empty sounds. She asks: “Art thou
living?”,27 she tries to charm reality, but such spells resemble the illusions of
those who gazed at Matejko’s paintings and took contemporary men dressed
in historical costumes for Sigismond the Old, Jan III Sobieski or Rejtan. But
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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a kiss from a pale and cold lover – even though one perfectly dressed from
the point of view of the history of costume – is lethal; ultimately, it kills.
Laodamia recalls that once she used to invigorate her husband with song, not
spells: “I myself was wont to hum such songs, and my serving maids and
companions would accompany me on strings made of the entrails of lambs,
which were stretched across the skull of a black-horned bull”.28 But then she
realises: “[B]ehold the time of dreams is ended now for me, And I have passed
into reality, unchanging”;29 the Chorus comments: “Thy vainly striving hand
doth grope around; Thou findest nothing there”.30 This truth finally dawns
on Laodamia: “A strangling weakness now hath fallen on my heart”31 – “He
will no longer clasp me in embrace, My ardent lover-husband. See, His spirit
now Before mine eyes hath floated off in mists”.32 When the magical, hypnotic
illusion has dissolved, her loneliness and unhappiness grow deeper; they are
so unbearable that death proves to be the only solution.
It may be assumed that the tragedy Protesilaus and Laodamia constitutes
Wyspiański’s elucidation of historicism in art and of a lethal image. The tragic
aspect of such an attractive apparition must have grown all the clearer in
1903, when the role of Laodamia was taken on by Helena Modrzejewska,
one of the greatest actresses of the era. Wyspiański determinedly associated
the status of an image with the human condition and just as clearly differentiated between the power of the song, i.e. art, and the power of empty
enchantments, considering illusionism to be of service only to the latter. In
the notes to Bolesław Śmiały [Boleslav the Bold], he ridiculed the Academies
granting bonuses for meticulously rendering the “shape of a bishop’s mitre”,
asserting that scholars must learn to accept the fact that historical accuracy
is a measure of mediocrity; only art and unfettered thought caused the “protagonists to play upon my imagination”.33 His determined avoidance of any
spectacle of illusion would lead Wyspiański to search for inspirations in the
micro-scale, for instance in the botany of the modest flowers of Polish meadows. In his approach, this meant looking into the essence of things without
spectacular shows and the impressive yet ultimately suspect tours de force.
Space would become equally important; Wyspiański would assert that an artist
ought to paint practically the first thing available, “without searching”, because
it is the manner that matters: “So that there is air, there is space”.34 No less
importantly, this space was a created space (literally, as in his design for the
28
29
30
31
32
33

Ibid., p. 683.
Ibid.
Ibid., p. 684.
Ibid., p. 685.
Ibid., p. 687.
Jak meteor... Stanisław Wyspiański (1869–1907). Artyście w setną rocznicę śmierci [Like
a Meteor… To the Artist on the 100th Anniversary of his Death], National Museum in
Warsaw, Warsaw, 2007, p. 199.
34 Romanowska, op. cit., p. 16.
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Bóg Ojciec – Stań się [God the Father – Let There Be] stained glass window and
in the evident dynamic relation between the polychrome decoration and the
stained glass windows in the Franciscan church in Cracow) – a performative
space, as we would say today, which I understand in the simplest terms, following Wyspiański himself, who in his Veni Creator implored: “Let us with
the Faith of the ages undertake ACTION”.35 Occasionally, Wyspiański would
balance his drive towards showing spatial depth with a foreground conceived
in such a way that it veiled or even obscured the “essence” – the crucial thing
shown in the further ground.
Such a prop-bearing masquerade, presided over by the grim Oneiros with
“a great moth mask on his head”, like a reveller in a Venetian carnival (or a Cracow carnival, one painted by Matejko, but also by Siemiradzki), is like the kiss
of a dead lover: it drains the vital forces, it causes a “strangling weakness”.
Tadeusz Zieliński wrote that with the wax doppelganger “the similarity was
striking but for the inertia […]”.36 Stanisław Brzozowski described a similar
inertia as “inactive existence”.37 This – when all the yearning woman wanted
were the husband’s caresses to bind her to him with “bonds of affection”.
Perhaps such bonds could be shown; perhaps this could justify the image created by the vast and wonderful carmen. Hence, since it has been established
that a lethal image constitutes the topic of Protesilaus and Laodamia, it is
necessary to inquire by what means Wyspiański assured himself that his own
images were not such. This brings us to the image perceived as a derivative of
the life that is dedicated to it; an image which aids the conversio morum as it
does at a monastery.38 Certainly, Wyspiański considered images which incited
one to action to be an antidote to the disturbing and harmful “dreamy visions
[…], Shadows and Night”. In fact, it has been noted that Wyspiański’s paintings “exploded with a convulsive power”,39 in contrast to his theatrical works,
which were static and, according to Zdzisław Kępiński, stiff, especially in
some of his historical dramas: “[T]hese projections are characterised by insufferable grandiloquence and pompous posturing, with the heroes choosing to
stand in a monumental immobility, akin to singers pulling off hour-long arias
in the operas of Wagner”.40 This essay is not the place to discuss the theatrical image, but, briefly, the hieratic quality that was so harshly criticised by
Kępiński was most probably another result of Wyspiański’s reflections concerning the toxicity of excessive illusiveness. His search for means of expression
35 S. Wyspiański, “Hymn”, in: idem, Rapsody; Klasyka literatury, e-tekst.pl, p. 44.
36 T. Zieliński, Starożytność bajeczna [The Fabulous Antiquity], Warsaw, 1956; reprint of
a passage from the chapter “Protesilaos”, after the programme of Teatr Polski in Wrocław
(season 1968/1969) Stanisław Wyspiański, Protesilaos i Laodamia, Wrocław, 1969, p. 12.
37 Brzozowski, op. cit., p. 198.
38 Cf. W. Hood, “Saint Dominic’s Manners of Praying: Gestures in Fra Angelico’s Cell
Frescoes at S. Marco”, The Art Bulletin, 1986, vol. 68, no. 2 (June), p. 197.
39 Morawińska, Wyspiański…, p. 21.
40 Z. Kępiński, Stanisław Wyspiański, Warsaw, 1984, p. 162.
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Fig. 2. Two windows in cell no. 28 on the first floor of the San Marco monastery in Florence:
on the left, a window giving onto the reality of Christ Carrying the Cross, with the Virgin Mary
and St. Dominic (Cristo portacroce con la Vergine e San Domenico), fresco by Giovanni da Fiesole,
known as Fra Angelico, and assistants (ca. 1439–1445); on the right, a window giving onto the
garth, the bustle of monastery life and the sunlit sky; photo by A. Markowska.

that would make the image an active, not an imitative, one is perfectly elucidated by Protesilaus and Laodamia. To return to the painted images: firstly,
the purpose of the line, which is ubiquitous in Wyspiański’s works, seems to
be to impart a purely visual dynamism, not a dynamism deriving from topic
or decorum. Secondly, his device of hindering the perception of these images,
e.g. by obscuring the foreground, seems to serve the same purpose. Thirdly,
a similar principle governs Wyspiański’s play with scale, for instance, his
enlargement of small objects (such as weeds), i.e. the process of increasing the
visibility of what is nearly invisible. And, fourthly, equally important is his
attempt to transpose images into an actual space, e.g. by means of the applied
art – art requiring bodily movement and resulting in the fact that the image is
apprehended in many different ways, it is inhabited, so to speak, as was proposed some centuries earlier by, to give just one example, Fra Angelico at the
San Marco monastery.
Let us begin by considering the first three elements. When writing about
Wyspiański’s penchant for the line, for figures surrounded with a contour “as
if they were made of a thin wire hanging in space”,41 Agnieszka Morawińska
calls attention to the fact that earlier John Flaxman had rejected oil painting in favour of drawing, which “did not imitate and did not deceive”,
and that the tendency towards linear art was linked with manifesting
41 Morawińska, op. cit., p. 28.
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anti-materialism and idealism.42 Wyspiański’s line, which sometimes resembled the
pre-Romanesque interlace ornaments at Wawel and sometimes, as has recently
been demonstrated by Katarzyna Nowakowska-Sito, ornaments characteristic
of Mycenaean art,43 is contemporary, much in the spirit of Art Nouveau; yet
it seems possible to demonstrate its derivation from his attempts to understand an ornament that would concurrently relate to choreography and to
writing. Wyspiański’s line is expansive, sometimes flame-like, sometimes fluid,
sometimes nervous, drunken or rugged; but it is always full of vitality. It can
be an abstract alphabet and a representing form, on the borderline between
writing and image. In this manner we participate in the workings of memory; the illusive image transforms into a sign, an image can be read from
a symbol to an illusive representation and back again, all in a single painting.
Irena Kossowska wrote about Wyspiański’s line: “At times entirely freed from
the task of rendering the contours of objects, it became the main carrier of
expression […]”.44 This is perhaps what Cezary Jellenta had in mind when
he wrote that Wyspiański’s line “bores through and transfixes all – from the
past to the present. […] eats through the rounded form of ordinary human
beauty and gnaws at its edges like a worm”.45 His signature, an initial, rendered with a sweeping gesture of his hands, most often constitutes an element
of a complex linear arabesque which – in keeping with the derivation of the
word ‘initial’ from the Latin initium – points to the beginning of the vision
he had created, a beginning located in the gesture, and thus the body, of the
artist. It signifies an unbreakable bond with the universe, which is defined not
by an occasional studied tour de force, but by a constant affinity of rhythm.
The vivacity of Wyspiański’s twisting line, suggestive of a serpentine sprout or
swirling stem, implies his particular association with plants, which is reminiscent of Ovid’s metamorphoses of people into plants. The initial often gently
transforms into the contour of a concrete figure; thus, the artist marks his
42 Ibid., pp. 17 and 18.
43 K. Nowakowska-Sito, Między Wawelem a Akropolem. Antyk i mit w sztuce polskiej przełomu
XIX i XX wieku [Between Wawel and Acropolis. Antiquity and Mythology in Polish Art
of the Late 19th/Early 20th Century], Warsaw, 1996, from Fig. 130 passim.
44 I. Dżurkowa-Kossowska, “Serie ‘widoków na kopiec Kościuszki’” [The Views of Kościuszko
Mound Series], Biuletyn Historii Sztuki, 1990, no. 1–2, p. 126; further on she writes that
the line became “a graphic record of the inner movements of the author ’s psyche”,
which means she perceives duality as an oscillation between the inner and the outer
spheres; while not wishing to discredit this interpretation, in my continuation of the
reflections of this outstanding expert on Modernism I attempt to put emphasis elsewhere
and I perceive the duality of image as two ways of presenting the world; two ways
of approaching the image. At the same time, I agree with Kossowska that “the trembling of the artist’s hand” (Ibid., p. 126) plays an important role in this binary nature.
45 C. Jellenta, “Sztuka” [Art], Ateneum, 1903, part 3, quoted after: W. Juszczak, Teksty
o malarzach. Antologia polskiej krytyki artystycznej 1890–1918 [Texts about Painters. An
Anthology of Polish Art Criticism 1890–1918], Wrocław–Warszawa–Kraków–Gdańsk,
1976, p. 396.
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presence in the represented world and shows concern for its destiny. As he
wrote to Rydel: “I am sorry for you when I see you like a plant (it perishes
on the same field on which it sprouted)”.46 In this approach, the proud and
visible initial is therefore a mark of the acceptance of Fate, of vis maior, of the
peculiar synergy between the artist and his environment, including the nation.
In Wyspiański’s art, lines emphasise the edges of objects and the volume of
figures, turning realness into a function of the sense of touch as well as the
sense of sight, in a defence against the effects of deceitful and lifeless illusiveness. At the same time, his line is always sweeping, full of inner energy and
a redemptive potential for metamorphosis. It is a proof of animation and life
as represented by rhythm. This rhythm and vigorousness must stand above the
striving for illusion and spectacle. This is my understanding of Wyspiański’s
impression of the landscapes along the Rudawa River, which he related in
a letter to Karol Maszkowski (1890): “I shook a branch… pearls and diamonds
fell and settled upon my face with the coldness of snow […]”.47 Wyspiański
shook off the pearls and diamonds of Matejko and Siemiradzki, and although
the attendant emotion, as he confessed himself, was sadness, it was a sadness related to honesty and the attainment of truth. Yet since this line is very
quick, flexible and vigorous, its deep blackness is all the more surprising; it is
like a chasm in the material reality, with eternity seeping through the fissure.
The device of the obscured foreground was noted by, among others,
Wojciech Bałus: a tree “obscures the Mound with its branches; in the ‘thaw’
version from Warsaw, it protects the grave of the Commander as if with the
palm of the hand”.48 Also, Bałus noted the dominant element in the motif of the
hills and the Mound “with a road and trees directed towards it, which is sometimes revealed and sometimes obscured”.49 He links this process of revealing
and obscuring with the dignity of discovering the truth: “After all, the visibility
of the Mound is governed by something that does not depend on the viewer;
something obscures it or reveals it to him, bending a tree, lowering (or, respectively, raising) the curtain of a cloud and a blizzard”.50 Among the landscapes
with revealed access to the core image are, for instance, A View of Wawel [Widok
na Wawel], 1984 or 1985, National Museum in Warsaw, Planty Park with a View
of Wawel [Planty z Widokiem na Wawel], 1984, private collection, A View of the
City Theatre from Zacisze Street [Widok na Teatr miejski z ulicy Zacisze], 1984,
46 Jak meteor…, p. 167.
47 Quoted after: W. Trojanowski, Wyspiański, artysta-człowiek-życie [Wyspiański. The Artist,
the Man, the Life], Warsaw, 1972, p. 15; also I. Dżurkowa-Kossowska points to this
passage, cf. “Serie ‘widoków na kopiec Kościuszki’”, p. 127.
48 W. Bałus, “Stanisława Wyspiańskiego ‘Widoki z okna pracowni na kopiec Kościuszki’.
Spór o interpretację” [Stanisław Wyspiański’s “Views from the Atelier Window towards
the Kościuszko Mound”. A Debate on the Interpretation], Biuletyn Historii Sztuki, 1993,
vol. XXIX, p. 181.
49 Ibid., p. 182.
50 Ibid.
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National Museum in Cracow, and A View of the Church of the Virgin Mary from
Planty Park [Widok z Plant na kościół Mariacki], ca. 1900, private collection.
A counterargument might be offered that such were the true views – trees and
shrubs obscuring the panorama appeared in the foregrounds of photographs,
for instance, in those by Ignacy Krieger. This may be followed by the observation that this is only a confirmation of the influence of photography. And yet,
for instance, Degas’ paintings, which were based on photographs, illustrate
the peculiar momentary quality of perception, the suddenness with which
the view is frozen in a frame, the abrupt unexpectedness of an epiphany…
Bisected figures going off-frame and an empty central field: a similar arrangement, at times, but with Wyspiański the accent is nevertheless different, since
the great monuments of the past are permanent, lasting, though invisible.
The important things are a great mystery, impossible to visualise or express
in a language. It is not enough to show them, even clearly, because looking
is not tantamount to seeing; looking means feeding on illusions, phantasms
and apparitions. Straw Rose-Cones [Chochoły], 1898–1899, National Museum
in Warsaw, are, to use a later term by Tadeusz Kantor, emballages – packages
that hide the contents. The terror of not seeing is underscored by the shadows
of the straw rose-bush cones: shadows of the undiscovered. In one of the vertical Views from the Atelier Window towards the Kościuszko Mound, the one dated
26 January 1905 (Royal Castle in Warsaw), the dry, stick-like tree branches
obscure the top of the Mound, thanks to which the sweeping gesture used to
draw the branches may seem a crossing-out or a cancellation of the famous
hill consecrated to the national hero, even though it is indeed the topic of
the work. In fact, Wyspiański himself wrote about how difficult the “bluegrey mound outside the window” was to discern, and in her commentary to
his observation Morawińska noted that “the permanent structure is overlaid
with temporal changes; it is sometimes a delicate lace, and sometimes a black,
harsh net of lines of shrubs, shadows upon the snow, ruts on the road and
thawing puddles; mist, hoarfrost or blizzard make an occasional appearance”.
She concludes that not all is thus visible and “even the title motif vanishes”.51
In Planty Park at Night [Planty w nocy], 1900, private collection, a different hill
and a church tower are seen dimly in the background, but in the foreground
the light of a will-o’-the-wisp or a lonely lamp draws the eye, and the golden
halo almost begs the spectator not to gaze deeper. In Planty Park with a View of
Wawel, 1894, private collection, the little light assumes the shape of a golden
Eye of Providence, a cruel mockery of those who take illusions for reality.
Occasionally, the composition includes a screen, a veil of a kind, as in A View
of the City Theatre from Zacisze Street, ca. 1894, National Museum in Cracow,
51 A. Morawińska, “Widok z okna” [A View from the Window], in: Curia maior. Studia
z dziejów kultury ofiarowane Andrzejowi Ciechanowieckiemu [Studies in the History of Culture Presented to Andrzej Ciechanowiecki], Royal Castle in Warsaw, Warsaw, 1990, p. 206
and 202.
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where the view is obscured by potted plants, a window frame and hoarfrost
on the pane of glass. An image appears even behind the ice, although frozen.
In the flame-like sapphire Flowers [Kwiaty], 1904, National Museum in Warsaw,
there is also a suggestion of a floral veil – a net curtain, a spectacular cloaking
decoration which probably conceals something or someone but is so dense
that the spectator may only guess what is behind it. In Blizzard, a View of the
Kościuszko Mound [Zadymka, widok na Kopiec Kościuszki], 1905, National
Museum in Cracow, the mound has vanished. Nor is it visible in the earlier,
horizontal View from the Atelier Window towards the Kościuszko Mound,1904,
National Museum in Warsaw. A variation of this group are paintings in which
the foreground does not obscure the background, but draws the eye with its
almost embarrassing plainness: the miserable sticks of naked shrubs, which
are crippled and wretched and surprisingly reminiscent of Wyspiański’s signature. In The Bitter Cup of Gethsemane [Kielich goryczy w Ogrojcu], 1896,
National Museum in Warsaw, a pen-and-ink design for a relief, Christ is seen
in the foreground, but he is entwined in the lines of trees, branches and roots;
this work brings to mind a children’s puzzle: find the contour of the Saviour
in this lattice of shrub-like lines. The grid of offshoots in Treasures of Sesame
[Skarby Sezamu], 1897, National Museum in Kielce, is even more metamorphic. When we think about the “bonds of affection”, these wretched sticks
of shrubs serve as nodes in the space of the painting; the tangle of lines creates a mysterious knot that conjoins the space and the artist, linking with it
in a sacramental bond. Wyspiański may have got the idea of obscuring the
view from designing stained glass windows, where the crisscross of the frame
literally creates blind spots in the field of vision. Such a lattice separates the
living from the dead, makes it impossible to look into the past, and instead
of creating an easily accessible spectacle, it generates difficulties and barriers
in the foreground of awareness. Matejko’s Wernyhora, 1883–1884, National
Museum in Cracow, is just about to exit from the painting’s frame; persuasion
is transposed into the expressiveness of an almost-direct communication. In
Wyspiański’s Wernyhora, which was a sketch for the design for a stained glass
window in the Cracow cathedral, the aged seer seems to be behind prison bars
and, worse still, he is mute, with closed eyes; he does not stretch his arms out
or make dramatic gestures from which a message might be deciphered. He is
only a phantom, perhaps just as deceitful as the imago of Protesilaus; and even
if he truly is a corpse returned from the abyss for a while, what a troublesome,
taxing and importunate guest he is! Oh, the impertinence of truth! An uninvited and tactless guest in an alluring world of illusion, with artefacts chosen
with discernment… Is this not a reminiscence from Wyspiański’s childhood,
too? In the studio of his sculptor father he was, after all, brought up among
a multitude of the “figures of the dead”.52
52 M. Romanowska, “Katedra i Zamek Królewski na Wawelu” [The Cathedral and Royal
Castle on Wawel Hill], in: Stanisław Wyspiański. Opus Magnum, p. 148.
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The “bonds of affection”, this unsightly mesh of little lines, is most ambivalent: the world is made coherent by a sheer act of will, by means of élan
vital, with a sweeping gesture of the hand; the underlying ground can be
boggy, watery and barren, frozen in a fatal limbo. The black, bushy line in
the foreground provides a link to a secret alliance focused on the invisible:
on the system of values, on imagination and responsibility. The mysterious
link to the world is as much an apotropaic jumble of lattices as a hinge and
a bond. It most often appears in the Views from the Atelier Window towards the
Kościuszko Mound series. Here, the less sweeping, subdued and thinned initial is referred to by the expressive, over-large, thick yet dry stem of a plant
which imitates the initial’s line; this seems to change the “bonds of affection” into bonds of bitterness and sarcasm, into a sense of defeat. In another
take on obscuring the view, in a large group of landscapes the viewer’s eye
is directed from the leafless stubs in the foreground towards a boggy track,
or in fact water, further back. Cases in point are A Rudawa Lanscape [Krajobraz z Rudawy], 1905, National Museum in Cracow, and The Vistula near
Cracow [Wisła pod Krakowem], 1905. The latter is exceptionally tragic in its
expression. In the foreground, the flourish of the initial has a counterpart in
the tangle of withered weeds by the flooding river. The act of fastening with
a bond of union is deeply ironic indeed. Further back, a vast surface of water
mirrors shapes and deceptively combines reality with hallucination. In addition, the furthest ground with the sketchy hill is also separated by a dark line
of tangled shrubbery, which causes almost the entire field of the painting to
consist of the watery waste that imitates a mirror – closed, separated by an
almost prison-like space. In A View of Skałka [Widok na Skałkę], ca. 1905, in
turn, a flood of water rolls endlessly to the left and right, the boundaries are
gone. Huge stick-like withes grow from a patch of land in the foreground,
resembling a monstrous arachnid. A closer look reveals, on the black ground
to the right, a counterpart to it in the micro-scale: the pathetic swirl of
Wyspiański’s initial. The Pauline church and monastery on the distant horizon
seem to be a mirage. These dry, dead stems are all that is real, tangible and
approachable. Their size suggests the existence of a fissure – a flaw of space,
not an embellishment. It was once said, with more than a hint of mockery, that the public wants to receive forms ready to eat like a beefsteak;
Wyspiański’s insinuations made “a tremendous impression, which a most
pedantic, strict display of forms would never have achieved […] [b]ecause
then a concrete, strict form would have been a falsity and a contradiction”.53
As to the third element, i.e. the scale and proportion, it was already Wallis
who noticed that in the designs for the Franciscan church the roses and lilies
were larger than the human figures.54 The exaggerated scale had been noted
53 E. Niewiadomski, “Sztuka” [Art], Tygodnik Ilustrowany, 1903, no. 10, quoted after: Juszczak, Teksty o malarzach…, p. 385.
54 Wallis, op. cit., p. 186.
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even earlier by Adam Łada-Cybulski; in 1902, a Lvov newspaper published his
description of the Blessed Salomea “on the background of the huge stylised
delphiniums” and the “giant flowers” that “almost exude the scent of native
fields”.55 Vast pansies embellish the Franciscan polychrome. To render weeds
monumental seems to be an exercise in ethics. Also, this idea seems to have
originated from Wyspiański’s hope to derive his art from his own sources, from
the here and now. After all, acanthus is a weed, too, only not in Poland. In the
design for the Polonia stained glass window (1894) the stems are huge and
terrifying, almost man-eating, a thing from a horror film. Even the plants are
histrionic; even they are playing a role, they are theatrical, exaggerated; they
hint at being real while deceptively drawing attention to physical attractiveness. Self-creative and dramatic, oscillating between style and stylisation, they
are theatrical in their self-awareness. To render the gigantic snowflakes in the
chandelier at the Medical Association House, Wyspiański used micro-photography; their exaggerated scale is a manifestation of insight into the essence of
reality, also through the function of this particular object, which is to provide
light – “as if his eyes were outfitted with mysterious spectacles that show
the hidden nature of things”,56 as Waleria Marrené-Morzkowska wrote in the
year 1901. The strange, disturbing affinity between Wyspiański’s sweeping
signature initial and the monstrous, exaggerated dry stalk in the foreground
of the Kościuszko Mound panoramas has already been mentioned. Here, the
tender and empathic rapport with the botanic world hints at a tragic irony,
at unfulfilled dreams and a wild mockery of himself: a man who had reached
for the unattainable, who had conversed with Homer, and who was dying in
quite a different way than the Greek heroes he had brought back to life: by
rotting alive like refuse on a compost heap. A truly trivial kinship awaited the
man who had desired an Ovidian connection with the natural world: “faith
in a shrub that does not bloom belongs to the same range of symbols as the
alchemical notion of the square circle and the living stone that grants eternal
life and happiness to the man who wins it and at the same time is the source
of power and wisdom acquired while winning it”.57 At risk of being sarcastic,
one might say that in his battle with Academicism, Wyspiański preferred
trivial, plain and blunt colloquialness to bombastic decorativeness, and that
his carmen had turned out to be truly effective.
Finally, the fourth element, i.e. attention to processes, is crucial to
Wyspiański’s approach to space. Describing his predilection for the line, I suggested that his paintings contain the history of representation, from the symbolic linear and character-like signs to the illusion of mimesis; hence that each
55 A. Łada-Cybulski, “Z Aten Polskich” [From the “Polish Athens”], Tydzień (Lvov), 1902,
no. 7, quoted after: W. Juszczak, Teksty o malarzach…, pp. 392–393.
56 W. Marrené-Morzkowska, “Stanisław Wyspiański (I)”, Echo Muzyczne, Teatralne i Artystyczne, 1901, no. 8, quoted after: W. Juszczak, Teksty o malarzach…, p. 390.
57 Kępiński, op. cit., p. 88.
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of his paintings is self-aware of its own history. If so, this self-awareness
illustrates the history of representation, the manner of noting it, as an important part of the significance, which is discovered over time, in a long process
of meditation, not in a sudden revelation. As has already been pointed out,
Wyspiański hints at his kinship and rapport with space in the painting by
means of a peculiar “affectionate bond”, which usually is a sort of labyrinth
of leafless stalks, a lattice of sweeping lines in the foreground, a marked correspondance of lines and colour stains that surround and describe extremely
different things. Space perceived as a part of mundanity and the prose of life
is also evident in his designs for the “Boleslav hall” – the common room at
the Association of Polish Artists in the TPSP Palace, as well as in the apartment owned by Tadeusz and Zofia Żeleński, in his own apartment, and in
the interiors of the Medical Association House. It is also a component of the
ordinariness of everyday religious rituals, as in the designs for the Franciscan
church. The rapport with actual space also relies on the non-aestheticisation
of life, on the preference for realness; on refraining from summoning “spectres through whose eyes we desire to look at the world to see beauty” – an
approach which ultimately leads to suicide, to the destruction of a free soul’s
natural structure; because when one wishes to speak in the name of life, the
voice “resonates with enslavement, falsity and hysteria”.58
It seems that Wyspiański never visited San Marco in Florence, so he could
not have seen the two windows in each of the dormitory cells, or, more correctly, the window and the fresco, endlessly projecting two dissimilar images:
one serving the conversio morum and the other that establishes reality as simply
the view outside. In 1890, during his first trip abroad, Wyspiański made a tour
around northern Italy in order to finally end up in Paris; in later years he only
visited the capital of France. Yet when I consider the role of image in human
life – the image that inquires about the power generated inside a person and
the will to rely on oneself alone, but on oneself in a form developed through
willpower and humility in everyday contact with a particular image – I cannot
help but think about Fra Angelico. The monk managed to evade both the artiness and the attractiveness of the Quattrocento just as Wyspiański managed
to evade the virtuosity and the decorativeness of Art Nouveau. Pavel Muratov, who has already been cited here, wrote that “a direct visual perception
or the unconscious bodily sensation” was more important in the Italian 15th
century than the judgement of reason. “When we approach the Quattrocento,
we always hear a thunderous beat of a heart filled with the noblest and purest
blood”, wrote Muratov, and added: “The essence of the Quattrocento is distilled to a notion as simple as living in the world”.59 Although the comparison is ahistorical, we might risk the assumption that both Fra Angelico and
Wyspiański aimed to produce images that would grow from and encompass
58 Brzozowski, op. cit., p. 204.
59 Muratov, Obrazy Włoch, p. 135.
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all of life. Another aspect they have in common is a fact which is difficult to
comprehend in this world of overabundant reproductions: that their works
can be understood solely in direct contact; they summon the spectator to
approach them and hence cause him to undertake an action instead of just
looking. Even the fact that some of Wyspiański’s works are not entirely successful does not offend us. We are dealing with a different quantity here, with
the measure of meaning that exceeds artiness and aesthetic values. Paraphrasing Stanisław Brzozowski’s declaration that refers to Żeromski, we might
say that Wyspiański is viewed with an awakened soul or not at all, adding
that this is a soul within a national historical horizon, a soul here and now,
as local as the artist himself was local. Agnieszka Morawińska noted that
for his most important works, Wyspiański selected techniques that ruled out
making their reproductions and, in addition, many works are entirely nonphotographable due to their format.60 This “localness” means that a given
work may be understood only within the created space. Wyspiański understood localness as even the act of selecting specific foodstuffs; when at Bad
Hall, for instance, he would drink an infusion of willow leaves that kept
his organism “in touch with a native plant, without an admixture of exotics grown overseas on far-away plantations”.61 Since at Bad Hall he was surrounded by “German dragonflies, German butterflies, German grasshoppers and
flies” and stated that Die Sonne was not as bright as the słońce over Cracow,
he was happy not to create art when removed from Cracow. When Tadeusz
Estreicher and Stanisław Eliasz Radzikowski visited him there, they brought
him specially gathered branches of mountain pine from the Tatra Mountains.62
A special place in this localness was ascribed to Wawel Hill, an Acropolis,
which Wyspiański perceived as a barrow and an Olympus in one. When art
is spatially restricted and included in the rhythm of life, it makes it a “here
and now” process and a fiction of everyday activity instead of a false mirage
of Matejko’s masquerades, which offered only a deceptive spectacle of almostlife. When closely linked with the everyday, art becomes, as Brzozowski put
it, a “self-lynch”, an “inner massacre”, but also a guarantee of integrity and
a test, because “Wyspiański stands alone on the stage, practically from the
beginning to the very end”.63 This was because Wyspiański, having won his
independence from Matejko, “sensed himself ”,64 as Lucjan Rydel put it, and
desired to rework this sense into the sense of himself in a synergic collective
with the society. To achieve this, he needed to develop a style. In his Teksty
o malarzach. Antologia polskiej krytyki artystycznej 1890–1918, Wiesław Juszczak
60 Stanisław Wyspiański Opus Magnum, ed. B. Piotrowska, National Museum in Cracow,
Cracow, 2000, pp. 15–16.
61 T. Boy-Żeleński o Wyspiańskim, ed. S. W. Balicki, Cracow, 1973, p. 161.
62 Ibid., p. 362.
63 Brzozowski, op. cit., p. 199.
64 L. Rydel, “Ze sztuki” [From Art], Tygodnik Ilustrowany, 1896, no. 37–40, quoted after: Juszczak,
Teksty o malarzach…, p. 387.
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placed Wyspiański in the chapter entitled Stylizacja i styl [Stylisation and style],
and the critics included therein generally appreciated his efforts to develop
styles that were not borrowed but, as Stanisław Lack wrote, “grown from
the personal soil”.65 Zdzisław Kępiński’s charge of an “absence of a stylistic
decision”66 in many of Wyspiański’s works seems ungrounded in this context
because such rational decisions would, in fact, constitute a stylisation. Complaints that he used an “impenetrably hermetic language”67 are equally surprising, considering that Wyspiański expressed himself in the simplest way possible when it comes to the image of self-awareness at a given stage of history.
Yet Kępiński was obviously much bothered by the question of style, as only
slightly later he repeated his assertion: “He neither achieved a coherent personal
style nor developed the foundations for a style that we might call national”.68
Let us, therefore, elucidate the issue of the windows – Fra Angelico’s “double”
window and Wyspiański’s window that vanishes because, according to
Wojciech Bałus, the onlooker does not rule nature: “He is more of a voyeur,
wishing to penetrate it by force and by looking overcome the distance that
separates him from the horizon”.69 In general, we may agree with Bałus that
the goal was not to create a voyeuristic observer of a spectacle, but to reveal
a synergy with the environment – a synergy that encompassed the potential
for action – and that “striving for the Mound” and complicating this ardent
hope are equally important aspects of the Views towards the Kościuszko Mound.
Nevertheless, I find it difficult to assert what Wyspiański’s goal had been as
definitively and authoritatively as Bałus does. In fact, already by drawing
the comparison between Wyspiański’s series and the works of Fra Angelico,
with which Wyspiański was not familiar, I relate my own perception of his
work rather than claim to understand his goal. May the outstanding expert
on Wyspiański’s output forgive me for writing about this artist in the first
place, and for relating my personal path towards understanding the paintings
of this unmistakably Cracovian painter and dramatist. From the point of view
of Wyspiański’s conception of image, which he outlined in Protesilaus and Laodamia and which has been analysed in this essay, the frame of the window
became pointless, because the duality of the image itself – the attempt to present a spectacle and to obscure it with a “curtain”, as Bałus inspiringly put it –
has been accentuated strongly enough in the very structure of the landscape.
Paintings in the cells of the San Marco dormitory accompanied the monks
as they awakened and fell asleep. Hence a fresco paired with a window, both
on the same wall opposite the doorway, were manifestly present not only
during exalted meditations. The interrelation between the painted image and
65 S. Lack, “O malarskich dziełach Wyspiańskiego” [On Wyspiański’s Paintings], Krytyka,
1904, z. 8/9, quoted after: W. Juszczak, Teksty o malarzach…, op. cit., p. 406.
66 Kępiński, op. cit., p. 94.
67 Ibid., p. 95.
68 Ibid., p. 101.
69 Bałus, op. cit., p. 182.
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the image seen through an opening in the wall created a special node in the
everyday bustle. The adjacency and mutual relation between the two “windows” is crucial, because this supportive relation, seen not as a conflict, but
as a path, makes it possible to deeply affirm the world as it is. Only his rejection of the deceptive mirages, the “dreamy visions”, the spectacles of illusion
conceived by Matejko and Laodamia as a consolation, allowed Wyspiański to
boldly assert his own vision of image. He created the conception of a self-aware
image, in which the desire for adoration is constantly confronted with the
temptations of idolatry and want of criticism, with the falsity of a substitute.
The “bonds of affection” are central to this oscillation as proof of a true connection with the universe. Adam Mickiewicz, who was Wyspiański’s favourite poet (at the very outset of his career Wyspiański had designed a pageant
celebrating the unveiling of the Romantic poet’s monument in Cracow on
27 June 1898, during which images of Polish flowers were shown as paying
a tribute to Mickiewicz) – was just as ardent in his request for the “bonds
of affection”: “Who has never touched the ground can never enter Heaven”.
When, “heeding the call of the earthly things”, we stretch our hand towards
them, they cancel the standpoint of a guest, as it was described by Muratov.
(Translated by Klaudyna Michałowicz)

Abstract
Stanisław Wyspianski’s tragedy, Protesilaus and Laodamia (1899), is about the toxicity of
excessive illusiveness and constitutes the artist’s elucidation of a lethal image. The magic
that linked Laodamia with the wax simulacrum of Protesilaus sentenced both lovers to
death; she would have to die when her husband died or even earlier, when the statue
became damaged. Making such “identical”, illusionistic images is therefore extremely dangerous for those who yearn for their adored one – not only for Laodamia, but also for Poles
dreaming of a proud Poland peopled by marvellous heroes. As Jan Matejko’s apprentice,
Wyspiański saw his master introduce models who looked as if they had come straight from
some theatre’s costume storage to illusionistic scenes resurrecting bygone events of Polish
military glory. Perhaps Matejko’s historicism is just as ineffective as Laodamia’s imago,
and his art was a deceptively “instead” thing: perhaps a wretched and harmful substitute?
Wyspiański determined that the avoidance of any spectacle of illusion would bring us to
the artist’s dream – to an image perceived as a derivative of the life that is dedicated to
it; an image which aids the conversio morum, inciting action to be an antidote to the disturbing and harmful “dreamy visions”.
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King-Spirit According
to Tymon Niesiołowski
Images in Król-Duch [King-Spirit] penetrate us when reading and, in the words
of Hans Belting, “live in our bodies” along with other imagery. Their status,
however, is even more uncertain than that of the works we see in the galleries
and which remain in the albums of our memory or which we carry beneath
our eyelids. They come from the outside, but at the same time we create them
ourselves.1 The visions from the first pages of the poem slip beneath those that
follow, overlapped by their relentless mass, pushing forth at a stupendous
pace. The details of the main text may be complemented or replaced with
those written down as variants (provided we are reading the book as conceived by the editors). Subsequent contact with the poem wipes clean those
earlier images, or makes us build new ones out of their remnants mixed with
new experiences. A similar experience comes with pretty much any literary
work, yet it is exceptionally intense in King-Spirit. The “new images”, characterised, as was put forward by the author in the foreword to Rhapsody I,
by “a sparing use of colour” (XVII 81),2 are never static; they are complete
visions put forth before our eyes to contemplate. Their uniqueness and novelty
comes from the technique, which may “offend with the inappropriateness of
its style” (XVII 80).3 Many years ago Wiesław Juszczak already noticed that
the poem contained “those never-ending ‘film-like’ technical tricks, the camera zooming in and out, the constant shifting of focus in the scattered, fluid
1

2

3

Cf. H. Belting, “Image, Medium, Body: A New Approach to Iconology”, Critical Inquiry, 2005, vol. 31, no. 2 (Winter), p. 306; M. Poprzęcka, “Obraz pod powiekami” [An
Image under the Eyelids], in: eadem, Inne obrazy. Oko, widzenie, sztuka. Od Albertiego do
Duchampa [Other Images. The Eye, the Perception, the Art. From Alberti to Duchamp],
Gdańsk, 2008, pp. 139–140, 158–159.
All quotations from Słowacki after: Juliusz Słowacki, Dzieła wszystkie [Collected works],
ed. J. Kleiner and W. Floryan, Wrocław, 1952–1975; the Roman numeral indicates the
volume; the Arabic numeral is the page number. All quotations have been translated
solely for the purpose of the present publication.
Cf. M. Piwińska, Juliusz Słowacki od duchów [Juliusz Słowacki of the Spirits], Warsaw,
1992, p. 405.
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lighting. […] There truly is something in them that puts them nearer to the
figments of the imagination laboriously fished out from a shattered memory;
they are as if reconstructed, they appear in vague wholes or sharply and suddenly drawn details, caused by some seemingly ‘clinical’ stimulus”. Their way
of being reflects the transformations that lie at the foundation of the philosophical concept of King-Spirit.4
More still, the pictures become epitaphs to the expanding consciousness
of the spirits. In their dreams, tangible and expressive, in the images of their
expository memory, the spirits recognise themselves and learn of their mission. The images precede understanding and lead to it. The priestess Oda sees
her complex (in the literal, not metaphorical, sense) nature, even if she does
not know yet of what she is speaking. The epiphanous images also cause
decisions. Popiel is pushed to “scatter the world” by “This new sight! Magnificent!…” (VII 155), when he sees wings on the armour of his knights. The
words ‘to see’, ‘to look’, ‘to behold’, ‘sight’, ‘invisibility’, etc., which appear
in the poem in many forms (and are prominent in all of the poet’s works),
are not (or at least not only) a part of Słowacki’s aesthetic vocabulary, but of
his epistemological vocabulary.
On the basis of Juszczak’s conclusions, Marta Piwińska points to several
ways in which images are conjured up in the poem. She writes: “They are
images that appear suddenly, last for a brief moment and are expressive. Some
flashes of images, which seem to have left only a trace in words. Micro-visions.
‘His leg / Bare today shines before my eyes’ (VII 176) […] A bare foot. The
priestess’s burning hand. The end of a plait and ‘one crease of the robe’ instead
of the entire figure of Lech’s daughter coming to free the prisoner. Some expressive detail caught by the eye in a critical moment”.5 “Not a description – but
some kind of an apparition, so that the reader may see it the same way”.6
Today’s readers, having experienced the literary and artistic experiments of
the 20th century and having learnt the lesson of Postmodernism, are likely to
perceive it this way. They will not look for illustrations or visual equivalents
of Słowacki’s poetry in art, especially if they are painters themselves: “No […]
work [by Słowacki] connects with any picture, any painting. Rarely, too, does
our perception of reality call upon one of the poet’s verses. […] For he remains
elusive even in what is visual in his poetry. […] A modern painter, remembering Słowacki’s poems, may see in their own creative method an importunate
echo of that poetry. They may see the similarity of inspiration, means, goals”.7
4
5
6
7

W. Juszczak, “Lekcja pejzażu według Króla-Ducha” [A Lesson in Landscape after King-Spirit], in: Ikonografia romantyczna [Romantic Iconography], ed. M. Poprzęcka, Warsaw,
1977, p. 319.
Piwińska, op. cit., pp. 409, 410.
Ibid., p. 407.
J. Sempoliński, “Malarstwo Słowackiego” [Słowacki’s Painting] [1979], in: idem, Władztwo i służba. Myśli o sztuce [Power and Service. Thoughts on Art], selected, edited and
introduced by M. Kitowska-Łysiak, Lublin, 2001, pp. 263, 265, 266.
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Fig. 1. Tymon Niesiołowski, Gold-Head (from the King-Spirit cycle), pastel on paper (126.7 ×
147.5 cm), 1909, National Museum in Warsaw, photo by Krzysztof Wilczyński / Ligier Studio

We may also find traces of Słowacki’s methods of visualisation in painting at the turn of the 19th century, a large part of which is a visual testimony
to the reception of the poet’s work. These traces can be seen, as Juszczak so
convincingly wrote in Modernizm [Modernism], in the ways a history written
down in a landscape is reconstructed, in the mutual “complementing” of the
elements that are shown or in the luminist design of the painting,8 not in the
subjects or particular motifs – although many pieces, starting from the 1860s,
but most numerous at the end of that century and at the beginning of the next,
referred to Słowacki’s work at this level as well, as an illustration or a visual
commentary, mostly referring back to Anhelli, Balladyna, Lilla Weneda. Many
of those paintings are baffling; they seem so very distant from our internal
8

Malarstwo polskie. Modernizm [Polish Painting. Modernism], introductory essay by
W. Juszczak, biographical entries and catalogue by M. Liczbińska, Warsaw, 1977, esp.
pp. 48–55.
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visions that arise during reading. We read Słowacki’s writings differently than
those who did so a hundred years back, especially as concerns the later, “dark”
texts, originally depreciated precisely for that “darkness”. It was at that time,
over a century ago, that they were “rediscovered” and appreciated for the first
time, and after that for years they were subjected to interpretations and editing in a bid to understand them. In order to make them rational and sorted
into a coherent and logical (as per the period’s idea of ‘logical’) composition,
they were pushed into the framework of traditional genres. It seemed then
that all it would take in order to have King-Spirit reveal its internal workings
would be to arrange everything in order, bestow it with a commentary and find
the right key, be it philosophy of history, psychology or anything else. Now
we are constantly moving away from the conviction that it is even possible
that the reading of this poem – as we see it today, without dividing it into
the main text and the variants – is ever going to have an end. King-Spirit is,
after all, as many scholars believe, a myth, although of a special kind, where
the arche is overshadowed by the eschatos; it is a “script” for a mystery performance.9 Thus we consent to the tortuous initiation we must perform every
time we reach for Kleiner’s tomes that fall out of our hands. For Słowacki
had warned: “You will endure hardship reading these poems – and you shall
have to struggle, spirit of the reader, with the spirit of the poet...” (XVII 81).
We find no reflection of that hardship in Tymon Niesiołowski’s cartoons for
King-Spirit. Looking at them gives us the impression that the artist had read
the poem with the same ease he could wield the style of Gauguin, Puvis de
Chavannes, Picasso, Matisse, or – at the very beginning of his artistic career,
i.e. precisely in these cartoons – of Wyspiański.
The idea of illustrating Słowacki’s poem may have come to the painter
already during his student years, when, as Marian Turwid attests, Wyspiański
supposedly “left at his disposal his own studio in the Academy building.
Niesiołowski was then working on cartoons for stained glass compositions
for King-Spirit”.10 But the pastel cycle did not come into being until later, in
Zakopane, where the artist moved to after he had graduated. The environment
he found himself in was a boon to his intellectual development and may have
9

L. Nawarecka, Mistyczny sens mitu w „Królu-Duchu” Juliusza Słowackiego [The Mystical
Meaning of the Myth in King-Spirit], Katowice, 2010, pp. 11, 41–45. Cf. also e.g.:
M. Tatara, “Struktura mitu religijnego a Król-Duch Słowackiego” [Structure of a Religious
Myth and King-Spirit], in: Studia romantyczne. Prace poświęcone VII Międzynarodowemu
Kongresowi Slawistów [Romantic Studies. Essays on the 7th International Congress of
Slavonic Studies], ed. M. Żmigrodzka, Wrocław, 1973; M. Cieśla, Mityczna struktura
wyobraźni Słowackiego [The Mythic Structure of Słowacki’s Imagination], Wrocław, 1979;
S. Makowski, “Król-Duch – czyli tajemnica początku i końca” [King-Spirit, or the Mystery
of a Beginning and an End], in: Trzynaście arcydzieł romantycznych [Thirteen Romantic
Masterpieces], Warsaw, 1996.
10 M. Turwid, “Tymon”, in: idem, Przygody ze sztuką [Adventures with Art], Bydgoszcz,
1986, p. 126.
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deepened his interest in Słowacki’s poem, which may have made its way into
Niesiołowski’s “sophisticated reading” already in the Cracow period.11 The
painter mostly kept the company of writers – including Kasprowicz, Orkan,
Tetmajer, Żuławski and Żeromski – he was friends with Witkiewicz both
father and son, and he had met Miciński and Przybyszewski back in Lvov.12
The Tatra mountains were considered a special place, predestined for reading
Słowacki, as they brought the mystical elements to the surface and intensified
them; hence the notion that the bard should be buried on the peak of Ornak,
and hence the presence (both overt and encrypted) of his works in Nietota.
Tajemna księga Tatr [Nietota. The Mystery Book of the Tatras] by Tadeusz
Miciński. This natural relationship between the poet’s work and the Tatras is
multidimensional: suffice it to say that the great exegete of Słowacki’s mysticism, Jan Gwalbert Pawlikowski, was one of the pioneers of Tatra exploration
and ardently advocated protecting their environment.
The earliest of Niesiołowski’s cartoons for King-Spirit, entitled Wanda,
was shown at the exhibition of the Society of Friends of Fine Arts in Cracow in 1908.13 The “Jutrzenka” villa in Zakopane saw two more compositions displayed at a show which opened on Christmas Day of 1909, dubbed
Sen [Dream] and Rycerz [Knight] by the press.14 Niesiołowski sent a cycle of
five pastels – Król-Duch [King-Spirit], Wanda, Skrwawione skrzydła [Bloodied
Wings], Złotogłów [Gold-head] and Sen Mieszka [Mieszko’s Dream] – to the
“unceasing exhibition” at the Cracow Society of Friends of Fine Arts in
December of 1910.
An entry referring to 1913 in the diary of Stefania Chmielakówna, a teacher
from Zakopane, may indicate that the painter had not finished the cycle:
“Tymon […] was, for example, supposed to illustrate King-Spirit, his health
11 T. Niesiołowski, Wspomnienia [Memoirs], Warsaw, 1963, p. 38. At Zakopane, Niesiołowski took part in the preparation for the Słowacki commemorative gala in the jubilee
year of 1909; the report from the gala mentions his name as one of the authors of the
“artistic programmes”, cf. S. Żeromski, Listy 1905–1912 [Letters], ed. Z. J. Adamczyk,
Warsaw, 2006, p. 203 (S. Żeromski, Pisma zebrane [Collected Works], vol. 37,
ed. J. Goliński).
12 The composition of the literary and artistic circle to which Niesiołowski belonged is
discussed by e.g. Michał Sokolnicki, Czternaście lat [Fourteen Years], Warsaw, 1936, p. 137;
M. Turwid, op. cit., p. 128; M. Geron, Tymon Niesiołowski (1882–1965). Życie i twórczość
[Life and Art], Warsaw, 2004, and others. Other testimonies include Stanisław Witkiewicz’s Listy do syna [Letters to My Son] (ed. B. Danek-Wojnowska and A. Micińska,
Warsaw, 1969) and the memoirs of Niesiołowski himself, op. cit.
13 Sprawozdanie Dyrekcji Towarzystwa Przyjaciół Sztuk Pięknych w Krakowie z czynności za rok
1910 [Report of the Management of the Friends of Fine Arts in Cracow for the year
1910], Cracow, 1911, p. 19. Wanda was also exhibited in Zakopane in late 1909 and in
the autumn of 1910.
14 A. Janowski, “Wystawa Towarzystwa ‘Sztuka Podhalańska’ w Zakopanem” [The Exhibition of the “Podhale Art” Association in Zakopane], Ziemia, 1910, no. 7 (12 II), p. 100:
“Niesiołowski gave pastels – Dream, Knight and a faithfully rendered bunch of kingcups”.
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stands in the way, ruined by his rakish lifestyle”.15 Perhaps, however, she did
not know of the cartoons displayed earlier, before she had just arrived in
Zakopane. In the light of her words it is impossible to rule out that the works
exhibited in Lvov and Warsaw in 1914, catalogued as Karton do Króla-Ducha
[Cartoon for King-Spirit] and King-Spirit, were some other paintings16 that
were unrelated to the aforementioned group.
We know Wanda from a brief description by Zygmunt Lubertowicz, a poet
and teacher at a provincial middle school who published a brief thesis entitled
Paleta barw i klejnotów w utworach Juliusza Słowackiego [The Colour and Jewel
Palette in Juliusz Słowacki’s Works], Brody 1910,17 the same year he saw the
Zakopane exhibition: “Niesiołowski’s paintings carry plenty of mysticism, for
example King-Spirit, when Wanda comes to visit him in the dark blue night,
shielding the pale light with her hands, shining into the green eyes and the
face of the Spirit-knight […]”.18
The Bloodied Wings cartoon probably showed the scene from octaves XLII–
XLVII of the first chant of Rhapsody I, while Mieszko’s Dream may have featured
one of Mieczysław’s visions, probably the last, the one of the twelve angels, as it
was the most detailed and conducive to turning into a visual work. The remaining two pictures of the cycle are now at the National Museum in Warsaw.19
15 Tytus Chałubiński Tatra Museum in Zakopane, Ms. AR 318: Stefania Chmielakówna,
Pamiętnik [Diary], sheet 171 (entry dated 28 Sept. 1915). Entries from 1911 and 1912
are written as a diary, the events of 1913 were written down at the end of 1915 and
in 1916 (B. Królczyk-Kurdas, “Franuśku mój najsłodszy! O uczuciu Stefanii Chmielakówny do Franciszka Smreczyńskiego na podstawie pamiętników i listów” [My Sweetest
Frankie! Stefania Chmielakówna’s Affection Towards Franciszek Smreczyński on the
Basis of Letters and Diaries], Małopolska, vol. XIV, Cracow, 2012, p. 143).
16 Katalog wystawy Jana Bulasa, Tymona Niesiołowskiego, Wilhelma Wachtla [Catalogue of the
exhibition], Friends of the Fine Arts Association in Lvov, May 1914 [Lvov], inv. no. 43
and 44: Karton do Króla Ducha [Cartoon for King-Spirit]. In 1914, Niesiołowski’s work
King-Spirit was exhibited at the Zachęta Gallery of Art in Warsaw (Janina Wiercińska,
Katalog prac wystawionych w Towarzystwie Zachęty Sztuk Pięknych w Warszawie w latach
1860–1914 [Catalogue of Works Exhibited at the Society for the Encouragement of Fine
Arts in the period 1860–1914], Wrocław, 1969, p. 249). No review of those exhibitions
that mentions Niesiołowski’s works has been found so far.
17 Lubertowicz went on to publish the brochure Uwagi nad artyzmem poezji i stylu Juliusza
Słowackiego [Notes on the Artistic Quality of Juliusz Słowacki’s Poetry and Style],
Bielsko, 1935.
18 Z. Lubertowicz, “Wystawa sztuki w Zakopanem” [Art Exhibition in Zakopane], Świat,
1910, no. 41, p. 7. Wanda is also mentioned in a review from an earlier exhibition held
in Zakopane: “The pastel of Wanda has great compositional assets, it is conceived
originally and in a painterly manner. […] The work has its special physiognomy, its
expression, and owing to this rare quality it would not stop being interesting even if it
were much less well made” (V., “Wystawa sztuki w Zakopanem” [An Art Exhibition
in Zakopane], Zakopane, 1909, no. 3 [13 II], p. 3).
19 Both works are pastels on paper: Król-Duch, 119.2 by 89.3 cm; on the reverse: “Rysowałem / w Zakopanem 19/VI 1909 / Tymon Niesiołowski”, drawing no. W.13266,
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All publications refer to them as Król-Duch and Bolesław Śmiały (perhaps it
is Knight).20 However, if we accept the list from the catalogue of the Cracow
exhibition to be the full list of titles for the cycle, then the first cartoon would
have to be the Gold-head, while the other is King-Spirit. Such a verdict matches
the iconographic content of the works.
“Gold-head” is what Słowacki calls the statue of Perun, which, awakened
by Chrobry’s hammering border posts into the bottom of the Dnieper, floats
up to the surface of the river:
Jakiś słowiański Bóg zbudzony w błocie
Wstawał powoli… i z czarnej pościeli
Podnosił piersi… ciesielską robotą
Rzezane… jedną dłoń… i głowę złotą.
[…]
I wstał, i postać się okropna wzmogła,
Świecąc łbem złotym – na wodnej zieleni,
Lecz ręki jednej wydobyć nie mogła,
Którą słup trzymał wbitą do kamieni.
Jedna ze śmielszych rusałek pomogła
I gryzła ząbkiem w granitowej rdzeni,
Aż dłoń zjedzona mając przez korale,
Wypruł się straszny złotogłów na fale. (XVI 439)
Some Slavic God, awakened in the mud, / Was rising slowly... and from the black bedsheets / He was lifting his breast... by carpenter’s work / Carved... one hand... and
a gold head. (…) And he stood up, and the horrible figure rose, / Shining its golden
head – on the watery green, / But it could not pull out one of its arms, / Held down
by the post hammered into the rocks. / One of the more daring mermaids helped /
And with its little tooth bit in the granite core, / Until, his hand eaten by the coral, /
The terrifying Gold-head lifted himself onto the waves.

The tale of how Perun came to be in the “water silt” is told in Nestor’s
Chronicle: “Vladimir then began to reign alone in Kiev, and he set up idols on
the hills outside the castle with the hall: one of Perun, made of wood with
a head of silver and a mustache of gold […]”. After he was baptised, and
his state along with him, the prince “ordered that Perun should be bound to
purchased from Elżbieta Grabska in 2003; Złotogłów, 126.7 by 147.5 cm, signed “TN”
bottom right; on the reverse: “rys. w list. ro. 1909 / w Zakopanem”, drawing no. W.8129,
purchased from a private collection in 1961.
20 Tymon Niesiołowski 1882–1965. Katalog wystawy [Exhibition catalogue], National Museum
in Warsaw, October–November 1982, [Warsaw, 1982], no. 156, 157; Formiści [The Formists], ed. I. Jakimowicz, MNW, Warsaw, 1989, no. 643, 644; Tymon Niesiołowski (1882–1965).
Katalog wystawy monograficznej [Monographic exhibition catalogue], Regional Museum
in Toruń, October–December 2005, [Toruń, 2005], no. 26, 27; M. Geron, “Twórczość
Tymona Niesiołowskiego do 1914 roku” [Niesiołowski’s Pre-1915 Output], in: Studia
o artystach XVIII–XX w. [Studies on the Artists of the 18th to 20th Centuries], ed. J. Malinowski, Toruń, 2003, pp. 217–218; eadem, “Tymon Niesiołowski”, op. cit., pp. 41–43.
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a horse’s tail and dragged along Borichev to the river. […] After they had thus
dragged the idol along, they cast it into the [Dnieper]. But Vladimir had given
this injunction: ‘If it halts anywhere, then push it out from the bank, until
it goes over the falls. Then let it loose’. His command was duly obeyed”.21
Słowacki had read all of this – spiced up with additional detail, such as the
mention of the statue surfacing thrice before resting at “Perun’s place” (“the
idol’s burden”) – in Nikolai Karamzin’s Istoriya gosudarstva rossiyskogo, of which
he took notes in Raptularz 1843–1849 [Notebook 1843–1849]. In King-Spirit
he tells the entire tale in a synchronous story-within-a-story (the Spirit that
is about to become Bolesław the Bold speaks about the present of Bolesław
the Brave’s time and recalls the moment Vladimir brought down the wooden
statue), but he changes the colour of Perun’s head to gold, thus linking it to
a line of other golden heads (the drowning “golden heads” of the Bold’s knights
crossing the Bug, the king’s sacrifice “at Złota Hlawa” = Golden Head). Perun
is a “monster”, a “horror”, but he also represents a divine force, he is supposed to force Poles to submit to the Great Rus’ (Perun’s place would “your
knee / Polish... draw – and put down your head / Before a God like I – God’s
devil” XVII 794). The gold on the head decorates (as with the golden gate, the
“golden sunflowers” of the trumpets, shields like the sun, Bolesław the Brave’s
golden armour) and sanctifies him, as it decorates and sanctifies Bolesław the
Bold at the outset of his rule. The king’s moral downfall and the collapse of
the realm manifests itself in the loss of the ruler’s “golden shine of majesty”;
then the process spreads onto the entire country: “The clear ambers of the
ghosts were blown away / The golden finish of every house and manor” (XVI
475–476). In a sense, the Gold-head of the Dnieper foreshadows that disaster,
and the shine of his forehead confirms his status as a god, a prophet (“he was,
swimming – like the prophets...”, XVI 440) and a seer:
Fala zeń takie wydobyła tętna,
Jakie Ty z wieszcza wydobywasz Boże,
Gdy mu na oczach naród stoi miły
A ciało niesie do wielkiej mogiły. (XVII 764)
The wave had drawn out of him the same pulses / That you, O God, draw out of
a seer, / When in his eyes stands the beloved nation / And his body carries him to the
great tomb.

Perun therefore embodies the spiritual grandeur of the Great Rus’ (which had,
however, chosen Fame over the Word),22 the country “Where to be underwater
21 The Russian Primary Chronicle, Laurentian Text, translated and edited by S. Hazzard Cross
and O. P. Sherpowitz-Wetzor, http://www.mgh-bibliothek.de/dokumente/a/a011458.
pdf [accessed 1 Nov. 2015].
22 The national aspect of Perunin King-Spirit is discussed by Elżbieta Kiślak (Car-trup
i Król-Duch. Rosja w twórczości Słowackiego [The Tsar-cadaver and the King-Spirit. Russia
in Słowacki’s Works], Warsaw, 1991, pp. 332–334).
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Fig. 2. Tymon Niesiołowski,
King-Spirit (from the King-Spirit
cycle), pastel on paper (119.2 ×
89.3 cm), 1909, National Museum
in Warsaw, photo by Krzysztof
Wilczyński / Ligier Studio

in the sun is not a miracle […] / Where a spirit to a wooden, golden giant /
Speaks – and he will place lightning in his hair... […] / Where of the peoples
appear men inspired” (XVII 765). Should we consider the prophetic power of
the Gold-head a positive value, it might stem from his aquatic nature, as in
the case of the mermaids. Although they are described as “parasitic spirits”,
“vested into a body through thought – without love... / Yet trembling over their
form” (XVI 437), it is their image, the reminder of the “songs of the naiads”,
that links the Dnieper landscape to the sea grotto in Pornic, to the poet’s
present-day, shining through the present-day of the King-Spirit, which is intertwined with the time of Bolesław the Brave, Bolesław the Bold and Vladimir
the Great, as well as with eternity:
Dziś jeszcze córki złotego księżyca
Z fal patrzą na mnie oczyma złotemi
I wiatr morski mię – jak lutnia zachwyca,
Gdy kwiateczkami nad morzem blademi
Szeleści… a tam drugi ton na falach
Brzęczy na perłach, muszlach – i koralach. (XVI 437)
Even today the daughters of the golden moon / Watch me from the waves with golden
eyes, / And a sea wind enraptures me like a lute, / When the pale little flowers over the
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sea / Are ruffled by it... and thence another tone on the waves / Hums on the pearls,
shells – and the corals.

Słowacki wrote to his mother from Brittany: “What I felt, my dear, having
looked at the Ocean – that I cannot express to you. There is some mysterious link, some sympathy between this sea and me – and it must be real, as
no other sea has ever had a similar charm for me”.23 The watery depths will
become, in the poet’s eye, the origin of being, the nest of all change, a place
wherein the spirit toils without end. In Samuel Zborowski, it is not only the
ghosts who live in Amphitrite’s kingdom, but also her daughter Diana, who
is ready to make a sacrifice of her own flesh and bone.
An aquatic scenery is also a backdrop of Stanisław Wyspiański’s Legenda
[Legend]. In 1909, Niesiołowski published a variation on this drama – his
one-act play Wanda, the plot of which, however, resolves entirely on land.
Its main connections with Wyspiański’s piece are the protagonist, the fantastic elements (e.g. Marzanna or the personified thoughts) and, finally, the
“unknown Dziad” (the vagabond), who “cranks the hurdy-gurdy”, like Śmiech
and Łopuch do in Legend. Written in melodious verse (as most of the text is
meant to be sung), Wanda harks back to Wyspiański’s works in its textual and
stylistic layers as well. Thus if we should search Niesiołowski’s piece for references to Słowacki (the titular character, the figure of the hurdy-gurdy player,
the motifs of a dream and an aurora shining in a grave), then Wyspiański’s
mediation – if such a mediation is indeed discernible – weakens that link and
makes it irrelevant.
The reception of the Gold-head cartoon is similar. Before we come to reading
its content, before we see Słowacki, we see Wyspiański. One mermaid, the one
on the right, had been taken straight from the painting Ogień [Fire], a part of
the design for the Four Elements stained glass, designed in 1895–1897, never executed, the other from the pastel Skarby Sezamu [Treasures of Sesame], ca. 1897.24
The entirety of the composition can be compared to the illustrations for
Iliad, to the cartoon Wanda, even to Wyspiański’s stained glass window from the Franciscan church in Cracow, Stań się! [Let There Be!], in
the lower part of which we can see some “little amphibian creatures” and
luminous air bubbles, similar to those Niesiołowski used to mark the water
part. The statue of Perun, although very firm and heavy in its unequivocally defined wooden matter (“breast... by carpenter’s work / Carved”),
brings to mind – due to its elongated proportions and, even more so, to the
23 Korespondencja Juliusza Słowackiego [Letters by Juliusz Słowacki], ed. E. Sawrymowicz,
vol. II, Warsaw, 1963, p. 19 (letter of 2 Oct. 1843).
24 Also, the shape of the figure and her floating hair bring to mind the Fallen Angels in
the Franciscan church polychrome and the figure in Water in the Four Elements cycle.
The gesture of the backward-bent arm may reflect the gesture of the young man in
the Taming of the Elements by Józef Mehoffer (who was Niesiołowski’s other professor),
painted for the conference hall of the Industry and Commerce Chamber in Cracow.
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fact that it is bound by ropes, multiplied by the water rings – an image of
a human coffin, i.e. Saint Stanisław from the stained glass windows of the
Wawel Cathedral.
The Gold-head in Niesiołowski’s representation, forcefully rising to the
surface of the Dnieper, menacing and angry, with seaweed rolling down his
head and neck like hair, fits Słowacki’s vision: “Some horror […] / Fearsome,
with water grass hanging from it” (XVI 438). However, the poet only provides
bits and pieces of the description; he names Perun’s particular traits, moving
between them from octave to octave. The painter has reduced them, showing the god in one, an expressively concrete shot. In place of the lightning
bolt, “woven into the divine hair” by Perun in King-Spirit, he has an arrow
(whose head points to and accentuates, in a fairly naïve trick, the diagonal
movement of the figure) and “Thor’s hammer”, which in fact agreed with the
other descriptions of the god’s appearance.25 The statue’s head is not golden,
only a yellowish reflection on the forehead could be seen as an allusion to the
name Słowacki gave to it and to the title of the cartoon. In fact, Niesiołowski’s
version of Perun links the Dniester deity (completely omitting its aspect as
a personification of the power of Rus’) and the posts hammered into the bottom of the river as seen in an anthropomorphic shape by the King-Spirit. The
cylindrical form of the sculpture’s lower part and its copper-coloured open
eyes correspond to the words:
Słupisko jakieś… z księżycową twarzą
Przede mną… wodę rozsiekło w dwa pręgi,
W żelaznej marze tak się oczy żarzą,
Jako czerwonych miesiąców okręgi. (XVI 438)
Some large post... with a moon-like face / Before me... chopped the water in two, / In
the iron phantom the eyes burn so / As do the rings of red moons.

25 E.g. Wawrzyniec Surowiecki wrote: “All that is known from contemporary tales about
Perun, the main deity wielding thunderbolts, is that he was represented in human form
and that he held an arrow, i.e. a fiery bolt, in his hand” (“Śledzenie początku narodów
słowiańskich” [Research on the Beginnings of Slavonic Nations], Roczniki Towarzystwa
Królewskiego Warszawskiego Przyjaciół Nauk, vol. XVII, separate edition Warsaw, 1824,
p. 134). According to Kraszewski, “Perkunas was represented by a piece of flint (Thor’s
hammer), with a head crowned with thunder, bearded and with thunderbolts in his
hand. – There were giant statues of the Ruthenian Perun, with a torso of oak wood,
a head of silver, a moustache and ears of gold, legs of iron, a thunderbolt-shaped piece
of flint in his hand” (J. I. Kraszewski, Sztuka u Słowian, szczególnie w Polsce i Litwie
przedchrześcijańskiej [Slavonic Art, especially in pre-Christian Poland and Lithuania],
Vilna, 1860, p. 312). The identity of Perun and Perkun was confirmed by later research,
cf. A. Gieysztor, Religia Słowian [Religion of the Slavs], Warsaw, 1982, pp. 48–49. Niesiołowski may have seen stone hammers in many archaeological collections, including
private ones, or illustrated ones in scholarly or popular publications (e.g. Światowid,
1899, vol. I, p. 50).
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Bolesław’s post, which is to emerge one day “as testimony from the river /
As a wraith... with a face red with the shame of rust” (XVI 438), now awakened
Perun, but at the same time trapped his arm, the one “eaten […] by coral”,
not allowing him to rise from the bottom. It is not until the mermaid bites
through the “granite core” (or, in a variant, cuts through it with a rainbow)
that the god is released. Niesiołowski’s Gold-head has both hands, complete
and conspicuously balled into oversized fists (similarly disproportionate as
in Xawery Dunikowski’s 1903 sculpture Fatum and in Zbigniew Pronaszko’s
1922 design for the statue of Adam Mickiewicz). Only the outline of the right
wrist seems half-bitten or hacked at. It is that arm that “Amphitrite’s daughter” had set free, she holds it in her hand still, pushing it upwards, helping
the statue get out “onto the waves”. The water mirror cuts through her body,
shining from beneath the surface with a bluish glow. We see here at the same
time the worlds above and below the water surface, just as the narrator of
this passage of King-Spirit speaks of it. The illusion of a transparent surface,
nearly perpendicular to the plane of the picture, is present solely (and still
not too conspicuously) in the foreground; further on, the parallel whirling
lines mark the underwater part of the image. The spatial depth is alluded to
and conventional, at a glance everything seems to be happening almost at the
very surface of the cartoon.
Much of it is taken up by the bodies of the mermaids, which in the “decorative” order of the composition play a role no less important than “the elder
god of Perun’s wrath”. They are as bright as he is dark, as dynamic (in the
contours as well) as he is heavy and crude. The faces of the water women
have nothing to do with sweetness; their gestures, full of horror, have nothing
to do with the stereotype of gracefulness. Is this why they resemble angels:
not rising, but stricken-down, who are full of perfection because they do not
seek a remaking of the spirit?
I mają swojej nikłości sumnienie,
Bo wyjść na słońce nie mogą bezkarne.
Wiedzą, że prosto z mgieł jak gwiazdy spadły,
Nie pracowały na kształt — lecz ukradły. (XVII 763)
And they are aware of their irrelevance, / As they cannot go out to the sun unpunished. / They know they fell from the mists as if they were stars, / They did not work
for their form – they stole it.

Niesiołowski keeps the sensual charm of their figure, as, according to
Słowacki, “they were wondrous” despite their attachment to the form, and
thus “there is in the spirit a yearning after them” (XVII 763).
If the shape of the Dniester goddesses reflects the ambivalence of how
Słowacki assessed them in King-Spirit, perhaps Niesiołowski’s partial anthropomorphisation of Perun can also be read as reflecting Słowacki’s concepts. The
“golden idol”, rolling “like a block”, is at the same time a living god, terrifying
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but sensitive and inspiring “a sorrowful mercy” (XVII 764). To see life in dead
matter, sanctified by worship and then degraded, is a task that only one to
whom “the speech of statues is known”, one who hears the hearts beating in
columns (XVII 794), can accomplish; Wyspiański will be Słowacki’s successor
as a loudspeaker for the words of the statues.
The face of the Gold-head – the furled brows and half-open mouth
– resembles the face of the protagonist of Niesiołowski’s other cartoon, especially since in both the head is viewed slightly from below. Does this mean
that the painter understood Perun as one of the King-Spirit’s incarnations?
Such a mistake in interpreting the Dnieper scene seems completely understandable in the face of the “[p]lurality of persons in a single I. Plurality of
times within a single now. Plurality of places within a single octave”.26 Since
Niesiołowski combined the iron post hammered in by the Piast monarch
with the figure of the Ruthenian deity “by carpenter’s work carved”, it is
not impossible that he added to them a third voice, speaking from the “green
darkness”, from underwater.
The knight from the next picture, the one that should be entitled Król-Duch, is a similarly compound character. His form seems to be a synthesis
of several incarnations of the royal spirit. Each of the elements into which
we can break down this representation can be linked to a specific person (or
persons) within the poem.
A golden suit of armour is Her the Armenian’s final vestment on his funeral
pyre, Bolesław the Brave wears it as well (“Somewhere up there, the Brave, in
golden armour”, XVI 440)27 in the image conjured up or brought back by the
incorporeal King-Spirit before he incarnates into Bolesław the Bold. The latter,
as has already been said, quickly loses the “golden shine of majesty” and is
hence afforded only iron. “Now I shall have you in your iron armour, / Bend
you before me and strike you in spirit” (XVI 479), says Piotrowin’s ghost to
the king; occasionally the word “iron” is replaced with “metal plate” (“wrapped
in his armour like a tower of metal plate”, XVI 467). Popiel wears a helmet in
King-Spirit, but his is “black, made of lead”, and he hides his head in it “like
in a hood” (VII 180); its shape is similar to what Niesiołowski’s hero wears.
The colour of the knight’s face and his eagle wings point to Popiel. With the
successive murders Popiel becomes ugly “in flesh”, and after the burning of
his mother his face “disintegrated/ And showed the greenness of the body”
(VII 72). On his way to Swityn castle, he feels “indescribable shame / To have
a face like verdigris, a gaze like fire in a cloud” (VII 180). In the pastel painting, the mask-like visage glows with the same shade of green. The incarnation of a bloody yet suffering tyrant is dominant in Niesiołowski’s vision. In
1912 the painter published a drama entitled Kniaź Popiel [Prince Popiel] in the
26 Piwińska, op. cit., p. 292.
27 As an able fighter who hesitates to assume spiritual leadership, Bolesław I the Brave is
also called “Iron-man” (XVII, 793), as one wielding iron and iron only.
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monthly magazine Museion. Although its plot is based on the old legend of
Popiel’s poisoning his uncles, the titular character – with the consciousness
carried over from King-Spirit – sees his crime as an act of cruelty which saves
a nation from slumber and passivity:
Ka bym nie ja na świecie duszą
To wy by wszystkie posnęli.
Bom ja wam był
Jako grad co zboże w perzynę obraca,
Jak wiew co domy i bory przewraca!
I jako wód wezbrana rzeka,
Jako szarańczy chmura zła,
I jako Boża błyskawica.28
If I weren’t in the world with my soul / You would have all fallen asleep. / As I was
to you / Like hail that turns grain to naught, / Like wind that tumbles houses and
woods! / And like the river rising with water, / Like an evil cloud of locusts, / Like
God’s thunderbolt.

The background of the upper part of the composition is filled with “the
wings / Of beaten eagles...”, which Popiel’s army “sticks into their armour”;
he himself pins a “wing wet and bloody” (VII 154, 155). In The Plan of King-Spirit Słowacki describes the episode as “The origin of the wings worn by
Slavic hussars” (XVII 913). But in the poem they never resemble the actual
wing contraptions of the hussars; instead they adopt the form of angelic wings
that may, however, give the wearers a terrifying aspect; in the scene of his
liberation by Wanda, Popiel is “[with] wings bristling... like infernal creatures”
(VII 158). The later forms of the King-Spirit no longer have wings, albeit
sometimes their armies are described as winged. Only the Brave looks “Like
an angel, who, flying – as if stands, / With momentum, and wings trembling
at his carapace” (XVII 758). Under his reign, “Poland had struck against her
foes, / In flesh similar again to Popiel’s / Spirit... Wearing wings...” (XVII 793).
But he refuses the spiritual mission; hence, abandoned by the spirit, “he finished his struggles”, and his “fame gained out of hard strength / Goes to the
graves – but not beyond the graves...” (XVII 758).
The sign of this king, the “swordsman […] with innards of stone” (XVII 784),
is the Szczerbiec, a chipped sword attached to the knight’s belt in Niesiołowski’s cartoon. In the poem, Bolesław the Bold inherits it from his great ancestor.
In his downfall, he misses the “jagged stick at his side, / That bore a fault of
ancient fame” (XVI 447); he sees the weapon lose the royal sacrum: “On the
blade of my black scimitar / The chip grew over and – my spirit fell...” (XVI 462).
The flames, visible on the right of Niesiołowski’s picture, interspersed
with the snaking lines of smoke that twist around the figure, probably signify
28 T. Niesiołowski, “Kniaź Popiel” [Prince Popiel], Museion II, 1912, fasc. VII, pp. 40–41
(the entire play is published in fasc. VI–VIII).
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the flames of Her the Armenian’s pyre; and perhaps also the destructive yet
cleansing conflagration of the country under Popiel.29 In the first case, they
would describe the moment just before the spirit leaves its bodily form. The
portrayal of the character could be interpreted in two ways: as a lying figure
seen from above – rather unusual for the painterly manner of representation,
but possibly indicated by the head bent back – or as a body tied to a vertically positioned cross. The former perspective, with all its strangeness, would
be very close to the image indicated by octaves II and III.
Ja Her Armeńczyk leżałem na stosie
Trupem… przy niebios jasnéj błyskawicy,
[…]
Niebo sczerniało… ale świeciło się
Grzmotami… jak wid szatańskiéj stolicy.
A ja świecący od ciągłego grzmota
Leżałem. – Zbroja była na mnie złota.
I duch niewyszły z umarłego ciała
Czuł jakąś dumę, że spokojnie leży; (VII 145)
I, Her the Armenian, lay down on the pyre, / Dead... under the bright lightning of the
skies, (…) / The sky went black... but glowing / With thunder... like a vision of a devils’
capital. / And I, alight from the constant thunder / Lay down. – I was dressed in golden
armour. / And the ghost, not having left the dead body, / Felt some sort of pride that
it had lain down calmly;

The green reflexes upon the golden armour, mannered and irritating in their
importunate regularity in Niesiołowski’s pastel (as if they were a caricature
of how Gauguin contrasted these colours), come therefore from the bluish
lights of the thunderbolts, which eventually strike the pyre, extinguish its
“red flames” and kill the witches singing their runes.
Iconography usually shows the victims of burnings bound to a stake,
with their hands often tied behind their backs. Here, the knight is spread
out on a cross. This is how we read the image, even if after a moment we
notice that the vertical elements of the cross are wooden planks in the upper
part and some kind of hollowed-out trunk in the lower. In Słowacki’s work,
King-Spirit in each of his incarnations has several traits of Christ. Her the
Armenian acquires that similarity by declaring: “My sufferings and honest
torture / And a constant struggle against a horde of devils, […] / I shall
state...” (VII 145). Mieczysław is ready to pick up the cross and to make
a sacrifice not only for his own resurrection, but “for the people” as well
29 Lucyna Nawarecka (op. cit., p. 57) asserts: “The entire universe of Rhapsody I is dominated by images of fires, flames and embers […]. Some images, such as ‘flame of aurora’,
‘fiery sun’ or the ‘flaming broom upon the sky’, are on a cosmic scale. The cause of
this universal conflagration is the ‘thunderbolt spark’, i.e. Popiel”.
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(XVI 433). Later, when he descends, like Christ into Hell, into the Greek
afterlife (where Her had wandered before) and promises the spirits of “allimportant Greeks” a resurrection in the Word, even his very appearance resembles that of the Saviour, as he wears a helmet “of a crown of thorns” (XVI
433). Bolesław the Bold’s “Ruthenian mother” forces him as a child to vow
a sacrifice to Vladimir’s heirs: “You shall take a death as wilfully bloody / As
Christ – I know it from the spirit – at the Golden Hława...” (XVI 443). Even
Popiel has some traits of Christ: the “All-love, washed away in blood – and
all-suffering” (VII 183).
In Niesiołowski’s pastel, there are other sanctifying elements than just the
cross, i.e. the protrusions arranged in a semicircle on the knight’s helmet,30
as if foreshadowing the luminous halo that will form as the guiding spirit
approaches the “final destination” – the Solar Jerusalem. Thus, the entirety of
the picture can be analysed as a mixture of visages and stories of the successive avatars of the King-Spirit and a synthesis of the features of his extra-corporeal being. It is thus a repetition – or application – of the formula Słowacki
himself uses, for example, when explaining the heterogeneous nature of the
priestess Oda (“from all the creatures bound together / Like a doe and a serpent – a star and a woman”, XVI 398) with the sum of the forms the spirit
creates in the lower stages of its development and the future shapes obtained
when pursuing the ideal of Christ, the father of all things.31
Even in the mixture of the presented accessories (justified by the created
synthesis of the characters), Niesiołowski remains faithful to the poet who
did not care for chronology when using historic sources. He mentioned this
in a dedicative letter to Balladyna (“may thousands of anachronisms terrify
the historians and chroniclers slumbering in their graves”, IV 21). Słowacki
must have imagined Popiel’s armour – described in King-Spirit several times
as a shirt made of wires, i.e. as chain mail, while Her’s armour ought to have
been a Greek breastplate. The knight in Niesiołowski’s piece wears a Renaissance plate mail, which is “futuristic” when compared to the poem’s “historical” matter. Is it, however, a conscious application of the poet’s concept? Probably not. It is more likely to be a result of the specific iconographic sources
used as a reference, which may testify to the painter ’s attitude towards
30 They can be interpreted as the rods of the helmet’s raised visor, seen from below and
enlarged; such a view is evident, e.g. in the statue of King Arthur at the tomb of
Emperor Maximilian I Habsburg in the Innsbruck Castle church (by Peter Vischer the
Elder, 1512/1513), but also in figures of holy knights placed on the corners of townhouses, which are especially popular in German countries.
31 S. Makowski, “Monogeneza bytu i heterogeniczność świata przedstawionego w Królu-Duchu” [Monogenesis of Existence and Heterogeneity of Presented World in King-Spirit],
in: „W krainie pamiątek”. Prace ofiarowane Profesorowi Bogdanowi Zakrzewskiemu w osiemdziesiątą rocznicę urodzin [In the Land of Memories. Studies Presented to Prof. Bogdan
Zakrzewski on the 80th Anniversary of His Birth], ed. J. Kolbuszewski, Wrocław, 1996,
pp. 228–230.
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history. He looked for those sources, following Wyspiański, at the Wawel Castle.
It was there, in the southern nave of the cathedral, that he found the stone
monument of Piotr Kmita, dating from the mid-16th century: a knight in
armour and a helmet. In the Holy Trinity chapel he must have seen the still
fresh (painted in 1902–1904) polychromes by Włodzimierz Tetmajer, with
the bright archangels on the ceiling spreading their arms wide.32 It was also
there, beneath the pillars separating the main and northern naves, that the
memorial of Władysław III of Varna was placed in 1906, with a figure of
the young king in armour as sculpted by Antoni Madeyski, his body posture symmetrical and still, with the Szczerbiec sword on his breast and the
eagle-decorated pillow under his head underlining that symmetry. All it took
was to enlarge the eagle’s wings, add a visor to the helmet (like the one
Kmita had) and change the position of the arms (to that seen in Tetmajer’s
work) for King Władysław to become the King-Spirit. Only the face of Popiel,
decisively different from the idealised, youthful visage of the ruler, seems to
echo another piece, which may well have inspired Madeyski,33 namely the
statue of Guidarello Guidarelli, which fascinated many a poet and which
Niesiołowski probably saw in Ravenna during his voyage to Italy in 1908,
just before he started the King-Spirit pastel cycle. The sunken eyes, the lips
open in pain, and especially the portrayal of the face, the only organic and
bodily fragment shown lying in the crown of the helmet as if on a dish, were
transposed from the Italian marble to the pastel image. Thus, Niesiołowski
turns out here to be Wyspiański’s ardent follower not as a copycat of readymade icon sets (as in the case of Gold-head), but as an explorer of the relics
of the past. Only the strangely buckled-on sword of his knight is reminiscent of the Szczerbiec of Polonia hanging (also along the central axis of the
figure) on a loose red scarf (“A coronation coat floats behind her (…) / At the
side a sword, a silver sword / Szczerbiec”34) in the cartoon for a stained glass
32 An armed archangel, usually leaning on a sword (thus posed differently than Tetmajer’s angels and so more removed from Niesiołowski’s idea), was a relatively frequent
motif in the art of that time, even in representations popularised by postcards, e.g.
a card from Kazimierz Sichulski’s cycle of illustrations to the Red Flag song, published
ca. 1905 by Naprzód magazine. Another postcard by the same publisher, entitled The
Martyr of Labour, with an image by František Kupka, may have provided Niesiołowski with the motif of crucifixion with the arms tied to the beam (both cards are
reproduced by Józef Kozłowski in the book Proletariacka Młoda Polska. Sztuki plastyczne i ich twórcy w życiu proletariatu polskiego 1878–1914 [Proletarian Young Poland.
Visual Arts and Artists in the Life of the Polish Proletariat 1879–1914], Warsaw,
1986, Fig. 5, 34).
33 This issue is viewed differently by Angela Sołtys (“Pomniki Antoniego Madeyskiego na
tle problemu restauracji Katedry Wawelskiej” [Monuments by Antoni Madeyski in the
Light of the Restoration of the Wawel Cathedral], Studia Waweliana, vol. III, Cracow,
1994, p. 164).
34 S. Wyspiański, “Królowa Polskiej Korony” [Queen of the Crown of Poland], in: idem,
Dzieła zebrane [Collected Works], vol. I, Cracow, 1964, p. 49.
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window in Lvov cathedral. Perhaps the swollen and bunched up snaking rose
stems, growing up from the bottom border of Polonia, were also a model for
the dark lines of smoke of the King-Spirit pastel, which also have a serpentine
shape to them.35
The link to the cartoons for Wyspiański’s Wawel windows is concealed as
if on purpose. Its trace can be found in the idea of filling the entire composition with the figure and the upwards shot of the head, which is, however,
less pronounced than in Wyspiański’s Henry the Pious and Wanda. Perhaps
the apprentice wanted to improve on the master. Even though he recognised Wyspiański’s greatness, Niesiołowski did not accept his work in its
entirety. When comparing the stained glass windows from the presbytery of
the Franciscan church in Cracow, he favours Święty Franciszek [St. Francis],
as “nothing shocks us in this composition; we receive the impression the artist wanted to pass on to us. There is no question of whom the figure represents”. Meanwhile, Błogosławiona Salomea [Blessed Salomea] “with her excessive affectation loses that beautiful simplicity. […] As a work of art it has
a flaw in composition, her arms badly placed, cut through with the bar in the
window, and already skeletal, while the face is young and, while spiritually
charged, far from the expressions typical of the dead”. The Madonna of Franciscan polychromes upsets the painter with her wavy robe, “too conventional,
given the local jacket she wears,” and “plenty of diverse elements” at once. In
Wyspiański’s portraits, he criticises the blank paper left as the background,
which results in a “fragmented thing” and is “detrimental to the painting”, as,
once it was framed, “the lack of completeness became even more apparent”.36
Niesiołowski disapproves of exactly those elements of his master’s art that
justify a comparison with Słowacki: the degree of fragmentation, the “disharmonious” juxtapositions, the ambiguity. The Wawel cadavers emerge from the
void; they create themselves before our eyes in a king-spiritual cosmic drive
upwards, out of ashes, blood, smoke and water. Meanwhile, Niesiołowski’s
knight is there, he endures, perhaps he simply “presents himself ”. The flames
at his knees only theoretically endanger his material form. What Wyspiański
showed as a visible collapse, a dynamic transition of the form, his apprentice
leaves as just a harbinger of destruction to happen beyond the boundaries of
35 Of Wyspiański’s drawings, a sketch reproduced on the cover of Witeź magazine
(1908), which is a re-working of the Bishop Stanisław watercolour from the “Bolesław dolls” cycle, may be considered a possible model for Niesiołowski’s King-Spirit
cartoon.
36 T. Niesiołowski, “Malarstwo Wyspiańskiego” [Wyspiański’s Painting], Comoedia, 1938,
no. 1, p. 10, 11; a passage referring to Wyspiański in Niesiołowski’s Wspomnienia
[Memoirs] does not repeat these critical observations, and his leaving the background empty is almost complimented: “Many of his pastels may indeed seem preparatory works. This does not depend on the amount of effort put into them; this is
simply breaking with the conventional image” (Niesiołowski, Wspomnienia, op. cit.,
p. 40).
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the pastel. What was incomprehensible and terrifying has been turned into
coherent and aesthetic.
A reproduction in a catalogue to Niesiołowski’s exhibition shows the King-Spirit pastel with the right edge cut off, partially along the flame outline,
possibly due to a part of the base having been burnt or rotted off. This correction, imposed by time and impressed onto the work, not only gave the still
composition energy, but also, aesthetics-wise, broke its insufferable finish while
also being an allusive negative of the flat, black, animal-shaped spots on the
left-hand side, seemingly appearing from another order of imagination. Most
importantly, it made the pastel’s relation to Słowacki’s poem more plausible:
it clearly showed how and where the matter would vanish, the body would
be lost and the spirit released to seek a new form to “earn” its entry onto
a higher level of perfection. The incompleteness of the image enriched its
meaning, opened it up to the future (as it should per the poet’s philosophical
ideas) and at the same time drew it closer, at least to a certain degree, both
to the “new images” that Słowacki created in King-Spirit out of the visible
bits and pieces and to the constant fragmentations and crossings-out in the
variable and non-cohesive structure of the text.
Niesiołowski’s paintings, as per the author’s intent, are finite and complete; they do not incite the viewer to conduct a reduction into discrete elements, which I attempted here, to anchor in Słowacki’s poem. It is a method
that is similar to that used by the late 19th-century critics of Jacek Malczewski’s Śmierć Ellenai [The Death of Ellenai] or of Leon Wyczółkowski’s Alina,
who were annoyed by the absence of the angel above the corpse of the exiled
woman or the lack of the willow that Grabiec was turned into. But I did not
merely intend to determine what the image’s title should be based on verifying which parts of the painterly vision match the text. If nearly everything
matches up, why does this dialogue of image and word turn out to be lifeless
and numb today? Is it just the immobilisation – both literal, of the knight
himself, and visual, of the entire composition with its stubborn symmetry
(not removed by the main axis that is positioned slightly to the left) and its
studious, hieratic nature – that makes it seem alien to the dynamic imagery
of King-Spirit? Probably not, since the Gold-head cartoon, with its completely
different concept, brings forth the same emotions. In both paintings, nearly
the entirety of the image plane is filled to the brim with pieces that can be
identified and that in a way provoke viewers to limit themselves to a purely
iconographic analysis. The dependence on the literary source on the one hand,
and on Wyspiański’s formula in the visible layer on the other, is nearly paralysing to the sight. The painting speaks, perhaps even too much and too
precisely, but it remains blind; we become invisible to it. And, what is more,
when standing in front of it we realise that our “bodily images”, incited by
the reading of King-Spirit, do not want any outside concretisation; quite the
contrary, they fear it. Słowacki himself reportedly explained to Władysław
Łuszczkiewicz why the poetic visions were untranslatable into painting by
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quoting the part of Pan Tadeusz that describes Zosia with a carrot in her hand:
“In poetic thinking and fantasy it is a splendid picture, which painting would
have to debase and reduce it to a prosaic reality”.37
Niesiołowski leaves no “prosaic reality” here. What can be seen, however, is the ambition, expressed in the artist’s programme, to create “a wellorganised whole”.38 Perhaps that is what we understand as a dissonance with
Słowacki’s late texts. But Niesiołowski read a different King-Spirit than the one
we do today, one tamed in the important and even today still valuable critical edition by Ignacy Matuszewski, who, as we know, was the first to show
how Słowacki related to the “new art”, not just literature, but also (maybe
even more importantly) to painting. This was emboldening. “How many
times while reading King-Spirit did I think about how only a pre-Raphaelite
could properly illustrate this mystic epic,” wrote the critic. “What material
for painting could a Burne Jones or a Walter Crane find in the visual episodes
of the poem, sculpted, it would seem, out of precious stones and transparent crystal!”.39 Never mind that Matuszewski, when making such a choice of
artists, confirms his partiality towards ready-made poetic images that would fit
into “episodes” (instead of images formed before our eyes, if only for a fleeting
moment), or that his conviction that pre-Raphaelite painting is appropriate
for King-Spirit would today be considered at least unusual. The crucial part is
his supposition (or claim, even) that the poem can be illustrated.40
37 L. Méyet, “Łuszczkiewicz o Słowackim” [Łuszczkiewicz about Słowacki], Kurier Warszawski, 1900, no. 189, quoted after: J. Starnawski, Juliusz Słowacki we wspomnieniach
współczesnych [Słowacki as Remembered by His Contemporaries], Wrocław, 1956, p. 199.
38 Niesiołowski, Wspomnienia, op. cit., p. 103.
39 I. Matuszewski, Słowacki i nowa sztuka (modernizm) [Słowacki and the New Art (Modernism)], 4th edition, ed. and with an introduction by S. Sandler, Warsaw, 1965, p. 218.
40 In addition to Artur Grottger’s two known illustrations to King-Spirit, several others
were made: a drawing by Mieczysław Jakimowicz Król-Duch, noted in the Katalog
wystawy nieustającej TPSP [Catalogue of the Unceasing Exhibition at the Society of
Friends of Fine Arts] in Cracow in August 1905, lost; Antoni Gawiński’s cycle Rapsod
Króla-Ducha [The King-Spirit Rhapsody] (three works shown in Warsaw’s Zachęta in
1909, two watercolours probably belonging to the cycle are extant at the Mazovian
Museum in Płock and at the Museum of Art in Vilnius; Franciszek Siedlecki’s
watercolour (National Museum in Warsaw) and an etching known from a remark in
the press in 1914; Jerzy Hulewicz’s woodcut Na tle Króla-Ducha [On the Background
of King-Spirit], reproduced in Zdrój 3/1919, vol. IX, fasc. 3; Zygmunt Wierciak’s
illustrations to four quotations from the poem were published in the occasional brochure Juliusz Słowacki 1809–1849. Kraków 27 – 28 VI 1927, ed. S. Przepolski. Various
authors attempted to link many other works with King-Spirit, e.g. recently those by
Mikołaj Konstanty Čiurlionis (R. Okulicz-Kozaryn, Litwin wśród spadkobierców Króla-Ducha. Twórczość Čiurlionisa wobec Młodej Polski [A Lithuanian among the Heirs of King-Spirit. Čiurlionis’s Output in the Context of Young Poland], Poznań, 2007). Of the
works of Tymon Niesiołowski, the cartoon for the Bolesław the Bold stained glass window (watercolour, ink, before 1911, National Museum in Warsaw) and the work Demon
(gouache, watercolour, 1910, National Museum in Poznań) can also be linked with
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It is only in this context that the visual shape of Tymon Niesiołowski’s
cartoons starts to become understandable and justified, and even seems to
move from illustration to interpretation. Perhaps they belong amongst works
so tightly bound to their time that modern methods of art history, ones that
remove the problems of origins and historical placement of the picture from
the analysis, are incapable of processing them.41
In 1913, Niesiołowski’s cartoon cycle was considered his apex achievement.
Jan Kleczyński, always prone to bouts of enthusiasm, claimed that in those
pastels “we can see that he is an artist who has climbed to the highest gallery
of the palace of the art of painting, an artist aiming for broad harmonies of
lines and colour, in compositions filled with a strong, rich imagination and
fantasy”.42 Niesiołowski’s paintings must also have caught the eye of Jan Lorentowicz, who “adored Słowacki”43 and planned a larger work devoted to him,
aside from his 1927 sketch Juliusz Słowacki środ Francuzów [Juliusz Słowacki
among the Frenchmen]. He owned one of the pastels of the cycle (perhaps
King-Spirit). He probably did not see the divergence from the poetic suggestion
of the original work that a modern reader of Słowacki finds so jarring. Nor
did his daughter Irena, the future painter and stage designer, who reminisces
about her childhood thus: “I could not look at the world around me other
than through the lovingly narrowed eyes of Stanisławski’s pictures, hanging
above the sofa in my father’s library, and the figure of the King-Spirit painted
by Niesiołowski taught me poetry before I could even pronounce that word”.44
(Translated by Klaudyna Michałowicz)

Abstract
Juliusz Słowacki’s poem King-Spirit [Król-Duch] assaults the reader with images which
appear in motion, in sudden flashes, and usually in the form of fragments taken out of
the darkness. These visions are of a cinematic rather than a painterly nature. For this
reason the 1909 cycle of pastel illustrations to King-Spirit by Tymon Niesiołowski (only
two of which remain in the collection of the National Museum in Warsaw) may seem to
King-Spirit.
41 Today’s humanistic research is more interested in the compatibility of word to image,
not the other way round, as the contrary phenomenon is associated with Erwin Panofsky’s embarrassingly incomplete catalogue of questions, which ignores the visibility
of the image.
42 J. Kleczyński, “Wystawa ‘Sztuki’ krakowskiej w Warszawie” [Exhibition of Cracow
“Art” in Warsaw], Sztuka. Pismo Ilustrowane (Warsaw–Cracow) 1913, vol. III, fasc. VIII–
XII (January), p. 29. Niesiołowski’s cycle was decidedly unfavourably reviewed by
Tadeusz Niedzielski (“Dookoła wystawy w TPSP” [Around the Exhibition at the TPSP],
Krytyka, 1910, vol. 4, pp. 345–346).
43 I. Lorentowicz, Oczarowania [Enchantments], Warsaw, 1972, p. 10.
44 Ibid., p. 9.
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the modern viewer’s eye to be far removed from the text of the poem. But at the beginning of the 20th century, in his revolutionary monograph entitled Słowacki and the New Art
[Słowacki i nowa sztuka] (published in 1902), Ignacy Matuszewski not only pointed to
the equivalents of Słowacki’s late writings to be found in the visual arts, but also expressed
his belief in the possibility of illustrating these texts. Niesiołowski’s cycle is thus a testimony to the contemporary interpretations of Słowacki. It demonstrates the changes that
the style of reading Romantic texts went through during the century.
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The Crisis of Impressionism
or Claude Monet’s New Realism?
The book Postimpresjoniści [The Post-Impressionists] by Wiesław Juszczak,
a small volume first published in 1972 in a popular series, contained inspiring and sometimes eye-opening proposals for approaches to the art of, among
others, Edgar Degas and Georges Seurat. In this book, Juszczak pointed to the
option of locating their oeuvre differently in relation to Naturalism and Symbolism than was generally accepted at the time.1 This was most probably the
first such decisive attempt to revise the traditional perception of Impressionism and its consequences to have been made in the history of art. The book
begins with a chapter titled “Claude Monet a kryzys impresjonizmu” [Claude
Monet and the crisis of Impressionism] – which is a long examination of this
artist’s oeuvre analysed, quite paradoxically, as consistently and throughout
Impressionist and yet, at the same time, Post- or even anti-Impressionist.
According to Juszczak, the Naturalist concept of a painting as a window
opening to the depth beyond acquired in Monet’s late works an extraordinary
realisation, one that was consistent and yet undermined this very concept:
The plane of the canvas ceased to exist, it was a pane of glass, in a sense – a transparent thing through which the viewer would see the “continuation” of the same space
in which he found himself. This impression, sometimes carried out so far as to attain
the power of illusion of a kaiserpanorama, is united with a dematerialisation of objects
located in this “tangible” space: the illusory space is filled with a multicoloured, iridescent mist, in which materialise the ghosts of objects, as if gossamer curtains moving in
the breeze [my underline – AP], upon which vibrate blurred shadows of edifices, trees
and human figures devoid of substance, volume, weight, their matter not diversified.2
1

2

I attempted to make use of Juszczak’s proposal in reference to the oeuvre of Degas in
my essay: “Degasa i nabistów intymizm – mała burżuazyjna stabilizacja?” [The Intimism
of Degas and the Nabis. Small Bourgeois Stability?], in: Od Maneta do Gauguina. Impresjoniści i postimpresjoniści z Musée d’Orsay w Paryżu, catalogue of the exhibition at the
National Museum, Warsaw, 2001, pp. 128–144 (also a French edition).
W. Juszczak, Postimpresjoniści, Warsaw, 1985 [3rd edition], p. 34.
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In the following part of his argument, Juszczak wrote, startlingly:
With Monet, this conflict assumed an extraordinarily dramatic scale. It is possible to
notice concurrent almost-attempts at fighting it and of making use certain artistic
benefits springing from it; moments of full surrender to it and moments of forcing
a way through all those contradictions (with an acceptance of them that is, perhaps,
deceptive) towards other conceptions of form, which even to Monet himself may have
been difficult to name.3

Let us highlight this intuitive observation and the equally emphasised consistence of Monet’s approach: his uncertainty towards the creative process
that unfolded in an unknown direction.
Logically, the recognition of “impression” led to the cancellation of the
subjective/objective dichotomy. The cognising subject and the cognised object/
reality were to disappear as separate spheres; “reality was considered identical
to awareness ! and impression was the fundamental act of awareness; an
impression is nether subject nor object, but the source of their identicalness
and the product of their interpenetration”.4 Let us recall Monet’s confession:
“[M]y reflexes compelled me to take unconscious action [my underline – AP]
in spite of myself, and it was the daily routine of my life”. Let it be stressed
(if we accept the approach proposed by Juszczak and Shiff) that we are absolutely not dealing with sensual cognition. We shall consider later on whether,
logically, the belief in “impression” led to the cancellation of the extra-image
reality/painterly image dichotomy as well.
Monet’s late oeuvre, extending all the way to the 1920s, constitutes – without any discernible breakthrough – a continuation of his Impressionist assumptions from the 1870s. But, beginning from the last decade of the 19th century,
Monet was interested in fewer and fewer things.5 He obsessively investigated
a few motifs; the majority of motifs he had painted earlier (mainly scenes
from human life: regattas, garden parties, walks) vanished from his work. In
1897, on the eve of his beginning the great garden/art/life opus at Giverny,
Monet embarked on the Mornings on the Seine series. Fourteen canvases were
produced at his atelier barge anchored on the river near Giverny. Numbered
from the commencement of the project and exhibited in a sequence at the
Galerie Georges Petit in Paris the following year, they astounded even those
3
4
5

Ibid., p. 35.
R. Shiff, Cézanne and the End of Impressionism. A Study of the Theory, Technique and Critical Evaluation of Modern Art, Chicago, 1984, p. 117.
Cf. interesting observations on Monet’s selection of motif with reference to the image
in: K. Berger, Japonismus in der westlichen Malerei 1860–1920, Munich, 1980, pp. 92–93.
It must be noted, however, that Monet was increasingly more interested in those few
things which had not been painted before, the mist among them. On this issue, cf. an
essay by M. Poprzęcka, “Obraz za mgłą” [Image behind the Mist], in: eadem, Inne obrazy.
Oko, widzenie, sztuka. Od Albertiego do Duchampa [Other Images. The Eye, the Perception,
the Art. From Alberti to Duchamp], Gdańsk, 2008, pp. 109–113.
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viewers who were already used to the earlier series.6 Such was the surprise that
the paintings were even linked with Symbolism, which was an astounding
association at the time. In comparison with earlier works, Mornings, painted on
the Seine, in a universe of river mists and lights, are almost entirely devoid of
compositional structure. This is especially true with reference to five of them
which had the word “mist” in the subtitle; indeed, the phantoms of clouds
and riverside trees lost in the mist may constitute the only association with
the extra-image reality there. Monet’s conception of “immersion” in an image/
reality perceived not only in artistic categories – in effect, an immersion in reality – was already budding. In this series, Monet for the first time consistently
used the square format. It is a format in which the perception of the canvas
in the categories of a landscape is instinctively impeded and which therefore
furthers the autonomy of the work; also, this format is not associated with
conventional painting in general. This idea would be used again in the Water
Lilies series. Yet Monet did not follow a straight path towards “objectlessness”
and “pure” painting. In the following years, the views of London (1900–1903)
and Venice (1908) will show, with varying regularity, concrete representations. In fact, also the first views of the garden at Giverny, i.e. those from
before 1900, clearly show the famous Japanese bridge and often even particular
shrubs and trees. Twelve of these views were shown, as a discrete series, at
the Durand-Ruel gallery in Paris in 1900. Yet even though concrete images are
in evidence in those works, Emile Verhaeren perceived in them the contours
of an “alternative world”. In the following years, the level of “unrealness” (or,
conversely, realness; we shall come back to this question) in the images of the
pond and the garden increased considerably.
Monet’s garden creation at Giverny, which commenced in 1890 and intensified after the enlargement of the garden in 1893, continued until his death.
Initially, Monet’s decision might have seemed related to the ideas of his older
colleagues from Barbizon, to Giovanni Segantini’s project that was undertaken
in the same decade of the 1890s, or to the notions professed by other artists
who had settled in rural environments in order to experience, and then of
course to represent, nature.7 After all, Monet was very well acquainted with
the Barbizon painters. Yet at Giverny it was evident from the beginning that
the exquisite garden dominated over the artist’s house and that this garden
was increasingly more isolated from the surroundings; it was also evident that
the place was being created as a private retreat and according to the owner’s
own rules.8 Initially, Monet became involved in this garden creation for pure
6
7
8

Cf. The Age of Impressionism at the Art Institute of Chicago, exhibition catalogue, ed.
G. Groom and D. Druick, New Haven–London, 2008, p. 161.
I discuss this issue in Chapter 17 of my book Tracona moc obrazu czyli epizody nowoczesnego
realizmu [The Lost Power of Image, or Episodes from Modern Realism], Warsaw, 2012.
It has been suggested that a blot of colour visible in some of the early Water Lilies is
the shadow of Monet standing at the edge of the pond (V. Stoichita, A Short History of
the Shadow, London, 1999, pp. 108–109). Is it possible that Monet wished to impress
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pleasure; at least that is what he declared and it is not unbelievable. After all,
this pleasure came mostly from the feeling that he was creating reality and
immersing himself in it, and perhaps also from the sense of his participating
in nature’s “performance” that was unfolding by itself.
The garden at Giverny is undoubtedly the best known and the most thoroughly researched garden of an European artist.9 Being very consciously formed,
it became an “alternative world” to this allegedly extreme naturalist. Monet
consulted his gardening projects with specialists and commissioned them
to carry them out, but at the same time he sought the advice of his friend,
the writer Octave Mirbeau, as to the conception of the whole. With regard
to gardening, the painter’s huge undertaking was undoubtedly developed in
a most professional manner. Initially, the garden provided Monet only with
motifs to be painted; but the large-format works produced after 1900 were
devoid of any spatial references – the Japanese bridge he had painted earlier,
the implied line of the horizon or the trees simply vanished. Only a contour
of the house among the greenery would appear, indistinctly and no more than
occasionally, in canvases produced ca. 1902. By then, the water and the lilies,
sometimes a reflection of the sky in the water, would occupy the entire space
of the painting, but only seemingly: in fact, most often we are not certain
what we are seeing – whether the painting is about water lilies at all. Several times Monet considerably altered the layout of the garden; in 1901 he
expanded it again, altered the course of the stream (having obtained permission from local authorities), changed the shape of the pond, remodelled the
bridge etc. Also, he painted images of the water lilies – constantly, tirelessly,
in various formats. After a personal crisis – his second wife died in 1911, his
son in 1914 – he finally decided to complete a project (the idea for which, it
seems, had been budding in him for a while) of painting a vast, homogeneous
image of the natural scenery he had created in the garden. Perhaps inspired
by the still-popular 19th-century panoramas, in June of 1914 Monet decided

9

the mark of his own person on the world he had truly created himself, and not once,
but twice: as a model and as its image in painting?
The issue of gardens created by artists is discussed more extensively in my text: “Ogród
artysty, poety, myśliciela. Terytorium tworzenia” [The Garden of an Artist, a Poet,
a Thinker. A Territory of Creation], Rocznik Historii Sztuki, 34, 2009, pp. 171–198. There is
a huge and recent specialist bibliography regarding the garden at Giverny. Cf. e.g. Monet’s
Years at Giverny: Beyond Impressionism, catalogue of the exhibition at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, ed. Ch. S. Moffet et al., New York, 1978; K. Sagner-Düchting, Monet
in Giverny, Munich, 1994; P. H. Tucker, “The Revolution in the Garden: Monet in the
Twentieth Century”, in: Monet in the 20th Century, catalogue of the exhibition at the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts and the Royal Academy of Arts in London, ed. P. H. Tucker,
New Haven–London, 1998, pp. 14–85; Monet et le cycle des “Nymphéas”, catalogue of
the exhibition at Musée de l’Orangerie, ed. P. Georgel et al., Paris, 1999; Monets Garten, catalogue of the exhibition at Kunsthaus in Zürich, ed. Ch. Becker, Zürich, 2004;
S. Patin, Regards sur les ‘Nymphéas’ de Paul Claudel à André Masson, Paris, 2006.
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to arrange a continuous, uninterrupted exposition of Water Lilies.10 It was
to be a rotunda where the viewer, cut off from the outside world (which in
itself merits underlining), would immerse himself, so to speak, in the water
and greenery shown in the paintings. In order to implement this vast project,
a second, special atelier of massive proportions was constructed at Giverny.11
Painting colossal canvases for his “Grand Decoration”, as he immodestly called
his project,12 Monet refrained from showing any actual elements of the garden
– the bridge, the tree branches or the shrubs. This was because this homogeneous image was to have neither a beginning nor an end. The actual garden
at Giverny was to be entirely unrecognisable. While working on the “Grand
Decoration”, however, Monet kept producing Water Lilies in smaller formats.
These do not seem to have been preparatory studies or plein air exercises for
the larger paintings (which, of course, never left the atelier because of their
size).13 It is not improbable that Monet conceived the “Grand Decoration” not
as a crowning effect of the many years’ work on the garden and its image,
but only as a side effect, so to speak, of his exploit.
In this case, the territory of creation was the natural environment; in
contrast to many other cases, however, this did not mean the artist’s moving
away from the field of art that he generally practised. Outwardly, this territory was subordinate to painting; but in reality in the last two decades of
Monet’s life his painting would not have existed without the garden he had
created. The symbiosis was absolute. On the contrary: Water Lilies painted “in
the face” of the garden at Giverny constitute an even more radical continuation of the artistic explorations he undertook in the 1890s. The difference
is, after all, fundamental: the Rouen cathedral, the haystacks in the fields
at Giverny or the mists over the Seine had not been made by Monet, while
the water lilies he had created, to a large extent, himself, an “objective reality” at which he afterwards (?) gazed from the window of his house. It is
known from contemporary accounts, however, that the last large canvases in
the series were painted not from nature, but in the atelier located near the
garden. From what, then? It is now impossible to establish on which “side”
10 The hypothesis that the panoramas provided an inspiration is strongly supported by John
House, “Monet: The Last Impressionist?”, in: Monet in the 20th Century, op. cit., pp. 11–12.
11 It must be noted that no artist from the Impressionist circle had similarly monumental ideas. Yet Segantini’s never accomplished project of a landscape, the Alpine Panorama,
for the Universal Exhibition in Paris in 1900 is worth remembering in this context.
Monet’s closer acquaintances, e.g. Henri Gervex and Alfred Stevens, executed the History of the Century panorama for the Paris exhibition in 1889.
12 Perhaps referring to Maurice Denis’ conception of the great decorative art of prehistoric
cultures as being identical with religious art.
13 Cf. the suggestions as to the mysterious purpose of these smaller canvases dating from
the years 1917–1923, in reference to the canvas at the Art Institute of Chicago, in: The
Age of Impressionism at the Art Institute of Chicago, exhibition catalogue, ed. G. Groom
and D. Druick, New Haven–London, 2008, p. 177.
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of reality the painter stood; it is impossible to establish the sides, because
by then they had begun to merge. All that is possible is to attempt to trace
the parallel processes of creating what may, in the end, prove to be a single
work: the garden set in a natural environment and the garden represented in
painting.14 The consecutive transformations of the garden, as well as the
episodic obliteration of unsuccessful paintings (several times, several dozen
pieces each time) were crucial to this process, as were the exhibitions of Water
Lilies. These exhibitions are very well documented, also in Monet’s letters, but
so far they have not been researched comprehensively with regard to which
pieces were selected and how they were exhibited. It is known that already in
the period of the Haystacks and Cathedrals series Monet considered the interaction between particular paintings in the series to be of crucial importance
and arranged them side by side in his atelier. The subsequent idea of creating
the “Grand Decoration” of Water Lilies seems to continue his view of painting
as a totality or a process instead of as detached works, and the view of the
acts of painting and of responding to a painting as immersion.
Scholars, such as Gaston Bachelard, writers, such as Marcel Proust, poets,
like Paul Claudel, artists, such as André Masson, and countless historians
of art tried to explain the phenomenon of Water Lilies – Monet’s last, many
years-long work.15 When writing about Water Lilies, they usually stressed the
series’ revolutionary artistic quality and the importance of Monet’s discovery
of the colour surface. Michel Butor went further and highlighted the new,
truly spatial effect deriving from the paintings themselves. Monet’s concept of
“environment”, partially employed during the Paris exhibition, has been much
discussed as well, always with emphasis being placed on the consistency with
which Monet’s painterly experiment had been developed. Of course, Giverny
was also analysed as a garden creation. It is not impossible, however, that the
combination which had unexpectedly emerged there was much more complex, not so evidently deriving from the experience of creating the Haystacks
and Cathedrals series.
Wiesław Juszczak wrote that Monet “made visual reality acquiescent to
himself ”.16 According to Linda Nochlin, he equated “truth with physiological
concreteness”.17 The question to ask is whether that reality was only visual,
and whether exclusively the visual aspect of this physiological quality was of
14 Rainer Maria Rilke in a 1902 text on his friend from Worpswede, the painter Heinrich
Vogeler, calls his garden at Barkenhoff “his own quiet, blooming and sprouting reality”
and sees an analogy between the nature of Vogeler ’s art and his gardening. Quoted
after: R. M. Rilke, “Heinrich Vogeler”, in: idem, Worpswede, Frankfurt am Main–Leipzig,
1987, pp. 207–217.
15 Cf. e.g. the anthology Monet vu par…, ed. Th. Schlesser, Paris, 2011. A more recent
example of a quasi-poetic text on Monet is the essay by the Belgian writer Stéphane
Lambert, L’Adieu au paysage. Les Nymphéas de Claude Monet, Paris, 2009.
16 Juszczak, op. cit. p. 40.
17 L. Nochlin, Realism, London, 1991, p. 64.
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importance. After a visit at Giverny, one begins to doubt whether such limitations are truly valid. A personal experience, a multi-sensual involvement in
such places of creation – for instance, the process of squeezing through John
Soane’s collection/house or Kurt Schwitters’ Merzbau, even though the latter is reconstructed only in a small part – forces us to be circumspect in our
elucidations and to view interpretations in terms of constant mutability, i.e.
precisely that: experiences. A visitor at Giverny would breathe in, smell, touch
and listen to Monet’s work. This, of course, is largely impossible today. The
contemporary experience of the garden at Giverny may lead to mistaken conclusions, because not only has the garden itself changed, as was natural, but
also the paintings are not there. It is therefore necessary to limit ourselves to
a general postulate that the domain of Giverny and the painting of the Water
Lilies lie in categories broader than just visual ones.
Małgorzata Szafrańska suggests (even though she refers to Renaissance
gardens) that today they must be examined, and co-created, with attention
to various sensual factors and to the intellectual factor at the same time.18
Giverny would deserve an analysis similar to those which she conducted with
regard to some of the 16th-century humanist gardens. Research on this work
by Monet may also be inspired by methodological conceptions of analysing
gardens as proposed by Mateusz Salwa: “We should think of gardens in terms
of performance”.19 Viewed as a performance, a garden is an event that makes
nature and art identical, or at least similar. Monet and Nature cooperated and
exchanged experiences in his – and Nature’s – garden. The dynamism of both
of these processes of creation results in the painter not having full control over
the creative process, but only encouraging it; Nature, in turn, participates in
his display. During the exhibitions, so carefully devised by Monet, the paintings generated further images by their adjacency. The garden was doing the
same, moving away from the state imposed on it by Monet. The creative
effort was undertaken anew, and so forth.
As a painter, Monet needs a place to look. A place where he could look at beauty. And
after many years, having so long and so often been changing the places of his looking,
he feels the need of space that would become his final space. […] The place of painting
contains everything. […] Monet wished to create a place for himself. […] Giverny is
the new and ultimate homeland, the free space where an as yet unprecedented vision
that preceded even painting would be created [my underline – AP].20

Yet this “final place” may be understood in broader terms than the terms of
visual categories only. Monet’s periods of residence on the atelier boat cannot
18 M. Szafrańska, Człowiek w renesansowym ogrodzie [A Man in a Renaissance Garden],
Cracow, 2011.
19 M. Salwa, “The Garden as a Performance”, Proceedings of the European Society for Aesthetics,
5, 2013, pp. 372–387.
20 M. Goldin, “La natura inventata”, in: Monet. I luoghi della pittura, catalogue of the
exhibition at Casa dei Carraresi in Treviso, ed. M. Goldin, Conegliano, 2002, p. 255.
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be overlooked. The fact of his living by the water, even though ancillary to
an artistic goal, must have influenced Monet’s thinking about art and his
existential and ontological reflections.
The present-day experience of Giverny and Orangerie, although defective,
suggests that Monet’s realism was not limited to painting alone, or rather that
it acted as an inescapable conductor to the realm outside the boundaries of
a canvas. Monet, just as the Chinese painter Wang-Fô in a tale by Marguerite
Yourcenar,21 enters a painting and exits from it; the image merges into one
with what even the Barbizonians still regarded as only a place for living and
for plein air painting, observed with a distanced mind-set, even if that distance was lessened by nostalgia. To continue the analogy, we would have to
agree that this act of entering the reality/image occurs not only in the visual
aspect, and not only on the metaphorical level; it constitutes an act of experiencing the essence of being.
When writing about the Cathedrals series and the “ghosts” of objects,
Juszczak assumed that Monet had achieved something he had not intended;
that he was not aware what he had achieved; that he was heading towards
“conceptions of form which were difficult to name”. Having visited the newly
opened Orangerie, Paul Claudel noted in his diary, under the date of 8 July
1927, his impressions from seeing the paintings by Monet and referred to
a comparison of his works with medieval stained glass windows, writing:
Claude Monet, au terme de sa longue vie […] a fini par s’adresser à l’élément lui-même
le plus docile, le plus pénétrable, l’eau a la fois transparence, irisation et miroir. Grâce
à l’eau, il s’est fait le peintre indirect de ce qu’on ne voit pas. Il s’adresse à cette surface
presque invisible et spirituelle qui sépare la lumière de son reflet.22

As is usual with this excellent poet and art critic, each word is valid and not
easy: the transparency, the mirror, the spiritual surface… And that apt if enigmatic phrase: le peintre indirect.
Concluding the aforesaid chapter, Juszczak called Monet’s Water Lilies
“a colossal frieze that has the resonance of a solemn, pantheistic hymn” and
cited René Gimpel’s impressions from a visit at Monet’s garden in 1918:
[…] a strange artistic spectacle […] a panorama of water and water lilies, of light and
sky. In this infinity, the water and the sky had neither beginning nor and. It was as
though we were present at one of the first hours of the birth of the world. It was
mysterious, poetic, deliciously unreal. The effect was strange: it was at once pleasurable and disturbing to be surrounded by water on all sides and yet untouched by it.23
21 M. Yourcenar, “How Wang Fô Was Saved”, in: eadem, Oriental Tales, translated by
A. Manguel, New York, 1985. In the story, the great painter is naturally able to cross
the boundary of the painting.
22 P. Claudel, Journal 1904–1932, Quoted after Monet vu par…, Paris, 2011, p. 28.
23 R. Gimpel, quoted in: The Grove Book of Art Writing, ed. M. Gayford, K. Wright, New
York, 1988, p. 11. Cf. Juszczak, op. cit., p. 41.
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It is noteworthy that Gimpel did not mention the paintings themselves, but
a spectacle, “a panorama of water and water lilies”, and that he highlighted
the sense of participation. The path towards the appreciation of Water Lilies
to which he pointed, and to which Juszczak only alluded, should, transcendentally, remain no more than a suggestion.
Water Lilies are not “impressions“, records of some particular transitory phenomena
of light and colour […]. Neither are they purely decorative paintings […], ultimately,
Water Lilies are not subjectless compositions. […] What are Monet’s Water Lilies, then?
It seems to me that they are best interpreted as great cosmic visions [my underline –
AP], visions of the infinite and eternally changeable sky reflected in the infinite and
eternally changeable depths of water…24

This is what Mieczysław Wallis wrote in his analysis of the late oeuvres of
great artists. If we substitute the word “visions” with the word “objects”,
and if we refer Wallis’ assertion not only to the canvases, but also to the garden, we shall obtain one more valuable suggestion. After all – this must be
realised despite the raptures experienced at Orangerie de Tuileries – when one
enters the Giverny garden, the painted water lilies turn out to be no more
than a semi-finished article. Perhaps Monet himself, in his haste to secure the
monumental rotunda display, did not realise this.
“I have again undertaken things impossible to paint: water with plants
[…]. It is wonderful to see, but it is sheer madness to want to paint it. But
I am always attempting such things”, wrote Monet.25 Often speaking about
painting the impossible, he was a realist. Thus, a painter described as “only
an eye”, the creator of the most entirely visual painting that can be imagined,
was also the author of a creation in which he achieved a total transformation
(deformation?) of the existing world. He may have subverted the principle of
realism or he may have applied the only possible principle.26 He undertook the
impossible – but not only at the level of just painting, perceiving an image or
arranging a garden, but rather on the level of transcending all those “earthbound” ambitions.
The essence of his work seems to be located on the boundary between
experiencing a garden and painting an image. It is a one-off, inimitable act,
even though the effort was constantly repeated, because Monet did not know
whether he had managed to achieve his goal. In this it resembles the act of
parting the curtains in Virginia Woolf ’s Mrs Dalloway, a text which, in fact,
comes from a similar period. The way towards understanding this fact is
pointed out by Juszczak in another one of his brilliant interpretations. Juszczak
24 M. Wallis, Późna twórczość wielkich artystów [Late Oeuvres of Great Artists], Warsaw,
1975, p. 79.
25 C. Monet in a letter to Gustave Geffroy written in June 1890, after the purchase of
the Giverny house.
26 I have investigated, from a slightly different angle, the possible interpretation of Monet’s
experiment in terms of realism in my book on the subject of this concept.
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devoted an entire book to several key sentences of this novel, interpreting it as
focused on the significance of attempts to capture the essence of the creative
process.27 The party being thrown by Clarissa is her “performance”, fulfilled
as a creative work, and it assumes a form in a way that is not foreseen or
controlled by the “artist” herself. This is indicated by the superb motif of the
curtains parting or flapping in the wind, each time repeated with a slightly
different emphasis. Clarissa strives towards a masterpiece, but she is not sure
when and how it will occur. The creative process comes together in an amalgam of circumstances that are not fully under control and it does not reach
a state of completion – it is an event.
To return to Giverny: all of the senses must have participated in this feat
of creation, even though, in essence, the act itself did not have a sensual character. This, perhaps, was what Claudel had in mind when he called Monet
le peintre indirect. The condensation of reality in an ungraspable sensation
delivered by all the senses, which occurs in the garden’s universe of water and
vegetation, was most probably not planned by the painter/gardener, just as
Clarissa, even though she was the hostess, did not have power over her party
as a whole. Monet could not control the garden’s universe; what he could
and did do was to help the curtains to part (even though Nature’s share in
this parting cannot be overlooked).
* * *
Water Lilies transcend our image of the art of the period.28 When Monet
was beginning to paint them, Vincent van Gogh and Georges Seurat were
dead, les Nabis were already past the heroic age of their artistic dispute with
Impressionism, and Wassily Kandinsky and Piet Mondrian were making their
first attempts to depict nature. His colleagues from the Impressionist circles
were passing away, one by one. Monet was painting Water Lilies as the entire
period of les Fauves and the successive phases of Cubism came and went, and
as the so-called first abstract paintings were produced. He lasted through the
iconoclastic demonstrations of Marcel Duchamp and the Dadaists and through
the appearance of the Surrealists. None of the succeeding avant-garde revolutions turned out more radical than his, not even the final eschatological
27 W. Juszczak, Zasłona w rajskie ptaki albo o granicach „okresu powieści” [A Curtain with
Birds of Paradise, or on the Boundaries of the “Period of the Novel”], Warsaw, 1981,
esp. an analysis of the “yellow curtains” motif in the context of, among others, passages
of another novel by Woolf, To the Lighthouse (pp. 28–37).
28 Try looking for Water Lilies in the handbooks of 20th-century art – it is a difficult task!
Take the two excellent syntheses by recognised authors coming from different generations and representing different methodological approaches, e.g. H. Read, A Concise
History of Modern Painting, London, 1959 (and the successive amended editions up to
the year 1980), and U. Schneede, Die Geschichte der Kunst im 20. Jahrhundert, Munich,
2001; neither of these features Monet.
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attempts of Ferdinand Hodler. The last few canvases with the Giverny water
lilies, which Monet painted after 1923, when his failing eyesight had improved
after an operation, were described as Expressionistic. This does not mean, of
course, that they belonged to that trend. In 1927, when the “Sistine Chapel
of Impressionism” – as the Surrealist painter André Masson would call it in
1952 – was opened in the specially arranged rooms of the Orangerie de Tuileries, public response was insignificant. Monet, who had died a few months
earlier, was a recognised “old master”, but one recognised mostly as the author
of Impressionist paintings without any pretence to profundity. The audacity
of his proposal of total realism went almost unnoticed. Disappointed with the
Orangerie, the painter André Lhote wrote of Monet’s “artistic suicide”. This
summary of Monet’s profound detachment was very apt, although presumably unintentionally so; after all, being a painter who thought exclusively in
post-Cubist terms, Lhote had analysed Water Lilies as images only.29
The garden at Giverny was also quickly forgotten.30 Only towards the end
of the 20th century did sightseeing tours “in the footsteps of the Impressionists” make it a focus of their interest, and soon it received scholarly attention as well.
(Translated by Klaudyna Michałowicz)

Abstract
The question whether Monet’s Water Lilies are a separate phenomenon, a manifestation of
“the crisis of Impressionism” or a simple and consistent continuation of his research has
long been present in the history of modern art. In his book Postimpresjoniści [The PostImpressionists] (1972), Wiesław Juszczak posed the problem in a radical manner and, by
blurring the traditional opposition of naturalism and symbolism, offered one of the most
interesting possible interpretations of Monet’s art. Juszczak perceived Monet’s experiment
as a tentative search for an entirely new conception of form, not only in painting, as well
as a search for the boundaries of the creative process. Referring to these considerations,
the author of the current essay considers Water Lilies (conceived integrally as the paintings
and the creation of the garden in Giverny) and proposes their perception as a construction
of an “alternative world” (Emile Verhaeren). In the last years of his life, Monet enjoyed
the sense of participating in nature’s “performance” that unfolded by itself at Giverny. The
“Grand Decoration”, as he called the works in this series, was probably not intended to
be the final result of his many years’ work on the garden and on its painted image; it was
29 Quoted after Patin, p. 28.
30 It is usually underlined that interest in Monet’s art revived, in Europe and in the United
States, only in the 1950s, in connection with the increasing popularity of Tachisme
and action painting. As a result, restoration works at the seriously dilapidated estate
at Giverny commenced, and several dozen lost or forgotten canvases from the Water
Lilies series were rediscovered. On their reception in the 20th century, cf. the monumental book Monet and Modernism, op. cit.
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rather a byproduct, so to speak, of this performance. The concept of a garden as a performance means the identification or assimilation of nature and art. In the Giverny garden,
Monet and nature exchanged their experiences. The dynamics of both processes of creation
meant that the painter did not wholly control the creative process, but he encouraged it;
Nature, in turn, participated in his display.
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A State of Latent Life:
The Paintings of Olga Boznańska
Wir müssen es aussprechen, daß das Wesen der Schönheit nicht im Wirken liegt,
sondern im Sein.
Rainer Maria Rilke, “Über Kunst”
(Ver Sacrum, Nov. 1898)

The opening piece for the exhibition of Olga Boznańska’s works at the National
Museum in Warsaw is provoking and intriguing. It was an enlarged reproduction of a photograph of the painter made in her Parisian studio at Montparnasse
Boulevard, two years before her death (anonymous photographer, National
Museum in Cracow). The picture of the aged painter with a piercing gaze and
a vulgar cigarette hanging limply from the corner of her mouth may have been
designed to look quirky and ironic, yet nonetheless it serves as an illustration
of the tensions occurring in the representation of an artist’s atelier as a place
where the private and public spheres intermingle, the place of creation that
is rife with the artistic power of the imagination, but also with the mundane
trivialities of life, physical strain and creation understood as hard work which
may sometimes take over the artist’s life almost completely, as was the case
with Olga Boznańska. The mythical aura of her studio, fondly remembered
by visiting artists and critics, such as Marcin Samlicki and Adam Gerżabek,
grew from the carefully orchestrated half-light, the thick tobacco smoke and
the fumes which blurred the contours and dulled the colours, the disarray and
the charm of the space cluttered with art supplies and paintings, and finally
Boznańska’s “menagerie”.1 The painter herself was very willing to model for
photographs in her own studio, and in the course of her long life she allowed
1

More on Boznańska’s studio and her self-portraits in: A. Bagińska, U Olgi Boznańskiej.
Oblicza pracowni artystki [At Olga Boznańska’s. Images of the Artist’s Studio], Toruń,
2013; J. Sosnowska, Poza kanonem, Sztuka polskich artystek 1880–1939 [Outside the Canon.
The Art of Polish Female Artists 1880–1939], Warsaw, 2003; R. Higersberger, “By the light
of a paraffin lamp. The Intimist painting of Olga Boznańska”, in: Olga Boznańska (1865–
1940), exhibition catalogue, National Museum in Warsaw, Warsaw, 2015, pp. 63–70.
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photographers to capture her image in various poses and attires, surrounded
by her own works and mirrors reflecting levels of thoughts on illusions, the
nature of art and artistic representation. Similarly to Boznańska’s artistic renditions of her own studio, the photographs showing her at her work, brush
in hand and clad in a paint-stained apron manifest the ethos of painting as
hard work, i.e. not its conceptual aspects but the physical ones, which are
often concealed by artists for the sake of self-advertisement and to maintain
their prestigious status of members of the elite. Earlier examples of painters
demonstrating the “dirtier side” of their profession may certainly be found, yet
only towards the end of the 19th century did this new understanding of the
creative act as a tiring struggle undertaken day by day start to be emphasised
and portrayed without shame by the indefatigable Paul Cézanne, who wanted
to die while painting; by Vincent van Gogh, who was dying while painting
every day, drained by the exhausting Provençal sun; by Claude Monet, whom
neither old age nor a cataract could stop from creating paintings as large as
Nature itself, a feat that required much stamina and steady hands; and by
the modern Pygmalion – the tireless Auguste Rodin – whose works reveal the
transformation of lifeless stone into living matter, ennobling the very act of
processing raw material, shaping, drilling and, finally, sculpting. These were
the pioneers, les phares, to use Baudelaire’s term, the torches, the lights that
lit the way for dozens of other artists seeking the ideal of art that would be
intimate and honest, marked with the sensual and tangible presence of the
artist who reveals their secrets and their uncertainty. “When I am not able
to paint anymore, I should just die”2 – declared Boznańska in a letter to her
father dated 1896, the same year when a young Austrian poet named Rilke
came to Munich to study the history of art and aesthetics.
The quite modern myth of an organic connection, a communion of art and
life, was paid for with hardship and many sacrifices, poverty and the tragedy
of failure, which was suggestively illustrated in the literature of the period.
Boznańska was fortunate to be a fulfilled artist, aware of the aims and the
significance of her work. Significantly, she saw her art as sincere, real, devoid
of mannerisms and falsity.3 Her attitude and her entire artistic framework
may have been inherited from the Munich community, which not only shaped
Boznańska’s technical skills and the aesthetic orientation of her early art, but
also provided an inalienable and solid basis for her artistic coming of age in the
capital of France. Renata Higersberger aptly observed that even Boznańska’s
“Intimism”, associated with the French roots of les Nabis (especially in Édouard
Vuillard’s version), could be traced back to Munich4. Incidentally, the 19th-century
2

3
4

A letter from Boznańska to her father, 1896, quoted in: A. Król, “„robotą Pani ucieszyć
Krakowianów …”, czyli wystawiając Boznańską” [“to please the Cracovians with your
art …” On Exhibiting Boznańska], in: Olga Boznańska w Akademii [Olga Boznańska at
the Academy], exhibition catalogue, Academy of Fine Arts, Cracow, 2005; p. 12.
Letter to Julia Gradomska, 1909, quoted in: R. Higersberger, op. cit., p. 64.
R. Higersberger, op. cit., p. 67.
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“genre” of interieurs, grounded in both the Dutch and French tradition of the
17th and 18th centuries, came in different varieties: elegant and refined, as created by artists such as Albert von Keller, Arthur von Ramberg or Władysław
Czachórski (for whom Boznańska felt little appreciation), but also private and
intimate, free of the human factor, as rendered, e.g. by the Danish or such
painters as Adolph von Menzel or Carl Schuch.
The oft-repeated quote in which Boznańska reveals her ardent admiration
for the works of the leading German realist painter, Wilhelm Leibl, (“…what
a magnificent and powerful painter, what a colourist, how skilled in applying paint! How he captures individuality! He could proudly stand beside contemporary French painters”5) illustrates the still underestimated role that this
artistic circle had in shaping this young Polish painter’s basic artistic views.
Significantly, the strength of Boznańska’s connection to the artistic culture
of Munich, emphasised by the painter herself and usually neglected by Polish historians due to the overstated importance of Paris as the central point
on the map of artistic modernity, was fully appreciated by Józef Czapski in
his Recollections of Olga Boznańska, presented in 1978 at the Polish Library in
Paris. As a colourist who was sensitive to painterly qualities, Czapski saw
the fundamental significance of the artistic education that Boznańska had
acquired in “Athens upon the Isar”. Incidentally, as a result of international
exhibitions and direct artistic contacts the course of this education was greatly
influenced by the French art of the Barbizon school as well as by the works
of Courbet and Manet.6 Czapski admitted: “If I think that her age of greatness started in Munich, of which my generation in the 1920s spoke only
ill, since Munich was nothing and only Paris ever counted, then I think my
generation was wrong. It was in Munich and due to Munich that we had
a number of great painters. I will not enumerate all of them, but it is sufficient to mention Gierymski and Boznańska. All of her painterly education
came from Munich […]”.7
The idol dominating Boznańska’s Munich inspirations was usually Whistler, who was then perceived as a thoroughly modern artist, displaying both
5
6
7

M. Samlicki, “Olga Boznańska”, Sztuki Piękne, 3, year 2, 1925–26, 2.
Cf. Courbet und Deutschland, exhibition catalogue, Hamburger Kunsthalle, 1978; Städtische
Galerie im Städelschen Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt am Main, 1979.
Wspomnienie o Oldze Boznańskiej wygłoszone przez Józefa Czapskiego dnia 3 maja 1978
w Bibliotece Polskiej [A Tribute to Olga Boznańska given by Józef Czapski on 3 May
1978 at the Polish Library], quoted in: Olga Boznańska (1865–1940). Peintures, exhibition
catalogue, Musée Adam Mickiewicz à la Bibliothèque Polonaise, Paris, 1990 (Introduction
by E. Bobrowska-Jakubowska), p. 6. The overly sharp juxtaposition of the Munich and
Parisian circles and the favouritism towards the latter was also noted by Halina Stępień:
H. Stępień, “Odkrywanie Monachium” [Discovering Munich], in: Malarze polscy
w Monachium. Materiały sesji naukowej pod red. Z. Fałtynowicza i E. Ptaszyńskiej [Polish
Painters in Munich. Proceedings from the Scholarly Session ed. by Z. Fałtynowicz and
E. Ptaszyńska], Suwałki, 2007, p. 8.
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Fig. 1. Wilhelm Trübner, On the Sofa, 1872, Alte Nationalgalerie, Berlin

the Spanish style reminiscent of the great Diego Velázquez and tendencies
typical of Japonism and aestheticism.8 However, as Piotr Kopszak aptly
observed,9 equally significant lessons in colour and tone application were
provided by the context of the so-called Hague School. Indeed, the works
of Jacob, Matthias and Willem Maris, Hendrik Mesdag, Albert Neuhuys or
Anton Mauve relied on a rich scale of greys, muted greens and ochres, which
Dutch painters had learnt to use not only while working en plein air beneath
the heavy sky of the North Sea, but also by following the example of 17thcentury landscape artists such as Jan van Goyen, Salomon and Jacob van
Ruisdael and Philips Koninck.
8
9

More on Whistler and other artists who inspired Boznańska: E. Bobrowska, “Olga
Boznańska and Her Artistic Friendships”, in: Olga Boznańska (1865–1940), exhibition
catalogue, National Museum in Cracow, Cracow, 2014, pp. 62–102.
P. Kopszak, “In Munich”, in: Olga Boznańska (1865–1940), exhibition catalogue, National
Museum in Cracow, op. cit., pp. 36–46.
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Fig. 2. Fritz von Uhde, The Busy Family, ca. 1885, Risd Museum, Providence

This panorama of visual affinities could, however, include many more
artists who, similarly to Olga Boznańska, took off from realistic studies of light
and colour to discover its potential for expression, not description. Alongside
numerous oil paintings, watercolours and pastels by Whistler, the international exhibition in 188810 featured works by Lovis Corinth, Fritz von Uhde,
Wilhelm Trübner, Max Liebermann, Camille Corot and Alfred Stevens. In the
following year, visitors could see many paintings by Dutch artists, by Trübner
and Fritz von Uhde, but also works by Leopold Kalckreuth, Ludwig Eibl and
Hugo von Habermann.11
10 Illustrierter Katalog der III. Internationalen Kunstausstellung (Münchener Jubiläumsausstellung)
im Königl. Glaspalaste zu München 1888, 1. Aufl., ausgeg. Anfang Juni, München, 1888,
retrieved from: http://www.bayerische-landesbibliothek-online.de/glaspalast/zendindex.
html?zendurl=http://daten.digitale-sammlungen.de/~db/bsb00002401/images/&projectdirectory=glaspalast [accessed 15 Apr. 2015].
11 Illustrierter Katalog der Münchener Jahresausstellung von Kunstwerken Aller Nationen im
königl. Glaspalaste 1889, 1. Aufl., ausgegeben am 1. Juli, München, 1889, retrieved from:
http://www.bayerische-landesbibliothek-online.de/glaspalast/zendindex.html?zendurl=http://daten.digitale-sammlungen.de/~db/bsb00002403/images/&projectdirectory=glaspalast [accessed 15 Apr. 2015].
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In 1891 Munich hosted an exhibition of paintings by Camille Corot, Vilhelm Hammershøi, Franz Lenbach, Édouard Manet (featuring also his still
lifes), Claude Monet, Alfred Sisley, Adolphe Monticelli, Lesser Ury and Otto
Scholderer, pastels by Max Liebermann, and gouaches and watercolours by
Adolph Menzel.12 The list of works – German, French, Scandinavian, Dutch,
Polish, Italian and British – that were shown at the international exhibition
in the years when Boznańska was staying in the capital of Bavaria reveals
a picture of extremely complex artistic relations that cannot be regarded in
clear-cut categories of influences. Equally significant is the fact that modern
artists, celebrated for their independence and seeking new forms, were
known to the Munich public as authors of the works exhibited at the
Glaspalast. The catalogues of Secession mention Corinth, Corot, Courbet,
Hugo Habermann, Kalckreuth, Gotthard Kuehl, Liebermann, Jacob Maris,
Jean-François Raffaëlli, Trübner, von Uhde, Ury,13 Jozef Israëls, Frank Currier,14
Manet and Whistler.15
The striking “painterliness” of the works created by such different circles,
the blurring of the form constructed with blots of paint, the finesse of colour
applied in an increasingly broad and more uninhibited manner, or quavering
with short and fine strokes of the brush hitting vibrating surfaces, was not
only a result of the revelations of French Impressionism, but in a broader
perspective also the product of 19th-century landscape painting and the rediscovery of old “non-academic” masters regarded as patrons of modern artistic
trends. The Munich circles wished to reconcile the two seemingly contradictory tendencies, i.e. careful observation of nature and investigating the workshop secrets of art from bygone eras. At the international exhibition in 1869,
Courbet himself made three exquisite copies of paintings by old masters;16
12 Illustrierter Katalog der Münchener Jahresausstellung von Kunstwerken Aller Nationen im kgl.
Glaspalaste 1891, 3. Aufl., ausgeg. am 24. Juli, München, [1891], retrieved from: http://
www.bayerische-landesbibliothek-online.de/glaspalast/zendindex.html?zendurl=http://
daten.digitale-sammlungen.de/~db/bsb00002405/images/&projectdirectory=glaspalast
[accessed 15 Apr. 2015].
13 Offizieller Katalog der Internationalen Kunst-Ausstellung des Vereins bildender Künstler
Münchens (A.V.) “Secession” 1893, München : Bruckmann, 1893, retrieved from: http://
digital.bib-bvb.de/webclient/DeliveryManager?custom_att_2=simple_viewer&pid=4111
217 [accessed 15 Apr. 2015].
14 Offizieller Katalog der Internationalen Kunst-Ausstellung des Vereins bildender Künstler
Münchens (A.V.) “Secession” 1894, München : Bruckmann, 1894, retrieved from: http://
digital.bib-bvb.de/webclient/DeliveryManager?custom_att_2=simple_viewer&pid=4133
114 [accessed 15 Apr. 2015].
15 Offizieller Katalog der Internationalen Kunst-Ausstellung des Vereins bildender Künstler
Münchens (A.V.) “Secession” 1895, München : Bruckmann, 1895, retrieved from: http://
digital.bib-bvb.de/webclient/DeliveryManager?custom_att_2=simple_viewer&pid=413
6745 [accessed 15 Apr. 2015].
16 Cf. S. Faunce, L. Nochlin, Courbet Reconsidered, exhibition catalogue, The Brooklyn Museum,
New York, 1988–1989, The Minneapolis Institute of Arts, Minneapolis, 1989, p. 194.
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Fig. 3. Lesser Ury, Woman at a Writing
Desk, 1898, Alte Nationalgalerie, Berlin

meaning to reconstruct the internal process of creation, not to imitate the
external effect of the form.17
Camille Corot’s motto – “One takes a brush and paints”18 – which Czapski quoted to describe Boznańska’s attitude, expresses the supremacy of the
painter’s work, practice, keen eye and capable hands over all artistic doctrines.
As early as in 1904, Adolf Basler noted: “her art is unassuming, inducing one
only to look, not to philosophise”.19 The fact that the critic was disinclined to
call Boznańska’s painting “philosophical” reveals a dislike for literary symbolism and the weight of artistic programmes; it was a manifestation of delight
with the purely sensual aspect of painting, the subtle extravaganza of colour,
the trivial matter made powerful by the uniqueness of the visual form. This
ethos of a true artist whose work could only be accurately assessed by another
artist was embodied by Wilhelm Leibl, who casually expressed the elite
17 Ch. Lenz, Adolf Friedrich Graf von Schack, Kunstsammler, Literat und Reisender, exhibition
catalogue, Bayerische Staatsgemaldesammlungen Schack-Galerie, Munich, 1994, p. 27.
18 Wspomnienie o Oldze Boznańskiej, op. cit., p. 7.
19 A. Basler, “Olga Boznańska”, Sztuka, 8–9 November–December 1904, p. 377, quoted in:
H. Blum, Olga Boznańska. Zarys życia i twórczości [Olga Boznańska. Her Life and Art],
Cracow, 1964, p. 48.
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concept of painting. Averse to theoretical considerations, he implemented his
own principles of autonomous and pure art (Reinmalerei), choosing unattractive, trivial subjects while painting in villages in the vicinity of Munich. The
attitude presented by Leibl, who regarded art in terms of a sound and beautiful craft (schönes Handwerk), was popularised by his circle of artists, which
included Theodor Alt, Rudolf Hirth du Frênes, Fritz Schider, Karl Haider, Ferdinand Barth, Johann Sperl, Wilhelm Trübner, Albert Lang and Carl Schuch.
This community maintained close artistic and personal relations with the socalled Duveneck Boys, a group led by the American painter Frank Duveneck
and later by Frank Currier. It is known for a fact that Boznańska also kept in
touch with American artists.20
The primary value to be revered by this informal group of Leibl-Kreis,
which was the most active in the 1870s, was Ehrlichkeit, i.e. honesty, invoked
not only by Courbet or Manet, but also by Menzel, who identified artistic
genius with diligence or care (Fleiss).21 Leibl achieved international acclaim
at the Glaspalast in 1869, where his works were exhibited alongside those
by Manet and Courbet. Awarded a gold medal for his Portrait of Mina Gedon
(Portrait der Frau Gedon), Leibl won Courbet’s admiration and was invited to
Paris. Leibl’s colourism, praised by the French realist painter, originated primarily from his fascination with old Flemish and Dutch art, although in the
1870s he also devoted much attention to studying old German paintings; an
activity which earned him the title of a “modern Holbein”.
The idea of echte Malerei was implemented in the Munich circle not as
much in the subject matter (spurning literary fiction and historical attire),
as in the masterful technical skills – the trademark of the Academy, which
was highly regarded for its characteristic style relying on brightness and subtle
gradation of colour and light.
Even Karl Theodor von Piloty, who was considered an academic authority,
allegedly voiced views similar to those of Leibl: “the most important thing
about painting is painting”.22 At the end of the 19th century, the German
theory of art that had been formulated by Wilhelm Trübner and Carl Schuch
retraced its steps to the origins of the term ‘Kunst’ as a skill, a technique. The
moral imperative of sincerity necessitated the cult of hard work, humility and
the perception of painting not in terms of grand ideals but – to use Rainer
Maria Rilke’s words – “small, conscientious realisation” (“kleine gewissenhafte
Verwirklichung”23). The Austrian poet who had redefined the role of an act of
creation was not alone in his opinions and his appreciation of Rodin’s art. Such
views are a proud declaration of the painters’ newly-acquired self-awareness
20 P. Kopszak, Olga Boznańska (1865–1940), Warsaw, 2006, p. 38.
21 E. Ruhmer, Der Leibl-Kreis und die reine Malerei, Rosenheim, 1984, p. 58.
22 Quoted in: R. Neuhaus, Bildnismalerei des Leibl-Kreises. Untersuchungen zur Geschichte und
Technik der Malerei der zweiten Hälfte des 19. Jahrhunderts, Marburg, 1953, p. 16.
23 R. M. Rilke, Auguste Rodin, Leipzig, 1913, p. 17.
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Fig. 4. Wilhelm Leibl, Portrait of Lina Kirchdorffer,
1871, Neue Pinakothek, Munich

as regards the “knowledge of the form”,24 the ennobling of the creative act as
autonomous artistic expression that is independent of the subject matter yet
replete with spiritual meaning.
Luminous grey under-paintings on a white ground, refined palettes of cold
muted colours, often gravitating towards greyscale (and later, under the influence of Impressionism, towards pastel blues), the abundance of colour nuances,
the orchestration of half-tints, the masterful softness of transitions and conscious use of sensual, haptic properties of paint, were the trademarks of more
than one generation of painters associated with Munich. Boznańska, who was
called the grey painter of ashen visions, was fully aware of these mannerisms,
the use of which required a deep understanding of colour evocative of the
works of Velázquez, Frans Hals, Vermeer or Chardin, but also of contemporary painters who were inspired by the old masters – such as Whistler and the
artists from the Hague School whose paintings were exhibited in Munich when
Boznańska was in the city. According to Eugène Fromentin, the style of the
entire Dutch school was an example of colourist painting “so reduced, almost
monochromatic, and yet so rich in its results”.25 However, the palette could
with equal ease be “executed” in the war tones of Rembrandt, Ribera, Titian
and Van Dyck. Fromentin’s unfailing eye also noticed that “in a visible state
or in a latent state, a little of the Rembrandt of warm mists is everywhere,

24 E. Grabska, Moderniści o sztuce [The Modernists on Art], Warsaw, 1971, p. 13.
25 E. Fromentin, The Old Masters of Belgium and Holland, translated by M. C. Robins,
Boston, 1882, p. 139.
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at the beginning of our modern school”.26 This premise of adapting a specified colour modus (Boznańska mentioned “colour premises” undertaken at the
initial stage of the painting process in order to create a harmonious whole27)
went against the basic stipulations of Impressionism as an art of spontaneity,
capturing the fleeting states of light and colourful reflexes as they appeared.
Thus the modern understanding of colour, harmony and painterly texture was
based on a study of the works of the old masters, who were now identified not
only as historical figures, but also as universal and relevant models of artistic
perfection, daring painters to challenge academic propriety. In the Munich
circles this dialogue was incorporated into the process of education. Due to
the ample collection of the Alte Pinakothek and the exhibitions of traditional
art, entering into an openly declared competition with the grand masters was
regarded as a test of the painter’s abilities and his artistic culture. In France,
young artists (and the critics that favoured them) wished rather to be seen as
pioneers, emphasising the progressive nature of their art over its connections
with tradition, from which they nonetheless drew with as much flair as the
artists from Munich. Emile Zola styled Manet – the leader of the independent
youth – as an artist with innate talent who owed nothing to the art held in
museums, even though, paradoxically, it was Manet who engaged in the most
complex, subtle and sophisticated games with the historic art of the Spaniards,
Venetians and Dutchmen. This declarative radicalism of attitude gave rise to
the long-persisting idea that Impressionism was a creation of a new artistic
world, built from nothing. Pissarro was the first to provocatively state that
he would like to burn the Louvre, while Claude Monet declared never to have
had the time to see the great museum.28
Owing to her studies in Munich and the incessant encounters with very
different presentations of colour, often motivated by the same ambition to
capture the ephemeral, Boznańska was “prepared” for the experience of Impressionism. The French art movement did not revolutionise her vision of painting,
but rather reinforced it and made her more willing (as did Japanese woodcuts)
to accentuate the lack of depth, to use traditional chiaroscuro and to enrich
her colour palette. Boznańska herself was surprised that her art was associated with Impressionism.29 The illusory nature of Boznańska’s Impressionist
origins was exposed already by Wiesław Juszczak,30 who brilliantly associated
26 Ibid., p. 206.
27 Quoted in: A. Król, op. cit., p. 15.
28 T. Reff, “Copyists in the Louvre”, 1850–70, Art Bulletin, 46, 1964 (December), pp. 552–
553; Cf. A. Dumas, Old Art into New. The Impressionists and the Reinvention of Tradition,
in: Inspiring Impressionism. The Impressionists and the Art of the Past, ed. A. Dumas, exhibition catalogue, High Museum of Art, Atlanta, 2007–2008; Denver Art Museum, 2008;
Seattle Art Museum, 2008.
29 After: H. Blum, op. cit., p. 49.
30 W. Juszczak, Malarstwo polskiego modernizmu [Polish Modernist Painting], Gdańsk, 2004,
p. 19.
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her work with Cezary Jellenta’s31 category of Intensivism and included it into
the circle of budding Expressionism. By mentioning intensity, vehemence and
focus on the nature portrayed, the Polish critic added that he would be inclined
to call such an effect ‘impression’ if this word evoked clear associations with
the strength and ferocity of the sensation experienced by anyone looking at
Boznańska’s art. As Jerzy Stemplowski32 observed, Boznańska’s work is along
the borderline of Naturalism, which transforms reality into a work of art
and struggles with matter, testing its resistance “fibre by fibre”. Interestingly,
similar “borderline” qualities may be found in the works of Edgar Degas, who
shared Boznańska’s fascination with the effects of pastel and a grainy, lustreless texture – the “sinewy language” of realism, as Joris-Karl Huysmans33
graphically put it. This tension, so apparent in Boznańska’s paintings, did
not merely stem from a keen psychological analysis of the model, from the
model’s sharp features revealing bitterness, frustration, vanity or emptiness.
It seems that the artistic principle of the intensity of perception is apparent
not only in Boznańska’s portraits, but also in her other works, such as still
lifes and the depictions of the view from her window. Incidentally, some of
those “landscape motifs” seen from the window of her studio, arranged as
a vertical composition divided into sections delineated by layers of colour,
foreshadow the landscapes that were painted two decades later in Murnau
by artists associated with Wassily Kandinsky. However, the “transsubstantiation”, the transformation of the raw material, the dematerialisation of
phenomena, plays out in the painterly matter itself. Paint applied onto oilabsorbing cardboard, often with no ground and emphasised on the surface
of the painting as a deliberate aesthetic under-painting, is porous at places
and disperses light; it shimmers and quivers. It is both tangible and unreal.
Applied in layers, dry on dry (especially after 1900) with fine brushstrokes,
often scraped off with a knife,34 the paint resembles dry pastel; it is a mosaic
of intricately harmonious patches, an exposition of painting itself. Boznańska
was an excellent colourist, composing flawless, masterful symphonies of colours
and half-tints.35 As Piotr Kopszak36 emphasised, she did not search blindly for
the form, but had a solid foundation of technical skills even before she came
to Paris, where she started to apply blots of paint with ever increasing liberty.
31 C. Jellenta, “Intensywizm” [Intensivism], Głos, 1897, no. 34–36.
32 J. Stempowski, “Graniczne punkty sztuki naturalistów” [Limiting Points of Naturalist
Art], Głos Plastyków, VI, 1938, pp. 5–12.
33 J.-K. Huysmans, Là-Bas, transl. K. Wallace, retrieved from http://www.gutenberg.org/
files/14323/14323-h/14323-h.htm.
34 Król, op. cit., pp. 15–16.
35 Recent research has shown that Boznańska’s palette was not narrow at all; at least
28 pigments have been identified so far. Cf. A. Lewandowska, “‘A palette split in two…’.
Olga Boznańska: a Conservator’s Approach”, in: Olga Boznańska (1865–1940), exhibition
catalogue, National Museum in Warsaw, op. cit., pp. 95–99.
36 Kopszak, op. cit., p. 28.
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She may have learnt to tap into the mysteries of colour not only from Whistler, who was so admired in Munich, but also from Leibl (who, similarly to
Boznańska, employed a relatively rich palette, though still gravitating towards
visual unity), and Corot, whose later works feature masterfully arranged silvery, pearly and emerald-grey tones and the resulting the effect of softness,
haziness and lightness of the painterly surface (noticed by Czapski’s discerning eye). An equal measure of colouring skill was exhibited by Polish artists
from Munich – by Brandt and the Gierymski brothers. Parallel to Whistler’s
luminous “harmonies”, “arrangements” and mysterious “nocturnes”, Munich
artists created their own tradition of painting “Stimmungen”. As was noted
by Stanisław Witkiewicz in 1901, this term “encompassed the sphere of light
and colour sensations which were subtle in scale, with no sharp contrasts;
a calm composition of blots of colour, faded or subdued”, resulting in “a complete harmony, calm and evenness of tone”.37 The musical term (tuning, harmony) was also used to signify mood and referred to a communion with the
state of the soul. Boznańska’s paintings, in which the critic writing for Głos
narodu saw an interplay of spiritual impressions, visionary ethereality, “reflections let through the crystal prism of the artist’s own soul”,38 are not easy to
psychologise, however. As has already been mentioned above, the expressive
qualities of her paintings stemmed not only from the poignancy of description, but also from the vividness of the painterly surface. Such intensity of
vision, in which the element of light incessantly disrupts the stability of forms
and outlines, exposing their dreamlike features, the emergence and miraculous re-emergence in which the boundaries between the object of perception
and the perceiving individual are blurred, in which reality becomes a vision,
is very close to the art of the great Claude Monet. Already the Polish critic
Adolf Basler observed that Boznańska “spinning only the weave of her own
vision – arrives at more and more painterly expressions”,39 while the refined
surface of her canvas, with its physically tangible substance, is the effect of
“an over-spiritualisation of the senses”. Interestingly, Wojciech Gerson arrived
at a similar conclusion in his critique of Impressionism, employing the metaphor of “the metaphysics of the senses”.40 The discourse of art criticism in that
epoch was flawless in intuiting and expressing symbolist aspirations in art,
which grew on the foundation of a positivist fascination with the material
and the visual. Zenon Przesmycki compared light to the soul,41 and long before
37 S. Witkiewicz, “Aleksander Gierymski”, Biblioteka Polska, 1901, II–IV, quoted in: Juszczak,
op. cit., p. 79.
38 A. Radomir, “Salon Krakowski” [The Cracow Salon], Głos Narodu, 1899, no. 29, quoted
in: Juszczak, op. cit., pp. 95–96.
39 Basler, Olga Boznańska…, op. cit., after: Blum, op. cit., p. 48.
40 W. Gerson, “Impresjonizm” [Impressionism], Biblioteka Warszawska, 1891, vol. 1,
pp. 95–106, quoted in: W. Juszczak, op. cit., p. 188.
41 Text accompanying the reproduction of The Hut by Jan Stanisławski, quoted after:
Juszczak, op. cit., p. 74.
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him Bolesław Prus had called light the universal spirit of all nature, giving it
significance and as connecting the most distant of objects.42 Light, the necessary prerequisite of sight, has been associated with cognitive potential since
the earliest days of humanist thought. Boznańska’s collection in Paris included
a catalogue of Monet’s exhibition held at the gallery of Durand-Ruel. Octave
Mirbeau regarded the works of the French master in terms of Intensivism:
“[…] Within there is a dream and a nightmare, a mystery, the invisible and the
unreal, and all is peculiar in nature […]”.43 The passage could very well be used
to describe Boznańska’s paintings created during her Paris years.
The relation between Boznańska’s art and that of Monet is not regarded
in terms of simple influence, but rather as an affinity of artistic sensitivity,
a brilliant intuitive understanding of paint and expressiveness of the painterly substance, which in Monet’s mature style (apparent already in his Rouen
Cathedral series) shimmers with glittering light, transforms wondrously, quivers
and pulsates with a vivid glow, expresses rather than depicts. In the later
works by the great French painter such a jewel-like gleam of paint is dominated by more expressive, sharp painterly motion, which revealed the movement of the brush, becoming the embodiment of the modern understanding
of a painting as sheer execution.44 The “poetry of the ephemeral”, which was
close to Boznańska’s ideas yet not equivalent to the concept of fast painting,
led to the sophistication and over-refinement of the senses, the sublimation of
vision reaching beyond the simple visual plane and opening into the realm
of transcendence. The artistic materials revealed the spiritual potential of matter and its ability to capture life. Within the framework of German thought the
affirmation of the material and the absolutisation of skill led to metaphysics.
When explaining the concept of absolute and pure art, Wilhelm Trübner used
the term Geist in association with artistic skill.45 Trübner’s student Schuch
also elevated the rein Malerische to the status of the geistig Expressive. In his
Journals the artist emphasised that garish things are primitive and lacking in
spirit, and that it is the painter’s task to rob objects of their materialness and
to expose the aesthetic essence of phenomena.46 Following in the footsteps of
the Munich circle, the Austrian painter believed in skill and conscious use and
knowledge of artistic techniques, seeing them as a solid basis for decent art.
42 B. Prus, “Kronika tygodniowa” [The Weekly Chronicle], Kurier Codzienny, 1888, no. 194,
quoted in: W. Okoń, Stygnąca planeta. Polska krytyka artystyczna wobec malarstwa historycznego i historii [The Cooling Planet. Polish Art Criticism vs. Historical Painting and
History], Wrocław, 2002, p. 114.
43 Quoted after: Blum, op. cit., p. 88.
44 Cf. R. Brettell, “Painting as Performance: Spontaneity and its appearances in painting,
and the intellectual origins of the Impression”, in: idem, Painting quickly in France 1860–
1890, New Haven–London, 2000.
45 W. Trübner, Personalien und Prinzipien, quoted in: J. Geissler, Die Kunsttheorien von Adolf
Hildebrand, Wilhelm Trübner und Max Liebermann, Bad Wildungen, 1963, p. 145.
46 After: Ruhmer, op. cit., p. 48.
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Fig. 5. Carl Schuch, Peonies, ca. 1888,
Neue Pinakothek, Munich

Although he spent many years in Paris, where he could observe the success
enjoyed by the Impressionists, he remained sceptical towards the movement,
opining that the French had traded spirit for mannerisms.47
Max Liebermann, who belonged to the Art Nouveau circle in Berlin, also
perceived execution and skill as a manifestation of spirit (Geist).48 Accentuating the non-discursive nature of painting, he invoked the sensual art of Hals,
Velàzquez and Rembrandt, connecting the latter painter with the works of
the admired Jozef Israëls.49 Expression (Ausdruck) serves as a key category in
Liebermann’s theoretical musings, in which the German artist touches upon
the significant problem tackled by artists in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, and which is also manifest in Boznańska’s works: the characteristic
adequacy, even equivalence, between the subject matter and the form, the
need to go beneath the surface of things, beyond the triviality and obviousness of naturalism, to expose the spirit or life with a painter’s tools. As one
critic describing Boznańska’s works put it: “[…] one would think that somewhere behind the faces one sees not the life that moves them, but the spirit
that governs them”.50 The art of the Polish painter appears to be a constant
search for, to use Rilke’s phrase, the “quiet origins of life”.51 The still lifes
47 A. Reuter, “Ein ‘Logiker’ der Farbe. Die Pariser Notizhefte”, in: A. Huslein-Arco, S. Koja,
Carl Schuch. Ein Europäischer Maler, exhibition catalogue, Belvedere, Vienna, 2012, p. 205.
48 M. Liebermann, Phantasie in der Malerei, Berlin, 1916, p. 16.
49 M. Liebermann, “Jozef Israëls” [1901], in: idem, Gesammelte Schriften, Berlin, 1922, p. 88.
50 Quoted after: Olga Boznańska (1865–1940). Peintures, op. cit., p. 4.
51 R. M. Rilke, Moderne Lyrik, a lecture in Prague, 5 March 1898, quoted after: www.unidue.de/lyriktheorie/texte/1898_rilke.html; Grabska, op. cit.
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barely touched with a brush, like Japanese ukiyo-e, the silent portraits whose
structure suggests disintegration and disappearance, all manifest a reflection
on death and evanescence – not only when the depicted subject matter are
anemones, the flowers that grew from the blood of Aphrodite’s lover who
had died a tragic death.
The majority of Boznańska’s works are portraits, yet each of them reveals
the same wish to immortalise a fleeting presence, to capture the images of
a transient life that is apparent in her glimmering still lifes evocative of Chardin’s works. This wish, an expression of the great “neurosis of the age”52, left
a deep mark on the art theory, philosophy and literature of this period. Art
was tormented by a sense of insignificance of the world, and at the same time
thoroughly saturated with the rhythm and vitality of life which, as the German philosopher Georg Simmel put is, continues to flow, never to cease, and
challenges the permanence of any form.53 Such art laid pretences bare in order
to ultimately defy death. To Simmel, traces of this modern version of Heracliteism could be found in portraits by Rembrandt, who depicted the moment of
death in everything that was alive, and in Rodin’s art, depicting motion, blurring the unity of outlines and nullifying all durability.54 Comparing Boznańska
with Rembrandt, who was then seen as a great modern artist, seems apt not
only due to her command of the substance of the painting and in her later
works tending towards more abstract and less definite forms, but also due to
the large number of self-portraits recording the inevitable, cruel passage of time.
Unaccustomed to any tinsel, Boznańska led a very modest existence, and
in her old age lived practically like a hermit. As Czapski recalled, she wore
rags while working and was unwilling to regard her studio as a temple. Nevertheless, her life had much in common with Rilke’s notion of living art and
with Marcel Proust’s philosophy of art embodied in the literary figure of Elstir.
Proust’s fictional artist epitomised the modernists’ longing for capturing the
essence of the world. The description of his studio might as well be used in
reference to Boznańska’s working space: “The shutters were closed almost
everywhere round the studio, which was fairly cool and […] dark; there was
open only one little rectangular window embowered in honeysuckle, which,
over a strip of garden, gave on an avenue; so that the atmosphere of the greater
part of the studio was dusky, transparent and compact in the mass, but liquid
and sparkling at the rifts where the golden clasp of sunlight banded it […]”.55
As in the “greenhouse raffinates”56 concocted by Proust, who saw the precious
52 Gerson, op. cit.
53 G. Simmel, “Der Konflikt der modernen Kultur”, Munich–Leipzig, 1918, in: S. Magala,
Georg Simmel. Wybór pism, Warsaw, 1980, p. 134.
54 G. Simmel, Rembrandt, Ein kunstphilosophischer Versuch, Munich, 1925, p. 89.
55 M. Proust, In Search of Lost Time, vol. 2, transl. C. K. Scott Montcrieff, http://gutenberg.
net.au/ebooks03/0300401.txt [accessed 27 Sept. 2015].
56 G. Herling-Grudziński, Dziennik pisany nocą. 1997–1999 [Journal Written at Night],
Warsaw, 2000, pp. 279–281 [20 February 1999].
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substance of Vermeer ’s painting as an epiphany of spiritual beauty,57 or
the appeal of Elstir’s seascapes which “lay in a sort of metamorphosis of the
things represented in it, analogous to what in poetry we call metaphor”,58 so
the “refined matter” of Boznańska’s paintings reveals that which is unchanging
and everlasting. The Polish painter had a “physical” sense of substance. If the
paintings of flowers created by Proust’s fictional artist revealed the essence of
the nature of plants,59 i.e. the life hidden deep within a nature morte, Boznańska
managed to achieve a similar metamorphosis not only with regard to objects,
but also to people. Elstir, a literary transposition of Whistler and Manet,
admired the works of Chardin and Perronneau and reached unity and fluency in his poetic vision, suppressing in his paintings the line between land
and sea, the sun and the wave.60 Boznańska, in turn, transformed her models
into dashes of colour, dispersing their forms and blurring outlines, but not
eviscerating them completely.
Similarly to Maurice Maeterlinck’s Serres chaudes, Boznańska’s “greenhouse”
art is dominated by muted colours and the aesthetics of nuances. These works
manifest her ability to evoke and suggest, which was characteristic of symbolist artists (“pas de couleurs rien que la nuance”, wrote Verlaine61). Maeterlinck’s
poetry is saturated with metaphors of dreams, spirit, sadness and helplessness; full of reflections, echoes and visions. It shares a stylistic affinity with
the works of Boznańska; the Polish painter was acquainted with Zenon Przesmycki, who promoted the works of the Belgian poet. William Ritter’s often
quoted interpretation62 of Boznańska’s Girl with Chrysanthemums (1894, the
National Museum in Cracow) as the modern ideal of Maeterlinck’s figure
– sickly, pale, chilling – is not the only symbol of this spiritual analogy. In
1909 Boznańska herself wrote of her paintings in a letter to Julia Gradomska,
stating that they are “quiet and lively, as if separated from the audience by
a delicate veil”.63 This poetics of spectral life and beauty, visible and invisible,
hidden, inaccessible and revealed, may also be found in the theoretical works
by Stephane Mallarmé, who repeatedly mentions contemplation of an object
and the images that arise from thoughts that elicit the state of the soul.64
57 Proust, op. cit., vol. 5, http://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks03/0300401.txt [accessed 27 Sept.
2015].
58 Proust, op. cit., vol. 2, http://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks03/0300401.txt [accessed 27 Sept.
2015].
59 B. Bucknall, The Religion of Art in Proust, Urbana, 1969, p. 64.
60 Proust, op. cit., vol. 2, http://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks03/0300401.txt [accessed 27 Sept.
2015].
61 Quoted in: M. Rzepińska, Historia koloru w dziejach malarstwa europejskiego [The History
of Colour in European Painting], Cracow, 1983, p. 532.
62 W. Ritter, Gazette des Beaux-Arts, IV, 1896, no. 1, quoted in: Blum, op. cit. p. 28.
63 Quoted in: Król, op. cit., p. 15.
64 S. Mallarmé, Œuvres complètes (answer to J. Huret’s questionnaire: Evolution littéraire),
1891, in: Grabska, op. cit., p. 252.
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Fig. 6. Édouard Manet, Two Roses on a Tablecloth, 1882, Museum of Modern
Art, New York

Boznańska’s paintings are intense in their expression of reality, filled with
strangely silent subject matter, odd characters that seem fictitious or recalled
from memory and appear to be leading a mysterious existence, yet are passive and withdrawn. Her art resembles a mirage which exposes the tension
between the realms of the visible and the invisible, the hidden and the revealed;
if offers a soothing hope for “communing with all things above the darkness”,65
in accordance with the beautiful utopia of the fin de siecle.
(Translated by Klaudyna Michałowicz)

Abstract
Olga Boznańska’s painting is the epitome of a new approach to the physical matter of
painting, reflecting the late nineteenth-century myth of the organic communion of work
and life. The artist herself declared her art as honest and true, devoid of any affectation;
she left many paintings and photographs depicting herself as a professional in the process
of working, in the studio. Although Boznańska spent most of her life in Paris and was
inspired by the Impressionists and les Nabis, her formation took place in Munich. Her
years of education and first steps in artistic practice in the capital of Bavaria were decisive
not only in the matter of the workshop or skills of the talented painter, but also in the
65 Rilke, Moderne Lyrik, op. cit.
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matter of her aesthetic attitude. Boznańska’s close relationship with the visual culture of
Munich and the essential role of this artistic centre in her career were usually underestimated and dominated by Paris. Boznańska admired the oeuvre of the great German colourist Wilhelm Leibl, and at the exhibitions she could follow many other contemporary German realists and impressionists. It was Leibl who proclaimed the ethos of “honest painting”
(echte Malerei), considered as “the beautiful craft”. The circle of painters that was concentrated around him fulfilled this concept of autonomic art – Reinmalerei, of painting portraits,
still lifes and genre scenes. Olga Boznańska must have been influenced by the ideas and
the painterly effects of the German artists and their American followers, such as Frank
Duveneck. She shared with them the same quest for the subtle gradations of colour and
explored the potentialities of paint as a material. This approach to technique was ennobled
by the German theory of art (Wilhelm Trübner, Carl Schuch), which was the basis for the
metaphysical concept of painting. The visual effects of Boznańska’s works are close to
those of Munich art at the borderline between realism and expressionism. Her fascination
with visuality led her to an original expression of spirituality.
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Olga Boznańska
and Marian Morelowski Read
Michel Foucault
In 1921, the Cracow periodical Czas published an article by Marian Morelowski which discussed the works of Olga Boznańska. This is a text that is
rarely mentioned by scholars interested in Boznańska’s painting; Morelowski’s analyses are usually neglected. Morelowski’s fascination with Boznańska
may mean either that he was yet another young man (i.e. younger than the
painter herself) to be charmed by her personality or that he could be counted
among the few contemporaries that saw Boznańska’s work as a manifestation
of a new form of artistic expression. If the latter is true, Morelowski was very
much ahead of the numerous scholars and even of modern findings. Comprising only six pages, his text has a clearly defined methodological objective.
Morelowski wrote: “Her entire work is marked by deep contemplation, and
only through long contemplation may it be comprehended by the viewer”.1
It must be added that in the Polish language the term ‘contemplation’ had
a slightly different meaning at that time than it does today; it was associated
with reasoning rather than with emotions and mental states. Such an interpretation is implied by the theoretical writings of another Polish art historian,
Wacław Podlacha, who denounced as one-sided “the endeavours of those art
historians who refuse to base their opinions on a work of art on psychological
considerations and wish to cognise art by means of the intellect, and contemplate works rather than sense them. [...] Intellectual insight into works of art
exposes only one side of the phenomena, and probably the less important one
at that”.2 Intellect is juxtaposed here with feeling. It is justified to assume
that with regard to the works of Olga Boznańska, Polish art historians chose
the side of feelings and referred primarily to emotions. Morelowski himself
did not dismiss this attitude; his text contains many expressions which, from
1
2

M. Morelowski, Olga Boznańska, Cracow, 1921, p. 1.
Quoted after M. Zlat, “Władysław Podlacha (1875–1951)”, Rocznik Historii Sztuki, 2012,
vol. XXXVII, p. 33.
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the modern perspective, may seem emotional or even pretentious, yet stem
from a genuine need to capture the exquisiteness of Boznańska’s art in formal terms. This is the kind of formalism which, as Jacques Derrida noted,
“instead of representing a determinate system, merges with the history of art
and with aesthetics itself ”.3
In his discussion of Boznańska’s works, Morelowski described her line,
colour and lighting, i.e. the basic elements of formalist analysis, stating that
“every curve carries its own message in a vocabulary a thousand times larger
than the human tongue, which seems meagre in comparison”.4 One might say
he was quoting Michel Foucault, in whose opinion the verbal and the visual
code differ so much that “neither can be reduced to the other’s terms: it is in
vain what we attempt to show by the use of images, metaphors or similes
what we are saying; the space where they achieve their splendour is not that
deployed by our eyes but that defined by the sequential elements of syntax”.5
Thus, any attempt at analysing the works of Boznańska, or of any other
artist, would theoretically be doomed to fail, since description may only be
done by using the medium of language, into which visual art cannot be translated. Morelowski, however, wrote: “If one is to achieve a feat as difficult as
discussing her works, one must use not printed but spoken words. Much more
can be expressed by means of intonation”.6 Foucault, in turn, expressed the
supposition that “it is perhaps through the medium of this grey, anonymous
language, always over-meticulous and repetitive because too broad, that the
painting may, little by little, release its illuminations”.7 The French scholar
regarded the interpretation of paintings as an infinite task,8 i.e. in a sense as
their contemplation, just as it was postulated by Morelowski.
Michel Foucault did not write much on the subject of art, yet his thoughts
on painting belong to the classic canon of 20th-century art history. His famous
lectures on the works of Édouard Manet, delivered in Tunis in 1971, caused
a stir then, over forty years ago, and are now regarded as a model of the
post-structuralist analysis of paintings which gave rise to the majority of currently used methodological tools. Foucault constructed his discourse around
three issues: the space of the painting, the lighting and the position of the
viewer.9 One wonders how many of the observations that came to be regarded
as Foucault’s discoveries were in fact known to artists who appreciated the
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

J. Derrida, The Truth in Painting, transl. by G. Bennington and I. McLeod, Chicago, 1987,
p. 67.
Morelowski, op. cit., p. 2.
M. Foucault, The Order of Things. An Archaeology of the Human Sciences, New York, 1994,
p. 9.
Morelowski, op. cit., p. 4.
Foucault, op. cit., p. 10.
Ibid.
M. Foucault, Manet and the Object of Painting, translated by. M. Barr, introduction by
N. Bourriaud, London, 2011.
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works of Manet at the end of the 19th century. An analysis of Olga Boznańska’s paintings may lead one to the conclusion that her scrutiny of the French
master’s works was done very consciously. Manet’s art may have captured
her attention due to its connections to paintings by Velazquez, with which
she was familiar and fascinated from her early youth. The issues of canvas
space, lighting and the position of the viewer appear in Boznańska’s works
from the very beginnings of her career, to be resolved in time in the form of
her unique style.
Manet’s impact on Boznańska’s art was first noticed by Henryk Piątkowski
in a text written presumably in 1890 and published five years later.10 He noted
that “the pure unadulterated tradition of Edward Manet is continued and
recreated with much talent by Olga Boznańska in her works”.11 At that point
Piątkowski could have, in all probability, seen only one work by Boznańska,
namely Ze spaceru [After the Walk], which was shown in Krywult’s salon in
Warsaw in 1889. It certainly bears visible traces of Manet’s influence, especially in the manner of modelling by means of light, due to which the sitter appears to hardly cast any shadow. Similar treatment may be observed,
for example, in Manet’s Fifer, where only a faint shadow beneath one of the
boy’s legs places his silhouette on the invisible ground. In this early painting,
Boznańska was less radical and chose to define the line of the floor; in Portret
chłopca w gimnazjalnym mundurku [Portrait of a Boy in his Gymnasium Uniform], completed one year later, she came much closer to Manet’s manner
of painting – a manner which, it must be noted, Manet himself had inherited from Velazquez. These are not the only works by Boznańska in which
Manet’s influence is apparent.
More than sixty years ago, Helena Blum analysed the work entitled W pracowni [In the Studio], painted in 1886, at the beginning of Boznańska’s stay
in Munich, and suggested that already at the start of her career the painter
must have been familiar with Manet’s art. Blum focused solely on the texture
of the painting and the colour palette,12 yet her conclusion seems accurate, as
it is also corroborated by the composition. The painting was created at a time
when the works of Manet (who was no longer alive) had for a long time been
widely discussed in artistic circles and exhibited in many places, including
Munich. On the surface level, In the Studio follows the convention characteristic
of academic painting in the latter half of the 19th century. Similar scenes were
depicted in numerous paintings and drawings, also by female artists;13 their
authenticity is confirmed by photographs of actual studios. Cluttered interiors
10 The paintings discussed in this work suggest that it was written at the end of 1890
or in 1891. Cf. H. Piątkowski, “Impresjonizm”, in: H. Piątkowski, Polskie malarstwo
współczesne. Szkice i notaty [Contemporary Painting in Poland. Sketches and Notes], St.
Petersburg, 1895, pp. 83–112.
11 Piątkowski, op. cit., p. 109.
12 H. Blum, “Olga Boznańska”, Twórczość, 1949, no. 3, p. 138.
13 F. Borzello, The World of Our Own. Women as Artists, New York, 2000, pp. 126–147.
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Fig. 1. Olga Boznańska, W pracowni
[In the Studio], 1886, oil on cardboard
53 × 44 cm, Collections of
photographs and survey drawings,
The Institute of Art of the Polish
Academy of Sciences,
no. PL_0000004666

with paintings hanging on and propped against walls serve as the background
for a section of space, often closed off with a piece of fabric, where a model is
posing. Boznańska’s painting shows a small part of the studio, a space with
relatively little depth, delineated on the one side by the overlapping surfaces
of the wall, an outstretched fabric, paintings hanging on the walls and resting on easels, and on the other side by the silhouette of a painting woman.
The vertical line visible on the left side of the painting corresponding with
the detail of the studio’s interior directly refers to the edge of the canvas, as
does the horizontal line found in the upper part of the depicted scene. These
elements accentuate the material, the natural property of the painting, i.e. its
flatness, yet at the same time they refer to the scene in the background, since
at the bottom the vertical line only starts at around ¼ of the length of the
painting, as if to exclude the person in the foreground from the scene. Her legs
are not depicted; this makes her appear closer to the viewer. The interior and
the model are partially hidden behind the back of the painting woman. The
viewer looking at the painting is “placed” at the same location from which
Boznańska must have regarded the scene, which accords with the classical
model of seeing. The composition, however, induces a wish to see the other
side of the scene, to walk in and turn around, to look the painter in the face.
The viewer may infer what the painter is seeing from experience or on the
basis of the sketch depicted on her easel. She regards the scene from a slightly
different angle, yet the viewer knows what she is looking at. This is not so in
the case of the model; she is looking beyond the scene depicted in the painting
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but not towards the viewer – her eyes are turned to the left. We do not know
what she is seeing; we can only guess that she may be looking at other painters
working in the studio. Boznańska manages to make viewers want to follow
the line of the model’s gaze, yet in a way the back of the woman depicted
in the foreground keeps them on the outside of the painting, thus delineating
the impassable boundary of its surface. In his analysis of Manet’s The Waitress
and Gare Saint Lazare, Michel Foucault argued that, by depicting characters
who are looking in two different directions, the artist was emphasising the
planarity of the painting, defining its recto/verso14 and creating the unattainable wish to turn the space around and to see the other side.
Boznańska’s In the Studio shows a remarkable boldness in tackling artistic problems and an awareness of their significance. This exceptional painting touches upon yet another issue, one that is rarely addressed in visual art,
namely the special relations between the depicted and the real space; relations
in which the painter acts as a point of reference, a transition or mediation,
depending on how one chooses to see it. In depicting the scene in the studio,
Boznańska set a clear boundary between the fictional world and reality; it is
the figure of the painter standing with her back towards the viewer. She is
within the space of the painting, but is not reduced to an element of the scene.
The viewer can feel the connection between the factual author of the painting
– Boznańska – and the painting woman depicted in it; in a way she becomes
an extension or a double of the real painter. Boznańska, in turn, remains outside the painting, as a parergon, a supplement to the work, something “exterior
to the proper field”,15 like a footnote to a text. She is the irremovable addition,
the presence of which is felt due to the structure of the painting. It assigns
to us the role of a spectator, as if to rebuke us and remind us that it is not
possible to move around spaces depicted in paintings.
A similar effect, if perhaps less poignant and thus failing to inspire such
a strong sense of the author’s presence, is used in Kwiaciarki [The Florists]
painted three years later. The scene also features a dark silhouette in the foreground, which closes the space of the painting and defines the location of the
viewer. However, this time the core of the composition lies in the lighting.
The painting is arranged around the contrast between the dark interior and
the bright window and the space beyond it. The back of the girl facing the
window is the darkest part of the canvas; the head and the shoulder of the
girl facing the viewer is the brightest. The light illuminating her is reflected
in the surface of the table and the walls of the window niche, which creates
the illusion of two sources of light – one from behind the window and one
from the opposite direction. The reflected light is diffused, which is why the
face of the girl appears to be blurry. The girl’s head is a bright spot contrasting with the dark figure in the foreground. The light shines from above, from
14 Foucault, Manet, pp. 49–55.
15 Derrida, op. cit., p. 56.
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Fig. 2. Olga Boznańska, Ze spaceru [After the
Walk], 1889, oil on canvas, 161.5 × 100 cm,
MNK, reproduced after: Olga Boznańska
(1865–1940), National Museum in Warsaw,
Warsaw, 2015, no. 32

a point slightly to the right of the vertical axis of the painting, reaching the
third figure, who is sitting partially in the shadows on the left-hand side of
the depicted space. Her white apron, illuminated by a ray of light, serves as
a compositional counterbalance for the unlit back of the girl in the foreground.
The contrast with the bright window niche makes the sombre interior seem
flat, just like the sunlit landscape beyond. Only the space delineated by the
window niche appears to be the “painting proper”, open to the viewer. The vertical mullion of the window frame marks the axis of the composition, making
it hieratic and static in nature. The two girls sitting along the axis, the dark
one and the illuminated one, are suspended between light and shadow, the
visible and the unseen. One could hardly find a better illustration of the adage
that light makes objects visible. When discussing Manet’s Balcony, Foucault
spoke of the limit of light and darkness, life and death.16 The two paintings
would be difficult to compare, yet in both of them the crucial element is light.
Boznańska’s body of work includes a number of paintings with a similar
composition, with the light coming in through the window in the background,
yet in most of her paintings the scene is frontally lit; especially in the case
of portraits the light source is located exactly where the viewer is. The work
16 Foucault, Manet, p. 71.
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Fig. 3. Olga Boznańska, Portret chłopca
w gimnazjalnym mundurku [Portrait of a Boy in his
Gymnasium Uniform], ca. 1890, oil on canvas,
180 × 100 cm, National Museum in Warsaw,
reproduced after: Olga Boznańska (1865–1940),
National Museum in Warsaw, Warsaw, 2015,
no. 26

titled Wnętrze [Interior]17 is unusual in this respect. The light shines from the
left, through an invisible window beyond the scene, and “truly pours into the
space and diffuses”, as Marian Morelowski noted, most probably in relation
to this very painting.18 Today it is associated with the work that Boznańska
submitted at the end of 1920 for the exhibition at TPSP in Cracow. She
was awarded the Probus Barczewski Prize for it.19 It is not certain when the
painting was created, as scholars offer contradictory opinions on the matter.20
17 O. Boznańska, Wnętrze, the Regional Museum in Toruń.
18 Morelowski, op. cit., p. 4.
19 Unfortunately, no records exist of the activities of the Polish Academy of Learning
during that period. This was due to the ongoing war and the poor economic situation
in Poland at the time; see: J. Dużyk, “Z dziejów Nagrody im. Probusa Barczewskiego”
[From the History of the Probus Barczewski Prize], Rocznik Biblioteki PAN w Krakowie,
1972, vol. XVIII, p. 83.
20 At the Regional Museum in Toruń the painting titled Interior is dated ca. 1907, which
may be due to the information mentioned by Blum, who reported that in 1906
Boznańska had painted her self-portrait in a mirror bought for her by Feliks Jasieński.
The information was inferred from the content of Boznańska’s letter to Jasieński,
written on 20 December 1906: “Finally my portrait is finished, until now I’ve been
painting it and taking breaks, in order for it to come out nicely, otherwise it would
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Although today it seems hardly remarkable and inferior to the more impressive
and alluringly coloured works, Interior differs from Boznańska’s other paintings.
The canvas shows the artist during the process of painting. The figure of
the working artist is seen only in the mirror reflection. She is painting the
interior of the room/studio with the additional element of her own reflection. What we see in the mirror defines the space in front of the depicted
scene, the part which the viewer is not supposed to see. In his classic work,
Michel Foucault noted, in reference to Velazquez’s Las Meninas, that a mirror
“shows us nothing of what is represented in the picture itself. Its motionless
gaze extends out in front of the picture, into that necessarily invisible region
which forms its exterior face, to apprehend figures [in this case: the figure]
arranged in that space. Instead of surrounding visible objects, the mirror cuts
straight through the whole field of the representation, ignoring all it might
apprehend within that field, and restores visibility to that which resides outside all view”.21
Only one other painting by Boznańska features a reflection in a mirror; this
is Portret kobiety w niebieskim kimonie [Portrait of a Woman in a Blue Kimono],
which is held in the collection of the Kościuszko Foundation in New York.
It shall be discussed further on. Reflections may be found in other paintings
as well, e.g. in Portret/autoportret z czerwoną parasolką [The Portrait/Self-Portrait with a Japanese Umbrella] or in the two versions of Bretonka [A Breton
Woman]. All three paintings show a woman sitting on a windowsill, her figure reflected in the pane of glass. The effect is fundamentally different, as the
viewer sees both the sitter and her reflection, or rather its fragment.
Similarly as In the Studio, which had been completed at least 20 years earlier,
Interior features clearly defined horizontal and vertical lines which accentuate
the two-dimensional nature of the painting. In both paintings the straight lines
appear far in the background; in the case of Interior, the foreground is taken
up by a large sofa. The piece of furniture is so close to the bottom edge of the
painting that it almost falls off the canvas, but the view in the mirror pushes
it back inside, where it touches its own reflection. It is as if the composition
shown in In the Studio was reversed at this point of contact. The reflection
blacken. I could not or rather did not see myself differently in the mirror, although my
acquaintances see me differently than in my portrait”. Cf. Olga Boznańska (1865–1940).
Materiały do monografii zebrała i opracowała Helena Blumówna [Materials for a monograph
collected and edited by Helena Blum], published by Państwowy Instytut Historii Sztuki,
Warsaw, 1949, pp. 22, 54. Boznańska’s remarks do not imply that her portrait includes
a depiction of a mirror. A recent hypothesis places the date of this painting’s completion at around 1913, when Boznańska was working on a portrait of Zofia Włodkowa
née Goetz-Okocimska. The supposed evidence is a photograph showing her at work
and reflected in a mirror. The interior, however, is different, and therefore the hypothesis is difficult to uphold. See: Olga Boznańska (1865–1940), published by the National
Museum in Warsaw, Warsaw, 2015, p. 38.
21 Foucault, The Order of Things, p. 8.
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Fig. 4. Olga Boznańska, Kwiaciarki [The Florists], 1889, oil on canvas, 65 × 85 cm,
National Museum in Cracow, reproduced after: Olga Boznańska (1865–1940), National
Museum in Warsaw, Warsaw, 2015, no. 43

creates the impression of space extending in all directions, yet paradoxically
the space of the painting gravitates towards flatness, the reflection reduces it
to that which is depicted. All depth is illusory, the wall with the paintings
and the mirror are right behind the sofa. The gleams of light appearing on
the glass of the painting by the wall make the surface empty, mute and flat,
emphasising the planarity of the painting.
In The Florists and In the Studio, the composition is closed off by the back
of the person sitting in the foreground, which defines the position of the
viewer. Interior, in turn, creates the impression that the painter is right next
to us, beyond the edge of the painting. We do not see her back, yet we
sense her presence, again she is a parergon, an irremovable supplement to the
work, even though this is not a self-portrait in the typical understanding
of the word.
Interior may be regarded as a creative reworking of the problem tackled
in In the Studio, yet Manet’s influence is no longer apparent, unless we consider the use of green as the colour systematising the composition. Michel
Foucault pointed to such a coordinating application of green in Manet’s
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Balcony.22 At the beginning of the 20th century, when Interior was created,
Boznańska was fascinated with les Nabis; the said painting is clear proof of
her sentiments, especially that these avant-garde artists were also interested
in the effect of mirrors.23 A painting worth mentioning in this context is Self
portrait in a Bamboo Mirror by Jean-Edouard Vuillard, completed in 1890.24 It
is unique, as the artist chose to portray himself with his eyes closed. A closer
look at Boznańska’s Interior reveals that there are no pupils in the reflection
of her eyes. Are her eyes closed? Or, perhaps, this is only an illusion caused
by the poor condition of the painting, or an effect of the gleams of light on
the surface of the mirror. The question will probably remain unanswered;
nevertheless it is certain that the painting features a self-portrait that differs
from the norm.
Boznańska did not paint a self-portrait; although such works were usually
done with the help of a mirror, as most artists preferred to erase any evidence
of such practices. They painted themselves with a brush in their dominant
hand, not in a mirror image, and they did not include the frame of the mirror. Interior is different – the viewer sees the entire mirror, the palette is in the
artist’s right hand, not the left hand, as in an actual reflection. The space in
which the reflected figure is located is only an illusion, a “heterotopia”, to use
Foucault’s term.25 What is reflected exists in a given place only when someone
is looking at it. According to Morelowski, who was most likely instrumental
in the decision to award Boznańska with the prize, the painting that won the
acclaim of the Polish Academy of Learning was entitled Wnętrze pracowni z lustrem, gdzie się odbijam [The Interior of a Studio with a Mirror in which I am
Reflected]. The title alone expresses a reserved approach towards the mirror.
Boznańska was looking at the sofa, and she just happened to be reflected in
the mirror. Normally, she would see a model in front of her, yet this time
none had showed up, and the artist, moved by this fact, created a painting
about seeing – about what is visible and what can be perceived.
It seems significant that both In the Studio and Interior touch upon issues
that were so important in modernist painting and depict a studio – the place
where such issues should be tackled and resolved. Boznańska created these
paintings in a time of immense stress. The first one was completed at the
beginning of her artistic career, during a period of intensive study; the second
was most likely inspired by emotions triggered by the loss of or lack of a model.
The Florists also depict a place of work, yet this time it is not a painter’s
studio. This painting and Interior have one more element in common: two of
the girls depicted in it have downcast eyes, while the third is turned away
22
23
24
25

Foucault, Manet, p. 67.
L. Cumming, A Face to the World: On Self-Portraits, London, 2010, pp. 140–141, 148.
Ibid., p. 148.
M. Foucault, “Of Other Spaces”, translated from French by J. Miskowiec, Diacritics,
1986, vol. 16, no. 1 (Spring), pp. 22–27.
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Fig. 5. Olga Boznańska, Wnętrze [Interior], after 1913, oil on cardboard pasted on plywood,
56.5 × 70.5 cm, Toruń Regional Museum, reproduced after: Olga Boznańska (1865–1940), National
Museum in Warsaw, Warsaw, 2015, p. 38

from the viewer and we do not know where she is looking. The only thing
that counts is where we are looking, what we can see. In both paintings, but
especially in Interior, which was completed later, the downcast eyes may also
be a reference to a crisis of the gaze as such, the weakening of it, even blindness, which is connected with the crisis of narration.26
All three of the above-mentioned paintings feature narration, which does
not appear frequently in Boznańska’s works. She was primarily a painter of
portraits, and although traces of storytelling may be found in some of those,
such practices are marginal. In the Studio tells of work on a portrait of a model,
of the sitting sessions and of the relations between the people involved. The
Florists suggests an elaborate tale of the life of working girls. Interior inspires
the viewer to speculate about the loss of a model. It is one of the last, if not
26 A. Leśniak, “Spojrzenie: Blanchot i Balzak” [A Look: Blanchot and Balzac], in: Maurice
Blanchot. Literatura ekstremalna [Maurice Blanchot. Extreme Literature], ed. by P. Mościcki,
Warsaw, 2007, p. 87.
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actually the last narrative painting in Boznańska’s oeuvre. It seems as if she
finally found the answer to an issue that had been troubling her for a long
time, i.e. the issue of representing real space within a painting, as narration
is always related to space. It may therefore be argued that in abandoning
narrative painting Boznańska broke with visibility, and thus with discourse,
in favour of visuality, which thus questions the equivalence of seeing and
knowing, of images and words. Afterwards she only painted portraits, in
which the given name of the sitter, as Foucault observed “is merely an artifice:
it gives a finger to point with, in other words, to pass surreptitiously from
the space where one speaks to the space where one looks; in other words,
to fold one over the other as though they were equivalents”.27 Foucault concluded his study of Manet’s works with an analysis of the painting A Bar at
the Folies-Bergère, which he saw as a fulfilment of Manet’s artistic exploration
regarding the space of the canvas, lighting and the position of the viewer. The
painting contains references to another famous work, namely Ingres’ portrait
of Countess d’Haussonville. Boznańska could have been familiar with both
of these masterpieces of French painting, as evidenced or at least suggested
by her Portrait of a Woman in a Blue Kimono. The claim that this painting was
completed in 1918 seems highly questionable. When comparing this portrait
with other works by Boznańska, one is inclined to move its dating to 1905–
1906. It is stylistically similar to such paintings as Portret Feliksa Jasieńskiego
[Portrait of Feliks Jasieński] or Autoportret z czerwonymi kwiatami [Self-portrait
with Red Flowers], and not to the works she created in the second decade of
the 20th century or later.
In Portrait of a Woman in a Blue Kimono, the model sitting upright in an
armchair is placed near a mirror in which her back is reflected. The depth is
artificial; it is there thanks to the illusion created by the mirror. Its surface
is located between the foreground and the background, parallel to the surface
of the painting. The sitter is looking ahead, while we can look beyond her, see
her back and the back of the armchair, but also that which is in front of her,
i.e. in front of the painting. The verso/recto was depicted in the same plane,
side by side – the front and the back, the flatness of the mirror and the depth
of the reflection. The totality of vision is contrasted with the dead/vacant
stare of the sitter; she does not see what we can, yet our view is partially
an illusion. Painting can create illusions as easily as it dispels them, and this
problematic aspect of its nature is what fascinated Boznańska.
(Translated by Klaudyna Michałowicz)

27 Foucault, The Order of Things, p. 9.
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Abstract
Michel Foucault, in his famous 1971 lecture concerning Edward Manet’s paintings, focused
on three problems: the space of the painting, the lighting and the position of the viewer.
At the beginning of the 1890s, i.e. at the beginning of Olga Boznańska’s creative path, the
connection between the paintings of the young Polish artist and the works of Manet had
already been noticed. A clear concentration on problems which Foucault pointed out in
Manet was observed in her paintings precisely at this time. This fascination with Manet
faded in a later period; nonetheless the influence of the French artist was an important
experience in Boznańska’s development of her unique and individual style. Boznańska’s
paintings, created under the influence of Manet, represent a clear stage in the development
of her own creativity.
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Give the IPS to Szukalski:
Stanisław Szukalski’s Bid
for the Institute of Art Propaganda
The Kornel Makuszyński Museum, located in Villa Opolanka at 15 Tetmajera
Street, is a branch of the Dr Tytus Chałubiński Tatra Museum in Zakopane.
It is one of two biographical and literary museums in the capital of the Polish
Tatra Mountains, the other being the Jan Kasprowicz Museum at the Harenda.
The Kornel Makuszyński Museum was established in 1966 based on collections donated by the writer’s second wife, Janina Gluzińska-Makuszyńska,
whom he had married in 1927.
Kornel Makuszyński (1884–1953) was a writer, essayist, theatre critic and
one of the most popular authors of books for children and young people
(including 120 Adventures of Matołek the Billy-Goat, The Two Who Stole the Moon,
Satan from the 7th Grade) who had spent his youth in Lvov. In the turbulent
years of the First World War he was deported with his family (i.e. his wife
Emilia née Bażeńska, who died of TB in 1926) deep into Russia, from where
he initially returned to Lvov and then settled in Kiev, where he stayed until
1918. When Poland regained its independence, he came to live in Warsaw.
From 1934, Zakopane was his “home away from home”.
Among the many manuscripts housed at the Museum there is a modest,
three-page-long missive, an appeal of sorts, bearing the heading: Give the IPS
to Szukalski [IPS dać Szukalskiemu, signature: AR/096/MT/KM, k.119–120]1.
This unsigned and undated document was certainly authored by Stanisław
Szukalski (1893–1987), better known as Stach from Warta Szukalski, the charismatic leader of a group named the Tribe of the Horned Heart, a.k.a. the Szukalian Tribe Bearing the Horned Heart Coat of Arms,2 which was active in the
1

2

I wish to express my gratitude to my Ph.D. student, Aleksandra Szacho-Głuchowicz
M.A., who chanced upon Szukalski’s manuscript and, being aware of my fascination
with this extraordinary artist, informed me of its existence. I also owe much gratitude
to Dr Zdzisław Moździerz from the Tatra Museum who provided me with invaluable
information and inventory data regarding the manuscript in question.
“Szczep Rogate Serce” a.k.a. “Szczep Szukalszczyków herbu Rogate Serce”. The names
of groups, organisations, official and unofficial bodies will be translated here, with the
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years 1929–1936. Szukalski was the infamous hero of the greatest social and
artistic scandals that shook artistic circles, mainly in Warsaw and Cracow, in
the inter-war period.3
We do not know were or when the artist and the writer had met; it is not
impossible that they have never met at all. Yet if such a meeting did occur,
it was most probably in Warsaw, because it seems that Szukalski had never
managed to visit Zakopane. Also, it could not have taken place earlier than
in mid-June 1936, most probably after the unexpected closure of an exhibition of works by Szukalski and the Tribe which was housed by the Institute
of Art Propaganda [Instytut Propagandy Sztuki, IPS for short] in Warsaw.
The exhibition, opened on 30 May, closed a day later (sic! on 1 June) in an
atmosphere of an unbelievable scandal caused by Stach from Warta’s abusive
speech and the contents of his equally discourteous foreword that had been
published in the catalogue of the exhibition. In both of his texts the artist
attacked the late co-founder of the Institute, Władysław Skoczylas, and its
current administrators Bohdan Pniewski and Wojciech Jastrzębowski, accusing
them of being incompetent, of not comprehending modern art, and especially
of working against its interests by promoting worthless art.4
Possibly, however, Stanisław Szukalski never met Kornel Makuszyński in
person and sent his missive to the then very popular writer in the hope of
winning his support in his own bid for control over the Institute of Art Propaganda. The contents of his letter is as follows:
Give the IPS to Szukalski
Every year, the IPS and Zachęta exhibit as large a flood of misbegotten botches as
a proportional number of works creatively contributing to the Country – that is, percentage-wise, they are equal in their activity, because it is not the number of institutions that yields a better Creat-action5 but a given number of creators. If the halls of

3

4

5

original names referenced in the footnotes or in parentheses, not only for the sake of
clarity but also in order to give the reader a sense of Szukalski’s linguistic agility
(translator’s note).
Two of my books focus on Szukalski and the Tribe: Stach z Warty Szukalski i Szczep
Rogate Serce [Stach from Warta Szukalski and the Tribe of the Horned Heart], Lublin,
2007; Stanisław Szukalski, Teksty o sztuce i wypowiedzi polemiczne oraz korespondencja z lat
1924–1938 [Texts on Art, Polemical Statements and Correspondence from the Years
1924–1938], selected, ordered and introduced by Lechosław Lameński, Lublin, 2013.
The interested reader will find there confirmation of all of the most essential facts
from Stach from Warta’s life and work as mentioned in the current essay.
This issue was not mentioned in the book Materiały do dziejów Instytutu Propagandy
Sztuki (1930–1939) [Materials for the History of the Institute of Art Propaganda],
selected, edited and with an introduction by Joanna Sosnowska, Warsaw, 1992, due to
the character and design of this publication. It is discussed in detail, for obvious reasons,
in my book Stach from Warta Szukalski i Szczep Rogate Serce, op. cit., pp. 152–162.
In Polish: twórczyn, a neologism compounded from the words twórczy [creative] and czyn
[action] (translator’s note).
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both institutions are booked for a year and a half in advance with awaiting exhibitions,
this is because every mediocrity is accepted.
Creat-action is always the same; there is no conservatism or modernism in it, because
all that which is created by the genius of productive individuals constitutes Creat-action.
Let us assume that Zachęta predominantly exhibits conservative botches; why, then the
IPS exhibits modernist filth – while all that is worthy of being looked at and emotional
enough to move – that is to say, Creat-action – is the same in one and the other institution, for the same is the attitude of the consuming Public – Creat-action, namely the
Art that today is not described by any definition, is divided not by its own judgements
about itself, but by the reactions of the Public towards it, and in which building the
botches of dilettantism or the works of Creat-action are exhibited does not make any
difference to the Public – a Botch is a botch even if it has been bought by one of the
ministries or has been awarded a national prize. A slice of brawn is a slice of brawn
no matter whether it is cut thinly or thickly, it remains brawn until it is digested, and
what it becomes after that even the histerians [sic] of art can do nothing about.
Thus it comes to pass that this assertive, content-oriented Art, malevolently called
a literary one, which I have named Creat-action, by the creative eunuchs, does not have
its own home in the world – it is compelled to rub its loins in any digested brawn, to
yield to ignominious blasphemies against the craft of the apostles, there was no place
in edifices intended for visual culture and it is pawed by the dirty fingers of the panders of spiritual libertinism, those basest creatures who spread disease like gutter rats,
professional critics who make their living from the debasement of Culture.
This Creat-action has no niche of its own where aura of communion between the
giver and the consumer might reign – where the creator of tangible works incarnated
in a form, where the translator of ethereal human dreams and yearnings into the tangibly human speech might come face to face with them whose dreams and yearnings
he expresses and conveys to history.
This must be put an end to, so that the most sincere creators and the angels of the
spiritual kingdom clad in mundane flesh are given the occasion to commune with
the consumers of their cordial gifts without the insulting [an illegible word] of the
cheap dealers in fraudulent foreign stuff and the sellers of local rot.
There is no reason why the capital or other cities should not each have two or three
institutions promoting exactly the same pseudo-artistic mediocrities – let therefore each
of them serve different functions, then we shall come to terms with this waste of state
funds for both institutions – two to 3,000 thousand zloty of the monthly stipend to
the IPS is a heavy reckoning in the face of state deficits, and the unsuitable people in
that institution only multiply the losses incurred by culture and public trust.
Because the Institute of Private Harassment, this is the IPS, is managed by irresponsible pseudo-artists who give nothing creative of themselves. Because they print
programmes, as for mine and the Horned Heart exhibition the number of two thousand copies for the sum of 1,140 zloty, and three days later, having of their own free
will issued them, they burn them or drown in the river likewise of their own free will
– Because they did it solely on the instigation of Mr Pniewski, in order to bolster the
rotting reputation of Mr Jastrzębowski to the detriment of the State Treasury, just so,
because such was their desire.
Because by such wayward conduct the manipulators from the Institute of Private
Harassment insult the Public, which is the Nation of Warsaw, and have disqualified
themselves as adults of underdeveloped, or perhaps unsuitable, talents and social aims
– Because they compromised themselves before the Society and by their presence compromised an institution intended for social benefit – Because their conduct towards
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a creative man who is one of those rare individuals that give meaning to such Institutions by exhibiting there his hard-won Creat-action.
Because they were compelled by my tactic to reveal themselves to the Public and
the State for what they are – and after their guise has been discovered, I have shown
the true essence of their intentions and methods, and thus they made it easy for us to
decipher the initials “I.P.S.” as the Institute of Private Harassment.6
By their inattention to the results and negligence of a law that I have discovered,
namely = It is most difficult for many fools to fight one, and most easy for one wise
man to fight many! They have already caused a state institution to incur severe financial loss and now it is being publicly boycotted for its disrespect towards the Society
by wilfully closing the exhibition for private reasons and by harassing a creative man
and an effective pedagogue.
I therefore propose that the Ministry of Den[ominations] and Publ[ic] Enl[ightenment]
give the current IPS to me to turn it into a Creat-place and house exhibitions of
Creat-action.
Since the Creat-action suffices to fill no more than that great Hall at the Institute
– that hall shall be enough to every month, all the year round, exhibit the purely content-oriented efficiency of our visual art.
In order to truly introduce a transformation in the domain of Art, there must be
one programme and one decision – committees never produce a revival, because they
represent an average sample of intellectual mediocrity.
I propose that this institution be given to me. By exhibition only the creative work
of creative artists, this institution shall become a synonym for a new definition of Creataction – since today Art dares to include charlatanism – the Public shall understand
that whatever is exhibited in the Creat-place would be the exponent of the definition
of “what is Creativity”?
Apart from that great exhibition hall, all the other rooms shall be turned into the
Creat-place. For sculpture, painting and architecture – Young sculptors, already known
for exhibitions, have already volunteered to work with me as pupils in the Creat-place
– Stryjeński’s former students have also volunteered – pupils from the Warsaw Acad.
of F. A. wish to get allocated, apart from that many unattached young people come
in with their desire to learn. At the same time ones from the Polytechnic are signing
in to the sculptural/architectural section. Here the village self-taughts will get further
training.
Works for public exhibition will be selected by me in order to avoid the “rough”
system and to exclude works that should be exhibited only at Zachęta or not at all.
Works by the most perfect artists will be exhibited together with works by amateurs from the villages, form the basic schools, to honour creativity on the basis of its
ability to stir emotions and not technical perfection.
All of you, my partisans in the fight for the Revival, the living fellow citizens, people
who like me deeply feel the need to transform inertia into life, send Mr Minster your
demand and your support in writing, so that he gets a big mail sack every morning at
breakfast and Stach from Warta gets the IPS for the Creat-place.
Creat-action must have the right of citizenship in the Liberated Fatherland!

So much from Stanisław Szukalski. With his characteristic nonchalance,
emphasised by an exotic syntax and a style full of convoluted neologisms, he
6

Szukalski is consistent in interpreting the initials “IPS” (Instytut Propagandy Sztuki)
as meaning “Instytut Prywatnej Szykany” – the Institute of Private Harassment.
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called for support for the only true art, which he named Creat-action [twórczyn]. In his interpretation it was to be an assertive and content-oriented art
(which the hostile critics, the “creative eunuchs” and other creators called
a literary art) – an art that would be empty of conservatism or modernism,
i.e. illusory values that were energetically, and entirely erroneously, promoted
by both the IPS and Zachęta in the exhibitions they organised with money
unlawfully taken away from taxpayers. Hence, in his opinion, these two harmful institutions should be closed. Meanwhile, the art of the Creat-action, in
order to be able to develop properly, must be granted a house of its own. The
former seat of the Institute of Art Propaganda, a pavilion at Królewska Street
in Warsaw, could be made to serve that purpose. Szukalski proposed that its
largest hall should house, every month and all year round, cyclic exhibitions
of Creat-action. They were to keep to a single, strictly enforced programme
(naturally, one prepared by Szukalski himself), implemented in the framework
of the Creat-place [Twórcownia], i.e. a didactic method that was obligatory,
from autumn of 1929, for the members of the freshly established Tribe of the
Horned Heart. This method included producing only figurative compositions,
always from memory and on mandatory subjects (preferring the very earlymedieval and pagan past of the Polish nation), initially exclusively in pencil
until perfection of technique and expression was reached, and preferably on
small-sized, square sheets of paper.
According to Szukalski’s plan, the remaining rooms of the liquidated IPS
were to be assigned to house the Creat-place. Apart from the members of
the Tribe (the ones who were most advanced artistically and the dearest to
his heart), its pupils would be those students of the Warsaw Academy of
Fine Arts and the Warsaw Polytechnic who would be interested in the Creataction and unable to see a place for themselves at either of those fossilised
academies. The programme of education would encompass mainly sculpture
and architecture, i.e. those domains in which Stanisław Szukalski expressed
himself the most readily and the most creatively.
Yet Stanisław Szukalski’s missive is rather general and mysterious. He did
not specify which artists he esteemed and which he considered uncreative; the
only name to be mentioned was that of Stryjeński. The artist in question was
Karol Stryjeński and, in fact, Szukalski meant his students from the Timber
Industry School in Zakopane who, in order to become truly creative artists
might – nay, should – continue their study of sculpture at the Creat-place.
In this case, the works of which Polish and foreign artists did Stanisław
Szukalski intend to show at the exhibitions he would organise at the former
seat of the Institute of Art Propaganda? Which of his contemporaries and
artists representing the earlier eras (especially the 19th century) did he esteem
and consider worthy of attention? Many and very diverse names – mainly of
painters, surprisingly, but also of sculptors – were mentioned in the numerous essays he published in the press, in his introductions to catalogues, and,
above all, in his programmatic declaration entitled Atak Kraka. Twórcownie
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czy Akademie? (Cracow 1929), as well as in his extensive correspondence.
However, these names could hardly serve as a basis to recognise a coherent
and programmatically justified whole, one that would emphasise either the
separateness or originality of Stach from Warta’s conception. It is equally
clear that Szukalski’s choices and personal preferences were characterised by
non-progressive conservatism. His penchant for figurative art (painting) with
a strong contents stratum and a solid technique, and his dislike of anything
avant-garde, especially of French origin, are also evident.
It is clear from his many statements that Szukalski considered three painters, i.e. Jan Matejko and two of his pupils, Stanisław Wyspiański and Jacek
Malczewski, to be the leading Polish artists; he regretted that their talents “did
not leave stylistic heirs or imitators who would express themselves in some
similar manner of approaching or transposing form”.7
Jan Matejko, the father of Polish historical painting, was especially dear to
Szukalski not only because the latter had studied in the years 1909–1913 at
the Cracow Academy of Fine Arts, which had had “Master Jan” as its director for two decades (1873–1893) but – perhaps most of all – because some of
his paintings showed events that had happened in the early Middle Ages, an
era which Szukalski considered especially significant because, in his opinion,
it had not been tainted by foreign artistic influence and brought the blossoming of purely Polish art. Also, Jan Matejko’s paintings were full of details and
refined ornaments, which the rebellious Stach from Warta Szukalski was also
fond of using in his works, most of all in his sculptures.
Stanisław Wyspiański, in turn, Szukalski seems to have esteemed for his
penchant for decorativeness, for his tendency to fill entire spaces of walls
with geometrical and floral ornaments, as he did, for instance, in the design
for the polychromes in the interior of the Franciscan church in Cracow. Szukalski reasoned that if only Wyspiański had not been as modest as Szukalski
himself, if only he had displayed more self-assurance, he would have been
recognised much earlier by his contemporaries. He also would have “contributed far more to improving the state of affairs in the cultural Cracow and
would have chased the swindlers, dealers and calculating rogues away from
our national temple, while he himself would have produced far more of his
works for Poland”.8
Szukalski’s attitude towards Jacek Malczewski, in turn, was definitely
emotionally charged, because he had known him personally during the period
of his studies at the Academy of Fine Arts in Cracow. Surprisingly – especially
given his well-known dislike for the Academy’s professors – he respected him
7
8

S. Szukalski, Atak Kraka. Twórcownie czy Akademie? [The Krak’s Attack: Creat-places or
Academies?], Cracow, 1929, p. 7.
Idem, Górne Cięcie Rozbohuszowanemu Bawolcowi na Wawelu (W związku z głosem Pana
Bohusza w ankiecie o pracach Szukalskiego w „Kurierze Codziennym”) [An Upper Cut to
the Buffalo of Wawel (In Connection with the Statement of Mr Bohusz in the Poll on
Szukalski’s Works in Kurier Codzienny)], a pamphlet, 2 June 1929, p. 1.
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as his mentor and had produced at least one drawing of him: a demonised portrait of the author of Melancholy and Vicious Circle. When the young Szukalski
clashed with Konstanty Laszczka, who taught him sculpture and attempted
to compel the rebellious and confrontational student to incorporate Laszczka’s corrections in his work, it was Jacek Malczewski who had poured oil on
the troubled waters and made it possible for Szukalski to continue his studies. This may have been the reason why his son, Rafał Malczewski, was one
of those artists who, in Szukalski’s view, deserved a state prize for his work.
Szukalski’s attitude to the third of Jan Matejko’s pupils, Józef Mehoffer,
was certainly enthusiastic regarding his early output, dating from the Young
Poland period, and entirely negative regarding his mature works, especially
those executed in the inter-war period.
As regards the early art, i.e. the High Middle Ages, in Szukalski’s view
only Wit Stwosz (Veit Stoss) merited attention, even though he was not Polish – he hailed from Nuremberg. Yet Polish art owed to him the masterpiece of
woodcarving: the main altar in the Marian Church in Cracow, which Szukalski, captivated by the virtuosity and precision of rendering anatomical details
and elements of attire, unreservedly admired.
The list of artists contemporary to Szukalski, whom the rebellious Stach
from Warta respected and esteemed, thus speaking of them with enthusiasm,
is just as short. One of them was Zofia Stryjeńska. The “princess of Polish
painting”9 seems to have won him over because the themes of her very decorative works referred to Poland’s distant past, namely to the age of the Piast
dynasty. Szukalski met her in 1925, at the Exposition Internationale des Arts
Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes in Paris. Both had been invited to participate in it by the commissioner of the Polish section, Jerzy Warchałowski, both
exhibited their works there and both were tremendously successful, receiving
the most important prizes.
It was probably there that Szukalski met Zofia’s husband, the architect
Karol Stryjeński, who, being the director of the Timber Industry School in
Zakopane, came to Paris to exhibit toys made by its students. The international jury expressed a very high opinion of the exhibits, and from that time
on Szukalski admired the effects of Karol Stryjeński’s didactic work, as he
had succeeded in training rough Highlander boys to carve in wood, making
use of their inborn manual skills. It was only a pity, Szukalski thought, that
after they finished school they would vanish, because the most gifted of them
most probably wasted away their sensitivity and diligence during worthless
studies at the Warsaw or Cracow academies of fine arts. Nevertheless, until
the end of his long and eventful life Stanisław Szukalski did not change his
9

This epithet was first used by an anonymous author in: “Zofia Stryjeńska w Warszawie.
U księżniczki malarstwa polskiego. Wywiad specjalny ‘Wiadomości Literackich’” [Zofia
Stryjeńska in Warsaw. A Visit to the Princess of Polish Painting. Wiadomości Literackie,
special interview], Wiadomości Literackie, 1924, no. 7, p. 1.
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high opinion of Karol Stryjeński’s didactic achievements and the quality of
his wife Zofia’s art.
Vlastimil Hofman, Szukalski’s senior by twelve years, was a pupil of Malczewski whom Szukalski liked so much. In the years that Stach from Warta
was studying at the Cracow Academy of Fine Arts, this Symbolist painter
conducted evening drawing classes. It was probably then that the two met,
and perhaps even struck up a friendship, because two decades later (in 1930)
Hofman painted Szukalski’s portrait as King Krak, while its sitter was of the
opinion that, in the horde of Cracow’s soi-disant artists, “among those many
craftily allied swindlers there is at the most one talent, Hofman’s […]”.10
As for artists younger than him, Stanisław Szukalski was for a while moderately impressed with the graphic works of Tadeusz Kulisiewicz and Tadeusz
Cieślewski, Jr., both of whom were members of the Ryt group. Yet it must be
noted that in the early 1930s Tadeusz Cieślewski, Jr. was outright fascinated
with Szukalski and his personal vision of teaching art in the framework of
the Creat-place [Twórcownia].
The case of Tadeusz Pruszkowski, a painter, art critic and pedagogue, was
different. This professor of the Warsaw School of Fine Arts (renamed the
Academy of Fine Arts in 1932), who was very popular and much liked by
his students, was the initiator of the summer open-air painting sessions in
Kazimierz Dolny; their main participants were his students from the Society
of St. Luke. Szukalski initially considered him one of the three most important
“founding father” instructors of the new Polish art (the other two were the
above-mentioned Karol Stryjeński and Wojciech Jastrzębowski). Yet as time
went by, Szukalski’s attitude towards Pruszkowski changed for the worse.
Having admired the results of his teaching in the late 1920s and early 1930s,
he later came to detest and scorn him, repeatedly expressing his feelings in
public. His dislike extended to include Pruszkowski’s pupils, especially the
members of the Society of St. Luke, whom he derisively called Baby Lukes,
and the members of Group Four – the Baby Fours. This, however, did not
prevent him from appreciating the works of some of them, especially those
of Bolesław Cybis, Jan Gotard and Antoni Michalak, with whom he even
corresponded. In addition, he shared with the members of the Society their
fascination for the beauty of Kazimierz Dolny’s landscape and its picturesque architecture; he actually bought a house in its vicinity, in the tranquil
Męćmierz, where he stayed several times during the 1930s.
As for the large group of Pruszkowski’s remaining pupils, Szukalski did not
deny Teresa Roszkowska (who, like him, was captivated by Kazimierz Dolny)
and Michał Bylina the right to function on the Polish art market.
Szukalski’s acquaintance with Wojciech Jastrzębowski was far more turbulent. In the years 1935–1938, Jastrzębowski, an artist and pedagogue who
10 Idem, “Na Dom Geniuszów” [Against the House of Genius], Krak 1, 1930, no. 2 (June),
p. 2.
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mainly worked in the fields of graphic art and applied arts, was a senator during
the Polish Parliament’s fourth term of office. After a momentary fascination
with his achievements, especially in didactics (Jastrzębowski was appointed
professor of applied arts at the Warsaw School of Fine Arts in 1923), Szukalski
very quickly came to hate him. The reason for this was Stach’s belief that it
was precisely such men as Jastrzębowski – old, devoid of ideals, but unfortunately the wielders of power in the county’s leading cultural institutions – who
had contributed to the fact that in the 1930s he, Szukalski, was hounded by
critics and hence was unable to obtain any commission for a monument in
Poland. In June 1936, Jastrzębowski (then an influential member of the Institute’s council) sued Szukalski for abuse and defamation after the resounding
scandal caused by the unexpected closure (not more than two days later) of
an exhibition of works by Szukalski and the Tribe of the Horned Heart at
the Institute of Art Propaganda pavilion and the concurrent incineration of
its catalogues. Stach from Warta lost the lawsuit and the Regional Court in
Warsaw sentenced him to three months’ detention and a fine of 500 zloty
with a three-year suspension.
Yet Stanisław Szukalski’s sharpest criticism was levelled at the Cracow
artist milieu, especially at artists associated with the Academy of Fine Arts in
this city who, in his view, had entirely needlessly made it the stronghold of
French art in Poland. This art was, according to Szukalski, entirely worthless
and yet, unfortunately, increasingly popular in Poland, thus making it impossible for native art, unsullied by foreign influence, to emerge and develop.
No wonder, therefore, that Szukalski advised that the Academy be closed
and its edifice at the Matejko Square sold. After all, he asked, how much
does it annually cost the State to maintain this breeding ground of swindlers and
lunatics, including the salaries of the so-called “professors”, fuel, lighting, serving staff,
renovations, models, taxes, s c h o l a r s h i p s f o r l i c k s p i t t l e s? What have been
the maintenance costs since its inception? But who would report them to me? Who
would open the ledgers? They are guarded by a caste of swindlers, who profit from
this state of affairs.
[…] Reckon all the worries, periods of hunger, disappointments, tragedies, deaths,
suicides, derailments, preying on the public, profaning art,11 impoverishment of peasant parents, social downfall towards parasitism on the path of cultural obligation, and
you shall agree with me that this is one of those great tragedies of which we remain
unaware. Those who have died will not complain now, and those alive will put on
brave faces because they are ashamed they allowed themselves to be led astray and
their lives, which offered shining prospects to both themselves and to us because of
their success, to be derailed.
We support this breeding ground of lunatics, because each time the elders raise their
voices, squealing their protests and threatening to curse the “uncivilised” nation if it
11 Orignally: rubczakowanie na publice and profanaszkowanie sztuki. Szukalski created the
verbs from the surnames “Rubczak” and “Pronaszko”, and the reference is transparent.
This translation renders only the underlying sense, not the wordplay (translator’s note).
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dared to close this “venerable institution”. They constitute “culture”, do they not? The
likes of Pautsch, Jarocki, Sichulski (Ruthenians), Pieńkowski (drunkard), Weiss (pornographer)?
They hide behind Matejko while expunging his art, just as they tried to expunge
Malczewski – although I have seen them shedding crocodile tears at Jacek’s funeral.12

Obviously Stach from Warta Szukalski was critical of Jan Rubczak, a painter
and graphic artist, and co-founder of the conservative “Jednoróg” Guild of
Visual Artists – a Cracow group, active in the years 1925–1935, which focused
on questions of colour derived from France – as well as of the achievements
of Andrzej and Zbigniew Pronaszko, the co-founders (in 1917) of the very
energetic art group Ekspresjoniści Polscy (Polish Expressionists, later renamed
the Formists); the group drew its inspirations mainly from French colourism
and Cubism, trends which Szukalski profoundly hated. The rubczakowanie
on the public and profanaszkowanie of art in Poland (since, according to Stach
from Warta, there was no alternative art in Poland then) could lead only to
the elimination of the vestiges of personality from the increasingly more
imitative production of Polish artists.
But Szukalski was just as critical of Fryderyk Pautsch, Władysław Jarocki
and Kazimierz Sichulski, who were interested in the culture and exotic customs of the Hutsuls, a highlander group settled in a part of the Eastern Carpathians, of Ignacy Pieńkowski, whose painting was strongly linked to French
Post-Impressionism, and of Wojciech Weiss, whose art was deeply embedded
in Young Poland symbolism and in the colourist tendencies of the 1920s and
1930s. All of them were professors of the Academy of Fine Arts in Cracow.
The body of artists whom Stach from Warta Szukalski considered
unworthy of attention included also, but not only, Tadeusz Cybulski (a sculptor), Mieczysław Dąbrowski (a painter, brother of Marian Dąbrowski, a journalist, founder of a press syndicate that published, among others, the Ilustrowany Kurier Codzienny), Stanisław Kazimierz Ostrowski (a sculptor), Jan Piotr
Rynkowski (a painter, graphic artist and theatre set designer), Jerzy Fedkowicz
(a painter, a pupil of Wojciech Weiss), and two pupils of Konstanty Laszczka,
Karol Hukan (a sculptor) and Stanisław Popławski (a sculptor and ceramicist). The list also included Aleksander Rafałowski, the only representative of
the avant-garde Blok and Praesens groups in this body of artists. In addition,
neither Szukalski’s public statements nor his vast private correspondence show
even a trace of his interest in those groups; as if the extreme avant-garde
– especially abstract painting and the geometric trend within its framework – did not exist in the Polish art of the 1930s at all.
This list could probably go on and on because, in truth, Stach from Warta
Szukalski esteemed himself the most. He hated all Polish and foreign art critics
without exception, calling them professional cretins, as well as historians of
12 S. Szukalski, “Sprzedać Akademię!” [Sell the Academy!], Krak 1, 1930, no. 4 (December),
p. 4.
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art, whom he scorned and denied them the right to judge his art (especially
if they were to judge it disapprovingly). The other Polish artists he either
accepted or attacked depending on the conception that was currently in his
head. This was the case, among others, of Xawery Dunikowski, to whom
he actually wrote one letter. This was in the early 1930s, i.e. after he had
said, when speaking about Antoni Michalak in 1925: “I much respect him
[Michalak] on the basis of just a few seeds, but from those I have inferred
that there is something of a creative male in him. But I have no idea whether
he, as a man-animal, has any grain of wisdom – This is rarer than talent. For
instance Dunikowski, a great talent once, and today – a coin that disappears
from the hand”.13
As for foreign artists, one would be hard-pressed to find even a single
artist, either a contemporary of Szukalski or one active in the late 19th or
early 20th century, about whom he would have spoken or written in positive terms. The only exception was, perhaps, Auguste Rodin – Szukalski did
not comment on his output, but it did leave a clear mark in his early works.
Also the approach to form and material characteristic of Michelangelo Buonarroti, whom Szukalski adored, is evident in his works. But Buonarroti was
a generally revered great master of early modern sculpture. The list of artists
whom Stanisław Szukalski programmatically condemned and scorned is just
as short and includes, almost exclusively, painters who were either French or
connected with France. Paul Cézanne, generally viewed as the founding father
of modern 20th-century painting, was a total and absolute nobody to Szukalski. He was just as critical of the two creators of Cubism, Pablo Picasso and
Georges Braque. Maurice de Vlaminck, one of the leading figures in the Fauve
movement, was also a big zero. Szukalski was equally unimpressed by the
art of another Fauve, Kees van Dongen, and also of Raoul Dufy and Édouard
Vuillard, who was one of the Nabis – artists about whom the Warsaw and
Cracow critics, in reviewing exhibitions organised both abroad and in Poland,
for instance in the National Museum in Warsaw, wrote with much enthusiasm throughout the 1930s.
It is, therefore, not surprising that Stanisław Szukalski could not accept
that the Institute of Art Propaganda should continue its existence. Even though
the Institute had been established just a few years earlier, in 1930, mostly in
opposition to the Zachęta’s exhibition policy, which was clearly conservative,
Stach from Warta did not see much difference in quality between the two.
As it is easy to guess, the aims elaborated in his missive were never carried
out. His idea was too fantastic, too unrealistic, for anyone to be willing to
pay attention to it. In fact, it is quite probable that no one – apart from Kornel Makuszyński, that is – ever had a chance to read this peculiar document.
13 Szukalski’s letter to Rev. Stanisław Szepietowski dated 25 April 1925, cf.: S. Szukalski,
Teksty o sztuce i wypowiedzi polemiczne oraz korespondencja z lat 1924–1938, op. cit.,
p. 273.
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And what about Stach from Warta Szukalski? In late 1936 he settled in
Katowice, where finally a few of his sculptures were bought by the Silesian
Museum thanks to the initiative of its director, Tadeusz Dobrowolski, and the
voivode of Silesia, Michał Grażyński. He also received commissions for two
monumental relief sculptures to be placed on the façade of the Museum, which
was under construction at the time, and for two monuments intended for
the city centre: Wiecznica Baczności [Eternity of Vigilance] and Bolesław Chrobry
[Bolesław the Brave]. Unfortunately, the outbreak of the Second World War
interrupted this promising cooperation and put an end to any optimistic prospects. Nearly the entire oeuvre of Stach from Warta Szukalski was destroyed in
the ensuing upheaval, while the artist himself returned to the United States,
where he lived in relative obscurity for the rest of his life. He died in 1987.
(Translated by Klaudyna Michałowicz)

Abstract
There is an interesting document in the collection of the Kornel Makuszyński Museum,
which is a branch of the Tatra Museum in Zakopane. It is a three-page-long text written
in the second half of the 1930s by one of the most controversial Polish interwar artists,
Stanisław Szukalski (1893–1987), entitled IPS dać Szukalskiemu [Give the IPS to Szukalski],
IPS standing for the Art Propaganda Institute. With his characteristic nonchalance, this
remarkable sculptor, draughtsman, writer and art theorist, all in one person, recommended
himself as director of the Art Propaganda Institute in Warsaw. Yet the eccentric Stach from
Warta (which was Szukalski’s artist alias) provided no information about the names of
either Polish or foreign artists whose works he would display should he be granted this
post; nor did he state why or for what reasons he would or would not display them. This
paper introduces the curious contents of Szukalski’s statement, which until now has
remained unknown to scholars, and is an attempt to answer some of the above questions.
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Tamara Łempicka:
The Polish Contexts
Few artists of Polish origin have gained worldwide recognition of the kind
that is won not only by talent, but also by being at the current centre of the
world of art or by having that necessary bit of luck and fame that is often
fuelled by self-promotion. With regard to the 1920s stylistics, the interest in
which has been rising steadily since the early 1970s, this position was achieved
by Tamara Łempicka who, despite her undocumented place and date of birth
as well as her struggles with having her name pronounced properly, invariably declared herself as being Polish.1 At the time of her debut she was listed
in the catalogues of the Paris Salons as a Pole born in Warsaw, and she was
described as such in the reviews and interviews of the period. She was even
referred to exclusively as “this Polish woman” in the diary kept by Gabriele
d’Annunzio’s housekeeper, which infuriated Tamara when it was published in
1977 because it revealed certain spicy details about her visit to the Vittoriale.2
Nationality may not be particularly significant in the case of an artist
who was as cosmopolitan as Łempicka, whose art oscillated between decadent
pre-Revolutionary Petersburg, inter-war Paris and artistically inspiring Italy.
However, the complete lack of references to the Polish context in publications
devoted to her work and life is somewhat surprising, even though they contain clues that lead to Warsaw at the beginning of the twentieth century and
to independent Poland after 1918. Neither has much attention been devoted to
her links with the Polish artistic milieu in Paris during the period between the
1

2

Information regarding the nationalities of the exhibiting artists was provided in the
catalogues of the Paris Salons until the year 1940. Tamara (the name of a Georgian
queen in the 12th century) was the name of the heroine in the romantic poem The
Demon (1856) by Michail Lermontov. Around 1900 it inspired several paintings by
Michail Vrubel, a celebrated Russian Symbolist of Polish origin. Łempicka’s mother
must have been an art lover, since Tamara’s brother, Stanisław, was called Stańczyk at
home; this had been the name of the 16th-century court jester who was made popular
at the end of the 19th century by Jan Matejko’s historical paintings.
In Tamara de Lempicka. Con il diario di Aélis Mazoyer, governante di Gabriele d’Annunzio,
introduction by G. Marmori, edited by P. Chiara and F. Roncoroni, Parma, 1977.
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First and Second World War, nor to the fact that she displayed her work in
the Polish sections of exhibitions held abroad.
It was Gioia Mori who encouraged me to search for the Polish contexts
in Tamara Łempicka’s life and art. The essay published in the catalogue to
Łempicka’s exhibition in Rome in 2011, of which the current text is an abridged
version,3 as well as the fact that a “Polish appendix” was added to the exposition Gioia had prepared showing selected works of the members of the Polish artistic colony in pre-war Paris and the representatives of the New Classicism of the 1920s (some of whom, for instance, Sleńdziński, had just like
Łempicka been educated in, and thus was connected with, St Petersburg), is
the result of my subsequent investigation. I am hoping that the current text
shall demonstrate that Tamara Łempicka’s Polish connections, hitherto often
taken with a grain of salt, are not insignificant and, in fact, fill in many gaps
in her artistic biography.

The beginnings
When the young Tamara made her debut as a painter at the 1922 Salon
d’Automne, she used the surname of Tadeusz Łempicki, the lawyer she had
married in Petrograd in 1916. The letter “Ł” (read in English as “W”) was
impossible for the French to pronounce and was thus replaced by the plain
“L”; the pronunciation of the final “cki” was also simplified by substituting it
with “tzky”. When signing her earlier works, Tamara had foregone the female
gender and had simply written “T. de Lempitzky”, hence giving the impression
that she was a man.4 This ambivalence lasted until 1925, when she started
to present herself as Tamara de Lempicka after the solo exhibition in Milan
which proved to be a major turning point in her career. It should be pointed
out that in the articles and exhibition catalogues published in Poland her surname appeared solely in its original form without the prefix “de”, which was
taken from the French but sounded pretentious in the Polish context.
A glance at the catalogues of the Paris Salons, in which Tamara participated
regularly from 1922 onwards, reveals her extraordinarily high self-esteem, which
was visible in the prices of the exhibited works;5 for example, at the 1923 Salon
3

4
5

K. Nowakowska-Sito, “Tamara de Lempicka e Polonia”, in: G. Mori, Tamara de Lempicka.
La Regina del Moderno, Milan, 2011, pp. 65–81; English version: K. Nowakowska-Sito,
“Tamara de Lempicka and Poland”, in: G. Mori, Tamara de Lempicka. The Queen of Modern, Milan, 2011.
E. Woroniecki in La Pologne, December 1923, p. 549 wrote: “The stone amazons by Mr
Lempitzky are rigid and inexpressive”.
Łempicka displayed her work at the Salon d’Automne in 1922–1923, 1925–1933, 1938,
1947; at the Salon d’Indépendants in 1923–1933 and, after the war, in 1950, 1956, 1959
and 1960; at the Salon des Tuileries in 1928–1934 and 1938. These dates are taken from
the list published in H. Bartnicka-Górska, J. Szczepińska-Tramer, W poszukiwaniu światła,
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des Indépendants, paintings by Tamara, whose career was still in its early stages,
were valued at 10,000 francs each, while those by the highly regarded Marcoussis (then already a membre titulaire of the Salon) only fetched a quarter of the
price. Two years later, at the same Salon, a painting by Łempicka cost almost
twice as much as a work of the already famous Kisling (estimated 6,000).6
Although her early works were noticed and their sharp forms and audacious, erotically charged nudes were appreciated, Tamara’s critical capital was
not impressive before 1925, and her work was mainly reviewed by Edward
Woroniecki in the Polish magazine La Pologne politique, économique, littéraire et
artistique (La Pologne in short), which was published in Paris. This was because
this critic had made it his mission to mention every single Polish name that
emerged on the Paris scene.
In the context of the above, the decision to endorse, in 1925, a novice,
although assertive, Polish artist staging a solo exhibition in the newly-opened
Milan gallery, Bottega di Poesia, seems inexplicable and highly risky. In addition, it must be noted here that the Milan exhibition was an important caesura
in Łempicka’s biography, as it allowed her access to a wealthy clientele and
opened up broad prospects to her. It is therefore important to examine the
mystery as to how an artist who until then had been unknown to the Italian
public had managed to get in touch with this prestigious gallery. The account
given by the artist herself does not seem convincing, since she claimed that
she had charmed the gallery owner Count Emanuele Castelbarco with her
beauty from the moment they had met. The hypothesis advanced by Gioia
Mori, who maintains that de Lempicka was introduced to the gallery by some
influential personality, probably Marinetti, who had met her in Paris, is far
more credible.7 In her book on Tamara, Kizette Lempicka-Foxhall quotes her
mother recalling that she had found out about the Bottega di Poesia gallery
through “a friend”, who had given her some letters of introduction.8

A forgotten sculptress
Placing Tamara within the Polish context helps us to determine another possibility, besides Marinetti, as to the person who may have facilitated the
exhibition that proved to be a watershed in her career. In reconstructing

6
7
8

kształtu i barw. Artyści polscy wystawiający na Salonach paryskich w latach 1884–1960 [The
Search for Light, Form and Colour. Polish Artists at the Paris Salons from 1884 to 1960],
Warsaw, 2005. In 1932–1938, Tamara participated regularly in the Salon des Femmes
Artistes Modernes, cf. E. Thormann, Tamara de Lempicka. Kunstkritik and Künstlerinnen
in Paris, Berlin, 1993.
At the 1923 Salon d’Automne, the painting Perspective was valued at 15,000 francs,
which was higher than the value placed on most of the sculptures displayed there.
G. Mori, Tamara de Lempicka, exhibition cat., Palazzo Reale, Milan, 2006, p. 51.
K. de Lempicka-Foxhall, Ch. Philips, Tamara de Lempicka, Paris, 1987, p. 57.
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the circle of Polish artists with whom Łempicka would have crossed her paths,
some attention must be devoted to a then famous, although now largely forgotten sculptress, namely Maria Lednicka-Szczytt.9 At the 1923 Salon d’Automne
she showed a work which she had actually created with Tamara’s sister,
Adrianna Gorska, who had just obtained her degree in architecture; they executed a fountain together.10
Their friendship is confirmed by the sculpture in wood by Lednicka entitled
Lady with a Dog (Fig. 1), which was displayed at the same Salon in the following year and was identified as showing Mlle A. Gorska in Woroniecki’s
review of the exhibition.11 In subsequent years, Lednicka and Gorska designed
together fountains and monuments, which were later executed mainly in
Italy.12 The two women also collaborated on the most important work by
the sculptress to have remained in Poland: the monument for her mother’s
tomb in the Powązki Cemetery in Warsaw which was executed in 1923 and
features a Madonna (Fig. 2) by Lednicka in an architectural frame designed
(and signed) by Adrianna Gorska.
Maria Lednicka (1893–1947)13 was born in Moscow and studied there. She
was the daughter of Aleksander Lednicki, who was one of the most influential Polish-born politicians in Tsarist Russia, an elected representative of the
Duma and, following the outbreak of the Revolution, a member of the Socialist Revolutionary Party (a follower of Kerensky). She had displayed artistic
talent as a child; she later studied under Vladimir Domogatskiy in Moscow,
and, from 1912, with Antoine Bourdelle in Paris. She spent the war years in
Russia, where she also worked as a volunteer for, among others, the Polish
hospital and the committees that organised exhibitions where the proceeds
from sales went to help those injured during the conflict. In 1919 she returned
to Paris, and in 1922 she became a member of the Salon d’Automne. Lednicka
was popular with the Polish residents in Russia during the war, and later
with the Polish and White Russian circles in Paris – the same milieu that was
9

10
11
12

13

My view is fully accepted by Gioia Mori, who calls the relationship between the two
artists “fundamental”; cf. G. Mori, Tamara de Lempicka. La Reine de l’Art déco, exhibition
cat., Pinacothèque de Paris, 2013, p. 10; also: the chapter based on my investigations,
«Pani Łempicka – polonaise», pp. 20–28.
The item is featured in nos. 1125 and 2312 of the Salon’s catalogue. It is not clear if
it is a single fountain arranged in two different sections or two separate works, in
cement, with the same price.
E. Woroniecki, La Pologne, 1 September 1924, p. 20.
Lednicka “designed fountains with Górska, one of which was placed in Via Omenoni,
Milan, while others were owned privately and located in the environs of the city”,
cf. A. Melbechowska-Luty, Posągi i ludzie. Rzeźba polska dwudziestolecia międzywojennego
[Statues and People. Polish Sculpture in the Interwar Period], Warsaw, 2005, p. 236.
Fundamental information on the artist is taken from Słownik Artystów Polskich [Dictionary of Polish Artists] and A. Melbechowska-Luty, Posągi i ludzie, op. cit.; A. Melbechowska-Luty, I. Bal, Teoria i krytyka, Antologia tekstów o rzeźbie polskiej 1915–1939 [Theory and
Criticism. Anthology of Writings on Polish Sculpture], Warsaw, 2007, pp. 123–124.
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Fig. 1. Maria Lednicka-Szczytt, Lady
with a Dog (Adrianna Gorska), 1923, in
Wiadomości Literackie 15, 1926.

Fig. 2. Maria Lednicka-Szczytt, Adrianna Gorska,
Monument of the Lednicki family – detail with
the sculpture Madonna (1924), Powązki Cemetery,
Warsaw, photo by K. Nowakowska-Sito.

frequented by the two sisters, Tamara and Adrianna. She was a highly regarded
sculptress and a born organiser. According to Waldemar George, she was the
driving force behind the artists who had put together the show La Jeune Pologne
at the Musée Crillon in 1922.
After that year had passed, Lednicka began going to Milan increasingly
more often, as she was drawn by various commissions and by her interest in
Italian art (both antique and contemporary, especially the works of Adolfo
Wildt). The sculptress stayed at the house of the Polish actress Jadwiga (Edwige)
Mrozowska, who was married to the then-president of the Banca Commerciale Italiana, Giuseppe (Józef) Toeplitz, and hosted a salon in Milan to which
she welcomed young artists and musicians. Mrozowska befriended Lednicka
and became her ardent protectress, thus replacing her prematurely departed
mother. Lednicka’s show at the Galleria Pesaro in 1924 was so well received
that she was given another solo exhibition in Milan, at a place that had long
remained unidentified. It was not until a catalogue, with an introduction by
Carlo Carrà, was found among materials left by Lednicka’s brother to the
National Museum in Warsaw that the name of the gallery was discovered:
it was Bottega di Poesia (Fig. 3). The exhibition featured mostly portraits,
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Fig. 3. Zofia Stryjeńska, Boy at the
Window, the Young Polish Villages
series [Młoda wieś polska], 1930.

including those of Prince Alberto Visconti, Edwige Toeplitz-Mrozowska, Baron
Romano Avezzano (the Italian ambassador to France), Senator Ettore Conti,
Count Castelbarco and the architect Alberto Finetti who had designed the
interior of the Bottega di Poesia gallery at no. 14 Via Montenapoleone. Together
with Finetti, Lednicka gained considerable triumph at the 1928 Milan Trade
Fair: the Foodstuffs Pavilion, designed by Finetti and decorated by Lednicka
with four caryatids in Vicenza grey stone (allegories of the abundance of Italy’s
natural resources), was greeted with enthusiasm all around.14
The above circumstances, combined with the fact that Tamara’s exhibition,
which ran until 13 December 1925, preceded the one that had been devoted
to Lednicka, which opened on 6 January 1926, make it very likely that the
sculptress, who was already known in Milan, had given her compatriot a helping hand. It is even possible that Lednicka let Tamara have the slot previously
assigned to her own exhibition due to the fact that the sculptress was involved
in organising the Exposition Intérnational des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels in
Paris, which ran until 8 November. The creators of the Polish Pavilion at the
exhibition celebrated their success at her studio in Rue de Seine.
It seems, therefore, that it is precisely Lednicka (perhaps in concert with
her own patrons, the Toeplitz couple) who constitutes the most probable
14 The sculptress’s Italian period (c. 1922–1932) was the most productive and happiest
period of her life. Lednicka decorated various cruise ships, including the “Conte di
Savoia”, for which she executed a bust of Princess Maria of Piedmont, and the “Oceania”,
for which she produced a bust of Mussolini in low relief. She received many positive
reviews in France, Italy and the United States, where she moved to in 1932, continuing
her career under the name Maryla Lednicka.
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candidate for the sponsor who recommended the young artist to Count Castelbarco1. The founder of the gallery, himself an amateur artist, was the son-in-law of Arturo Toscanini, who was on friendly terms with the Toeplitz couple. The banker’s family was in touch with Gabriele d’Annunzio; in fact,
Lodovico Toeplitz de Ry, Józef ’s son from his first marriage, was for a time
minister of foreign affairs of the Free State of Fiume occupied by the legions
of d’Annunzio between 1919–1920.
The exhibition at Bottega di Poesia introduced Łempicka to an influential
aristocratic clientele, a milieu with which Maria Lednicka was already well
acquainted. At this time she also met d’Annunzio, and her association with
him – despite a proposed sitting for a portrait which ended in an ill-fated affair
– was later a source of pride for her, as she gladly showed off an impressive
ring given to her by the poet as a gift.

Tamara and the Polish female artists
The Milanese exhibition was crucial to Łempicka’s career not only because of
the sheer size of the show, which featured no fewer than thirty works, but
also because it gave her the opportunity to meet other artists who were well
known in Italy despite their foreign names. This was, in particular, Jadwiga
Mrozowska, the star of the Polish stage around 1900 and later an opera singer,
art patron and traveller, and Maria Lednicka herself, who was riding on the
crest of a wave at the time.
From 1918 to 1939, women were particularly active on the Polish art scene;
in fact, among the leading artists there was a large number of sculptresses
and female painters and graphic designers. Men and women were granted
equal opportunities soon after the First World War due to the introduction of
gender equality and to the abolition of limitations that had previously been
placed on women’s education. Although women had been freely admitted
to the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts since its foundation in 1905, the older
Cracow Academy of Fine Arts did not accept them until 1920. Some female
artists, e.g. Zofia Stryjeńska, who produced paintings, book illustrations and
decorative cycles, were among the most highly regarded artists of the period.
The Polish Pavilion’s great triumph at the already mentioned exhibition of
decorative arts in Paris in 1925 was, in fact, attributed to Stryjeńska, who
won the Grand Prix in four sections and was awarded the Legion d’honneur.
We do not know what Łempicka thought of the works of this extremely popular artist. She certainly would not have been attracted by Stryjeńska’s large-scale
folkloric motifs which were enlivened by a large dose of unbridled fantasy, although
both women shared a daring eroticism and drew inspiration from classical art.
An echo of Stryjeńska’s ideas can perhaps be found in Łempicka’s work in
the motif of the half-closed window in the foreground, which was an unusual
compositional solution for the latter. It appears in one of Stryjeńska’s paintings,
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Fig. 4. Tamara Łempicka, At the Window,
1932, reproduced after A. Blondel,
Lempicka, Catalogue Raisonné 1921–1979,
Lausanne 1999.

Fig. 5. Tamara Łempicka, La Polonaise,
1933, reproduced after A. Blondel,
Catalogue Raisonné…

Boy at the Window (1930, Fig. 3), from the popular series entitled Młoda wieś
polska [Young Polish Villages], which was also reproduced on postcards and
then, two years later, in Łempicka’s At the Window of 1932 (Fig. 4), in which
we also see a similar pot of flowers. Although folklore was not in Łempicka’s
taste, in 1933 she made three small oils on wood panels featuring the bust of
a woman enlivened by a flowered shawl; these are La Polonaise (1933, Fig. 5),
of which an aquatint is also known to exist, Paysanne polonaise (Kizette, 1933)
and Jeune fille au foulard.15
The compositions by Łempicka and by other Polish female artists of the
interwar period display some similarities, even if we take into consideration
works that were created at more or less the same time that would tend to
exclude any mutual influence. Such similarities exist in the engraving Self-Portrait on the Telephone (Fig. 6) by Wiktoria Goryńska16, and a painting
15 Those works are numbered B.182, A, 151 (La Polonaise), B. 183 (Paysenne polonaise,
Kizette), B. 184 (Jeune fille au foulard) in the catalogue of Łempicka’s oeuvre by Alain
Blondel. Cf. A. Blondel, Tamara de Lempicka. Catalogue raissonné 1921–1979, Lausanne,
1999. The coloured print La Polonaise (The Polish Girl), A. 151, was sold at an auction
at the “Rempex” Auction House in Warsaw, in 1997. It shows a girl with Kizette’s
features wearing a folk shawl and holding an open book.
16 Wiktoria Goryńska took part in various exhibitions devoted to female artists, including
the 2nd International Exhibition for Women Artists organised in 1934 at the Institute
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Fig. 6. Wiktoria Goryńska,
Self-Portrait on the Telephone, 1930,
National Museum in Warsaw.

Fig. 7. Tamara Łempicka, Au téléphone II,
1930, private collection, reproduced after
G. Mori, Tamara de Lempicka, exhibition
catalogue, Palazzo Reale, Milan, 2006.

executed the same year by Łempicka. Goryńska’s portrait of a young woman
in a fashionable pullover, with short hair and a lithe figure (the artist practised
fencing), holding a telephone receiver in one hand and a pencil in the other,
is one of the most interesting depictions of a modern woman. This makes it
reminiscent of Łempicka’s well-known Au téléphone II (Fig. 7), which features
the same motif. However, the character of Goryńska’s engraving contrasts
with the exaggerated feeling of Tamara’s canvas, which was inspired by the
atmosphere of Hollywood movies of the period.

The “Polish” Paris
In the article devoted to Łempicka in Vanity Fair magazine in 1927, the artist
was described as the “Parisianised Polonaise” who had caused a sensation at
the last two Salons.17 Unlike the researchers contemporary to her, the later
scholars seem to have devoted little attention to the complex artistic scene of
for Art Propaganda in Warsaw by the International Federation of Business and Professional Women, and Świat kobiety [The World of Women] that opened at the same venue
in May 1939. Her works won many awards, including the silver medal at the Exposition Intérnationale des Arts et Technique in Paris in 1937.
17 Vanity Fair, 1927, p. 47.
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which Tamara was a part, which was a large melting pot of artists from various
countries who congregated in the Montparnasse quarter; for example, in the
chapters of her book dedicated to Łempicka’s Parisian period, Laura Claridge
says almost nothing of her contacts with the artistic circles on the Left Bank.
This lack of in-depth studies on the relationships between the various national
circles existing in Paris at the time, with their network of connections and
reciprocal exchanges, makes it more difficult to accurately reconstruct Tamara’s
circle of acquaintances.
In fact, Claridge only cites Tamara’s friendship with Mojżesz (Moise) Kisling, with whom she shared a love for portraiture and nudes rendered modern
by fashionable makeup, and a passion for the high life. She makes no mention
of Łempicka’s connections with other artists of Polish origin, such as Zygmunt
Menkes, Alicja Halicka, Mela Muter, Roman Kramsztyk and Leopold Gottlieb,
all of whom were also excellent portraitists. The fact that they were all Polish Jews probably prompted Kizette’s unwarranted comment: “Tamara may
have been Polish, but she wasn’t Jewish”.18
Kramsztyk and Gottlieb were members of the Rytm [Rhythm] group in
Warsaw (1922–1932) and worked between that city and Paris. A similar path
was followed by Henryk Kuna, who is referred to by Gioia Mori when she
described one of Łempicka’a most interesting works, Rhythm (Fig. 8). Mori
draws a comparison between the body of a central figure in Tamara’s painting,
a sculpture by Kuna bearing the same title, which was displayed at the entrance
to the Polish Pavilion at the 1925 exhibition of decorative arts in Paris, and
the head of the figure The Head of Fujita by Leon Idenbaum.19 The fact that
both works were known to Tamara attests to her contacts with the Polish
members of the École de Paris.
After the First World War, and especially after France offered military assistance to Poland when the Soviets invaded it in 1920, Franco-Polish relations
were remarkably cordial, not only on the political but also on the cultural level.
Associations and institutions were established in each country to promote the
culture of the other, and the first and foremost of these was the Association
France-Pologne, which was formed in 1919 under the aegis of the Polish Foreign
Ministry, on whose initiative the French Institute was established in Warsaw
in 1925. The Association France-Pologne also published the already mentioned
monthly magazine La Pologne, which came out in French from 1920 to 1934,
and in which the critic Edward Woroniecki’s column L’Art polonaise à Paris was
featured from 1922 to 1931. This was the milieu that Tamara frequented.
The author of an article which appeared in the Warsaw magazine Świat wrote
about the Paris successes of the “woman from Warsaw” [Łempicka] who “is
18 K. de Lempicka-Foxhall, op. cit., p. 127, thus suggests that her mother was not forced
to leave Europe in 1938. However, if Baron Kuffner ’s Jewish origins are taken into
account, there certainly were grounds for such a decision. Perhaps Kizette wished to
protest against the tendency to identify the École de Paris solely with Jewish artists.
19 G. Mori, Tamara de Lempicka. Paris 1920–1938, Florence, 1994, p. 51.
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Fig. 8. Tamara Łempicka, Rhythm,
1925, private collection, reproduced
after G. Mori, Tamara de Lempicka,
exhibition catalogue, Palazzo Reale,
Milan, 2006.

extremely well liked at the Polish Embassy. She is excellent propaganda for us
on the international market in Paris”.20
Tamara’s sister, Adrianna Gorska, also kept in touch with the Polish circles.
Together with other architects she sat on the committee of the 1937 Exposition Intérnationale des Arts et Techniques in Paris, and was responsible for
the execution of the work in the Polish Pavilion. She had also realised some
designs in Poland, and it is known that immediately before the outbreak of
the Second World War she and her husband Pierre de Montaut came to Warsaw to design some cinemas for Pathé Natan.21
The painter Wanda Chełmońska, who was in Paris in the 1920s, remembered both sisters well and wrote of them: “Tamara Łempicka, who came
across as hard and ruthless in her paintings à la Sleńdziński, was an extremely
beautiful young blonde. She and her architect sister organized interesting
parties at their home, which were very snobbish and classy, with furniture
and servants in the latest style”.22
20 Garrick, “Warszawianka – atrakcją wystaw paryskich” [Warsaw Girl – an Attraction
at the Paris Exhibitions], Świat, 1932, no. 2 (9 January), p. 8.
21 Kizette de Lempicka-Foxhall, op. cit., p. 127.
22 W. Chełmońska-Boczkowska, Wspomnienia. Rękopis [Memoirs. Manuscript], Zbiory Specjalne IS PAN w Warszawie [Special Collection at the Institute of Art, Polish Academy
of Sciences in Warsaw] inv. no. 1760/2, k.6. Wanda, the daughter of Józef Chełmoński,
frequented the École des Beaux-Arts (1914–1916), then, like Tamara, studied under
Maurice Denis and André Lhote. I am grateful to Professor Joanna Sosnowska for
having drawn my attention to the passage concerning Tamara.
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The studies devoted to Łempicka do not even make reference to her belonging to the Cercle des Artistes Polonais à Paris, which was founded in 1928 by
the sculptor August Zamoyski, a society whose members included Józef Pankiewicz, Henryk Gotlib and a group of female artists, such as Halicka, Muter,
Lednicka and Janina Konarska.23 It was actually as an exponent of this society
that Łempicka participated, in 1929, in the General National Exhibition (Powszechna Wystawa Krajowa, PWK) in Poznań, where she won a bronze medal for
the works she had displayed. The PWK is generally described as an international
exhibition, but in reality it was a major national one which brought together
all of the Polish provinces on the tenth anniversary of the country’s having
regained its independence. The vast section devoted to the arts featured at least
2,500 works. In the following years, Tamara continued to show her paintings
with the other members of the Cercle des Artistes Polonais, as is documented
in a note that appears in a 1930 issue of the Berlin magazine Die Kunstauktion.24
It should be pointed out that she also took part in international exhibitions at the Carnegie Institute in Pittsburgh, displaying her work twice in the
Polish section (28th International Exhibition, 17 October to 8 December 1929;
30th International Exhibition of Paintings, 15 October to 6 December 1931).
Her participation in the International Art Exhibition organised by the College
Art Association in 1933 is not recorded, but in this show she displayed various
works side by side with ones by Roman Kramsztyk, Rajmund Kanelba, Mela
Muter, Dawid Seifert and Eugeniusz Eibisch. She also exhibited her paintings
alongside works by Olga Boznańska and Alicja Halicka in the prestigious exhibition Les Femmes Artistes d’Europe at Jeu de Paume in February 1937.

Tamara in Poland before 1939
In an interview published by Kobieta Współczesna [Contemporary Woman]
magazine in 1932, when asked for her assessment of contemporary Polish art
Łempicka diplomatically avoided giving a direct answer by saying: “Art knows
neither fatherland nor borders”.25 She was certainly familiar with the works of
Polish artists, which could have been known to her both through the many
reviews and reproductions in the press and through the Paris exhibitions. But
she could also have seen them in Poland, where she often went to visit her
23 Dział Sztuki, PWK Poznań, 1929, exhibition cat. The section devoted to the Cercle des
Artistes Polonais à Paris featured works by, among others, Leopold Gottlieb, Alicja
Halicka, Bolesław Czedekowski, Janina Konarska, Maria Lednicka-Szczytt, Tamara
Łempicka, Mela Muter, Józef Pankiewicz and August Zamoyski. The catalogue contains
two paintings by Łempicka: no. 1160 – Romana de la Salle, fille du Duc de la Salle; no.
1161 – Kizette [known as Communiante].
24 Cf. G. Mori, Tamara de Lempicka, exhibition cat. Palazzo Reale, Milan, 2006, p. 184.
25 I. Zasławska, “U Tamary Łempickiej. Z cyklu: pracownie paryskie” [On Tamara Lempicka.
From the “Paris Ateliers” series], Kobieta Współczesna, 1932, no. 38 (20 November), p. 753.
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family and to sort out various issues concerning her divorce from Tadeusz or
Kizette’s future. In the case of the former, there issues consisted in an annulment of marriage, since the Catholic ceremony had been held in the Chapel
of the Order of the Knights of Malta in Petrograd. However, the place and
circumstances surrounding the marriage were questioned by Claridge, which
led scholars to doubt the accounts given by Tamara herself.
Yet even if we were to allow Tamara’s tendency to embroider the facts,
there is nothing to attest to the fact that, as Claridge holds, the chapel was
closed during the period in question and that Tadeusz belonged “to the Dutch
Reformed Church in Poland”.26 Instead, documents show that the Chapel
of the Order of the Knights of Malta was active at that time, and the fact
that the marriage took place there appears to be confirmed by Tadeusz himself, since he graduated in law at the University of Petrograd where, in 1908,
Polish students had founded the “Sarmatia” academic association, of which
Tadeusz himself could easily have been a member. The solemn meetings of
this elitist body were actually held in the Chapel of the Knights of Malta, so
it is not unlikely that the young lawyer chose to be married there. Moreover,
Łempicki was a Catholic at the time of the marriage. Claridge tells us he was
a Protestant, but he did not convert to that faith until 1934, when he married
Irena Spiess, who belonged to the Evangelical Reformed Church.27 In Poland
during the interwar years those wishing to marry a second time would often
convert to Protestantism.
Tamara’s tendency to gloss over the less pleasing aspects of her life led
her to paint a negative picture of Tadeusz’s second wife. Irena may not have
been as beautiful as Tamara, but she belonged to Poland’s financial and social
elite, which certainly aroused envy in the artist, who was prey to all forms
of snobbery. Irena’s brothers, Ludwik and Stefan Spiess, were the owners of
the Tarchomin pharmaceutical company, which was the largest in Poland, and
also great music-lovers and patrons of the arts.28 The Spiess family enjoyed the
friendship of famous writers, such as Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz, and of composers, especially Karol Szymanowski, who also benefited from their
financial support.
26 L. Claridge, Tamara Łempicka. Między art déco a dekadencją, translated by E. Hornowska,
Poznań, 2001, p. 73. It is not clear exactly what the author means by the “Dutch
Reformed Church”. There are two branches of Protestantism in Poland: the Evangelical
Reformed Church (Calvinist) and the Evangelical-Augsburg Church (Lutheran), but
neither of these was referred to as “Dutch”.
27 Irena’s father, the industrialist and doctor of pharmacy Ludwik Henryk Spiess, was of
Evangelical-Augsburg faith, while her mother Jadwiga Simmler was a member of the
Evangelical Reformed (Calvinist) Church, cf. J. Szturc, Ewangelicy w Polsce [Evangelicals
in Poland], Warsaw, 1999.
28 The Spiess family were of German origin and had become Polonised. Irena’s grandfather,
Józef Simmler, was a well-known painter who produced portraits of Warsaw’s elite in
the nineteenth century.
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Kizette’s memoir makes it clear that Łempicka visited Poland at least three
times between the end of 1927 and the beginning of 1928, in a vain attempt to
win back her husband. It is amazing, therefore, that the press made no mention of her being here, as she was no ordinary figure and certainly did not pass
unnoticed. The only trace of her Polish visits is found in the memoir by Irena
Krzywicka, a writer and militant proponent of sex education, who scandalised
the contemporary public opinion. Krzywicka recalled a very special New Year’s
Eve in Warsaw: at eleven o’clock in the evening “the beautiful socialite Mrs
Łempicka” phoned to invite her and her husband to an impromptu party
given by the Counts Ostrowski “at their fine residence at the end of Miodowa
Street” – a party that was “a huge success”.29
When Łempicka’s triumphs in Paris had begun to resonate, people also
started talking about her in Poland. This was certainly thanks to her contact at the La Pologne magazine, which was also distributed in Warsaw.
Articles about her also appeared in other magazines, such as Świat [The
World], Światowid, Kobieta Współczesna [Contemporary Woman], Sztuki
Piękne [The Fine Arts], Tygodnik Ilustrowany [Illustrated Weekly] and Kurier
Warszawski [Warsaw Courier], which attests to the lively interest the Polish press had in her oeuvre. Photographs of her works were often accompanied by a brief comment on her Paris career and by a photo of the artist. Sometimes her works also appeared on the cover of the publication
in question (Figs. 9, 10).
During one of Tamara’s stays in Poland, a journalist from the Warsaw
magazine Świat, who signed himself as “Garrick”, conducted an interview with
her entitled “Warszawianka – atrakcją wystaw paryskich” [Warsaw Girl – an
Attraction at the Paris Exhibitions]. After describing, in detail, Tamara’s looks
and her fashionable outfit, the journalist provided other information which
was, however, incorrect; for example, he (or she) wrote that “her first painting
was displayed at an exhibition devoted to the Rhythm [Rytm] group”, and that
one of her works was shown at the Zachęta gallery in Warsaw – an erroneous statement that was subsequently repeated elsewhere.30 In fact, the second
comment is not confirmed by the catalogues of the Zachęta [Society for the
Encouragement of Fine Arts]. On the date that the interview was published,
namely 9 January 1932, one of Łempicka’s works was, in fact, on show in Warsaw, but at another gallery, i.e. at the Institute for Art Propaganda (Instytut
Propagandy Sztuki, IPS). The work was W porcie [In the Harbour], an oil painting displayed at the exhibition entitled Salon Zimowy [The Winter Salon].31
29 I. Krzywicka, Wyznania gorszycielki [Confessions of a Corruptress], edited by A. Tuszyńska,
Warsaw, 2002, p. 285. The palace is situated at 8 Miodowa Street.
30 Garrick, Warszawianka – atrakcją, op. cit., p. 8. […] “One of my canvases is now on
show at the Zachęta gallery; here it can be viewed by critics and lovers of painting”.
31 Wystawa dzieł sztuki pod nazwą „Salon Zimowy” [Art Exhibition Entitled “The Winter
Salon”], catalogue, Instytut Propagandy Sztuki, Warsaw, 13 December 1931 – February
1932, no. 126: Tamara Łempicka, W porcie, olej [In the Harbour, oil].
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Fig. 9. Cover of Kobieta Współczesna, 1932,
no. 38.

Fig. 10. Cover of Świat, 1933, no. 28.

A close examination of the Zachęta catalogues does not confirm the hypothesis once put forward that Łempicka exhibited there in 1928.32
Unfortunately, nothing is known about Łempicka’s paintings that were in
private collections in Poland prior to 1939, and it can only be assumed that
some of them were. Tadeusz, at least, must have owned a few, but his apartment at no. 6 Aleja Róż burnt down during the Warsaw Uprising in 1944.33

The war fortunes
Łempicka left Europe in 1938 and on the eve of the war found herself in
the United States in the company of her second husband, the Hungarian
baron Raoul Kuffner, who had managed to sell his estates and evacuate
valuable art collections, imperilled by the impending war as much as by his
Jewish origins.
32 This information appeared first in the biographical note on the artist in Artystki polskie
[Polish Female Artists], exhibition cat., The National Museum in Warsaw, Warsaw,
1991. The same information is repeated in the catalogue of the Washington exhibition
(Voices of Freedom, cf. note 52).
33 The information is taken from A. Iwaszkiewiczowa, Dzienniki i wspomnienia [Diaries
and Memories], ed. by P. Kądziela, Warsaw, 2000, p. 356. Irena Spiess was a friend of
the writer Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz and of his wife, Anna.
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Once on the American arena, Łempicka focused on active self-promotion.
Yet the image of the “baroness with a brush”, greedily seized upon by the
press and nourished by photographs of the artist dressed to look like a Hollywood star, not only produced this much-desired celebrity, but also caused
ironic comments.
In addition, from the moment of her arrival in the United States, Łempicka
enjoyed the unceasing attention of the local Polish-language press. During the
1940s, her participation in charity events was extolled.34 Her patriotic feelings compelled her to become involved, together with her daughter, in aiding
Poland’s struggle against the occupying forces. In 1940 she organised a collection to aid the British-American Ambulance Corps. She also joined the
Woman’s Emergency Corps; she headed the Department of Education and in
February 1942 was promoted to the rank of Staff Sergeant.35
Always involved in war relief actions, Łempicka donated the proceeds from
her exhibition in New York in 1941 to the Paderewski Fund for Polish Relief.
Photographs taken by Nicholas W. Orloff during Łempicka’s solo exhibition
at the Julien Lévy Gallery show her standing in front of her work Ucieczka
[The Escape], accompanied by the wife of film and theatre director Otto Preminger. Both ladies are wearing characteristic brooches with the Polish Eagle,
which were sold at the Paderewski Testimonial Day. The event, endorsed by
Eleonore Roosevelt, was accompanied by a collection in aid of occupied Poland
and gathered many aristocrats and members of the intelligentsia from both
America and Europe. It also drew many art world celebrities, of which ample
proof is given by another photograph in which Salvador Dalí was captured
in conversation with Łempicka (Fig. 11).
In the post-war years, Łempicka continued to readily emphasise her origins
and promoted her native country in a manner that was typical of post-war
stabilisation. Her beauty tips and culinary advice, still happily published by
the American press, include such statements as “Poles should be proud not
only of their history and culture, but also of the Polish cuisine”.36

Reception of Łempicka’s art in Poland after 1945
In this period Poland was separated from the rest of Europe by the Iron
Curtain. Łempicka’s art, which depicted the world of the Roaring Twenties
– still fairly recent but spiritually very remote – appeared to have been
34 The Polish newspaper Nowy Świat (15 April 1941), published in New York, mentioned
Łempicka’s participation in the Paderewski Day auction in connection with her exhibition on Manhattan.
35 Cf. G. Mori, Tamara de Lempicka. La Regina del Moderno, op. cit., p. 52. A photograph
of Tamara wearing a uniform appeared in the Los Angeles Times on 5 February 1942.
36 New York Journal-American, 26 November 1961.
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Fig. 11. Tamara Łempicka
and Salvador Dalí during the
“Paderewski Day” at the
exhibition Tamara de Lempicka.
Baroness de Kuffner, New York,
The Julien Levy Gallery,
18 April 1941, photo by
N. W. Orloff, private collection,
reproduced after G. Mori,
Tamara de Lempicka. La Regina
del Moderno…, Rome, 2011.

irrevocably consigned to oblivion. Yet the revival of her painting, which
sprang from renewed interest in Art Déco that had begun to spread in the
1960s, as well as the reverberations from her retrospective at the Galerie du
Luxemburg in 1972, resonated in Poland to a certain degree. This was mainly
thanks to the critic Szymon Bojko who, in the process of studying the fortunes of Polish artists abroad, was the first to note the sensational comeback being made by Łempicka. While preparing an essay on Polish artists in
America, he gathered a considerable amount of material on the artist, which
he later donated to the Instytut Sztuki PAN (Institute of Art of the Polish
Academy of Sciences) in Warsaw. The scholar published various short texts
on Łempicka;37 his largest essay appeared in the volume entitled Z polskim
rodowodem. Artyści polscy i amerykańscy polskiego pochodzenia w sztuce Stanów
Zjednoczonych w latach 1900–1980 [Polish Roots. Polish Artists and American Artists of Polish Origin in American Art from 1900 to 1980], published
in Toruń in 2007.
After a two-year correspondence with Kizette, Bojko succeeded in meeting Łempicka before she died in 1980. He was the driving force behind the
biopic made by Tomasz Pobóg-Malinowski in 1981 and broadcast on Polish
television, but all traces of that film have been lost. The Polish premiere of
the play Tamara by John Krizanc, performed in the Studio Theatre in Warsaw
in 1990 (pre-premiere Los Angeles, 1984), also resonated widely. Following
these events, the artist acquired a place in the Polish collective consciousness.
From the beginning of the 1990s this process was strengthened by sensational
news that started to appear in the popular press concerning the presumed
37 S. Bojko, “Tamara de Lempicka”, Art and Artists, 1980, vol. 15 (June), pp. 6–9.
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Fig. 12. Tamara Łempicka, Znużenie [Lassitude],
c. 1925, National Museum in Warsaw, photo by
P. Ligier.

rediscovery of her works or the record sums for which her pictures were sold
at auctions abroad and, increasingly often, in Poland.
Łempicka’s life and work have been described and popularised extensively
in two books, one by Gioia Mori and the other by Laura Claridge, both of
which were translated into Polish.38 These volumes have reawakened interest
in the painter, who is nevertheless represented in Polish museums by only one
work, Znużenie [Lassitude, c. 1925], which the National Museum in Warsaw
acquired in 1979 from the family of the critic Edward Woroniecki (Fig. 12).39
Polish art historians have never allowed Łempicka’s name to be forgotten,
however, since 1974 it has appeared in seminal studies focusing on artistic
life and the circle of Polish artists in Paris.40 Inspired by the surge of interest
38 L. Claridge, Tamara Łempicka. Między art déco a dekadencją, op. cit.; G. Mori, Tamara
Łempicka. Paryż 1920–1938, translated by H. Borkowska, Warsaw, 2003.
39 The Mazovian Museum in Płock [Muzeum Mazowieckie w Płocku] purchased in 2014
also her Still Life.
40 Cf. Polskie Życie Artystyczne 1915–1939 [Artistic Life in Poland, 1915–1939], edited by
A. Wojciechowski, Wrocław, 1974, Polska Bibliografia Sztuki 1901–1944 [Bibliography of
Polish Art, 1901–1944], edited by J. Wiercińska, M. Liczbińska, vol. 1, part. 2, Wrocław,
1976. Łempicka is mentioned in publications devoted to Polish artists who participated
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in female artistic production, an exhibition devoted to Polish women artists
titled Voices of Freedom,41 organised by the National Musuem in Warsaw and
curated by Agnieszka Morawińska, opened in Washington in 1991. The show
featured several canvases by Tamara Łempicka, undoubtedly also due to growing interest in the “Déco diva”, as she has recently been dubbed.
In conclusion, it may be said that the cosmopolitan nature characteristic of
not only her work, but of the artist herself require that studies concerning her
likewise move in diverse directions and cover various fields. The multiplicity of
individual “national” and local visions that intersect and enrich one another will
help to complete our knowledge of Tamara Łempicka by creating an even more
credible and complete image of her. In the current essay I attempted to demonstrate that the Polish context is an essential and integral part of that image.
(Translated by Susan Ann White and Klaudyna Michałowicz)

Abstract
The fact that Tamara Łempicka was listed in the catalogues of the Paris Salons as a Pole
evoked little interest in the research on her life and work. Neither has much attention
been devoted to her links with the Polish artistic milieu in Paris during the period between
the First and Second World War or to the fact that she displayed her work in the Polish
sections of exhibitions held abroad.
In the process of a detailed investigation, the author of the current essay attempts to
reveal the importance of her relations with the Polish world of art. Among the most
important, especially at the early stages of Łempicka’s career, was the role of the Polish
art critic Woroniecki, as well as her forgotten friendships with Polish artists, such as the
sculptress Maria Lednicka, who probably played a crucial role in arranging Łempicka’s first
solo exhibition in Milan in 1925.
The article also offers a concise review of her contacts with the Polish members of
artistic Paris of the 1920s and 1930s, and of Łempicka’s presence on the Polish artistic scene
and in the press before, during and after the Second World War, although many other
aspects still remain unexplored.
In conclusion, it may be stated that the cosmopolitan nature that was characteristic
of not only her work, but of her as an artist requires that studies concerning her go in
diverse directions and cover various fields. The multiplicity of individual “national” and
local visions that intersect and enrich one another will help to complete our knowledge
of Tamara Łempicka by creating an even more credible and complete image of her. The
aim of the current essay, however, was to demonstrate that the Polish context is an essential and integral part of her image.
in the Paris Salons, such as: H. Bartnicka-Górska, J. Szczepińska-Tramer, W poszukiwaniu światła, kształtu i barw. Artyści polscy wystawiający na Salonach paryskich w latach
1884–1960, Warsaw, 2005, and in three volumes by Tadeusz Dobrowolski, Nowoczesne
malarstwo polskie [Modern Polish Painting], where Łempicka is cited in connection with
the Cercle des Artistes Polonais à Paris (Wrocław, 1964, vol. 3, p. 256).
41 Voices of Freedom: Polish Artists and the Avant-Garde 1880–1990, exhibition cat., National
Museum of Women in the Arts, Washington D.C., 1991.
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The Organic Quality of Visual Form:
The Artistic Bond between Zdzisław
Ruszkowski and Henry Moore1
Zdzisław Ruszkowski (1907–1991) was a Polish painter who has largely been
neglected in the historiographical discourse in his native land, yet who stood
out among the Polish émigré artists thanks to, among others, the fact that
he came into artistic interaction with Henry Moore. Wiesław Juszczak stated
that Moore was one of those artists who in the 20th century had achieved an
“incontestable greatness”.2 How did Ruszkowski, who had settled in England,
meet Moore? The painter thus recalled his contacts with the sculptor, whom
he had met through the collector of his works, Maurice Ash:
When I was painting in Kentish Town Mr and Mrs Ash were staying in Great Hallingbury, quite close to Much Hadham. They were good friends of Henry Moore, and
through them I struck up an acquaintance with the sculptor. The idea of a living person surrounded by sculptures fascinated me […]. I went to sketch at Moore’s studio
a number of times. I did several drawings of the swirling hollow shapes of the sculptures and of Moore moving between them. Finally I decided on a composition in which
the vertical centre consisted of a figure of Moore and the chimney of his cottage. The
centre was surrounded by the wavy shapes of the sculptures. To accentuate the rhythm
of the shapes I painted the sculptor with folded hands.3 (Fig. 1)
1

2

3

The current essay was written within the framework of the research project entitled
“Pamięć i widzenie: paradygmaty realizmu w sztukach plastycznych Polski i Europy
1919-1939”, financed by National Science Centre funds allocated on the basis of decision no. DEC-2012/07/B/HS2/00300.
W. Juszczak, “Verklärung”, in: Mowa i moc obrazów. Prace dedykowane Profesor Marii
Poprzęckiej, Warsaw, 2005, p. 265. I was fortunate to have developed my research skills
and intellectual interests under the guidance of Professor Wiesław Juszczak, who is one
of the greatest Polish humanists of our times. Being in no way able to match his vast
erudition, the perspicacity of his mind and his talent to interpret artistic phenomena
independently from any methodological vogues and in even the most unexpected cultural contexts, I would like to express my gratitude to Professor Juszczak by means of
this modest essay on the painterly oeuvre of Zdzisław Ruszkowski.
The Paintings of Ruszkowski with an introduction by Michael Simonow, London, 1982, p. 50.
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Fig. 1. Zdzisław Ruszkowski, Henry Moore in his Studio [Henry Moore w pracowni],
1954, oil on canvas, 99.1 × 119.4 cm, Abbaye de Flaran, France, Collection
Simonow

The painting described above, entitled Henry Moore in his Studio, dates
from the year 1954, i.e. the beginning of Ruszkowski’s artistic career. It is
not impossible that the organic visual form, which was idiomatic of Moore’s
sculpture, fascinated Ruszkowski only fleetingly; but it may also have been
deeply assimilated and integrated with the painter’s own morphological explorations. In search of the truth of the case, it is necessary to review Ruszkowski’s biography, as he is an artist well-nigh forgotten in Poland, while in Great
Britain, where he lived for fifty years, he has been relegated to the margins
of art history.
Born the son of the painter Wacław Ruszkowski, he graduated from the
Academy of Fine Arts in Cracow in 1929. He had been taught by Wojciech
Weiss, Józef Mehoffer, Stanisław Kamocki and Władysław Jarocki, and was
a member of the colourist group “Pryzmat”. In 1935 he left for Paris, where
he stayed until the outbreak of the Second World War. His Parisian years were
filled with plein air painting sessions in the south of France, with physical work
at the building site of the Trocadero for the 1937 Exposition Internationale des
Arts et Techniques dans la Vie Moderne, with studies of the Old Masters at
the Louvre, the carrying out of a fellowship granted by the French government
thanks to a recommendation from two ex-Fauves, Othon Friesz and Albert
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Marquet, participation in the Salon des Indépendants (1937) and the Salon
des Tuileries (1938), as well as in an exhibition of Polish artists at the Galerie
Bernheim-Jeune (1938). His earlier fascination with Van Gogh’s expressive
colour and audacious texture was replaced by an enchantment with Cézanne
and the structural logic of his paintings. In 1939, Ruszkowski enrolled in the
Polish Army in Brittany; after the collapse of the French front, he travelled
through the Pyrenees, Portugal and Gibraltar to join the Polish armed forces
that had been reconstituted in Scotland. There, in 1941, he married Jenifer
McCormack, an Englishwoman serving in the British Army. Their children,
a daughter, Anna (1942), and a son, Krzysztof (1944), were born in Edinburgh.
Ruszkowski focused on portraying his family; his works were exhibited at the
Royal Scottish Academy of Art and the Scottish National Gallery of Art. He
perceived scenes from family life through the prism of the intimate poetics
of Pierre Bonnard. In 1944, the Ruszkowskis moved to London to settle at
Jenifer’s parents’ house at Hampstead Heath.4
Ruszkowski’s first one-man exhibition was organised at the Roland, Browse
and Delbanco Gallery in London in 1948. The exposition underscored his predilection for Post-Impressionist morphology in painting: a decoratively treated
field of colour locked in a Nabis contour, as well as a reinterpretation of Pierre
Bonnard’s and Édouard Vuillard’s models with the concurrent introduction
of a colour dominant in the representation. In the same year, however, Ruszkowski began to draw his inspiration from Dutch realism, thus restoring
volume and natural colouring to his forms.5 The rhythm of transformations
in his pictorial vision accelerated. Already landscapes painted in the 1950s in
Cornwall, which show parts of the rocky shore and fishing villages, present
a new view, or perhaps conceptualisation, of nature. Some critics perceived it
as a monumentalised and universalised vision of modest motifs; a vision that
exceeded the boundaries of what was local and specific to geo-cultural placement.6 An image filtered through the painter’s own memory was produced in
his atelier; it grew autonomous there, losing its mimetic character in favour of
a chromatic composition with the plane of the canvas as its departure point.
The human figures, most often seen against a fading daylight, were empty
of biological vitality, turning into ashy phantoms seemingly burnt from the
inside out (Fig. 2). Their dimensionality was rendered by means of chiaroscuro
contrasts and by shades of grey, whereas their “skin” resembled the texture
of weathered rock. In addition to modulations of the colour range enclosed
between the extremes of black and white, Ruszkowski’s compositions embraced
touches of deep and saturated tones; yet he never yielded to the temptation
4
5
6

M. Simonow, Ruszkowski 1907–1991: Catalogue of Paintings and Sculptures from the Simonow
Collection (Art et Caractère), Lavaur, 2007, pp. 33–36.
L. Talbot, “Insight into an original”, HAM&HIGH, 28 January 1983, p. 2.
A. Hammer, “Roland, Browse and Delbanco”, The Architectural Review, 1952, no. 664,
p. 4.
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Fig. 2. Zdzisław Ruszkowski, Butcher’s Shop [Sklep mięsny], 1951, oil on canvas, 111.8 x 66 cm,
Abbaye de Flaran, France, Collection Simonow

of savouring colour and always retained the logic of the chiaroscuro (Fig. 3).
In a 1954 portrait of Henry Moore in his atelier, the sculptures surrounding
Moore, which refer to the idols of archaic cultures, are rendered in an animistic
mode, with an expressive volume and threateningly intense inner dynamism.
According to Józef Czapski, the manner that is typical of Ruszkowski’s mature
art, with volumes modelled by the contrasts of distinctly separated chromatic
fields and by contoured areas of light and shadow, owed much to Moore’s art.7
Later, this modelling acquired a more fluid form and the lines became more
flexible, referring to the organic shapes of Moore’s sculptures.
In the early 1960s, Ruszkowski formulated a theory of “aureolism”, whose
fundamental tenet is the observation that when opposing colours are brought
together, they evoke a third colour, which forms a sort of aureole at the meeting line. Ruszkowski materialised this nimbus of light and fixed its form and
colour, thus making it a constructional component of a painting. This aesthetic conception was derived from diverse experiences, which included the
internalised perception of nature and the lessons learnt from both old and
contemporary masters: Philipp Otto Runge’s theory of colours, Vincent van
Gogh’s principle of suggestive colour, Paul Cézanne’s tectonics of a painting and
the decorativeness of Pierre Bonnard’s canvases. In the light of Ruszkowski’s
aesthetic rules, a well-composed painting contained an autonomous light
because it was an independent reality imbued with its creator’s sensual and
emotional memory.
7

J. Czapski, “Niespodzianka” [Surprise], Kultura (Paris), 1982, no. 11, p. 118.
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Fig. 3. Zdzisław Ruszkowski, Women in Mousehole Harbour [Kobiety w porcie
Mousehole], 1951, oil on canvas, 65.4 × 80.6 cm, Abbaye de Flaran,
France, Collection Simonow

These views crystallised during Ruszkowski’s study trips to Cyprus, Venice
and Spain in the 1950s and 1960s. A clear caesura emerged in his oeuvre in
Venice in 1955: the black colour acquired a particular importance in the chromatics of his works. From then on, areas filled with black, most often the
silhouettes of gondolas, were sharply distinct on the canal’s surface shattered
by colourful reflections into vibrant, pulsating motes; the canal was most
often seen from an elevated viewpoint, radically limited by narrow framing.
The immanent dynamism of water was emphasised antithetically by the
painting’s “narrators”, their figures motionless like stone statues.8 Considering the long artistic tradition of representing the Venetian cityscape as
brightly lit by the sun, these fragmentary views of tourist attractions are truly
astonishing.9 Yet, as was noted by Stephen Bone, in Ruszkowski’s Venetian
paintings the black colour did not suggest darkness but, on the contrary,
surprisingly successfully evoked the effect of strong light.10 Just as unexpectedly, the light of the dying day and the twilight aura are peculiar to the
artist’s Spanish landscapes from 1956, which are dominated by green, black
8 H. J. Read, “Roland, Browse & Delbanco”, Art, 24 November 1955, p. 5.
9 E. Newton, “Ruszkowski and Hayden”, Art News and Review, 12 November 1955, p. 3.
10 S. Bone, “A Polish Artist in London”, The Manchester Guardian, 2 November 1955, p. 4.
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Fig. 4. Zdzisław Ruszkowski,
Sperlonga Bay at Sunset [Zatoka
Sperlonga o zachodzie słońca], 1962, oil
on canvas, 109.2 × 91.4 cm, Abbaye de
Flaran, France, Collection Simonow

and brown hues tinged with orange and rendered in a sombre gamut reminiscent of El Greco’s palette.
The light fixed in the contours and in the colour patches also resembles
the marinas painted by Edvard Munch and Emil Nolde, even though those
are more dramatic in expression than Ruszkowski’s paintings. Ruszkowski
created powerfully expressive landscapes in 1962, in the Italian fishing village of Sperlonga, most often seen from a high cliff in the light of the setting
sun (Fig. 4). In these landscapes he attempted to transpose the changeable
nature of the sea, the movement of waves and the play of light reflections
into painterly qualities by scattering motes and specks of colour, those lightfilled “snakes and commas of turquoise”, as Czapski wrote,11 on the surface of
the water. The roots of this 20th-century formula of luminism reached back,
as Ruszkowski himself pointed out, to William Turner and Claude Monet
– masters of capturing the rays of light gliding the water surface. Yet Ruszkowski accentuated the painterly substance as being equal to the remembered
optical impression and the mental experience.12 Alicja Drwęska put it aptly:
“His intuition, sensitivity and imagination transform a grey patch of mundane
life into a costly, glittering painterly and poetic matter”.13
11 Czapski, op. cit., p. 118.
12 Z. Ruszkowski, “‘Aureolism’: A Theory Concerning Painting”, in J. P. Hodin, Ruszkowski.
Life and Work, London, 1966, pp. 65–66.
13 A. Drwęska, “Zdzisław Ruszkowski”, Dziennik polski i dziennik żołnierza, 14 November
1955, p. 3.
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Ruszkowski produced portraits, still lifes and nudes based on aureolist
aesthetics. He transformed female nudes – seen in the light of dying embers
in the fireplace, painted from models whose features are never distinct – into
luminescent bodies. In the narrow frames of still lifes set in dark interiors,
fluid contours of objects delineate the areas of light and shadow, merging into
constellations of almost unrecognisable, synthetically rendered forms. Ruszkowski periodically abandoned intimate topics in order to immerse himself
in the harsh climate and wild nature of the British Isles, to explore the arena
of a violent clash between the elements of sky, water and earth. In 1960 he
established an artistic retreat in an old house at Loch Maree in Scotland.
There he painted concise, zoned landscapes, in which the lake reflected the
luminosity of the sky, the clouds materialised like the abstract patterns of
tapestry, and the flat silhouettes of the hills resonated with the two-dimensionality of the canvas. Ruszkowski found his subsequent retreats at Lyme
Regis in Dorset – in the very heart of the Jurassic Coast, as well as at Ashprington by the Dart and in Ireland (Fig. 5). In 1976 he derived hedonistic
pleasure from the beauty of the southern landscape in remote corners of
Greece, where he recalled from memory the compositional solutions used
by the Nabis, with their landscape’s background obscured by a decoratively
treated grid composed of tree trunks and branches; these visual effects had
been borrowed from Japanese woodcuts. The narrow crescent of the beach
on the Greek island of Spetses, to which Ruszkowski travelled in the spring
of 1980,14 runs almost vertically up the compositional frame, towards the blue
line of the horizon; it is like the trimming of a tapestry into which the strip
of boggy ground overgrown with bushes and crowned with the openwork
tops of olive trees has been transformed. The profusion of patterned planes,
reminiscent of Vuillard and Bonnard – again a compositional effect adopted
from Japanese aesthetics – is here instrumental to a vision of Mediterranean
nature motionless in the lazy midday heat. By then, the chiaroscuro contrasts
had disappeared from Ruszkowski’s art, his compositions were ruled by chromatic accords and counterpoints, and the tones acquired by shadow were
as resonating as those of light.
From the 1960s until the 1980s, Ruszkowski’s repertoire of topics was
dominated by landscapes and nudes. He produced multicoloured pictorial
tissues serving as backgrounds for softly painted naked bodies of “generous,
sturdy harridans”, to render Stanisław Frenkiel’s phrase in English.15 These
nudes referred to the masterpieces of the Venetian Renaissance, to the archetypal Arcadia, and in the modern art tradition, to the “odalisques” by Henri
Matisse and Pierre Bonnard. Translated into the language of painting, a female
body posed against the background of a decorative fabric or enclosed in the
dense rhythm of the silhouettes of holiday-makers at a beach was turned into
14 L. Talbot, “Ever the optimist”, Hampstead and Highgate Express, 24 October 1986, p. 2.
15 S. Frenkiel, “Ruszkowski”, Wiadomości (London), 10 December 1972, p. 4.
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Fig. 5. Zdzisław Ruszkowski,
The Forest [Las], 1967, oil on canvas,
127 × 101.6 cm, Abbaye de Flaran,
France, Collection Simonow

a paradigm of aesthetic beauty and an exemplification of a dialogue with the
great tradition of European culture. At the same time, Ruszkowski’s female
nude was a personification of the forces of nature and a testimony to his fascination with the beauty of life. This is because his aureolism was a means
to capture the equilibrium between the self-referential character of modernist
painting and the joyous affirmation of the world.
The question to ask at this point is how Ruszkowski’s art was received
in the British Isles. He was perceived there mainly as a thoroughly modern
painter, even though not entirely allied with the mainstream trends.16 He was
seen as a follower, although never an imitator, of Bonnard’s and Matisse’s PostImpressionism on the one hand, and as an heir to the Expressionist stance of
Edvard Munch and Oskar Kokoschka on the other.17 He was also noted as an
artist who was capable of recapitulating European artistic traditions, and as
a syncretic painter who was able to reconcile the great traditions of the North
and South and to fuse into a coherent whole the colourist sensibility of the
Venetians, Titian and Veronese, with the mystic luminism of Rembrandt.18
He was principally considered a descendant of Cézanne, Van Gogh, Gauguin
16 R. Berthoud, “Painter in a world of his own”, The Times, 10 March 1978, p. 4.
17 P. Rouve, “Of taste and trance”, Art News and Review, 20 March 1958, p. 3.
18 L. Berryman, “Zdzislaw Ruszkowski. Gillian Jason Gallery”, Arts Review, 1986, no. 21,
p. 2.
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and Maurice Denis, although Goya and Daumier were also mentioned as his
artistic forebears.19
In less than a decade after he had settled at Hampstead Heath in London
in 1944, Ruszkowski was recognised by commentators of the artistic scene as
one of the most important British artists of the era (his Polish origins, always
respectfully mentioned, did not hinder his being qualified as British).20 He
repeatedly exhibited his works at the prestigious Roland, Browse and Delbanco
Gallery, at Leicester Galleries and Centaur Gallery, and was invited to participate in the collective exhibitions of the London Group at the Royal Academy
(1946) and at New Burlington Galleries (1954); he took part in presentations
of British art in Paris, e.g. at the Musée d’art moderne in 1946. In 1966, the
Leeds City Art Gallery hosted a large retrospective of his work; the reviews
were enthusiastic. He had some patrons on a par with those of the Renaissance: Tom Laughton, Maurice Ash and Michael Simonow, whose collections
of his works were the largest.
In order to describe Ruszkowski’s position in the artistic and intellectual
milieu of Polish émigrés in Great Britain, it is necessary to bring up the names of
two artists whose work is highly valued in Poland and who, having emigrated
to Great Britain, struck up a friendship there, namely Tadeusz Piotr Potworowski and Marek Żuławski. Since they were never in close or friendly relations
with Ruszkowski, the art of each will be referred to in the current discourse as
an arbitrarily selected interpretative context that is not meant to demonstrate
their having any influence on one another or as sharing any goals. The two
artists are recalled in order to emphasise Ruszkowski’s idiosyncratic approach,
with French Post-Impressionism as its starting point (the case of Potworowski
and Żuławski is similar here), whereas the point of arrival was (quite differently than for Potworowski and Żuławski) a formula of expressive decorative
painting in which light solidified in the painterly substance yet lost nothing of
its value as a conveyor of spirituality. References to Żuławski and Potworowski
are, in my opinion, more useful in locating Ruszkowski on the map of artistic
activities in the Polish émigré milieu than his membership in the Society of
Polish Artists in Great Britain (from 1956 onwards called the Association of Polish Artists in Great Britain, APA), a body whose aim was to develop a joint
tactic, to organise exhibitions and promote its members’ work; it accentuated
the shared cultural tradition of its members, but did not obstruct their creative freedom with any common artistic programme. Constituting this triad
of artists will, I hope, help to change Ruszkowski’s status in Polish art historiography, in which he has not received due recognition (not to say that he
19 M. Bohusz-Szyszko, “Wystawa Zdzisława Ruszkowskiego” (Exhibition of Zdzisław
Ruszkowski), Dziennik Polski i Dziennik Żołnierza, 3 March 1948, p. 3; E. Newton, “At
the galleries”, The Guardian, 20 April 1963, p. 4.
20 S. Bone, “Paintings with a personality. Ruszkowski’s strength and simplicity”, The Manchester Guardian, October 29, 1957, p. 3; J. P. Hodin, “The Poetics of Ruszkowski”, Art
News and Review, 9 November 1957, p. 3.
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remains forgotten), even though during his lifetime he was respected, praised
and even lauded in Great Britain, his adopted homeland.21
The first to mention Ruszkowski together with Żuławski was Eric Newton, an enthusiast of Ruszkowski’s art and a reviewer for “The Guardian”,
who applied to the work of both artists the category of a “Polish style”.22
This was an attempt to define the national idiom in the Poles’ artistic output, but the term “style”, understood as a set of definite, repeatable and fixed
morphological features in the art of a given period or trend, was in this case
entirely irrelevant. Newton’s observation though must be perceived in the
context of the British art criticism of that time. In the case of exhibitions of
Polish émigré art, commentators determinedly and consistently underlined
its Post-Impressionist genealogy, perceiving the predilection for colour as the
common denominator of these artists’ work. The source of this tendency was
sought, most correctly, at the Academy of Fine Arts in Cracow, recalling that
Bonnard was highly esteemed there.23 Specific features of the Poles’ art were
thus equated with the stigma of Bonnardism;24 whether correctly is another
matter. This conclusion was adequate in reference to the impulses drawn by
Ruszkowski and Żuławski from French art, but each of the artists adapted
these stimuli in a way that was entirely his own.
Żuławski lived in Paris in the same years as Ruszkowski, i.e. from 1935
to 1937, but he was tempted, or perhaps pressurised, by French Post-Impressionism for a shorter period of time, as he had landed in England earlier than
Ruszkowski. Yet the art of Żuławski and Ruszkowski demonstrates a number of analogies, even though just as many differences can be mentioned as
well. Ruszkowski’s painting, which is certainly an affirmation of Nature and
Man, widely differed from the pained undertone of Żuławski’s artistic vision
– a vision that was entirely anthropocentric, focused on human fate in its
religious, existential and social dimension.25 Ruszkowski’s apotheosis of life
and family intimacy, as well as his pantheistic (although not underpinned by
any religious system) approach to nature,26 were very distant from the philosophical reflection on the timeless nature of evil and on religious humility in
the face of suffering (archetypically prefigured by Christ), which was evident
in Żuławski’s imagery. Żuławski employed an expressive contour reminiscent
of Georges Rouault which stands in opposition to Ruszkowski’s colourful
21
22
23
24

J. P. Hodin, “Ruszkowski – A Master”, Arts Review, 1968, no. 9, p. 4.
E. Newton, “Ruszkowski and Zulawski”, The Guardian, 31 October 1960, p. 4.
R. Trilithon, “Zdzislaw Ruszkowski”, The Arts Review, 4–18 May 1963, p. 3.
R. Carline, “Round the art galleries”, Our Time, 1948, no. 7, p. 2; J. P. Hodin, “Roland,
Browse and Delbanco”, Art News and Review, February 11, 1950, p. 2; L. Alloway, “The
backward glance”, Art News and Review, February 23, 1952, p. 3; E. Newton, “Ruszkowski
and Hayden”, Art News and Review, 12 November 1955, p. 4.
25 H. Pitoń, “Marek”, in: Marek i Jacek Żuławscy, exhibition cat., National Museum in
Gdańsk, Gdańsk, 2002, pp. 12–22.
26 M. Chapman, “At the Leicester”, What’s on in London, 17 May 1968, p. 2.
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Fig. 6. Zdzisław Ruszkowski, Interior of the National Gallery, Athens [Wnętrze
Galerii Narodowej w Atenach], 1976, oil on canvas, 101.6 × 129.5 cm, Abbaye
de Flaran, France, Collection Simonow

aureolas surrounding the forms and to the tapestry-like decorativeness of his
compositions (Fig. 6). Even the chromatic gamut of their canvases is different:
Ruszkowski’s vibrates with tones (despite the high proportion of black) and is
rich in contrasts of colour and chiaroscuro, whereas the chromatic dominant
in Żuławski’s compositions is dark. Ruszkowski’s multicoloured painterly
substance differs widely from Żuławski’s favourite counterpoints: black in
opposition to red or grey-tinged white. The intimate aura of portraits painted
by Ruszkowski, especially those showing his family and friends, puts them on
the opposite end of the spectrum from Żuławski’s monumental silhouettes that
symbolise the alienation, depersonalisation and degradation of a human being
in contemporary reality. Żuławski himself commented: “Since loneliness arising
from an awareness of total isolation in a incomprehensible universe is the
human lot, my paintings usually tell of human loneliness. They also express
human transience against the background of the eternal scenery of indifferent
Nature. My art is born from the dialectic conflict between Man and Universe”.27
27 Marek Żuławski. Malarstwo, grafika. Dzieła ze zbiorów Muzeum Tatrzańskiego im. Dr
Tytusa Chałubińskiego w Zakopanem [Marek Żuławski. Painting, Printmaking, Works
from the Tatra Muzeum in Zakopane], exhibition cat., Biuro Wystaw Artystycznych,
Częstochowa, 1988.
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Kenneth Coutts-Smith interpreted Żuławski’s painting as showing Man “in
his essential isolation”, trapped in his own body, and as rendering “incurable
conflicts”: those between man and man, man and nature, and man and God.28
Ruszkowski, in contrast, was a “painter in love with life”, as noted in The Yorkshire Post review on the artist’s retrospective at the Leeds City Art Gallery.29
What brought the two painters together, in turn, was their predilection for
sensual painterly tissue, their focus on the tactile qualities of pigments and
on modulating textural effects, and their concentration on defining forms that
were essentially figurative. This is because what Ruszkowski and Żuławski
had in common was, above all, the humanism of their attitudes, with the
human condition invariably placed in the centre of attention.30 “My painting
is full of allusions”, wrote Żuławski in Studium do autoportretu [Study for a Selfportrait]. “Its goal is to create a mood, a climate, an atmosphere that compels the viewer to meditate. I wish a painting to be more than an arithmetic
sum of its elements; I wish it to be a symbol or a visual interpretation of
an experience. I aim at expressing my approach to the world, at saying with
painterly means something that otherwise cannot be said. I aim at creating
a new image of a human being in the context of today”.31
While both Ruszkowski and Żuławski were studying the art of the Nabis
and the Fauves in the galleries of Paris, Potworowski, who some years earlier
than they had managed to absorb, all at once, the lesson of Post-Impressionism, the vast collections of the Louvre and Léger’s machinist Modernism,
was already at work back in Poland, having established himself at an estate
in Rudki and later in Grębanin. There he continued his explorations in the
framework of the colourist doctrine of a symbiosis of colour, light and space.
Fate would bring Potworowski and Ruszkowski closer to each other during
the war, when they stayed first in Scotland, then in London, and then in
Cornwall in the 1950s.
A comparison of the methods of transposing Cornwall’s landscape into
picture, as created by these two artists, reveals how their paths diverged, even
though they had had the same starting point, i.e. Bonnardesque Post-Impressionism. Potworowski, to whom the paint’s pigment, which he identified
with light, was an essential carrier of meanings, would radically exceed the
boundaries of Bonnard’s formula of Intimism and decorativeness by moving
towards an allusive abstraction. He owed this transformation to his profes28 M. Kitowska-Łysiak, “Marek Żuławski”, 2008, http://www.culture.pl/baza-sztuki-pelnatresc/-/eo_event_asset_publisher/eAN5/content/marek-zulawski [accessed 6 August
2013].
29 W.T.O., “Painter in love with life”, The Yorkshire Post, 6 October 1966, p. 4.
30 E. Phelps, “Zdzisław Ruszkowski, Jablonski Gallery”, Arts Review, 27 October, 1987,
p. 3; M. Chapman, “Art and Artists”, What’s on in London, 22 February 1952, p. 3;
O. Blakeston, “Transcending the mode”, Art News and Review, 20 February 1954, p. 4;
M. Chapman, “Art and Artists”, What’s on in London, 18 November 1955, p. 4.
31 Marek Żuławski. Malarstwo, grafika... op. cit.
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sorship at the anti-academic Bath Academy of Art in Corsham (1949–1958),
which provided a breakthrough impulse to his artistic vision as well as to his
close contacts with Peter Lanyon and Victor Pasmore, and, indirectly, also to
the influence of the avant-garde St. Ives School. Ruszkowski would repeatedly
return to Bonnard to rework or paraphrase his artistic tropes, and he would
reveal in them new plastic meanings which occasionally would be antithetical to Bonnardesque conventions of representation. The reminiscences of the
Nabis’ synthetism would strengthen even further and the jarring chromatic
contrasts derived from the Fauves would sharpen in his late work. Under the
influence of the English avant-garde of the 1950s, Potworowski managed to
reject the Post-Impressionist stigma and to liberate himself from the colourist
canon of the Polish K.P. group (Polish: ‘kapiści’); yet his appreciation for the
structural logic of Cézanne’s landscapes remained an essential impulse that led
him towards a depiction based not as much on direct visual perception as on
memory, which amalgamated the sensual experiences and filtered the observed
reality through the artist’s emotions. Similarly to Cézanne, Potworowski used
geometrical figures: the circle, triangle and rectangle, as the basic modules of
pictorial architectonics. Cézanne was a crucial reference point to Ruszkowski
as well; it was Cézanne’s artistic experiences, as well as his notes attesting to
an incessant determination in seeking the essence of objects and of nature, that
taught Ruszkowski to impart a perceptible structure on compositions whose
painterly tissue pulsated with colour tones and whose contours had the fluidity of arabesques (Fig. 7). Even though they created their own artistic idioms,
both Ruszkowski and Potworowski had absorbed Cézanne’s influence deeply
enough to develop a constant concern for the painting’s structural quality.
To both, the painting’s ontological status consisted in capturing the play of
light and colour in the pictorial space, and in imbuing the aesthetic experience
with the element of their own personality and with the authenticity of their
own experience. Both were intrigued by spatial manipulations and revelled in
the freedom of using various, occasionally unexpected points of view on an
interior or a landscape, and of integrating them in the compositional frame.
Both painted their landscapes in an atelier, where notes and sketches from
nature stimulated their memory. Both were painters of the sea, too, although
their approach to the element of water was different.32 Ruszkowski focused
on the highly stylised reflections decoratively arranged on the transparent or
darkened surface of the water, while Potworowski tersely rendered the grimness and rapacity of the ocean.
In fact, the shared elements of their creative attitudes did not preclude the
emergence of essential differences between the painting idioms that each of
them had worked out already during the sojourn in Cornwall. The increasingly
more refined harmonies which Potworowski derived from the limited palette
32 L. Berryman, “Zdzislaw Ruszkowski. The Jablonski Gallery”, HAM&HIGH, 6 November 1987, p. 4.
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Fig. 7. Zdzisław Ruszkowski, Steps in
Lyme Regis [Schody w Lyme Regis], 1977,
oil on canvas, 91.4 × 61 cm, Abbaye
de Flaran, France, Collection Simonow

of related colours; his toned-down chromatic contrasts; the pictorial space
reduced to the plane of the canvas; the form close to a sign in its conciseness;
the controlled painterly gesture; the faint skin-like texture; the fragments of
grey sacks and nets pasted within the painterly matter – all of this was very
different from the substantial heaviness of the colour patches in Ruszkowski’s works, from his chromatic counterpoints and resonances, from colours
sensitive to neighbouring tones,33 from the ornamental planes placed additively in the compositional frame and, finally, from the tensions between the
decorative flatness of the canvas and the illusive depth achieved by means of
a reasoned configuration of colour areas and the diagonal compositional axes.
The radical English avant-garde turned Potworowski’s artistic vision towards
abstraction, whereas the sculptural volume of forms painted by Ruszkowski
was influenced by the biomorphic if abstract sculpture of Henry Moore.34 In
fact, some of Ruszkowski’s landscapes and still lifes painted from the 1960s
to the 1980s also approach close to abstraction;35 but Ruszkowski never truly
33 M. Bohusz-Szyszko, “Wystawa Zdzisława Ruszkowskiego” [The Exhibition of Zdzisław
Ruszkowski], Życie (London), 2 March 1952, p. 3.
34 E. Newton, “Colour, Space and Light”, Time and Tide, 26 October 1957, p. 4.
35 M. Lewin, “Art”, HAM&HIGH, 22 January 1983, p. 3.
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suspended or questioned the elementary relation between nature and art and
never gave in to the tendency to absolutise and autonomise painterly language. In his imagery, the human figure retains its integrity regardless of the
environment in which it is presented, i.e. the northern or the southern landscape, the sections of a small town or of the intimate domestic and studio
interior. Nor is the integrity of the human figure affected by the configuration
of colour patches that form or deform it, while these patches may emanate
light or absorb it; they may resemble a composition of stained glass or softly
permeate one another; they may be granulated, lumpy, rubbed in; they may
reveal or conceal the brushstroke. Ruszkowski, Żuławski and Potworowski
were three émigré artists much respected in the British Isles, three painters
with shared Post-Impressionist roots and divergent aspirations; yet it seems
that the purely human, psychological and spiritual element was common to
their creative stances, although each of them interpreted it differently.
In 1982, Józef Czapski recalled his first meeting with Ruszkowski, which
had taken place fifty years earlier, soon after the painters of the KP group
returned to Poland.36 He noted Ruszkowski’s isolation within the colourist
milieu, which by then was already evident, and his focus on his own work.
One of the reviewers of his retrospective at the Leeds City Art Gallery in 1966
speculated that the artist must have felt in Scotland, where a colourist trend
had developed as well, as if he were among his own;37 yet the reviewer could
not but notice that the artist had retained his own, individual approach that
was free from local borrowings. Ruszkowski was thus a personality possessed
of a multicultural creative potential, an artist as Polish as he was British. As
a painter, he never severed his link with France; yet neither did he submit to
the demands of current artistic trends. He had created a formula of colourism that was rooted in the European tradition and yet idiosyncratic. The aesthetics he developed was based on syncretic tenets, but it synthesised artistic
impulses in the unquestionably original idiom of 20th-century painting.38 He
came close to Schopenhauer’s ideal of the “pure subject of cognition” who,
freed from existential pain and fully focused on the aesthetic experience, in
an act of contemplation reaches the Platonic essence of being.
(Translated by Klaudyna Michałowicz)

36 Czapski, op. cit., p. 118.
37 W.T.O., 1966, p. 4. P. Long with E. Cumming, The Scottish Colourists 1900–1930:
F. C. B. Cadell, J. D. Fergusson, G. L. Hunter, S. J. Peploe, exhibition cat., National Galleries of Scotland, Edinburgh in association with Royal Academy of Arts, London–Edinburgh, 2000.
38 A. Drwęska, “Fiat Lux et Color”, Tydzień Polski, 24 May 1975, p. 3.
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Abstract
Zdzisław Ruszkowski (1907–1991), the son of a painter (Wacław Ruszkowski) and a graduate of the Cracow Academy of Fine Arts (1929), a member of the Pryzmat [Prism] group
of Polish Colourists, left Poland for Paris in 1935. A dialogue with the old masters and with
Bonnard’s Post-Impressionism constituted the main formative stimuli for Ruszkowski in
the late 1930s. After the outbreak of the Second World War, he enlisted in the Polish Army
in Brittany. Upon the collapse of the French front he joined the Polish armed forces in
Scotland and, from 1940 onwards, all fields of his activity were connected with Great
Britain. In the late 1940s, Ruszkowski created an original pictorial morphology which
referred to Post-Impressionism by enhancing the decorative qualities of the chromatic
patch. Ruszkowski developed his idiosyncratic pictorial idiom in the landscapes he painted
in Cornwall in the 1950s. His friendship with Henry Moore implied a more “sculptural”
rendering of the pictorial form. The artistic bond with Moore entailed, in the early 1960s,
a theory of aureolism which constituted a cornerstone of Ruszkowski’s artistic practice.
The aesthetic of “aureolism” which Ruszkowski developed until the end of his life embraced
all of his previous experiences and fascinations.

